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ABSTRACT 
Local Power in Dante's Inferno 
Nassime Jehan Chida 
 
This study explores the historical content of Dante’s Inferno by confronting his representations 
of local power both with those of his contemporaries and of modern historiography. It shows the 
originality and nuance of Dante’s vision of local power, in particular the concept of tyranny and 
the rise of signoria in the cities of the north eastern part of Italy and of Romagna. The final 
chapter attends to Dante’s response to the judicial concept of family co-responsibility. Dante’s 
representation of local power is examined by focusing on Ezzelino da Romano and Obizzo II 
d’Este in Inferno 12, Guido da Montefeltro in Inferno 27 and Ugolino della Gherardesca in 
Inferno 32 and 33. 
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Introduction 
The objective of this study is to show the originality and nuance of Dante’s representation 
of local leadership by exposing the discourse about local government contained within the 
Inferno’s dense historical content. Despite the advanced stage of institutional development in 
communal Italy in Dante’s time, the first treatise to deal with local power in Italy did not appear 
until the 1350s with Bartolo of Sassoferrato’s De tyranno. Before this time, poetry and 
chronicles were a privileged vehicle of political analysis. The level of political awareness to be 
found in political poems and chronicles surpasses what can be found in other extant 
documentation, and this study shows the place of Dante’s Inferno within this tradition of political 
writing. Ultimately, this study will show that the Inferno is a site of historical analysis and 
political contestation.  
The scholarship on Dante’s politics typically attends to Dante’s views of papacy and 
empire. My study examines his vision of local signori, many of whom are represented in his 
poem.1 In recent years there has been a biographical turn in Italian Dante studies; thus, narratives 
of Dante’s itinerary across the peninsula as an exile have yielded literary interpretations that 
exclusively serve the biographical reconstruction on which they depend. Beyond the biographical 
tradition, and despite studies of Dante’s political, social and cultural context recently published 
for the benefit of Dante scholars, the complexities of local politics are rarely factored into critical 
readings.2  
                                                                                                 
1  “The  transfer  of  power  to  a  single  individual  or  family  in  all  the  major  communes  except  Venice  and  a  
handful  in  Tuscany,  was  undoubtedly  the  most  important  political  development  of  the  period  1250-­1350,  
and  it  was  one  over  which  the  empire  and  the  papacy  exercised  little  influence”  in  Hyde,  John  K.  Society  
and  Politics  in  Medieval  Italy:  The  Evolution  of  the  Civil  Life,  1000-­1350.  New  York:  St.  Martin's  Press,  
1973,  pp.  141-­2.  
  
2  For  a  recent  study  of  Dante’s  historical  context  see  Barański,  Zygmunt  G.,  and  Lino  Pertile,  eds.  Dante  
in  Context.  Cambridge  University  Press,  2015.  For  examples  of  critical  readings  that  refer  to  Dante’s  
historical  context  in  generic  terms  such  as  “civil  strife”  or  “urban  feuds”  with  no  examination  of  previous  
  2  
As a result, the most recent developments in the historiography of communal Italy, and 
crucially its renewed attention to autocratic government, have not yet informed literary 
interpretations of Dante’s Commedia. Moreover, the Commedia’s diagnosis of the social and 
political tendencies of its time has been overlooked. I turn to the relevant scholarship not to 
locate Dante’s personal interests or justify his representational strategies, but simply to bring 
them to light by placing them in their context. I intentionally neglected to consider the 
biographical explanations for Dante’s authorial choices, unless they were based on Dante’s own 
claims or on extant evidence, preferring instead to compare Dante’s representation of people and 
events first to those made by his immediate predecessors and contemporaries, and second to 
those found in current historical scholarship.  
This study relies in the first instance on the “detheologizing” of Teodolinda Barolini 
which, as pointed out in her essay “Only Historicize” - ‘cleared the way’ for historicizing Dante 
by challenging the overdetermined or “theologized” reading that governed studies of the 
Commedia.3 My study seeks to continue and expand the work of ‘Dante and Francesca da 
                                                                                                 
and  simultaneous  representations  of  the  historical  figures  in  the  Commedia  see  Bosco,  Umberto.  
Enciclopedia  Dantesca.  Roma:  Istituto  della  Enciclopedia  italiana,  1970  on  Ugolino:  “Rifiuta  invece  una  
lotta  così  esasperata  da  far  dimenticare  all'uomo  la  sua  umanità,  da  trasformarlo  in  bestia”  ;;  see  also  
Varanini’s  assessment  of  the  Enciclopedia  Dantesca’s  analysis  in  Varanini,  Giorgio.  L'acceso  strale:  saggi  
e  ricerche  sulla  Commedia.  Vol.  8.  Federico  &  Ardia,  1984,  p.91:  “Opportunissima  messa  a  punto,  che  
riconosce  l’esegesi  del  canto  al  mirabile  saggio  del  De  Sanctis,  ancorché  non  trascuri  -­  tutt’altro  -­  le  
acquisizioni  della  più  recente  critica,  che  insiste  sulla  necessità  di  far  conto  della  certa  intenzione  del  
poeta  di  non  far  luogo  soltanto  alla  rappresentazione  della  tragedia  della  paternità,  ma  altresì  della  
tragedia  delle  discordie  cittadine,  delle  rivalità  e  dissensioni  intestine  -­  piaga  purulenta  della  vita  civile  
delle  città  toscane  fra  duegento  e  trecento  -­  ,  generatrici  d’ogni  sorta  di  male.”;;  see  also  Derla,  Luigi.  
“Genealogia  Di  Ugolino.”  Testo:  studi  di  teoria  e  storia  della  letteratura  e  della  critica  18.34  (1997):  31–56  
[p.40]:  “Non  è  dunque  dalle  cronache  e  fabulazioni  contemporanee  che  è  nato  l’Ugolino  di  Dante,  ma  
dall’intuizione  del  suo  significato  metafisico,  racchiuso  nell’immagine  sotto  cui  esso  deve  essersi  rivelato  
al  Poeta”.  For  a  biographical  use  of  Dante’s  historical  context  see  Melani,  Silvio.  “Il  Canto  XXXIII  
Dell’Inferno  Di  Dante.”  Settentrione,  nuova  serie:  rivista  di  studi  italo-­finlandesi  12  (2000):  192–  and  Carpi,  
Umberto.  L'inferno  dei  guelfi  e  i  principi  del  Purgatorio,  2013.    
  
3  See  Barolini,  Teodolinda.  The  Undivine  Comedy:  Detheologizing  Dante.  Princeton  University  Press,  
1992;;  “For  me  this  traction  came  through  ‘‘detheologizing’’—a  narrative  approach  that  cleared  the  way  for  
historicizing.”  Barolini,  Teodolinda.  "  “  Only  Historicize":  History,  Material  Culture  (Food,  Clothes,  Books),  
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Rimini: Realpolitik, Romance, Gender’, on the conviction that not just Francesca but most of 
Dante’s contemporaries represented in his poem must be historicized with the two step operation 
that Barolini demonstrates: the critic not only locates relevant historical material but ascertains 
the way in which Dante factored that history into his text.4  
Historicizing the discourse on local power of the Commedia is an endeavor that is limited 
by the availability of extant documentation, and therefore requires a flexible approach. In the 
case of Ezzelino da Romano or Guido da Montefeltro, there was a pre-existing historiographical 
tradition available to Dante and to his first readers which continued to influence his early 
commentators. In the case of Obizzo II d’Este, there were pre-existing and simultaneous 
representations of Obizzo being made by others, notably a Ferrarese exile residing in Florence 
named Riccobaldo. In the case of Ugolino di Donoràtico, there are limited records that predate 
the Commedia, which in turn contaminated the subsequent historiography until the mid-twentieth 
century. In some cases, for example Rinier da Corneto in Inferno 12, there is a total lack of 
information. 
I propose a simple method for using medieval chronicles and current historiography in 
pursuit of historically valuable and otherwise inaccessible meaning in the Inferno. I approach 
Dante’s Inferno in the first instance as a historical document which must be understood both as a 
product of and a witness to its context. I begin by examining chronicles, contemporary political 
                                                                                                 
and  the  Future  of  Dante  Studies."  Dante  Studies,  with  the  Annual  Report  of  the  Dante  Society  127  (2009):  
37-­54.  
  
4  Barolini,  Teodolinda.  "Dante  and  Francesca  da  Rimini:  Realpolitik,  Romance,  Gender."  Speculum  75.01  
(2000):  1-­28.  In  the  case  of  Francesca  the  first  relevant  historical  material  is  the  absence  of  such  material:  
“when  we  begin  to  wonder  about  the  historicity  of  Francesca,  we  discover  the  existence  of  a  specialized  
bibliography  on  the  historical  Francesca  of  great  erudition.  But  it  rarely  intersects  with  the  much  larger  
literary  bibliography  on  Inferno  5,  and  its  findings—including  the  fundamental  fact  that  there  is  no  
historical  record  of  the  events  narrated  in  the  canto—are  rarely  factored  into  literary  readings.  Torraca’s  
clarity  about  the  silence  of  the  historical  record  has  not  informed  subsequent  readings  of  the  canto”,  p.  2.  
  
  4  
poetry and simultaneous representations of the 13th century political leaders of Dante’s poem in 
order to isolate Dante’s more original representational strategies. Locating the original 
representational strategy in Dante’s verse sometimes directed me to portions of the Commedia 
that have not loomed as large in the exegetical tradition. For example, it is Dante’s reframing of 
tyrants as plunderers in Inferno 11 and 12 that sets him apart from his contemporaries on record; 
it is in his identification of Guido da Montefeltro as the man responsible for the warmongering of 
Romaga’s signori that Dante deviates from the various accounts of Guido’s gesta available at the 
time.5 Finally it is in the dream narrative of Inferno 33 that Dante expresses his political reading 
of Ugolino’s power and legacy. 
Once I located the original representational strategies deployed by Dante, I produced 
textual analysis that goes beyond the 20th century historicist school of Dante interpretation, 
which evaluated Dante’s verse for historical accuracy but lacked the interpretative framework 
necessary to read his poetry as political theory. Such studies were useful in isolating factual 
errors, which I then re-interpreted, when possible, as rhetorical arguments. Narrative, regardless 
of accuracy, can inform public perceptions more effectively than rhetorical discourse.  
My assumption was always that Dante was not misinformed or confused regarding the 
local political affairs of his own times - and neither were most of his first readers. Of course, 
Dante and his contemporaries operated in a context in which, in the words of late 13th century 
                                                                                                 
5  To  be  clear,  Romagnol  signori  were  widely  associated  with  war  mongering  and  perfidy  according  to  
Larner  in  Larner,  John.  Lords  of  Romagna.  Springer,  1965,  p.71.  Larner  provides  two  sources,  both  
produced  after  the  Commedia.  The  first  is  a  “French  legate  of  the  fourteenth  century”  found  in  Fantucci,  
Marco.  Monumenti  ravennati  de'  secoli  di  mezzo:  per  la  maggior  parte  inediti.  Venezia:  Stampe  di  F.  
Andreola,  1801,  V,  p.  393,  where  the  letter  in  question  is  dated  February  23rd,  1321  (year  of  Dante’s  
death)  on  p.  391;;  and  the  second  is  Matteo  Villani,  brother  of  Giovanni  Villani,  and  continuer  of  his  
chronicle  after  the  latter’s  death  in  1348.  The  Romagnol  signori  may  well  have  already  been  associated  
with  war  mongering  and  perfidy  before  the  composition  of  Inferno  27,  my  findings  only  indicate  that  Guido  
da  Montefeltro’s  responsibility  is  part  of  an  analysis  of  the  situation  which  cannot  be  found  in  the  extant  
accounts  of  Guido’s  life  that  pre-­date  the  Commedia.  
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friar and chronicler Salimbene de Adam, many people said many things [multi multa referre 
consueverunt], a world of conflicting narratives conveying different perspectives. Yet the 
mechanisms of local power were visible to the attentive observer, and the effects of poor 
leadership were felt by the majority of citizens, and among them, Dante’s first readers.6 
My assumption was rewarded by a distinct vision of Dante as an historian and social 
commentator. This vision shows Dante re-appropriating pre-existing histories and literary 
traditions to analyze the state of local government in the early 14th century, identifying 
tendencies, making connections and manipulating recent history to impact local practice. For 
example, it is my contention that in Inferno 12, Dante used the chronicles of Rolandino, 
Salimbene and Riccobaldo to subvert Aristotelian political theory (mediated through Aquinas) 
and to trace a connection between autocracy and expansionist warfare.  
 By considering the pre-Dantean historical record in conjunction with current 
historiography, some of the most familiar canti of the Commedia come to be read differently 
from standard interpretations. In Inferno 27 for example, Dante’s representation of dynastic 
leadership in Romagna examines the legacy of the region’s most famous military leader Guido 
da Montefeltro. Guido was memorialized as a formidable warrior whose religious retirement was 
immediately viewed with suspicion. In my reading of this canto I show that Dante capitalizes on 
previous historiographical and literary traditions to theorize the role of military expertise in the 
birth of urban hegemonies. 
My study is structured in the following manner. Since Dante’s representation of local 
power in the Commedia cannot be isolated for scrutiny without an examination of the vision of 
signori and tiranni held by the previous generation of chroniclers and poets, and by Dante’s 
                                                                                                 
6  Salimbene,  Giuseppe  Scalia,  Berardo  Rossi,  and  Luigi  Malerba.  Cronica.  Parma:  Monte  Università  
Parma,  2007,  paragraph  117,  p.  224.  
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contemporaries, I devote a first short chapter to the perception of signorie and the understanding 
of tirannia among Dante’s peers. I then follow Dante’s representation of tirannia first in Inferno 
11 and 12, and then in Inferno 27. Finally I turn to Inferno 32-33, where Dante represents 
Ugolino di Donoràtico, signore of Pisa. I believe that much of the historical data I collect in 
these chapters would prove useful in applying this method of interpretation to the other political 
canti of the Commedia in Purgatorio and Paradiso in a future study because Dante represented 
many of the relatives of the signori in Inferno in the second and third cantiche, e.g. Buonconte da 
Montefeltro in Purgatorio 5, Nino Visconti in Purgatorio 8, or Cunizza da Romano in Paradiso 
9. 
The authors I consider in order to contextualize Dante’s representation of local power 
include men like Rolandino da Padova (notary, chronicler and communal official), Brunetto 
Latini (notary, translator, encyclopedist, poet, and chancellor of Florence), Salimbene de Adam 
(friar and chronicler), and Guittone d’Arezzo (poet and friar).7 Among Dante’s contemporaries 
and peers I include Riccobaldo da Ferrara (notary and chronicler) and Dino Compagni 
(communal official and chronicler), who were writing between 1308 and 1314, coinciding with 
the years Dante composed Inferno. All of these men were informed by Thomas Aquinas, who 
wrote De Regimine Principum [On Kingship] in the 1260s, in the wake of the first Latin 
translation of Aristotle’s Politics. However, unlike Aquinas, the chroniclers and the poets I 
mention reported on the same political and geographical contexts that Dante introduced into the 
Commedia. Like Dante, they chose to write about recent events and current affairs, offering their 
                                                                                                 
7  All  of  whom  were  also  communal  officials,  if  only  for  brief  periods  with  the  exception  of  Guittone,  who  
was  nevertheless  familiar  with  communal  political  culture  because  his  father  had  been  a  communal  
official  in  Arezzo.  
  7  
personal perspectives on public life, informed by their experience as well as by their partisan 
affiliations. 
I have not attended here to Dante’s representation of Florentine leadership partly on the 
grounds that Florentine leadership would require its own study and partly because the poem, 
written in exile, led me first to the Marca Trevigiana, to Romagna and finally to Pisa. 
Nevertheless I have maintained throughout this study a particular attention to the Florentine 
perspectives of men like Brunetto Latini and Dino Compagni, adding the Florentine chronicler 
known as Pseudo-Brunetto and the Florentine poet Rustico Filippi in the last chapter on Ugolino 
di Donoràtico.  
  
  8  
I.   Signoria and tirannia in the time of Dante  
 
Signoria was a form of government that appeared in Italy in the early 13th century.8 
Dante’s peers did not necessarily view signoria in negative terms. Dante assessed signori 
individually, according to the merits of their leadership. He did not make distinctions among 
signori on the basis of their official title, constitutional status, or ancestry, nor on the extent or 
configuration of their power. Only some signori were considered to be tyrants, which was a fluid 
and subjective term, with a broad spectrum of possible meanings. 
In the late 13th century, the Franciscan friar Salimbene de Adam of Parma, compiled a 
list of signori qui in Lombardia et in Romagnola [signori here in Lombardy and Romagna].9 
Salimbene was a witness to a process that began in the early 13th century, when the citizens of 
several cities in the Northeastern portion of the Italian peninsula adopted a form of government 
in which power was concentrated in the hands of one leader, most often referred to as the signore 
[lord]. Today, Italian historians refer to this form of government as “signorie cittadine” [city 
lordships].10 By signore, Salimbene meant simply leader, or ruler. He made no distinction based 
on legal status or official title, let alone on the extent or configuration of the signore’s power. For 
Ferrara, the list includes both Azzo VII, who was repeatedly Podestà of Ferrara, and his 
                                                                                                 
8  “In  any  case,  the  lordships  of  the  late  thirteenth  and  early  fourteenth  century  represented  a  wide  range  
of  types  of  regimes,  the  details  of  which  scholars  have  still  not  entirely  illuminated”  in  Caferro  in  “Empire,  
Italy  and  Florence”  in  Barański,  Zygmunt  G.,  and  Lino  Pertile,  eds.  Dante  in  Context.  Cambridge  
University  Press,  2015,  p.  19.  
  
9  Salimbene’s  chronicle  was  written  in  the  1280s.  All  citations  from  Salimbene  are  taken  from  Salimbene,  
Giuseppe  Scalia,  Berardo  Rossi,  and  Luigi  Malerba.  Cronica.  Parma:  Monte  Università  Parma,  2007.    
  
10  For  a  description  of  signoria  see  Hyde,  John  K.  Society  and  Politics  in  Medieval  Italy:  The  Evolution  of  
the  Civil  Life,  1000-­1350.  New  York:  St.  Martin's  Press,  1973  pp.  141-­152  and  Larner,  John.  Italy  in  the  
Age  of  Dante  and  Petrarch,  1216-­1380.  London:  Longman,  1980,  pp.  128-­153.  Maire  Vigueur  defined  
signoria  as  any  form  of  one  man  or  one  family  rule:  “Per  noi,  è  signoria  cittadina  ogni  forma  di  potere  nella  
quale  è  riconoscibile  l’egemonia  di  un  uomo  o  di  una  famiglia  sul  governo  di  una  città”  in  Maire,  Vigueur  
J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale.  2013,  p.  11.  
  9  
grandson Obizzo II, who officially took the title of perpetual dominus [lord]. Nor does Salimbene 
distinguish by ancestry, for the list includes both King Enzo (son of Frederick II) for the 
Ghibellines of Reggio, and one Buoso da Duera (represented in Inf. 32, 115-7) for the city of 
Cremona.11  
It was once believed that the Republic of Florence was a model of communal government 
which in turn was assumed to have “democratic” aspirations and tendencies.12 In reality, from 
1267 to 1279, Florence was ruled by Charles I of Anjou. His regime was long considered an 
exception with few implications for the political development of the city, but as Zorzi explains: 
the highest offices of the communal government were in fact substituted during this period, and 
many institutions of the Popolo were abolished outright, including the assemblies known as the 
                                                                                                 
11  This  is  apparent  both  in  Salimbene’s  list  and  in  Dante’s  various  uses  of  the  word  ‘signore’.  Paolo  Grillo  
writes  the  following  about  the  list  produced  by  Salimbene:  “Nel  suo  elenco  vi  sono  capifazione,  
personaggi  che  esercitarono  un  qualche  tipo  di  signoria  politica,  veri  e  propri  signori  e  persino  re  Enzo  
che,  appunto,  secondo  il  frate  signoreggiò  su  Reggio  al  pari  di  un  Guido  de  Sesso”  in  Grillo,  Paolo.  
“Signori,  signorie  ed  esperienze  di  potere  personale  nell'Italia  nord-­occidentale  (1250-­1396)”  in  Maire,  
Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale.  2013,  p.  23.  
  
12  This  vision  of  a  more  “democratic”  Florence  originated  with  Florentine  chroniclers  in  the  generation  
after  Dante’s.  The  vision  was  later  reinforced  in  the  work  of  Hans  Baron  writing  after  the  Second  World  
War.  In  1964  Jones  pointed  out  that  the  “true  measure  of  contrast  between  communes  and  signorie”  was  
in  no  sense  “a  contrast  of  democracy  and  dictatorship”  in  Jones,  P.  J.  “Communes  and  Despots:  The  City  
State  in  Late-­Medieval  Italy.”  Transactions  of  the  Royal  Historical  Society,  vol.  15,  1965,  71–96,  p.  74.    In  
1980,  John  Larner  noted  that  Charles  of  Anjou  assumed  a  “virtual  lordship  of  Florence  and  Lucca  for  six  
years  in  1267”  in  Larner,  John.  Italy  in  the  age  of  Dante  and  Petrarch,  1216-­1380.  London:  Longman,  
1980,  p.128.  For  a  recent  examination  of  this  perception  see  Zorzi,  Andrea.  Le  signorie  cittadine  in  
Toscana:  esperienze  di  potere  e  forme  di  governo  personale  (secoli  Xiii-­Xv),  2013.  The  opposition    
between  signorie  and  comunal  governments  (e.g.  Florence’s  Priorato)  is  an  assumption  that  was  
retrospectively  applied  to  the  13th  century  by  historians  who  informed  history-­focussed  Dante  criticism.  
See  Maire  Vigueur’s  call  for  a  reading  of  governance  in  communal  Italy  that  differs  from  traditional  
accounts  in  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale,  2013,  in  which  Maire  Vigueur  as  
the  collection’s  editor  identifies  a  number  of  erroneous  assumptions  in  the  previously  established  
historiography,  (e.g.  in  the  work  of  Najemy  and  others)  on  p.  11.  I  list  them  because  they  have  significant  
implications  for  any  attempt  to  historicize  the  Commedia’s  representation  of  local  government.  The  first  
erroneous  assumption  to  bedevil  communal  historiography  (and  by  extension  Dante  studies)  was  the  
belief  that  one  man  or  one  family  rule  was  a  result  of  a  crisis  of  communal  governments.  The  second  is  
the  above  mentioned  assumed  opposition  between  the  two  forms  of  governance,  with  the  first,  
communal,  believed  to  have  tended  towards  a  broader  participation  of  the  population  in  matters  of  
politics,  and  the  second,  despotic,  tending  towards  a  concentration  of  power.  The  third  assumption  was  
the  homogeneity  of  communal  governments  within  communal  Italy,  and  its  evolution  via  three  stages:  the  
consular  regime,  the  Podestà  regime  and  the  regime  of  the  Popolo.    
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Anziani, the Consigli and the office of the Capitano.13 The men that had helped finance Angevin 
military expeditions filled the remaining key offices. Zorzi also notes that among the men 
considered to become Podestà of Florence at the end of the 13th century, there are many signori 
who had successfully taken over other cities, such as Alberto Scotti of Piacenza, Gherardo da 
Camina of Treviso and Matteo Visconti of Milan.14 In 1305, Robert of Anjou was Florence’s 
Capitano di guerra and brought to the city a contingent of Catalan mercenaries.15 In 1310 Robert 
of Anjou was named ruler of Romagna by Clement V. Robert, became senator of Rome and 
signore of Florence in 1313; in 1318 he would become signore of Genova and in 1319, of 
Brescia. 
Brunetto Latini’s return to a successful political career in Tuscany after spending seven 
years in France was due to his connections within the Angevin administration.16 During his time 
in France, he wrote Li Livres Dou Tresor (mentioned in Inf. 15, 119). For Brunetto the city’s 
                                                                                                 
13  For  an  example  of  the  view  Zorzi  argues  against,  see  John  Law’s  1980’s  pamphlet  on  signori:  “In  some  
cases,  foreign  rule  had  only  a  slight  impact  on  the  subject  community;;  the  multiple  lordships  of  the  
Angevin  dynasty  in  Northern  Italy  in  the  late  thirteenth  and  early  fourteenth  centuries  were  little  more  than  
loose  alliances  in  which  individual  communes  sought  the  diplomatic  and  military  aid  of  a  foreign  protector”  
in  Law,  John  E.  The  Lords  of  Renaissance  Italy:  The  Signori,  1250-­1500.  Historical  Association,  1981,  p.  
13.  
  
14  See  Zorzi,  Andrea.  Le  signorie  cittadine  in  Italia  (secoli  XIII-­XV).  B.  Mondadori,  2010,  p.  58-­60.  
  
15  “When  the  Duke  of  Calabria  (later  King  Robert)  came  to  Florence,  as  the  city’s  Capitano  di  guerra,  in  
the  spring  of  1305  he  brought  with  him  a  large  force  of  Catalan  mercenaries  under  his  marshal  Diego  de  
Rat  (or  Ratta).”  in  Waley,  Daniel  "The  Army  of  the  Florentine  Republic"  in  Rubinstein,  Nicolai.  Florentine  
Studies:  Politics  and  Society  in  Renaissance  Florence.  Evanston:  Northwestern  University  Press,  1984,  p.  
99.  
16  The  region  today  known  as  Tuscany,  throughout  the  middle  ages,  was  often  referred  to  as  Tuscia  
which  is  the  Latin  word  used  by  the  people  of  the  Roman  Empire  for  the  region.  After  Charlemagne  it  
became  the  Marchesato  di  Toscana.  Since  Tuscia  does  not  correspond  to  a  stable  and  united    political  
territory  in  the  12th-­13th  centuries  and  appears  nowhere  in  the  Commedia  I  will  refer  to  the  region  as  
Tuscany.  Brunetto  was  in  France  during  the  seven  years  following  the  battle  of  Montaperti  (1260-­1267).  
“Brunetto  fu  notaio  e  cancelliere  del  comune  di  Firenze  durante  il  primo  regime  di  “popolo”  (1250-­1260),  
poi  bandito  dalla  parte  ghibellina  e  in  esilio  volontario  in  Francia,  da  dove  tornò  al  seguito  di  Carlo  d’Angiò  
per  riassumere  ruoli  di  primissimo  piano,  dapprima  nell’entourage  amministrativo  dell’Angiò”  in    See  Zorzi,  
Andrea.  Le  signorie  cittadine  in  Italia  (secoli  XIII-­XV).  B.  Mondadori,  2010,  p.  62.  
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ruler could be a Podestà but also an Angevin signore. His officials were referred to both as 
vicars and simply as signori.17 According to Zorzi, the section Brunetto devotes to the 
governance of cities uses a flexible political lexicon that could be adapted to a variety of 
institutional contexts.  
The decision to offer the signoria to a particular signore could depend, for instance, on 
the latter’s chances of successfully protecting the city from external threats (the signori were 
sometimes soldiers who seized power). The signore’s ability to defend the city could in turn 
depend on his access to supra-communal networks like the Guelf leagues, Charles and the 
Angevins, or any number of networks of feudal families and their various allies and vassals. 
From the perspective of the citizens, much depended on the signore’s ability and inclination to 
obtain consensus within the city walls, or on their appetite for territorial expansion and trade. For 
these reasons, signori were not typically assessed as a group or category.18  
Just as Salimbene used  the term signori to simply mean leader or ruler, so too Dante 
uses it broadly to mean lord: while the term is used most often to refer either to Virgilio or to 
god, it is also used to refer to Homer (Inf. 4, 95), to Frederick II (Inf. 13, 75), to the Emperor 
Trajan (Purg. 10, 83 and 86), to the ancient ruler of Athens Peisistratos (Purg. 15, 102), to 
                                                                                                 
17  “I  contenuti  della  parte  dedicata  al  governo  delle  città  sono  inquadrati  da  un  lessico  politico  flessibile,  e  
solo  in  apparenza  ambiguo,  che  poteva  essere  adatto  a  contesti,  e  a  modelli,  istituzionali  diversi:  il  rettore  
poteva  essere  il  podestà  ma  anche  il  signore  angioino,  e  i  suoi  ufficiali  essere  indicati  come  vicari  o  
signori”  in  Zorzi,  Andrea.  Le  signorie  cittadine  in  Italia  (secoli  XIII-­XV).  B.  Mondadori,  2010,  p.  62.  
  
18  An  exception  to  this  can  be  found  in  Book  III,  chapter  75  of  Li  Livres  Dou  Tresor,  where  Brunetto  lists  
the  twelve  characteristics  that  citizens  should  consider  when  electing  a  signore  (a  translation  of  this  
section  of  chapter  75  is  provided  in  Zorzi,  2010).  These  include  experience,  intelligence,  oratory  skills  and  
personal  wealth.    According  to  Brunetto,  just  as  “all  animals  are  ruled  by  man,  so  too  every  man  is  ruled  
by  man,  because  the  signore  is  to  defend  his  subjects,  and  the  subjects  are  to  obey  their  signore.  Both  
thrive  for  the  profit  of  the  community”.  The  submission  of  the  citizens  to  the  signore  was  “without  
wrongdoing  or  shame”    (translated  from  a  contemporary  Italian  translation  of  Brunetto’s  text  which  was  
originally  written  in  Langues  d’oïl,  mistakenly  attributed  to  Bono  Giamboni  in  Latini,  Brunetto,  Luigi  Gaiter,  
and  Bono  Giamboni.  Il  Tesoro  Di  Brunetto  Latini.  Bologna:  Presso  Gaetano  Romagnoli,  1877,  Vol.  III,  p.  
208,  also  available  online:  https://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnpx9l).    
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Charles Martel of Anjou (Par. 8, 60 and 86) and to a generic lord mentioned along with the word 
for servant (servo) as in Inf. 17, 90, Inf. 22, 49 and Par. 24, 148. Dante perceived signoria to be a 
form of government. The term signoria is never used in Inferno or Purgatorio, and appears only 
once in Paradiso, in canto 8, 73-5, where mala segnoria [bad signoria] is said to always hurt 
subject populations, driving them in this instance to murderous rioting. The term is often 
translated as sovereignty - but could just as well be translated as governance: 
se mala segnoria, che sempre accora 
li popoli suggetti, non avesse 
mosso Palermo a gridar: “Mora, mora!” 
[...if ill sovereignty, 
 which always hurts the heart of subject peoples 
had not provoked Palermo to cry out: 
‘Die! Die!’...]19 
 
Meanwhile, the first two cantiche include a number of representations of signori in various 
locations. For instance three of the signori listed by Salimbene are represented or mentioned in 
Inferno: Obizzo II d’Este, signore of Ferrara is represented by Dante as a tyrant in Inferno 12, 
110-12, Pinamonte Bonacolsi is mentioned in Inferno 20, 96 and Buoso da Duera, the signore of 
Cremona, is represented in Inferno 32, 106-17.  
The chronicle of Dino Compagni was written between 1310 and 1312. Compagni was not 
only Dante’s compatriot and contemporary, he was also a leader of the faction of the Popolo, 
who became Gonfaloniere di giustizia in 1293.20 He was elected Priore at least twice, and 
                                                                                                 
19  All  translations  of  Dante’s  Commedia  are  from  Dante,  Alighieri,  Allen  Mandelbaum,  and  Peter  Armour.  
The  Divine  Comedy.  New  York:  Knopf,  1995.    
  
20  A  Gonfaloniere  di  Giustizia  was  a  temporary  standard-­bearer  and  custodian  of  the  city's  banner.  He  
was  one  of  nine  Priori  of  Florence.  He  possessed  the  voting  rights  of  the  other  Priori,  but  was  also  
responsible  for  internal  security  and  for  the  maintenance  of  public  order.  
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shortly after Dante’s exile, Compagni too was exiled from Florence. In Zorzi’s reading of 
Compagni’s Cronica, Zorzi expresses the view that Compagni was not a political thinker, but 
simply “una persona colta” [an educated person] albeit one who happened to be attentive.21 In 
my view Compagni is therefore a typical example of the readers that made up Dante’s first 
audience. 
For Compagni, signoria was not perceived as an undesirable form of government. In 
Zorzi’s reading of Compagni’s chronicle, he writes that signoria was understood by Compagni 
as a form of government that was “non necessariamente negativa” [not necessarily negative].22 In 
the same way that the signori of Dante’s Commedia are represented in distinct ways and in 
different parts of the poem, so too Compagni’s signori are not all the same.  
Of the many signori of the Po valley mentioned by Compagni, only Azzo VIII d’Este, 
signore of Ferrara, is considered to have acted in a tyrannical way, specifically because of the 
submission of other cities to Ferrara, and the loss of their political autonomy: in 1306, Parma, 
Reggio and Modena s’erano rubellate [had rebelled] writes Compagni, per troppa tirannia facea 
loro [because he [Azzo VIII] was too tyrannical with them] (III,2). According to Compagni, 
Azzo no longer acted in the interest of the citizens but in his own personal interest, purchasing 
the hand of Charles II of Anjou’s daughter by transferring power over the cities to Charles - in an 
incident also mentioned by Dante in  Purg. 20, 80. Azzo’s brothers and the local nobility 
                                                                                                 
21  “Specchio  di  una  stagione  fortemente  connotata,  esso  non  può  essere  considerato  l’opera  di  un  
pensatore  politico,  come  invece  gli  studi  hanno  finito  talora  per  fare.  Dino  fu  semplicemente  una  persona  
colta,  come  mostrano  i  suoi  modelli  retorici  (Sallustio  e  Cicerone  in  primis),  un  attento,  e  perciò  
straordinario,  osservatore  della  scena  politica  italiana  dei  suoi  anni”  in  Zorzi,  Andrea.  "Rileggendo  la  
Cronica  di  Dino  Compagni:  comuni,  signori,  tiranni."  in  Roma  e  il  papato  nel  Medioevo.  Edizioni  di  storia  e  
letteratura,  2012,  p.  40.  
  
22  “Il  modello  regionale  evocato  da  Compagni  rende  in  questo  caso  inequivocabile  il  significato  specifico  
del  termine,  a  indicare  una  precisa  configurazione  personale  del  potere,  peraltro  non  necessariamente  
negativa”  in  Zorzi,  2012,  p.48.  
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ultimately refused to submit to another leader: onde i suoi fratelli e i nobili cittadini sdegnarono 
entrare in altrui fedeltà [so his brothers and the noble citizens scorned becoming the vassals of 
another].23 
A leader’s individual qualities were of paramount importance. In Riccobaldo’s report, the 
ruling class of Ferrara offered the signoria to one Aldighieri Fontana, who opted nevertheless to 
bestow it on the young Obizzo II. When describing the election of Obizzo II, Riccobaldo reports 
how the archbishop of Ravenna and other nobles from that city, concerned by Obizzo’s young 
age, offered the signoria to Aldighieri Fontana. In Riccobaldo’s direct discourse, the nobles of 
Ravenna told Aldighieri that he should rule and govern the city, with his power and his wisdom, 
because they trusted him: Tu potius hanc civitatem potentia et prudentia tua gubernes et regas 
de te namque confidimus [You should rather rule and govern the city with your power and with 
your wisdom, in you we trust].24 
A signoria cannot be conflated with a tyranny, nor is a signoria simply a “legitimized 
tyranny”, because the terms tiranno and tirannia almost always referred to the leader’s specific 
actions and perceived motivations rather than to the extent or configuration of his power.25 
                                                                                                 
23  Citations  of  Compagni  are  provided  by  Zorzi  in  Zorzi,  2012.  For  the  full  text  of  Compagni’s  chronicle  
see  Compagni,  Dino.  Cronica  di  Dino  Compagni  delle  cose  occorrenti  ne'  tempi  suoi.  Bologna:  Zanichelli,  
2009,  also  available  online:  http://digital.casalini.it.ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/0000000621.  For  the  full  
quote  in  context  see  the  latter  edition  Book  III,  chapter  XVI,  p.  125.  
  
24  Ferrara,  Riccobaldo  da,  Zanella,  Gabriele,  ed.  Chronica  parva  ferrariensis.  Vol.  9.  Deputazione  
provinciale  ferrarese  di  storia  patria,  1983,  p.  186.  
  
25  “Semplicemente,  agli  occhi  dei  contemporanei  l’immagine  del  governo  signorile  non  coincideva  
necessariamente  sempre  con  quella  di  un  regime  dispotico  e  nemico  del  bene  comune”  in  Zorzi,  Andrea.  
Le  signorie  cittadine  in  Italia  (secoli  XIII-­XV).  B.  Mondadori,  2010,  p.  146.  “Per  lungo  tempo,  infatti,  
l’immagine  del  governo  signorile  non  coincise  necessariamente  con  quella  di  un  regime  tirannico”  in  
Zorzi,  Andrea.  "Rileggendo  la  Cronica  di  Dino  Compagni:  comuni,  signori,  tiranni."  Roma  e  il  papato  nel  
Medioevo.  Edizioni  di  storia  e  letteratura,  2012,  p.  37-­38.  “The  equation  of  lord  with  tyrant  must,  however,  
be  treated  with  care.  For  Symonds  in  the  nineteenth  century  and  much  of  the  Anglo-­American  scholarship  
that  followed,  the  term  was  necessarily  pejorative.  Lordships  were  synonym  for  oppressive  rule,  
despotism,  and  the  antithesis  of  freedom,  liberty,  and  republicanism  that  stood  as  a  distant  model  for  
modern  western  democracies.  Recent  scholarship  has,  however,  softened  the  distinction,  arguing  that  the  
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‘Tyrant’ was a fluid and subjective term, with a centuries old tradition. It did not refer to one-
man rule. Tirannia could be an accusation levelled at signori who were perceived as acting 
against the interests of subject populations, but could also refer to an undesirable foreign 
influence. The fluidity and semantic range of the term illuminates Dante’s specificity, to which I 
turn in chapter II. 
The figure of the tyrant, in contrast to the figure of the signore, had a centuries old 
tradition. The Greek word from which the term originated was not applied to despots, but only to 
usurpers - regardless of the extent of their power or the merits of their leadership.26 In the 1260s, 
a Latin translation of Aristotle’s Politics began circulating throughout communal Italy. In 1267 
Aquinas wrote De Regimine Principum [On Kingship], in which he defined a tyrant as a man 
who rules for his personal benefit rather than for the good of the multitude subject to him.27  
For Aquinas, there was no connection between the concentration of power in the hands of 
one man or family and the concept of tyranny. A group of individuals could govern tyrannically 
as an oligarchy, but if they prioritized their own interests, the only difference between them and a 
tyrant was that they were several and the tyrant was one. Moreover, Aquinas’ understanding of a 
                                                                                                 
difference  between  lordships  and  republics  was  less  than  supposed.  Both  shared  similar  oligarchic  
structures  and  restrictions  on  individual  liberty,  and  sought  the  same  powers  to  protect  property,  prevent  
lawlessness,  and  acquire  revenue.  Medieval  republics  were  hardly  modern  democracies,  and  ‘tyrannical’  
lords,  such  as  Gherardo  da  Camino  and  Cangrande  della  Scala,  were  among  the  most  generous  patrons  
of  the  day.  Dante,  who  benefitted  from  the  largess  of  both,  displays  an  ambiguous  attitude  towards  this  
class  of  men”  in  Caferro  in  “Empire,  Italy  and  Florence”  in  Barański,  Zygmunt  G.,  and  Lino  Pertile,  eds.  
Dante  in  Context.  Cambridge  University  Press,  2015,  [p.19].    
26  For  a  study  of  the  concept  of  tyranny  in  medieval  political  thought  see  Claudio,  F.  Mala  potestas:  La  
tirannia  nel  pensiero  politico  medievale.  Lubrina,  2004.  
  
27  “Si  igitur  regimen  iniustum  per  unum  tantum  fiat  qui  sua  commoda  ex  regimine  quaerat,  non  autem  
bonum  multitudinis  sibi  subiectae,  talis  rector  tyrannus  vocatur”  [if  an  unjust  government  is  carried  on  by  
one  man  alone,  who  seeks  his  own  benefit  from  his  rule  and  not  the  good  of  the  multitude  subject  to  him,  
such  a  ruler  is  called  a  tyrant]  Phelan,  Gerald  Bernard,  and  I.  Th  Eschmann.  On  Kingship,  to  the  King  of  
Cyprus:  To  the  King  of  Cyprus.  Pontifical  Institute  of  Mediaeval  Studies,  1949  (available  online:  
https://dhspriory.org/thomas/DeRegno.htm#4)  The  word  subiectae  [subject]  is  echoed  in  Dante’s  
qualification  of  mala  signoria  [bad  signoria]  in  the  above  quote  of  Par.  8,  73-­7  (mala  segnoria,  che  sempre  
accora  /  li  popoli  suggetti  [ill  sovereignty,  /  which  always  hurts  the  heart  of  subject  peoples]).  
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democracy is a situation in which the poor oppress the rich: In this way, writes Aquinas, the 
whole people will be as one tyrant.28 
In the late 1260s, Rolandino da Padova used the term in a chronicle to describe the 
recently deceased Ezzelino III da Romano. Rolandino, like Aquinas, did not use the word to refer 
to the configuration of Ezzelino’s power, but instead to the actions taken by Ezzelino as a ruler, 
primarily his ill-treatment of Paduan citizens.  Both Rolandino and later Compagni’s conceptions 
of tyranny are consistent with Aquinas’ view because they perceived it as power exerted for 
personal benefit rather than for the good of the subject population. Just as Compagni claimed that 
Azzo had transferred jurisdiction over Reggio and Modena to Charles II of Anjou in order to 
facilitate a family alliance, Rolandino claimed that  Ezzelino was motivated by a hatred of 
Padua, originating in a feud between the da Romano and the Camposampiero families.29 
                                                                                                 
28  Here  is  the  full  citation  with  translation:  “Si  vero  iniustum  regimen  non  per  unum  fiat,  sed  per  plures,  
siquidem  per  paucos,  oligarchia  vocatur,  id  est  principatus  paucorum,  quando  scilicet  pauci  propter  
divitias  opprimunt  plebem,  sola  pluralitate  a  tyranno  differentes.  Si  vero  iniquum  regimen  exerceatur  per  
multos,  democratia  nuncupatur,  id  est  potentatus  populi,  quando  scilicet  populus  plebeiorum  per  
potentiam  multitudinis  opprimit  divites.  Sic  enim  populus  totus  erit  quasi  unus  tyrannus”  [If  an  unjust  
government  is  carried  on,  not  by  one  but  by  several,  and  if  they  be  few,  it  is  called  an  oligarchy,  that  is,  
the  rule  of  a  few.  This  occurs  when  a  few,  who  differ  from  the  tyrant  only  by  the  fact  that  they  are  more  
than  one,  oppress  the  people  by  means  of  their  wealth.  If,  finally,  the  bad  government  is  carried  on  by  the  
multitude,  it  is  called  a  democracy,  i.e.  control  by  the  populace,  which  comes  about  when  the  plebeian  
people  by  force  of  numbers  oppress  the  rich.  In  this  way  the  whole  people  will  be  as  one  tyrant]  in  Phelan,  
Gerald  Bernard,  and  I.  Th  Eschmann,  1949.  
  
29  The    term  preserved  a  certain  fluidity  in  terms  of  its  definition  despite  the  influence  of  Aquinas.  
Riccobaldo  was  a  Ferrarese  exile  older  than  Dante,  whose  chronicle  is  possibly  contemporary  with  the  
composition  of  the  Inferno  (but  was  more  likely  completed  immediately  after  it).  Between  1298  and  1302,  
Riccobaldo  used  the  word  tirannus  [tyrant]  to  describe  Gherardo  da  Camina.  Riccobaldo  appears  to  use  
the  etymology  of  the  word  provided  by  Aquinas,  which  was  that  tyrannus  derived  from  the  word  for  
strength  (  “nomine  a  fortitudine  derivato,  quia  scilicet  per  potentiam  opprimit,  non  per  iustitiam  regit:  unde  
et  apud  antiquos  potentes  quique  tyranni  vocabantur”  [a  word  derived  from  strength—because  he  
oppresses  by  might  instead  of  ruling  by  justice.  Thus  among  the  ancients  all  powerful  men  were  called  
tyrants]  in  Phelan,  Gerald  Bernard,  and  I.  Th  Eschmann,  1949).  Gherardo  was  signore  of  Treviso  from  
1283  to  1306,  and  Riccobaldo  recalled  him  as  a  tirannus  equissimus  et  civilis  et  tolerabilis  satis  [civil,  just  
and  rather  bearable  tyrant].  The  quote  is  provided  in  Zorzi,  2012  who  indicates  the  following  study  for  
reference:  G.  Zanella,  Equissimus  tirannus,  «Annali  della  Facoltà  di  Lettere  e  Filosofia  dell'Università  
degli  studi  della  Basilicata»,  1987-­89,  p.  193.  Compagni  relates  how  tyranny  became  an  accusation  made  
by  detractors,  one  that  called  into  question  the  leader’s  motivations.  For  example,  in  Compagni’s  report,  
Giano  della  Bella’s  critics  claimed  that  Giano  exercised  the  law  not  in  the  name  of  justice,  but  for  the  sake  
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Before the composition of Bartolo of Sassoferrato’s De tyranno in the 1350s, there were 
no political treatises that paid specific attention to the power of signori, but there was a rich 
tradition of political poetry.30 In 1286-8, Guittone d’Arezzo wrote a canzone entitled Magni 
baroni certo e regi quasi, addressed to two contemporary signori, Ugolino di Donoràtico and his 
grandson Nino Visconti, co-signori of Pisa, in which he asked them not to be like tyrants. 
Guittone does not infer any motivations on the part of tyrants, but simply implores the two 
signori to prioritize the needs of the city of Pisa. 
Guittone described ‘tyrants’ as destroyers of their lands: di lor terra struttori [destroyers 
of their lands] in verse 105 of his canzone. He observed that tyrants and kings are easy to find: 
[D]e tiranni e di regi assai trovate [Of tyrants and kings you will find many] in verse 103, and 
remarked specifically on the extent of Ugolino and Nino’s power: [E] voi, signori mii, potenza 
avete / grande molto [And you, my signori, have power, very great] -  with the word grande 
[great] placed prominently at the start of verse 36. The word for power (poder, podere, potenza, 
or podestate) appears ten times in Guittone’s canzone.31  
                                                                                                 
of  tyranny:  il  fare  giustizia,  diceano  lo  facea  per  tirannia  [the  exercise  of  justice,  they  said  he  did  it  for  
tyranny]  (I,  18).    
  
30  “Until  the  composition  of  Bartolus  of  Sassoferrato’s  De  tyranno,  little  account  was  taken  in  theoretical  
writings  on  politics  of  the  new  signorie,  even  though  the  subject  of  tyrannical  rule  as  such  had  figured  in  
the  treatises  on  government  by  authors,  such  as  John  of  Salisbury  and  St  Thomas  Aquinas  who  had  
been  concerned  essentially  with  the  misuse  of  monarchical  authority”  in  Green,  Louis.  "The  image  of  
tyranny  in  early  fourteenth-­‐ century  Italian  historical  writing."  Renaissance  Studies  7.4  (1993):  335-­351;;  
political  poems  are  a  subcategory  of  a  corpus  known  in  Italian  scholarship  as  poesia  giocosa,  burlesca,  
comico-­realistica  or  realistica.  See  Massèra,  Aldo  Francesco,  and  Luigi  Russo,  eds.  Sonetti  burleschi  e  
realistici:  dei  primi  due  secoli.  Vol.  88.  Gius.  Laterza  &  Figli,  1940;;  Marti,  Mario.  Cultura  e  stile  nei  poeti  
giocosi  del  tempo  di  Dante.-­(Pisa):  Nistri-­Lischi  (1953).  223  S.  8°.  Vol.  6.  Nistri-­Lischi,  1953;;  and  Marti,  
Mario.  Poeti  Giocosi  Del  Tempo  Di  Dante,  a  Cura  Di  Mario  Marti.  Milano:  Rizzoli,  1956.  For  an  
examination  of  the  historical  and  political  writing  available  to  Dante  and  his  first  readers  see  Barnes,  John  
C.  “Historical  and  Political  Writing.”  in  Dante  in  Context,  edited  by  Zygmunt  G.  Barański  and  Lino  Pertile,  
Cambridge  University  Press,  Cambridge,  2015,  pp.  354–370.    
  
31  To  contextualize  Guittone’s  remark  on  the  power  of  the  two  signori,  and  his  poetic  connection  between  
signori  and  tirannia,  we  might  consider  the  fact  that  such  a  connection  was  not  made  by  subsequent  
notaries  and  chroniclers  (often  the  same  individuals),  many  of  whom  exhibit  a  limited  recognition  of  the  
signore’s  personal  power.  Francesconi  discusses  various  models  of  13th  century  signorie.  He  notes  that  
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When Dante was writing (and after Dante), the term tyrant was flexible enough to refer to 
an undesirable foreign influence. Compagni wrote his Cronica during the first two years of 
Henry’s descent (1310-1312). The arrival of Henry VII was considered to be connected to the 
desire of the papacy to balance the growing power of the French throne. In Compagni’s diction, 
the pope wanted to iscuoter da sé la tirannide del re di Francia [save himself from the tyranny 
of the king of France] (III, 23).  
Compagni also relates how tyranny became an accusation made by detractors, one that 
called into question the leader’s motivations. For example, in Compagni’s report, Giano della 
Bella’s critics claimed that Giano exercised the law not in the name of justice, but for the sake of 
tyranny: il fare giustizia, diceano lo facea per tirannia [the exercise of justice, they said he did it 
for tyranny] (I, 18).  
Riccobaldo used the word tiranni to refer both to Ezzelino da Romano and to Azzo VII 
d’Este. In Riccobaldo’s diction, the Este began to rule through tyranny because they were 
corrupt: deinde marchiones principantes in Ferraria vi tirannica [from then on the Este began to 
rule in Ferrara by way/force of tyranny]. This vis tyrannus [tyrannical way/force] is immediately 
qualified: they distributed communal offices to their supporters and sold them to others: ipsa 
officia communis arbitrio suo inter homines sibi fautores distruiberunt gratis vel aliis 
                                                                                                 
the  political  language  at  the  end  of  the  13th  century  had  not  yet  received  the  sense  of  a  transition  to  
signoria  that  affected  the  balance  of  power:  “Rimane,  tuttavia,  da  notare  come  il  linguaggio  politico  -­  oltre  
alle  forme  del  documento  come  ha  mostrato  Varanini  -­  non  avesse  ancora  recepito  il  senso  si  un  
trapasso  che  cambiava  i  contenuti  stessi  del  potere”  in  Francesconi,  Giampaolo.  “I  signori,  quale  potere?  
:  tempi  e  forme  di  un'esperienza  politica  costituzionale  e  rivoluzionaria”,  in  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  
cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale.  2013,  p.338.  Francesconi  cites  a  written  agreement  dated  July  1299,  in  
which  the  Bonacolsi  are  described  as  those  who  rule  and  are  the  commune  of  Mantua:  regunt  Comune  
Mantue  et  sunt  Comune  Mantue  [rule  the  commune  of  Mantua  and  are  the  commune  of  Mantua].  
Francesconi  observes  that  ‘the  power  of  the  signore  was  perceived,  but  not  yet  fully  recognized  or  
nameable’  (  “il  potere  del  signore  era  percepito,  ma  non  ancora  del  tutto  riconosciuto  e  nominabile”  in  
Francesconi,  2013,  p.338.  Larner  cited  an  agreement  drawn  up  against  Ezzelino  in  which  the  commune  
of  Cremona  is  similarly  equated  with  the  party  of  the  Barbarasi,  explaining:  “the  commune  was  now  
identified  with  the  party,  and  the  party  was  identified  with  the  party  leader”  in  Larner,  1980,  p.129.  
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venditarunt [these communal offices they distributed according to their pleasure among their 
followers for free, or they sold them to others].32  
Compagni described a comparable consolidation of power when representing the actions 
of Rosso della Tosa, one of several Black Guelf leaders whom Compagni perceived as ruling 
tyrannically. In Compagni’s report, Rosso della Tosa sought to gain the signoria a guisa de’ 
signori di Lombardia [in the style of the signori of Lombardy]: con sollicitudine con giure e 
promesse gli altri tenea sotto di sé [...] con costui si confidavano le terre dattorno di parte Nera, 
e con lui avevano composizione [with concern, with oaths and promises he held the others 
beneath himself [...] with him were the lands of Blacks entrusted and with him did they have 
composition] (III, 38).33 When describing the Black Guelf leaders of Florence known as messer 
Corso Donati, messer Rosso della Tosa, messer Pazino de’ Pazi, messer Geri Spini, e messer 
Betto Brunelleschi, Dino wrote: tirannescamente teneano il reggimento [they ruled 
tyrannically].34 
The words tiranno(i) [tyrant(s)] and tirannia [tyranny] occur in four canti of the 
Commedia: first in Inferno 12 (verses 104 and 132), where the category is defined and 
exemplified, then in Inferno 27 (verses 38 and 54) where the pilgrim delivers a monologue about 
the ‘tyrants’ of Romagna to the soul of Guido da Montefeltro, then in Inferno 28, 81 as a 
periphrasis traditionally believed to refer to Malatestino da Rimini and finally in Purgatorio 6, 
                                                                                                 
32  Ferrara,  Riccobaldo  da,  Zanella,  Gabriele,  ed.  Chronica  parva  ferrariensis.  Vol.  9.  Deputazione  
provinciale  ferrarese  di  storia  patria,  1983,    p.160.  
  
33  Citations  of  Compagni  are  provided  by  Zorzi  in  Zorzi,  2012,  37-­48.  
  
34  Examples  provided  by  Zorzi  in  Zorzi  2013,  p.79,  Cronica  I,  XVIII,  and  III,  IX.  
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124-5: Ché le città d'Italia tutte piene / son di tiranni [For all the towns of Italy are full / of 
tyrants].35  
  
                                                                                                 
35  In  the  years  1310-­1313,  a  destabilizing  event  occured:  Henry  VII  descended  into  Italy.  In  order  to  
further  his  objective  of  gaining  full  control  of  the  Italian  peninsula,  Henry  handed  out  the  title  of  imperial  
vicar  to  a  number  of  signori  all  over  the  valley  of  the  Po,  legitimizing  a  system  of  governance  that  had  until  
that  point  been  experimental,  reversible  and  of  uncertain  legal  status.  Zorzi  identifies  this  phenomenon  as  
a  ‘mutazione  signorile’  [mutation  of  signoria]  and  describes  the  shift  as  a  progressive  rift  between  the  
signori  and  the  citizens  of  the  communes.  During  this  transition,  the  signori  became  increasingly  unable  to  
interpret  the  interests  and  aspirations  of  the  various  urban  associations  and  failed  repeatedly  to  create  
consensus  -­  both  factors  being  key  to  the  rise  of  the  13th  century  signori.  According  to  Zorzi,  the  signori  
became  progressively  less  reliant  on  the  consent  of  subject  populations,  and  the  signori’s  interests  were  
not  always  aligned  with  those  of  the  city  or  cluster  of  cities  that  they  controlled.  Zorzi  notes  that  the  
legitimization  of  the  signori  effected  by  Henry  was  immediately  perceived  as  a  dangerous  development:  
“Fenomeno  che  ho  proposto  di  chiamare  ‘mutazione  signorile’  per  qualificare  la  trasformazione  profonda  
delle  caratteristiche  dei  governi  personali  che  si  produsse  nei  decenni  centrali  del  secolo  XIV:  una  
mutazione  che  chiamava  in  causa  l’allentarsi  del  rapporto  tra  il  signore  e  comunità  cittadina,  e  della  
capacità  del  primo  di  interpretarne  interessi  e  aspirazioni,  che  erano  stati  alla  base  dell’affermazione  dei  
poteri  personali  in  molte  città  nella  seconda  metà  del  secolo  precedente,  come  anche  del  consenso  
effettivo  goduto  da  molti  signori.  Punto  di  svolta  nella  polemica  antitirannica  furono  gli  anni  dieci  del  
Trecento,  quando  una  delle  conseguenze  del  fallimento  della  spedizione  italiana  di  Enrico  VII  -­  la  
concessione  imperiale  di  titoli  vicariali  ai  signori  di  numerose  città  padane  -­  conferì  a  poteri  fino  ad  allora  
di  incerta  legalità  una  legittimazione  nuova,  avvertita  immediatamente  come  una  discontinuità  pericolosa”  
in  Zorzi,  2012.  An  almost  immediate  result  of  the  ‘mutazione  signorile’  [mutation  of  signoria]  was,  in  
Zorzi’s  observation,  a  “vera  e  propria  eruzione  della  polemica  contro  la  tirannide”  [a  real  eruption  of  the  
polemic  on  tyranny].  In  1314-­15  a  number  of  citizens  of  varying  social  backgrounds  were  asked  to  bear  
witness  to  the  ‘tyrannical  nature’  of  the  da  Camina  in  Treviso  in  a  case  known  as  the  processo  Avogari  
[Avogari  trial].  In  1315,  a  play  entitled  Ecerinis  by  Albertino  Mussato,  about  the  ‘tirannide’  [tyranny]  of  
Ezzelino  da  Romano,  was  performed  in  Padua.  According  to  Zorzi,  Dante’s  invective  against  Italian  
tyrants  in  Purgatorio  6  also  emerges  from  this  cultural  response.  Since  Inferno  was  written  between  1308  
and  1314,  Dante’s  representation  of  signori  and  treatment  of  tyranny  in  any  particular  canto  of  Inferno  
either  shortly  predates  the  mutazione  signorile  [mutation  of  signoria]  if  it  was  composed  between  1308  
and  1311,  or  occurs  during  the  first  years  (1311-­1314)  of  the  transition.  (Zorzi  provides  these  early  
examples  of  the  ‘eruzione  della  polemica  contro  la  tirannide’.  For  further  details  on  the  Processo  Avogari  
see  Cagnin,  Giampaolo.  Il  processo  Avogari  (Treviso,  1314-­1315).  Introduzione  storica.  No.  14.  Viella,  
1999.  
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II.   Tyrants in a river of blood 
 
Dante placed Italy’s ‘first’ two signori, Ezzelino da Romano and Obizzo II d’Este, 
among the tyrants of Inferno 12. In this chapter, I will show the originality of Dante’s 
redefinition of tyrants as violent plunderers and describe how he captures the history of signoria 
in his verse by situating it in space and in time via the evocation of the Adige river and of Sicily. 
I will clarify Ezzelino and Obizzo’s historical significance in Dante’s time as feudal signori who 
had displayed expansionist tendencies and ultimately failed to bring long term stability (unlike 
the other signorie of the region). I make a case for an entirely new interpretation of the 
connection Dante makes between the two (Ezzelino and Obizzo) as one between territorial 
expansion, absolute power and dynasticization, grounding my argument in pre-existing and 
simultaneous representations of Ezzelino and Obizzo as well as current historiography. Finally I 
examine the shift to a Tuscan perspective in the latter part of the canto, with the allusion to Attila 
and Rinier Pazzo.  
 
A.   The condemnation of violence 
 
Ma ficca li occhi a valle, ché s’approccia 
 la riviera del sangue in la qual bolle 
 qual che per vïolenza in altrui noccia». 
[But fix your eyes below, upon the valley, 
 for now we near the stream of blood, where those 
 who injure others violently, boil.”] 
(Inf. 12, 46-8) 
Dante’s condemnation of violence against others (regardless of direction or motivation) 
implies that leaders are responsible for the collective violence perpetrated under their leadership. 
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His perspective was not shared by Salimbene, who blamed civil war on the foolishness of 
citizens. Dante’s understanding is instead consistent with the interpretation of modern 
historians.36  
In Inferno 11, Dante condemns violence regardless of context. In the fourteenth century, 
a condemnation of violence per se, as entirely divorced from its context or direction, was an 
argument to be made and not the platitude it can be today. Dante makes this argument in Inferno 
11 and 12. His condemnation of violence, and specifically of the violence perpetrated in the 
context of war such as plundering, by signori such as Ezzelino and Obizzo, should be considered 
in this context. The term violence derives from the Latin word violentia, which signified both 
force and vehemence or aggression. In Inferno 11, Dante has Virgilio restrict the meaning of the 
term by target: Dio [god], sé [oneself], prossimo [neighbor /another person] (Inf. 11, 31), thereby 
creating the category of ‘violence against another’, which happens to correspond to a modern 
day conception of violence. Inferno 12 follows the discussion of the structure of Dante’s hell, a 
discussion located in Inferno 11. According to the structure  described in Inferno 11, 16-111, the 
tyrants of Inferno 12 are among those who caused injury by means of force, rather than through 
the use of fraud (Inf. 11, 22-4). They belong to a category of sinners designated as vïolenti 
[violent] in Inf. 11, 28.  Violence against another  is described more specifically in Inf. 11, 34-6 
as the infliction of a violent death or of painful wounds (Morte per forza e ferute dogliose 
[violent death and painful wounds]), as well as the destruction of possessions through ruin, fire 
                                                                                                 
36  See  below  references  to  Casini,  Tommaso.  "Storia  medievale  ed  esperimenti  naturali  di  storia:  alcuni  
spunti  di  ricerca  del  tardo  secolo  XII  e  del  secolo  XIII."  Società  e  poteri  nell'Italia  medievale  /  a  cura  Di  
Silvia  Diacciati  E  Lorenzo  Tanzini.  2014.  
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and extortion (e nel suo avere / ruine, incendi e tollette dannose [his possessions may suffer ruin, 
fire and extortion]).37   
A condemnation of plundering (i.e. of the use of violence against others in a military 
context) cannot be found in the chronicle of Salimbene for instance, even though Salimbene 
considers at length the consequences of war. In a study of the chronicle of Salimbene, Settia 
points out that although the friar was personally inclined to pacifism he had a literary and almost 
idyllic perception of warfare.38 Full of admiration for the military exploits of milites [affluent 
mounted fighters], he ignores warfare completely as it was conducted and suffered by people of 
inferior condition. Settia points out that there is no sign in his chronicle of any compassion for 
the ordinary people affected by war.39 
                                                                                                 
37  The  condemnation  of  violence  against  others,  as  divorced  from  context  and  direction,  is  repeated  in  
Inferno  12,  46-­51  (Ma  ficca  li  occhi  a  valle,  ché  s’approccia  /  la  riviera  del  sangue  in  la  qual  bolle  /  qual  
che  per  vïolenza  in  altrui  noccia  [But  fix  your  eyes  below,  upon  the  valley,  /  for  now  we  near  the  stream  of  
blood,  where  those  /  who  injure  others  violently,  boil.”]).  Dante’s  condemnation  of  violence  against  others  
in  Inferno  11  and  12  is  somewhat  remarkable  because  in  the  Middle  Ages  violence  could  have  a  
probative  value,  in  that  it  could  serve  as  evidence  for  the  claiming  of  rights  over  territory  or  assets,  and  it  
could  be  used  as  proof  in  the  eyes  of  public  opinion,  of  courts  or  of  other  institutions.  Violence  was  a  
useful  tool  because  of  its  capacity  to  fix  itself  into  collective  memory.  A  consequence  of  the  use  of  
violence  as  a  way  of  affirming  or  claiming  a  right  was  the  need  to  exert  some  form  of  forceful  coercion  to  
defend  one’s  status  and  assets  in  the  face  of  the  community.  
  
38  “La  cultura  cortese  di  cui  Salimbene  è  ampiamente  imbevuto  lo  porta  spesso  a  condividere  un’idea  
letteraria  e  quasi  idillica  della  guerra”  in  Settia,  Aldo  A.  Comuni  in  guerra:  armi  ed  eserciti  nell'Italia  delle  
città.  Clueb,  1993.  
  
39  “Tanto  quanto  è  ammiratore  del  modo  di  guerreggiare  dei  milites  -­  ossia,  in  definitiva,  dei  ricchi  -­  ,  
altrettanto  Salimbene  ignora  la  guerra  condotta  o  subita  dalle  persone  di  condizione  inferiore:  dalla  sua  
penna  non  esce  un  solo  moto  di  compassione  per  i  contadini,  che  più  di  ogni  altro  soffrono  le  
conseguenze  delle  violenze  guerresche”  writes  Settia.  There  are  echoes  of  Salimbene’s  account  of  the  
consequences  of  warfare  in  Dante’s  description  of  violence  in  so  far  as  Dante  includes  the  destruction  of  
assets  as  well  as  the  violence  against  people.  Nevertheless  it  was  the  environmental  impact  of  war  that  
fascinated  Salimbene,  not  the  human  suffering  nor  the  destruction  of  possessions.  Salimbene  reports  on  
the  consequences  of  warfare  on  the  countryside:  agricultural  work  was  impossible  for  long  periods,  
peasants  had  to  work  with  armed  city  escorts,  not  so  much  because  of  military  operations,  but  because  of  
the  increase  of  mercenaries,  thieves  and  raiders  who  would  prey  on  peasants,  torturing,  sequestering,  
and  extorting  money  and  livestock  with  the  result  that  the  land  became  deserted  and  wildlife  returned  to  
previously  inhabited  areas.  According  to  Settia,  Salimbene  had  no  care  for  the  human  cost  of  war,  rather  
he  was  curious  about  the  wild  animals  that  had  returned  to  the  deserted  contado,  see  Settia,  1993,  p.21.  
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The implication of casting tyrants as plunderers is that it places the responsibility for the 
violence of warfare on the signore rather than on the citizenry. To appreciate this position we 
might consider that it was echoed by historian Tommaso Casini in 2014 but was inconsistent 
with Salimbene’s understanding. In 2003, Maire Vigueur described  a common elite military 
culture.40 In a study of organized collective violence in Tuscany in the late 12th and early 13th 
centuries, Casini also suggests that the exercise of collective violence was the product of a 
culture, of a collection of values, traditions and experiences. The capacity to organize collective 
violence depended primarily, in his view, on aristocratic social identity and leadership.41 Heers 
described the seignorial and family origins of military power in medieval Italy, and finds a 
confirmation in Waley’s study of the Florentine army at the battle of Montaperti, where he 
showed the permanence of family institutions in forms of military organization.42 
Only twenty years before Dante, Salimbene expressed the view that civil war among 
citizens of the same city was caused by the foolishness of citizens. When civil war in Modena 
caused an elevated number of casualties in 1285, Salimbene lists some of the fallen and then 
writes: Explicit cathalogus Mutinensium interfectorum, qui mortui sunt in bello, tempore valide 
guerre quam inter se propter stultitiam habuerunt. Ipsi viderunt! [Here ends the catalogue of 
                                                                                                 
40  See  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Cavaliers  et  Citoyens:  Guerre,  Conflits  et  Société  dans  L'Italie  Communale,  
Xiie-­Xiiie  Siècles.  Paris:  Éditions  de  l'École  des  hautes  études  en  sciences  sociales,  2003.  
  
41  “È  dunque  ragionevole  pensare  che  l’esercizio  della  violenza  organizzata  sia  innanzitutto  il  prodotto  di  
una  cultura,  cioè  di  un  insieme  di  valori,  tradizioni  ed  esperienze.  [...]  Mi  pare  ragionevole  affermare  che  
la  capacità  di  esercitare  o  promuovere  la  violenza  collettiva  organizzata  può  essere  spiegata  innanzitutto  
come  conseguenza  dell’identità  sociale  aristocratica  o  della  direzione  aristocratica  [...]  Le  comunità  rurale  
possono  diventare  capaci  di  praticare  atti  di  violenza  di  quel  tipo  per  effetto  di  quella  direzione”  in  Casini,  
Tommaso.  "Storia  medievale  ed  esperimenti  naturali  di  storia:  alcuni  spunti  di  ricerca  del  tardo  secolo  XII  
e  del  secolo  XIII."  Società  e  poteri  nell'Italia  medievale  /  a  cura  Di  Silvia  Diacciati  E  Lorenzo  Tanzini.  
2014,  p.  57-­8.  
  
42  Waley,  Daniel  "The  Army  of  the  Florentine  Republic"  in  Rubinstein,  Nicolai.  Florentine  Studies:  Politics  
and  Society  in  Renaissance  Florence.  Evanston:  Northwestern  University  Press,  1984.  
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Modenese casualties who died in war, at the time of the war they had against each other, out of 
foolishness. They saw for themselves!].43 
 
B.   The militarization of tyranny 
 
Morte per forza e ferute dogliose 
nel prossimo si danno, e nel suo avere 
ruine, incendi e tollette dannose; 
onde omicide e ciascun che mal fiere, 
guastatori e predon, tutti tormenta 
lo giron primo per diverse schiere. 
[Violent death and painful wounds may be 
inflicted on one’s neighbor; his possessions 
may suffer ruin, fire, and je extortion; 
thus, murderers and those who strike in malice, 
as well as plunderers and robbers—these, 
in separated ranks, the first ring racks.] 
(Inf. 11, 34-9) 
 
...E’ son tiranni 
che dier nel sangue e ne l’aver di piglio 
[...These are the tyrants 
who plunged their hands in blood and plundering] 
(Inf. 12, 104-5) 
 
Dante’s distinctive response to the discourse on tyranny was to militarize the concept by 
representing tyrants as violent plunderers. He defines tyrants as violent plunderers both 
structurally and verbally, and in so doing he deviates from the definition used by his 
predecessors, contemporaries and initial commentators. His preoccupation with warfare should 
                                                                                                 
43  Salimbene,  Giuseppe  Scalia,  Berardo  Rossi,  and  Luigi  Malerba.  Cronica.  Parma:  Monte  Università  
Parma,  2007,  p.  339.  
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be approached in the context of the increasing brutality and evolving modality of warfare over 
the course of Dante’s life. 
The tyrants of Inferno 12 correspond to the guastatori [plunderers] of Inferno 11, 38.44 
The correspondence is articulated twice: first in the structural conflation of tyrants and guastatori 
and second in the verbal articulation of the tyrants-plunderers correspondence in Inferno 12, 104-
5, where tyrants are characterized as those che dier nel sangue e ne l’aver di piglio [plunged their 
hands in blood and plundering]. In my opinion, the repetition of the correspondence is an 
emphasis that highlights the originality of Dante’s position, because the reframing of tyrants as 
plunderers was not shared by his contemporaries on record. 
Dante’s conception of tyranny is a militarized version of the conception articulated by his 
immediate predecessors and contemporaries. Dante seems to accept Rolandino’s objections to 
                                                                                                 
44  I  do  not  believe  that  Inferno  11  should  always  be  used  as  a  lens  through  which  to  read  other  
representational  choices  involving  taxonomy  in  the  Commedia,  because  I  see  no  reason  to  expect  perfect  
consistency  between  Inferno  11  and  the  other  33  canti  of  Inferno.  Nonetheless,  in  the  case  of  Inferno  12,  
the  sequentiality  of  the  two  canti  compels  an  expectation  of  consistency.  Three  examples  are  provided  in  
Inferno  11,  37-­8  for  the  constructed  category  of  violence  against  another:  omicide  e  ciascun  che  mal  fiere  
[murderers  and  those  who  strike  in  malice],  guastatori  [plunderers]  and  predon  [robbers]).  Chiavacci  
Leonardi  observed  that  the  three  examples  correspond  to  the  way  that  violence  (against  another)  is  
described  in  the  previous  terzina.  She  reads  “Omicide  e  ciascun  che  mal  fiere  “  as  corresponding  to  
“morte  per  forza  e  ferute  dogliose”;;  “guastatori“    to  “ruine  e  incendi;;  and  “predon”    to  “tollette  dannose”  in  
Dante,  Alighieri,  and  Leonardi  A.  M.  Chiavacci.  Commedia/Inferno.  Milano:  A.  Mondadori,  1991.  My  
objection  is  that  plunderers  also  cause  death  and  painful  wounds.  Furthermore,  the  tyrants  in  the  
following  canto  are  described  as  those  who  dier  nel  sangue  e  ne  l’aver  di  piglio  [plunged  their  hands  in  
blood  and  plundering]  in  Inf.  12,  105.    My  view  is  that  in  canto  12  there  are  simply  three  groups  of  sinners  
corresponding  to  the  three  examples  in  canto  11.  The  souls  of  the  first  group  are  represented  as  
submerged  until  their  brows  (Inf.  12,  103);;  they  are  clearly  identified  by  Nesso  as  tyrants  (Inf.  11,  104)  
and  four  are  named  (Alessandro,  Dïonisio  in  v.  107  and  Azzolino  and  Opizzo  in  v.110-­1).    The  souls  of  
the  second  group  are  submerged  until  the  neck  (Inf.  12.  116)  and  among  them  Nesso  points  out  one  soul  
standing  apart  from  the  others  (v.118),  a  well  known  homicide  (Guy  de  Montfort  who,  besides  being  a  
homicide  was  also  a  signore  of  Florence,  an  Angevin  vicar  and  a  military  adversary  of  Rinier  dei  Pazzi,  (a  
point  to  which  I  shall  return  at  the  end  of  my  examination  when  I  turn  to  Rinier  dei  Pazzi)  who  committed  
the  crime  in  the  presence  of  two  kings  (the  periphrasis  of  vv.119-­20  refers  to  the  murder  of  Henry  of  
Cornwall  by  his  cousin  Guy  de  Montfort  in  Viterbo  in  1271).  The  souls  of  the  third  group  are  represented  
as  having  their  heads  and  chests  emerging  from  the  river  (Inf.  12,  122),  they  are  not  specifically  
characterized,  but  the  attentive  reader  will  assume  that  they  are  the  predon  [robbers]  of  Inf.  11,  38  by  a  
process  of  elimination.  The  pilgrim  recognizes  a  number  of  souls  within  the  third  group  (v.123),  but  none  
are  identified.  Dante  then  returns  to  the  first  group  (tyrants/plunderers)  at  the  end  of  Inferno  12,  adding  
five  names  to  the  four  previously  mentioned  in  v.  107-­111  (Attila  in  v.134,  Pirro  and  Sesto  in  v.135  and  
Rinier  da  Corneto  and  Rinier  Pazzo  in  v.  137).  
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Ezzelino’s treatment of Paduan citizens during the years in which Ezzelino controlled the city 
(1237 to 1256), since both Rolandino and Dante describe Ezzelino as a man who did not hesitate 
to ‘plunge [his] hands in blood (Inf. 12, 105), but Dante departs from Rolandino by referring to 
plunderers, since guastatori engaged in acts of collective violence in the context of war while 
Rolandino does not condemn Ezzelino for his actions on the battlefield. Although Dante’s 
conception of tyrants in Inferno 11, 38 and in Inferno 12, 105 overlaps with Guittone’s  (the 
latter described tyrants as ‘destroyers of their lands’) it is more specific than Guittone’s because 
the word guastatori evokes warfare whereas struttori is a broader term. In Dino’s chronicle, 
written roughly at the same time as Inferno, the word carried several meanings, all referring to a 
leader’s actions towards other citizens and to his perceived motivations, which is consistent with 
the definition given by Aquinas, but again there is no mention of plundering or warfare.  
Waley noted that the size of the Tallia Guelfa’s cavalry (of which the lion’s share was 
supplied by Florence) increased between 1291 and 1302 from five hundred to eight hundred.45 
According to Cardini and Tangheroni the brutality and casualties of warfare increased 
substantially over the course of Dante’s lifetime.46 Although Northern Italian cities were almost 
continuously at war with one another, these wars rarely involved a pitched battle, which is a 
planned military confrontation taking place at a pre-arranged location. The rare pitched battles 
that did take place, like Montaperti, therefore loomed large in the collective memory of Dante’s 
                                                                                                 
45  See  Waley,  Daniel  "The  Army  of  the  Florentine  Republic"  in  Rubinstein,  Nicolai.  Florentine  Studies:  
Politics  and  Society  in  Renaissance  Florence.  Evanston:  Northwestern  University  Press,  1984,  p.  82.  
  
46  Cardini,  Franco,  and  Marco  Tangheroni.  Guerra  E  Guerrieri  Nella  Toscana  Medievale:  Saggi.  Firenze:  
Edifir,  1990,  p.11.  The  evolving  modality  of  warfare  in  this  period  was  also  noted  by  Waley  who  argued  
that  in  the  period  1270  to  1305  the  army  of  Florence  ceased  to  be  “the  expression  of  one  city’s  power”  
and  became  ”part  of  the  wide  fabric  of  Guelf  military  policy”  in  Waley,  Daniel  "The  Army  of  the  Florentine  
Republic"  in  Rubinstein,  Nicolai.  Florentine  Studies:  Politics  and  Society  in  Renaissance  Florence.  
Evanston:  Northwestern  University  Press,  1984,  p.80.  
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first readers: they were events that involved exceptional levels of casualties, reached in 
exceptional conditions. Inferno 28 opens with Dante’s vision of pitched battles (Inf. 28 1-21). Of 
a total of only eight pitched battles that took place in Tuscany during the middle ages, the first 
was Montaperti, and the following three took place during Dante’s life.47 The second was Colle 
Valdelsa in the summer of 1269.48 The two decades between Colle and Campaldino were 
characterized by increasing numbers of fatalities during armed encounters. In June of 1288 three 
hundred Sienese men reportedly died at Pieve al Toppo, and two hundred were taken prisoner to 
Arezzo - in the build up to Campaldino, a pitched battle at which Dante claims to have been 
present in Purgatorio 5.49 
In the next section I show how Dante weaves the history of signoria into his re-definition 
of tyranny in Inferno 12. Signoria was first adopted by cities along the river Adige, and Dante 
                                                                                                 
47  While  Dante  was  not  born  during  the  battle  of  Montaperti,  his  paternal  uncle  Brunetto,  not  only  
participated  in  the  battle  in  1260,  but  survived  it  long  enough  to  appear  in  a  document  dated  1300,  and  
therefore  long  enough  to  have  been  a  first  hand  witness  known  to  Dante.  Franco  Cardini  offers  the  
following  list  of  pitched  battles  that  took  place  in  Tuscany  during  the  middle  ages:  Montaperti  (1260),  
Colle  (1269),  Campaldino  (1289),  Montecatini  (1315)  Altopascio  (1325)  Cascina  (1364)  San  Romano  
(1432)  and  Anghiari  (1440).  
  
48  A  number  of  Colle  Valdelsa  veterans  appear  in  the  Commedia.  The  battle  of  Colle  Valdelsa  ended  in  a  
victory  for  the  Florentine  Guelfs  who  fought  alongside  the  French  soldiers  sent  by  Charles  of  Anjou,  
themselves  headed  by  Guy  de  Montfort  (Inf.  12,  119-­20).  The  head  of  the  Sienese  Ghibellines  and  their  
allies  was  Provenzan  Salvani,  a  Ghibelline  Montaperti  veteran  mentioned  along  with  an  allusion  to  
Charles  in  Purgatorio  11,  109-­114,  121-­125  and  133-­8.  Provenzan  died  at  Colle  Valdesa  and  the  story  of  
his  death  was  recorded  by  Villani  -­  who  began  his  Cronica  approximately  around  the  time  that  Dante  
wrote  the  Inferno.  According  to  Villani,  a  man  not  usually  prone  to  the  macabre,  Provenzan  was  taken  
prisoner,  then  decapitated,  his  head  was  then  impaled  on  a  lance,  and  paraded  around  the  camping  
grounds:  messer  Provenzano  Salvani  signore  e  guidatore  dell’oste  de’  Sanesi  fu  preso  e  tagliatoli  il  capo,  
e  per  tutto  il  campo  portato  fitto  in  su  una  lancia,  Villani,  Giovanni,  and  Giuseppe  Porta.  Nuova  cronica,  
Fondazione  Pietro  Bembo,  1990,  l.  VIII,  cap.  XXXI,  50-­53.  
  
49  A  contingent  of  the  Sienese  army  (which  included  a  number  of  foreign  mercenaries  paid  by  Florence),  
decided  to  separate  itself  from  the  rest  of  troops,  going  against  Florentine  advice.  The  troops  took  a  more  
direct  route  back  to  Siena  after  an  unsuccessful  siege  of  Arezzo.  Their  decision  to  do  so  would  turn  out  to  
be  a  miscalculation  of  risk.  The  Guelf-­Sienese  contingent  had  travelled  approximately  sixty  miles  when  
they  were  ambushed  overnight  by  three  hundred  horsemen  and  two  thousand  foot  soldiers  led  by  
Buonconte  da  Montefeltro  and  Guglielmo  de’  Pazzi  on  behalf  of  the  Ghibellines  of  Arezzo.  One  of  the  
Sienese  to  die  in  combat  was  Arcolano  di  Ricolfo  Maconi,  recorded  as  ‘Lano’  in  Inferno  13,  115-­121.    
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sets the scene at the start of Inferno 12 by evoking the Adige. The systematic dissemination of 
signoria was inaugurated by the conquest of Sicily, and Dante points specifically to Sicily in his 
list of classical tyrants. The ‘first’ signorie were those of Ezzelino da Romano and of the Este 
dynasty, and I will turn to the pairing of Ezzelino and Obizzo in the subsequent section. 
 
C.   Signoria in space and in time 
 
a.   The birthplace of Signoria and the landscape of the first girone 
 
Era lo loco ov’ a scender la riva 
venimmo, alpestro e, per quel che v’er’ anco, 
tal, ch’ogne vista ne sarebbe schiva. 
Qual è quella ruina che nel fianco 
di qua da Trento l’Adice percosse, 
o per tremoto o per sostegno manco, 
che da cima del monte, onde si mosse, 
al piano è sì la roccia discoscesa, 
ch’alcuna via darebbe a chi sù fosse: 
cotal di quel burrato era la scesa; 
[The place that we had reached for our descent 
 along the bank was alpine; what reclined 
 upon that bank would, too, repel all eyes. 
 Just like the toppled mass of rock that struck— 
 because of earthquake or eroded props— 
 the Adige on its flank, this side of Trent, 
 where from the mountain top from which it thrust 
 down to the plain, the rock is shattered so 
 that it permits a path for those above: 
 such was the passage down to that ravine.] 
(Inf. 12, 1-10) 
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The landscape of the first girone, to which Dante devotes ten verses, takes the reader to 
the northeastern part of Italy, known as the site of the ‘first’ signorie50, which were those of 
Ezzelino da Romano and of the Este dynasty. The signorie born in this region are not only the 
first, but were also the most durable, with the exception of the first two. The first two 
contemporary ‘tyrants’ represented by Dante are thus Italy’s first signori and the exceptions that 
failed to establish durable signorie. (Ezzelino was not able to transfer his signoria to the next 
generation of Da Romanos, and Este rule over Ferrara had collapsed at the death of Azzo VIII in 
1308, not to be restored until 1317, or after the first circulation of Inferno).51 
At the center of the ten verses (Inf. 12, 5) is a reference to the Adige river. To follow the 
course of the Adige river as it flows down from the Alps is to run through Verona, Ezzelino’s 
preferred city, and then through prime Este territory (the castle of Este is located fifteen 
kilometers north of the Adige) before reaching the Adriatic sea. This is the Commedia’s first 
reference to an Italian location to the north of Tuscany and Romagna. The town of Trent is 
located on the banks of the Adige river, south of the Dolomite mountains, in the northeastern part 
of Italy. The area between the Adige river to the west and south, the Livenza river to the east and 
                                                                                                 
50  Larner  provides  the  following  caution  with  respect  to  calling  these  the  first  signorie:  “Historians  have  
frequently  defined  such  men  as  ‘the  first  signori’.  But  the  character  of  their  government  was  different  from  
that  of  the  signori  of  the  fourteenth  century,  and  it  is  helpful  in  some  ways  to  consider  them  as  the  last  
rulers  of  the  communes,  as  men  who,  normally  working  within,  though  contemptuously  transcending  the  
old  institutional  frameworks,  revealed  the  final  bankruptcy  of  the  communal  system”  in  Larner,  1980,  
p.129.  Nevertheless,  I  am  following  Salimbene  and  using  here  the  broadest  definition  of  signori  (as  
meaning  ‘leaders’  or  ‘rulers’).  Also,  the  notion  of  a  teleological  evolution  from  ‘communal  rulers’  to  signori  
has  faded  in  the  perspectives  of  many  historians,  see  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'italia  
comunale,  2013,  pp.  9-­19.  
  
51  Azzo  VIII  died  in  January  1308,  leaving  the  signoria  of  Ferrara  to  his  grandson  Folco.  However,  this  
was  immediately  contested  by  Azzo  VIII’s  brothers,  who  offered  Ferrara  to  pope  Clement  V  in  exchange  
of  a  recognition  of  their  signoria.  In  response,  Folco  and  his  father  Fresco  obtained  Venetian  help.  In  
1309  the  Venetians  were  defeated  by  Ferrarese  and  papal  armies,  and  by  the  summer  of  1310  the  Torelli  
family  had  returned  in  the  person  of  Salinguerra  III,  soon  to  be  replaced  by  the  representatives  of  Robert  
of  Anjou.  In  1312,  Fresco  died  and  Ferrara  remained  under  papal  control  until  the  pro-­Este  revolt  of  1317.  
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the Alps to the north, was already known then (as it is today) as the Marca Trevigiana [March of 
Treviso].52  
According to Varanini, the complex political system of this area developed long-lasting 
forms of signoria in the first half of the 13th century, and was the location of the first 
conspicuous wave of political experimentation with one man rule: “it is in this context that the 
first conspicuous wave of experiments with one man rule took place in the first half of the 
thirteenth century”.53 The emergence of signoria as a form of local governance was identified 
immediately as a notable development. The first signs of the wave were visible in 1206-1207 
after the victory of the Este-San Bonifacio faction in Verona. “In effect”, writes Varanini, 
“Verona came very close to an Este signoria”.54 Varanini points out that the chroniclers of the 
                                                                                                 
52  Signoria  was  associated  with  an  area  labelled  ‘Lombardia’,  as  can  be  seen  in  the  above  mentioned  
quote  from  Compagni’s  chronicle  (“a  guisa  de’  signori  di  Lombardia”  [in  the  way  of  the  signori  of  
Lombardy]  III,  2)  or  in  the  chronicle  of  Salimbene  who  compiled  a  list  of  signori  “di  Lombardia  e  Romagna  
“approximately  three  decades  earlier,  in  which  Obizzo  II  is  listed  for  Ferrara.  The  term  Lombardia  
however  had  little  to  do  with  the  borders  of  the  current  region  of  Lombardy  and  instead  evoked  the  cities  
that  joined  the  second  Lega  Lombarda.  Part  of  this  area  was  referred  to  as  the  Marca  Trevigiana  since  
the  start  of  the  13th  century,  and  had  been  conferred  to  the  descendents  of  the  Marchese  Oberto  in  the  
second  half  of  the  10th  century  by  Otto  I.  By  the  late  11th  century,  the  Obertenghi,  having  taken  over  the  
castle  of  Este,  became  known  as  the  Estensi.  The  Estensi  controlled  the  territory  of  the  cities  of  Verona,  
Padua,  Vicenza  and  Treviso,  the  episcopal  towns  of  Belluno,  Feltre  and  later  Cèneda,  and  the  rural  area  
between  the  Adige  and  the  Po  rivers.    
  
53  “Del  complesso  sistema  politico  sovra-­  e  inter-­cittadino  costituito  dalle  quattro  principali  città  della  
Marca  sede  di  comitato  (Verona,  Padova,  Vicenza  e  Treviso)  -­  integrato  dalle  «parve  urbes  in  montibus»  
a  egemonia  vescovile  (Belluno  e  Feltre,  cui  si  aggiunge  Cèneda)  e  dall’area  tra  l’Adige  e  il  Po,  priva  di  
centri  urbani,  ove  si  impianta  la  signoria  fondiaria-­territoriale  degli  Estensi  -­  fanno  parte  integrante  infatti,  
a  partire  del  XII  secolo,  anche  Ferrara  e  Mantova:  due  città  che  a  partire  dai  decenni  centrali  dei  
Duecento  e  poi  nel  secolo  successivo  (e  anzi,  ben  oltre!)  attraversano  importanti  e  durature  esperienze  di  
governo  personale  e  familiare,  così  come  la  dinamica  politica  duecentesca  delle  quattro  città  della  Marca.  
Tali  esperienze  sono  la  conseguenza  diretta  del  sistema  politico  che  si  genera  a  partire  della  fine  del  
secolo  XII  [...]  Di  questo  sistema  politico  e  partitico  le  élite  di  Mantova  e  di  Ferrara  sono  parte  integrante;;  
ed  è  in  questo  contesto  che  si  verifica  la  prima  cospicua  ondata  di  sperimentazioni  di  governo  personale,  
nella  prima  metà  del  secolo  XIII”  in  Varanini,  Gian  Maria  “Esperienze  di  governo  personale  nelle  città”  in  
Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale,  2013,  p.  46-­47.  
  
54  “In  effetti,  si  arrivò  a  un  passo  dall’affermazione  di  una  signoria  estense  su  Verona”  in  Varanini,  Gian  
Maria  “Esperienze  di  governo  personale  nelle  città”  in  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'Italia  
comunale,  2013,  p.  50.  
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time identified this victory immediately as an event with wide ranging consequences. The 
Chronicon Marche Tarvisinae et Lombardiae describes the event as follows: fuerunt initium 
malorum, non solum predicte civitatis, sed et Marchie et Lombardie [these were the start of the 
problems, not only in this city but in Le Marche and Lombardy].55   
In the 1230s Ezzelino took over Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Belluno and Feltre for two 
decades, his brother Alberico ruled Treviso from 1239 to 1257. Four years later, Azzo VII d’Este 
(grandfather of Obizzo mentioned in Inferno 12, 111) already signore of Ferrara, was able to 
transfer the privilege to his grandson Obizzo II.56 As for the city of Trent mentioned in Inf. 12, 5, 
a man named Wiboto appeared there soon after 1236. He was invested by Frederick II with 
unlimited powers; and he began running the town. Then,  from 1240 to 1255, Trent was 
governed by one Sodegerio da Tito in Lucania (Ezzelino’s appointee), and his regime is viewed 
by historians as una signoria mancata [a signoria manqué ].57 
The notion that signoria was a regional model being exported to other areas can be found 
in Dino’s description of Rosso della Tosa’s consolidation of power in Florence:  tutto ciò che 
                                                                                                 
55  Varanini,  Gian  Maria  “Esperienze  di  governo  personale  nelle  città”  in  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  
cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale,  2013,  p.51.  
  
56  Obizzo’s  is  among  the  very  first  formalized  signorie.  He  was  given  the  title  of  gubernator  et  rector  et  
generalis  et  perpetuus  dominus  civitatis  Ferrarie  [governor  and  ruler  and  general  and  perpetual  lord  of  the  
city  of  Ferrara]  in  1264.  Obizzo’s  exact  age  at  the  time  is  unknown,  but  according  to  Riccobaldo  and  
Simeoni,  he  was  17  years  old.  See  Simeoni,  Luigi.  "L'elezione  di  Obizzo  d'Este  a  Signore  di  Ferrara."  
Archivio  Storico  Italiano  93.354  (1935):  165-­188.  Riccobaldo’s  report  was  examined  by  Simeoni  in  1935.  
Luigi  Simeóni  (1875-­1952)  was  a  Veronese  historian.  Four  of  his  studies  are  cited  in  the  2013  collection  
edited  by  Maire-­Vigueur  and  Varanini  calls  him  “il  grande  storico”  (p.57n).  The  study  used  here  however  
was  not  cited  in  the  2013  collection.  Salimbene,  who  claimed  to  have  seen  Obizzo  around  the  time  of  his  
election,  described  him  as  a  child  brought  from  Puglia  (Portatus  fuit  parvulus  de  Apulia,  ut  vidi  oculis  meis  
in  Salimbene,  da  Parma,  1221-­1287.  Chronica  Fr.  Salimbene  Parmensis  Ordinis  Minorum:  Ex  Codice  
Bibliothecae  Vaticanae  Nunc  Primum  Edita.  Parmae:  Ex  officina  Petri  Fiaccadorii,  1857  (also  available  
online:https://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnmhh4),  p.  178.  I  will  return  to  the  circumstances  of  this  election  
when  I  examine  Dante’s  representation  of  Obizzo  in  Inferno  12,  110-­2.  
  
57  Varanini,  Gian  Maria  “Esperienze  di  governo  personale  nelle  città”  in  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  
cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale,  2013,  p.48  citing  Riedmann,  Josef,  Tra  Impero  e  signorie  (1236-­1255),  pp.  
229-­254,  in  Storia  del  Trentino:  Iii.  a  cura  di  Castagnetti,  Andrea,  and  Gian  M.  Varanini,  Bologna:  Il  
Mulino,  2004.    
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facea e procurava nella città, era per avere la signoria a guisa de’ signori di Lombardia [all that 
he did and procured in the city was to have the signoria in the way of the signori of Lombardy] 
(III, 2).58 The landscape of the first girone therefore takes the reader to the birthplace of the 
widely diffused system of government known as signoria. 
Even more conspicuous than the emergence of signoria as a regional model was the 
exceptional durability of northeastern signorie, not to mention that the first signorie were also, in 
Varanini’s view, “tendenzialmente omogenee, con dei tratti comuni riconoscibili” [tendentially 
homogeneous, with recognizable common features].59 The della Scala ruled Verona for one 
hundred and thirty years, the Bonacolsi controlled Mantua for over sixty years, and the Este 
dynasty controlled Ferrara (with brief interruptions) for over three and a half centuries.60 Dante 
could not have known the full extent of this durability before the first circulation of Inferno, 
when della Scala dominance was approximately fifty five years old, the Bonacolsi’s was fifty 
seven years old, and the Este regime in Ferrara had lasted seventy-four years.61  But the 
durability of these regimes was already exceptional, and therefore subject to the interpretation of 
Dante’s contemporaries as he wrote Inferno. We might note that the dynastic signorie of the 
                                                                                                 
58  The  borders  of  Lombardia  were  radically  different  from  the  ones  used  today.  In  the  13th  century  it  
referred  to  the  areas  of  the  cities  that  joined  the  second  Lombard  League,  in  other  words  to  the  entire  
northern  portion  of  the  peninsula.  By  evoking  the  Adige  Dante  is  consistent  with  Compagni,  only  more  
specific  and  accurate  in  localizing  the  birthplace  of  signoria.  
  
59  Varanini, Gian Maria “Esperienze di governo personale nelle città” in Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine 
nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.74.  
  
60  This  point  was  made  and  supporting  data  provided  in  Varanini, Gian Maria “Esperienze di governo 
personale nelle città” in Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.74.  
  
61  The  Este  signoria  had  recently  collapsed  (Ferrara  had  slipped  into  papal  control)  -­  and  would  not  be  
restored  until  1317,  or  after  the  first  circulation  of  Inferno  -­  a  point  to  which  I  will  return.  My  estimates  are  
based  on  a  hypothetical  date  of  the  first  circulation  around  1314,  based  on  Inglese’s  hypothesis  in  
Inglese,  Giorgio,  and  Giuliano  Milani.  Vita  di  Dante:  una  biografia  possibile.  Carocci,  2015,  p.122:  “Si  può  
quindi  concludere  che  nella  seconda  metà  del  1314  è  ormai  nota  una  Comedia  de  infernalibus  di  Dante  
Alighieri”.  
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della Scala in Verona and of the Este in Ferrara were older than Dante, and the Bonacolsi 
became signori of Mantua when Dante was seven years old. All three signorie would outlive 
him. 
The da Romano and the Este (from the perspective of someone writing before 1317) were 
two exceptions to this rule because both dynasties had failed to maintain control of the city. The 
da Romano had failed because brothers Ezzelino and Alberico had both perished without 
achieving an orderly transfer of power to the next generation.62 While Azzo VII had achieved 
this for his grandson Obizzo in 1264, Este leadership failed to bring long term stability and 
Obizzo’s son Azzo VIII had driven Ferrara into civil war (1308-09), followed by instability 
(including the brief return of the previous dynasty with Salinguerra III) and finally, Angevin 
leadership.63 Este control of Ferrara would not be restored until after the circulation of Inferno. 
The other two dynastic signorie of the region, namely the Bonacolsi’s and the della 
Scala’s, were, in contrast, both thriving as Dante was writing: in 1311 both dynasties received 
titles from Henry VII.64 If we extend our perspective beyond the northeast towards the northwest, 
Cangrande and Matteo Visconti were expanding their dominion with obvious success: in 1311 
Cangrande took over Vicenza with the support of imperial troops, in 1313 Matteo’s son 
                                                                                                 
62  Nobody  was  able  to  inherit  Ezzelino’s  power  when  he  died,  and  his  brother  Alberico  was  killed  together  
with  his  wife  and  progeny  the  following  year  in  an  episode  known  as  the  massacre  of  San  Zenone  
narrated  by  Salimbene  with  lurid  detail.  Also,  see  Zorzi:  “Sprovvista  di  sostegni  locali  e  aggredita  da  una  
potente  coalizione,  la  sua  potenza  crollò  senza  che  alcuno  potesse  raccoglierne  l’eredità.  Nemmeno  il  
fratello  Alberico  ebbe  infatti  sorte  migliore.  La  crociata  guelfa,  che  aveva  reagito  alla  politica  brutale  di  
Ezzelino,  mise  al  bando  anche  lui  insieme  con  il  fratello:  Alberico  finì  linciato  insieme  ai  familiari”  in  Zorzi,  
2010,  p.  21.  
  
63  We  should  note  here  that  Angevin  leadership  would  have  been  familiar  to  Dante:  Charles  I  of  Anjou  
had  been  the  ruler  of  Florence  during  Dante’s  childhood  (1267-­1279),  and  Robert  of  Anjou,  who  had  
taken  control  of  Ferrara  after  the  civil  war  of  1308-­9  also  became  signore  of  Florence  in  1313.  
  
64  It  may  be  relevant  to  note  that  Dante’s  two  failed  dynasties  were  feudal,  in  that  their  power  derived  from  
vast  networks  and  territorial  assets  while  the  two  that  were  thriving  were  homegrown  and  had  established  
themselves  in  their  cities  initially  as  members  of  the  consular  government.  
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Galeazzo became signore of Piacenza and by 1315 Matteo would have secured control over 
Como, Novara and Pavia. Soon after the circulation of Inferno and despite the Paduan tradition 
of casting Ezzelino as an archetype of tyranny, Cangrande della Scala and Matteo Visconti were 
visiting Ezzelino’s grave in pilgrimage. They were clearly unmoved by Paduan propaganda. 
 
b.   The systematic diffusion of signoria and the references to Sicily 
 
Quivi si piangon li spietati danni; 
 quivi è Alessandro, e Dionisio fero 
che fé Cicilia aver dolorosi anni 
[Here they lament their ruthless crimes; here are 
 both Alexander and the fierce Dionysius, 
 who brought such years of grief to Sicily] 
(Inf. 12, 106-8) 
 
The reference to Sicily in Inf. 12, 108 evokes a critical point in Italian political history. 
Charles I of Anjou’s conquest of Sicily, following his victory at Benevento in 1266, is 
considered by Zorzi to have initiated “the systematic diffusion of signoria’” across the 
peninsula65. Within a year of Benevento, Florence had adopted signoria. 
As I alluded to above, in Inferno 12 the souls of the first group encountered by Virgilio, 
by the pilgrim, and by their guide Nesso are represented as submerged until their brows (Inf. 12, 
103). They are clearly identified by Nesso as tyrants (Inf. 11, 104) and nine are named 
throughout the canto (Alessandro and Dionisio in v. 107, Azzolino and Opizzo in v.110-1,  Attila 
in Inf. 12, 134, Pirro and Sesto in Inf. 12, 135 and Rinier da Corneto and Rinier Pazzo in Inf. 12, 
                                                                                                 
65  Hyde  noted  that:  “The  arrival  of  Charles  of  Anjou  in  the  south  and  his  victories  over  Manfred  and  
Conradin  in  1266  and  1268  opened  a  new  stage  in  the  political  history  of  Italy,  whose  main  characteristics  
are  the  subject  of  the  next  chapter”  in  Hyde,  1973,  p.123.  
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137).66 Dionisio and Attila are the only classical tyrants that are given epithets, and I interpret 
this as an invitation to linger briefly on their significance.  
 Dionisio has been identified with the fourth century BCE ruler of Syracuse, recorded by 
a number of classical authors as a tyrant. His epithet refers to Sicily: che fé Cicilia aver dolorosi 
anni [who brought such years of grief to Sicily] (Inf. 12, 108). The reader’s mind is thus 
propelled southwest along the peninsula to the Kingdom of Sicily. Dante mentions Sicily once 
more in Inferno 27, 7 (Come ’l bue cicilian che mugghiò prima [Even as the Sicilian bull that 
first/had bellowed]) , thus creating a second association between Sicily and tyranny, since 
Inferno 27 includes the catalogue of Romagna’s tyrants. The association of Sicily with the theme 
of tyranny therefore calls for interpretation.  
The conquest of Sicily by Charles I of Anjou inaugurated, in Zorzi’s analysis, a fifty year 
period of “systematic diffusion” of signoria.67  In Zorzi’s reading,  the conquest of Sicily 
specifically represents the start of a “new political phase” for the entire peninsula.68 Charles I of 
Anjou was able to conquer Sicily because he defeated Manfred in 1266 at Benevento. While 
Dante and his first readers did not have the benefit of Zorzi’s centuries of perspective, they 
certainly knew that Florence had been among the first cities affected by Charles’ conquest of 
                                                                                                 
66  Henceforth  I  shall  distinguish  between  the  man  and  the  Dantean  character  by  italicizing  the  latter  when  
there  could  be  any  confusion.  Anna  Maria  Chiavacci  Leonardi  pointed  out  that  the  identification  of  
Alessandro  with  Alexander  the  Great  is  contested.  Arguments  have  been  made  in  favor  of  identifying  
Dante’s  Alessandro  of  v.107  with  another  figure  named  Alessandro  di  Fero  in  Tassaglia,  with  the  crux  of  
the  matter  resting  on  whether  Dante  was  using  Orosius  or  Cicero  as  a  source  for  these  classical  figures  
(Dante,  Alighieri,  and  Leonardi  A.  M.  Chiavacci,  Commedia/Inferno,  Milano:  A.  Mondadori,  1991,  p.  385.  
Given  the  lack  of  certainty,  I  have  not  historicized  the  reference.  
  
67  Charles  was  the  official  signore  of  Florence  until  Dante  was  fourteen  years  old.  
  
68  “La  diffusione  sistematica  dei  regimi  signorili  avvenne  nel  mezzo  secolo  che  intercorse  tra  la  conquista  
del  regno  di  Sicilia  da  parte  di  Carlo  d’Angiò  e  la  spedizione  in  Italia  di  Enrico  VII  di  Lussemburgo.  
L’impresa  di  Carlo  [...]  avviò  una  nuova  fase  politica  per  l’intera  penisola.  [...]  Dopo  il  1266  i  guelfi  
assunsero  il  potere  nella  maggioranza  delle  grandi  città  e  vi  restarono  perlomeno  fino  alla  discesa  
dell’imperatore  in  Italia  nel  1310,  senza  che  i  ghibellini  riuscissero  a  scalzarli”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  48-­9.  
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Sicily: in 1267, when Dante was a toddler, Florence offered the signoria to Charles. 
Furthermore, the arrangements made after the battle between the Lega Guelfa and Charles I of 
Anjou involved the retention of a permanent Guelf army.69 Finally, the years that Zorzi describes 
as the period of systematic diffusion of signoria were the first fifty of Dante’s life. 
Benevento loomed large in Dante’s imagination. Dante imagines speaking to Manfred in 
Purgatorio among the excommunicates, and has Manfredi refer to his grandson Frederick III of 
Sicily.70 Charles is mentioned among the princes of Purgatorio 7 (Purg. 7, 113, 124-9). In 
Paradiso 8, 31-148 Dante imagines speaking to Charles’s grandson Charles Martel, whose soul 
uses the words mala signoria in Par. 8, 73 to describe Charles I of Anjou’s rule of Sicily. In the 
words that Dante places in Carlo’s mouth, it was Charles’ mala signoria that caused the Sicilian 
Vespers of 1282.  
Sicily’s dolorosi anni were ongoing when Dante was writing Inferno: the struggle for 
Sicily continued after a brief peace in 1302 which is when the kingdom was divided into Naples 
                                                                                                 
69  “The  arrangements  made  after  the  battle  of  Benevento  (1266)  between  the  Guelf  league  in  Tuscany  
and  the  King  of  Sicily,  who  was  represented  in  Tuscany  by  a  series  of  vicars,  involved  the  retention  of  a  
permanent  Guelf  army.  Each  member  of  the  League  was  responsible  for  the  payment  of  a  certain  share  
(tallia)  of  this  force,  whence  its  designation  as  the  tallia  militum  societatis  tallie  Tuscie.  As  early  as  1268  
Florence  was  expected  to  pay  the  wages  of  Guelf  mercenaries  in  Tuscany”  in  Waley, Daniel "The Army of 
the Florentine Republic" in Rubinstein, Nicolai. Florentine Studies: Politics and Society in Renaissance Florence. 
Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1984,  p.  81.  
  
70  Manfredi  refers  to  his  daughter  Constance  whose  son  would  inherit  the  island  in  1272  and  governed  it  
still  as  Dante  wrote  the  Commedia  (Constance  of  Sicily  is  described  as  the  mother  of  l'onor  di  Cicilia  [the  
honour  of  Sicily]  in  Purg.  3,  115-­6).  
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and Trinacria.71  In fact, the lessons of the Vespers, says Carlo in Paradiso 8, are lost on the 
current ruler of Sicily, Charles’ brother Robert of Anjou.72  
As I alluded to above, Attila too is described with an epithet,  but in the sequence of 
Dante’s verse it only appears at the end of the canto. I will therefore linger on its significance 
after a consideration of the two contemporary signori Dante places immediately after his allusion 
to Sicily: Ezzelino and Obizzo, to whom I now turn.  
 
D.   The first signori 
 
There are nine named tyrants in Inferno 12, four of whom pertain to Dante’s century. Of 
these, the first two, Ezzelino III da Romano and Obizzo II d’Este are spotted by the pilgrim (Inf. 
12, 103-111); the second pair, Rinier Pazzo and Rinier da Corneto, are mentioned by Nesso at 
the end of the canto. Ezzelino and Obizzo are the two first signori of Italian history, both were 
‘precocious’. Ezzelino and the Este rulers used their heritage of military training to expand their 
rule to neighboring cities through the use of force, spreading warfare across the region. Modern 
historians conceive of their efforts as attempts to create a regional state. Dante deplored it as 
                                                                                                 
71  Open  conflict  resumed  in  1310  and  continued  until  after  the  circulation  of  Inferno.  Naples  became  
angevin,  Trinacria  (the  island  of  Sicily)  went  to  Manfred’s  grandson  Frederick  III.  There  is  a  possible  and  
indirect  reference  to  the  Vespers  in  Inferno  19,  97-­99:  Però  ti  sta,  ché  tu  se’  ben  punito;;  /  e  guarda  ben  la  
mal  tolta  moneta  /  ch’esser  ti  fece  contra  Carlo  ardito.  [Stay  as  you  are,  for  you  are  rightly  punished;;  /  and  
guard  with  care  the  money  got  by  evil  /  that  made  you  so  audacious  against  Charles.]  (Inf.  19,  97-­9).  
However,  I  do  not  include  this  allusion  in  my  list  because,  as  Chiavacci  Leonardi  points  out,  Nicholas  III’s  
involvement  in  the  Sicilian  Vespers  has  since  been  shown  to  be  a  legend.  It  was  reported  by  Villani  
(Cronica,  VII,  57),  who  cannot  be  considered  a  secure  source  for  Dante:  while  Villani  started  writing  his  
chronicle  in  1308,  it  remained  unfinished  and  he  continued  to  work  on  it  until  his  death  in  1348.  
Nonetheless  the  possibility  remains  that  Dante  knew  of  this  legend,  believed  it  to  be  true,  and  was  
alluding  to  it  in  Inferno  19,  97-­99.  Nicholas  III  was  accused  of  having  obtained  funds  illegitimately,  funds  
which  then  allowed  him  to  go  against  Charles  I  of  Anjou.  It  has  been  hypothesized  that  this  is  a  reference  
to  Nicholas  III’s  support  of  the  Sicilian  rebels  who  ousted  the  Angevins  during  the  Sicilian  Vespers  of  
1282.  See  Leonardi  A.  M.  Chiavacci,  1991,  p.  591.  
  
72  Robert  would  become  signore  of  Florence  in  1313.  
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cieca cupidigia e ira folle [blind cupidity and insane anger] (Inf. 12, 49). The other signori of the 
northeast conspicuously differed from Ezzelino and Obizzo in two respects: they were natives of 
the cities they governed and as Dante was writing, they were thriving.73  
According to Tomaso Perani, the first signorie appeared mostly in the second half of the 
13th century, as one of many possible forms of communal government. The domination of 
Ezzelino in the Marca Trevigiana (starting in the 1230s) and of the Este dynasty in Ferrara 
(begun in the late 12th century but formalized with Obizzo II in 1264) are both in Perani’s words 
‘extraordinarily precocious’.74  
In contrast to the della Scala signoria in Verona and the Bonacolsi signoria in Mantua, 
Ezzelino and Obizzo were ‘failed’ signorie: nobody was able to inherit Ezzelino’s power when 
he died, and his brother Alberico was killed together with his wife and progeny the following 
year in an episode narrated by Salimbene with lurid detail.75 Azzo VIII d’Este died in January 
                                                                                                 
73  There  is  another  striking  similarity  between  Ezzelino’s  rule  and  Obizzo’s  rule  which  I  include  here  in  
case  it  proves  useful  to  other  scholars.  Personally  I  am  not  able  to  detect  any  reference  to  it  in  Dante’s  
text.  Both  Ezzelino  and  Obizzo’s  access  to  supra-­communal  networks  was  crucial  in  the  affirmation  of  
their  power.  Ezzelino,  inherited  from  his  father  an  exceptionally  effective  military  power  equally  distributed  
in  the  territories  of  Vicenza  and  Treviso,  as  well  as  the  leadership  of  a  coalition  of  regional  allies  in  the  
governments  of  Vicenza,  Treviso,  Verona  and  to  a  lesser  extent  Padua.  In  addition  to  this  Ezzelino  
benefitted  from  imperial  support  from  1232  to  1250.  The  Este  controlled  what  Zorzi  describes  as  a  
‘territorial  principality’  and  were  at  the  helm  of  a  vast  network  extending  both  sides  of  the  lower  Adige  with  
allies  all  over  the  Marca  as  well  as  Ferrara  and  Mantua.  In  the  diction  of  Canzian:  ‘what  for  other  [families]  
was  a  point  of  arrival,  for  them  was  the  point  of  departure’  (“Va  comunque  evidenziato  che  gli  Estensi  
vantavano  il  titolo  marchionale  [...],    e  dunque,  in  un  certo  senso,  quello  che  per  gli  altri  era  un  punto  
d’arrivo  per  loro  era  il  punto  di  partenza”  in  Canzian,  Dario.  “Condivisione  del  potere,  modalità  di  
successione  e  processo  di  dinastizzazione”,  in  Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 
2013,  p.  452.  In  addition  The  Este  obtained  papal  support  and  Venetian  military  aid.  
  
74  “Se  si  eccettuano  infatti  le  straordinariamente    precoci    dominazioni    personali    messe    in    piedi    da    
Ezzelino    III    da    Romano    nella    Marca    trevigiana,    a    partire    dagli    anni  Trenta    del  Duecento,  e    dalla        
famiglia  Este      su    Ferrara,  risalente  addirittura  alla  fine  del  XII  secolo,  fu  proprio  in  questo  periodo  che  si  
assistette  alla  messa  in  atto  dei  primi  tentativi  concreti  di  realizzazione  di  domini  personali”  in  Perani,  
Tomaso,  “I  signori  capifazione”,  in  Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013.  
75  “Sprovvista  di  sostegni  locali  e  aggredita  da  una  potente  coalizione,  la  sua  potenza  crollò  senza  che  
alcuno  potesse  raccoglierne  l’eredità.  Nemmeno  il  fratello  Alberico  ebbe  infatti  sorte  migliore.  La  crociata  
guelfa,  che  aveva  reagito  alla  politica  brutale  di  Ezzelino,  mise  al  bando  anche  lui  insieme  con  il  fratello:  
Alberico  finì  linciato  insieme  ai  familiari”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  21.  
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1308, leaving the signoria of Ferrara to his grandson Folco. However, this was immediately 
contested by Azzo VIII’s brothers, who offered Ferrara to pope Clement V in exchange of a 
recognition of their signoria. In response, Folco and his father Fresco obtained Venetian help. In 
1309 the Venetians were defeated by Ferrarese and papal armies, and by the summer of 1310 the 
Torelli family had returned in the person of Salinguerra III, soon to be replaced by the 
representatives of Robert of Anjou. In 1312, Fresco died and Ferrara remained under papal 
control until the pro-Este revolt of 1317, which occurred after the first circulation of Inferno.  
Both Ezzelino and Azzo VII d’Este asserted their control respectively over Verona and 
Ferrara through the use of force. Previously allied with the communes of the Lega Lombarda, 
Ezzelino switched allegiances in 1232 when the Lega turned against him. He reoccupied Verona 
by attacking the city. He imprisoned the Podestà and brought in an imperial legate along with a 
contingent of two hundred and fifty armed men. Azzo VII too took control of Ferrara with the 
help of trained fighters.76 He held the office of Podestà himself at least seven times between 
1244 and 1258 and was able to secure the election of his grandson before he died. 
This was not the case for the other two signorie of the region, namely the signorie of the 
della Scala and the Bonacolsi. In contrast to the da Romano (and the Este in Ferrara), the della 
Scala bloodline had inhabited Verona since the consular period and was well represented in the 
communal government. They possessed territory in the contado [surrounding territory] but no 
castles nor feudal rights. Their affirmation in Verona was fully supported by the Popolo.77 
Mastino I was potestas populi in 1259. The family would preserve control over the guilds and 
                                                                                                 
76  Azzo  VII’s  multiple  attacks  on  Ferrara  are  narrated  in  detail  by  Riccobaldo.  
  
77  “Con  possessi  nel  contado  benché  priva  di  castelli  e  di  diritti  signorili,  la  sua  affermazione  iniziale  fu  
sostenuta  dal  “popolo”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  71.  
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the Domus mercatorum [trade and manufacturing guild]. Varanini describes them as “originally 
non-aristocratic and non feudal” and as early inhabitants of the city.78 In Mantua Pinamonte 
Bonacolsi  also came from a local family belonging to the consular regime, he became Capitano 
del Popolo in 1273 and then accumulated other offices. 
In my next section I turn to the poetic connection of Azzolino and Opizzo, presenting a 
pars destruens of the current interpretation of the pairing. I then make the case for a new 
interpretation: in pairing Azzolino and Opizzo in Inf. 12, 109-12, Dante connected expansionist 
warfare and absolute power.  
 
E.   Re-interpreting the poetic connection of Azzolino and Opizzo 
 
I now argue for a new interpretation of the poetic connection of Ezzelino and Obizzo in 
Inf. 12, 109. First I will describe the connection, then I will turn to the problems I see with the 
traditional interpretation, before proposing my own interpretation. 
  
E quella fronte c’ha ’l pel così nero, 
è Azzolino; e quell’ altro ch’è biondo, 
è Opizzo da Esti, il qual per vero 
 fu spento dal figliastro sù nel mondo». 
[That brow with hair so black is Ezzelino; 
 that other there, the blonde one, is Obizzo 
 of Este, he who was indeed undone, 
 within the world above, by his fierce son.”] 
(Inf. 12, 109-112) 
                                                                                                 
78  “Soltanto  più  tardi  e  verso  la  fine  del  Duecento  questa  famiglia  di  tradizione  non  aristocratiche  e  non  
signorili,  ma  di  antico  e  saldissimo  radicamento  cittadino,  ab  antiquo  presente  nell’aristocrazia  consolare  
e  assai  ben  rappresentata  nell’amministrazione  comunale  di  primo  Duecento,  e  che  compie  l’itinerario  “da  
cittadini  a  signori”  in  Varanini, Gian Maria, “Esperienze di governo personale nelle città” in Maire, Vigueur J.-C. 
Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.63.  
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The text of Inferno 12 invites the reader to consider the juxtaposition of Azzolino and 
Opizzo especially carefully, in part because Obizzo is not an obvious choice, and in part because 
in Inferno 12, 109-112 Dante constructs a poetic connection between Azzolino and Opizzo. The 
two signori are not merely listed among the same group of tyrants, they are both isolated by the 
colour of their hair: Azzolino’s hair is così nero [so black] and Opizzo is biondo [blond]. Finally 
their names are given prominence by means of an identical placement at the start of the verse, 
preceded by the word è [is].  
The visible poetic connection between Azzolino and Opizzo thus constructed is 
traditionally understood as part of a tendency to match Guelfs and Ghibellines in Inferno.79 
However, this interpretation can be called into question on the following  grounds. In general, we 
now understand the categories ‘Guelf’ and ‘Ghibelline’ to be more fluid and more complex than 
was traditionally believed. In particular, to invoke the Ghibellinism of Ezzelino and the Guelfism 
of Obizzo in interpreting Dante’s observable association of them in Inferno 12 would be to 
overlook a number of historical facts. For instance, the fact that there is no reference to Ezzelino 
being a Ghibelline nor to Obizzo being a Guelf in the reports of Rolandino, Salimbene and 
Riccobaldo, nor in the early commentaries of Inferno 12, which instead refer to specific alliances 
with Frederick II or with the Roman Church.80 Ezzelino’s relationship with Frederick II (as 
observable in their extant correspondence) is complex and subject to multiple interpretations, in 
                                                                                                 
79  For  example:  “Così  Dante  ha  creduto  di  elevarsi,  giudice  imparziale,  al  disopra  delle  fazioni  e  delle  
passioni  dei  suoi  tempi”  in  Alfonso  Lazzari:  Il  marchese  Obizzo  II  d'Este  signore  di  Ferrara  nel  poema  di  
Dante  e  nella  storia,  in:  Giornale  Dantesco  39  (1938)  127–150.  
  
80  For  example,  in  his  gloss  to  Inf.  12,  111-­12,  Jacopo  della  Lana  specifies  the  following  about  the  
gentiluomini  da  Esti  [gentlemen  of  Este]:  funne  fatto  uno  di  loro  per  la  Chiesa  Romana  marchese  della  
Marca  d'Ancona,  e  stette  nel  ditto  marchesatico  a  tempo  [one  of  them  was  made  a  marquis  of  the  Marca  
of  Ancona  by  the  Roman  Church,  and  they  remained  there  for  a  time].  
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part because the da Romano bloodline enjoyed mutable and fluid relations with the imperial 
crown over the years.81Furthermore, while Obizzo was a pontifical ally whose father Rinaldo had 
been handed over as a hostage to Frederick and subsequently died, Obizzo’s grandfather Azzo 
VII was part of Frederick II’s following at least twice, and fought alongside Ezzelino on 
Frederick’s side at the battle of Cortenuova before switching allegiance along with several other 
imperial allies shortly after Frederick’s second excommunication.82  Obizzo’s grandson Fresco 
(son of Azzo) fought papal troops for control of Ferrara in 1308-9, while his son Aldobrandino 
remained a papal ally. Obizzo himself formed an alliance with the Ghibelline Alberto della Scala 
of Verona against his Guelf neighbours.83 
In 1970, Raimondi rejected, as I do, the idea that for a contemporary reader the ‘surprise’ 
of the Ezzelino-Obizzo juxtaposition comes simply from the fact that a Guelf is placed alongside 
a Ghibelline - but provided none of the historical data I provide above. He argued that the 
surprising aspect of the juxtaposition came from the fact that it flew in the face of the partisan 
logic in which anti-Ezzelinismo “quasi automaticamente” [almost automatically] implied a 
praise of the Este. 84 However, in calling attention to the partisan logic that made anti-
                                                                                                 
81  Ezzelino  married  Frederick  II’s  illegitimate  daughter  Selvaggia  in  March  1238.  For  a  number  of  years  
Ezzelino  was  at  the  head  of  pro-­swabian  coalition:  “Ezzelino  era  uno  dei  vertici  dello  schieramento  filo-­
svevo  di  quegli  anni  [1250s]”  in  Perani, Tomaso, “I signori capifazione”, in Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie 
cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.197.  
  
82  “Azzo  VII  era  al  seguito  dell’imperatore,  sia  a  Ravenna  che  a  Parma”  in  Simeoni,  1935,  p.169;;  Simeoni,  
1935,  p.172.  
  
83  The  alliance  is  mentioned  in  Hyde,  1973,  p.136.  
  
84  “Il  fatto  è  che  per  un  lettore  del  Trecento  la  sorpresa  viene  proprio  da  lui,  e  non  tanto  perché  un  guelfo  
si  trova  accanto  a  un  ghibellino  come  esempio  di  quella  giustizia  distributiva  che  Dante  persegue  al  di  
sopra  delle  parti,  quanto  perché  si  tratta  di  un  inserto  enfatico  e  paradossale,  che  contraddice  alla  logica  
di  uno  schieramento  politico  dove  l’antiezzelinismo  implica  quasi  automaticamente,  e  senza  riserve,  
l’elogio  degli  Estensi”  in  Raimondi,  E.  "L’aquila  e  il  fuoco  di  Ezzelino  (1966)."  Metafora  e  storia.  Studi  su  
Dante  e  Petrarca  (1970):  123-­124.,  p.129.  In  2002,  Umberto  Carpi  agreed  with  Raimondi,  adding  that  
Dante’s  Ezzelino-­Obizzo  juxtaposition  accomplishes  a  subtle  political  operation  [“una  sottile  operazione  
politica”]  by  which  the  Poet  distances  himself  from  the  anti-­da  Romano  myth  constructed  by  Guelf  culture,  
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Ezzelinismo the equivalent of praising the Este, Raimondi appears to overlook Salimbene’s 
1280s logic, (a precedent Raimondi himself had called attention to), for Salimbene had already 
compared Obizzo with Ezzelino, and Salimbene was clearly critical of both. If being anti-
Ezzelino did not imply being unequivocally pro-Este for Salimbene in the 1280s, nor for Dante 
two decades later, then to what extent can we expect the implication to have been automatic for 
Dante’s first audience, half a century after Ezzelino’s death? Needless to say, if it was not 
automatic, then the function of Dante’s Ezzelino-Obizzo juxtaposition remains subject to 
interpretation. Furthermore, even if it were automatic, it does not account for the generational 
asymmetry between Ezzelino and Obizzo, i.e the selection of Obizzo II rather than the latter’s 
grandfather Azzo VII.85  
                                                                                                 
Paduan  in  particular,  without  reversing  it  into  an  equivalent  Ghibelline  myth:  “accostando  nel  sangue  la  
testa  nera  di  Ezzelino  a  quella  bionda  d’un  Este,  non  crea  solo  una  macchia  di  colore,  ma,  come  
Raimondi  ha  bene  avvertito,  compie  una  sottile  operazione  politica,  prendendo  in  re  le  distanze  dal  mito  
tutto  negativo  dei  da  Romano  costruito  dalla  cultura  guelfa,  padovana  in  particolare:  perché  a  quel  mito  
era  strettamente  complementare  proprio  l'esaltazione  senza  riserve  degli  Estensi  [...]  Dante,  ripeto,  
prende  le  distanze  dall’impostazione  guelfa  senza  affatto  rovesciarla  in  una  ghibellina  uguale  e  contraria”  
in  Carpi,  Umberto.  La  nobiltà  di  Dante.  Firenze:  Polistampa,  2004,  p.  404-­6.  
  
85  Carpi,  who  accepted  Raimondi’s  view  that  to  be  anti-­Ezzelino  ‘almost  automatically’  meant  being  pro-­
Este,  explains  this  generational  asymmetry  first  by  declaring  Obizzo  to  be  a  “spropositato”  [enormous]    
case  of  violence,  the  violence  of  the  victim  of  a  parricide,  of  the  violence  of  his  figliastro  [fierce  son]’  
(“quello  di  Obizzo,  d’altronde,  è  uno  spropositato  caso  di  violenza,  la  violenza  d’un  morto  per  parricidio,  
per  violenza  del  figliastro”,  Carpi,  2004,  p.  411).  Carpi  then  adds  that  the  result  was  an  authentic  
contrapasso,  if  Salimbene’s  accusation  of  matricide  is  true  (“Figliastro?  Così  Dante,  non  si  sa  con  quale  
effettivo  fondamento  nella  realtà:  ma  certo  col  risultato  di  costruire  un  autentico  contrapasso  in  vita,  se  
era  vera  l’accusa  di  Salimbene”).  First,  I  am  unable  to  detect  the  violence  inherent  in  the  fact  of  being  the  
victim  of  parricide.  Second,  this  amounts  to  conflating  the  violence  of  Obizzo  with  the  violence  of  his  son  
Azzo  VIII,  even  though  Dante’s  verse  clearly  distinguishes  father  and  son.  Third,  while  matricide  may  
have  been  the  most  memorable  of  the  crimes  reported  by  Salimbene,  it  certainly  was  not  the  only  one,  
which  would  mean  that  the  contrapasso  would  have  almost  certainly  remained  undetected  for  many  
readers,  even  if  one  were  reading  Salimbene  at  the  same  time  as  Inferno  12.  Fourth,  Carpi  here  
overlooks  the  contrast  between  Ezzelino  and  Obizzo  that  Raimondi  had  noted,  which  is  that  while  
Ezzelino  had  famously  died  while  trying  to  take  Milan,  scomparso  da  guerriero  [died  a  fighter]  writes  
Raimondi,  Obizzo  died  as  the  victim  of  family  intrigue,  con  una  violenza  senza  ombra  di  grandezza  [with  a  
violence  devoid  of  greatness].  Finally  the  act  of  parricide  (and  matricide  for  that  matter)  does  not  coincide  
with  the  definition  of  tyrants  as  those  who  dealt  in  blood  and  plundering  (Inf.  12,  105)  so  much  as  it  does  
the  homicides  (omicide  e  ciascun  che  mal  fiere  [murderers  and  those  who  strike  in  malice])  of  Inferno  11,  
37.  And  yet,  Obizzo  is  not  among  the  homicides,  but  among  the  tyrants.  The  full  citation  of  Raimondi  is:  
“Intanto  occorre  rilevare  che,  come  in  una  sorta  di  “climax”,  l’attenzione  del  narratore  si  ferma  piú  su  
Obizzo  che  non  sopra  Ezzelino:  dell’uno  si  rivela  solennemente  quale  sia  stata  la  morte,  mentre  lo  si  
sottintende  per  l’altro;;  e  viene  il  sospetto  che  il  particolare,  aggiungendo  infamia  all’infamia,  debba  servire  
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I argue that the contemporary reader’s ‘surprise’ at the Ezzelino-Obizzo juxtaposition 
deserves re-examination, and that the potential function of connecting the two signori remains to 
be fully uncovered. Of course, the poetic connection created by Dante evokes the feud between 
the da Romano and the Este, because the da Romano and the Este had become points of 
reference in the factional violence throughout the Marca for approximately a century.86 
Nonetheless, I am reluctant to reduce the poetic connection constructed by Dante to this function 
alone, because to do so is to ignore the following historical data. 
First, Obizzo was not the military genius that Ezzelino was. Of the three Este signori of 
Ferrara, the two who could be compared to Ezzelino on a battlefield were both called Azzo. The 
first was Obizzo’s grandfather Azzo VII (who faced Ezzelino in combat) and the second was 
Obizzo’s son Azzo VIII, who devastated the Bolognese contado by deviating the river Panaro. 
Obizzo was conspicuously unlike them in this respect. Ezzelino’s legendary military abilities, as 
symbolized by his death in combat (he was on his way to conquer Milan) present a contrast with 
Obizzo’s much less militarily inflected reputation, as symbolized by his alleged murder at the 
hands of a son (as was noted by Raimondi in 1970).87 Obizzo was a trained military man of 
                                                                                                 
a  contrapporre  i  destini  dei  due  tiranni,  l’uno  scomparso  da  guerriero,  in  una  vicenda  troppo  nota  per  
essere  riportata,  e  l’altro  tolto  di  mezzo  da  un  intrigo  di  famiglia  con  una  violenza  senza  ombra  di  
grandezza”  in  Raimondi, E. "L’aquila e il fuoco di Ezzelino (1966)." Metafora e storia. Studi su Dante e Petrarca 
(1970): 123-124,  p.128.  
  
86  “The  enmity  between  the  Camposanpiero  and  their  allies,  the  Este  and  the  Da  Romano  clan,  [...]  
dominated  political  alighments  in  eastern  Lombardy  during  the  first  half  of  the  thirteenth  century”  in  Hyde,  
1973,  p.121;;  “A  scatenare  la  violenza  furono  piuttosto  le  lotte  di  fazione  cittadine  (alimentate  anche  da  
simili  episodi)  nelle  quali,  nel  giro  di  pochi  anni,  i  da  Romano  da  una  parte  e  gli  Estensi  dall'altra  
divennero  i  punti  di  riferimento.  Il  potenziale  infettivo  di  questi  scontri  fu  tale  che  nel  1210  il  comune  di  
Bologna  per  tenersi  fuori  dalle  lotte  nella  Marca  impose  che  nessuno,  senza  l'autorizzazione  del  podestà,  
potesse  accettare  denaro  dal  marchese  d'Este,  dagli  eredi  di  Salinguerra,  dal  conte  da  Sambonifacio  o  da  
Ezzelino  II  da  Romano”  In  Antonio  Rigon,  Voce:  Ezzelino  II  da  Romano,  Federiciana,  2005  (also  available  
online:  http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/ezzelino-­ii-­da-­romano-­il-­monaco_%28Federiciana%29/).  
  
87  “Intanto  occorre  rilevare  che,  come  in  una  sorta  di  “climax”,  l’attenzione  del  narratore  si  ferma  piú  su  
Obizzo  che  non  sopra  Ezzelino:  dell’uno  si  rivela  solennemente  quale  sia  stata  la  morte,  mentre  lo  si  
sottintende  per  l’altro;;  e  viene  il  sospetto  che  il  particolare,  aggiungendo  infamia  all’infamia,  debba  servire  
a  contrapporre  i  destini  dei  due  tiranni,  l’uno  scomparso  da  guerriero,  in  una  vicenda  troppo  nota  per  
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course, to the extent that all members of the nobility were at the time, but he was not reputed to 
possess a military mind comparable to Ezzelino’s.88 In Obizzo’s testament of 1292, he 
specifically provided for the restitution of assets unfairly extorted and for the financial 
compensation of those whose property had been illegally re-appropriated.89 
Second, there is a glaring generational disparity between Ezzelino and Obizzo. Ezzelino’s 
opponent in life had not been Obizzo but Obizzo’s grandfather Azzo VII.90  It was also Azzo VII 
                                                                                                 
essere  riportata,  e  l’altro  tolto  di  mezzo  da  un  intrigo  di  famiglia  con  una  violenza  senza  ombra  di  
grandezza”  in  Raimondi, E. "L’aquila e il fuoco di Ezzelino (1966)." Metafora e storia. Studi su Dante e Petrarca 
(1970): 123-124.,  p.128.  The  image  of  Ezzelino  and  Obizzo’s  hair  floating  in  a  river  certainly  evoked  
Ezzelino’s  death  at  the  river  Adda  for  the  author  of  the  Ottimo  Commento,  who,  having  provided  the  dates  
of  Ezzelino’s  rule,  and  stated  that  tiraneggiando  [acting  as  a  tyrant]  he  occupied  the  Marca  Trevigiana,  
immediately  follows  with  an  account  of  his  fall  at  the  river  Adda:  “in  sul  fiume  de  l'Adda,  fu  sconfitto,  fedito,  
e  preso”  [at  the  river  Adda  he  was  defeated,  injured  and  captured]  -­  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  
Inferno,  12.  110  in  L'Ottimo  Commento  della  Divina  Commedia  [Andrea  Lancia].  Testo  inedito  d'un  
contemporaneo  di  Dante...,  [ed.  Alessandro  Torri].  Pisa,  N.  Capurro,  1827-­1829.  (Istituto  di  Linguistica  
Computazionale,  Pisa,  Italy.  Copyrighted  and  included  by  permission  of  the  Opera  del  Vocabolario  
Italiano-­CNR)  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
88  Here  is  a  summary  of  Obizzo’s  relatively  modest  military  career:  soon  after  his  election  in  Ferrara  in  
1264,  he  helped  expel  the  Ghibelline  Grasolfi  family  from  Modena  on  behalf  of  his  ally  Jacopino  Rangoni.  
In  view  of  the  imminent  confrontation  between  Manfred  and  Charles  of  Anjou  at  Benevento  in  1266,  he  
participated  in  the  preparation  of  a  corridor  for  the  Angevin  armies  in  February  1265,  leading  the  troops  of  
Modena.  In  the  same  political  context,  he  lead  an  attack  against  the  communal  army  of  Reggio,  allowing  
for  the  return  of  Guelf  exiles  and  provoking  a  mass-­exodus  of  Ghibellines.  See  Grillo,  Paolo.  L'aquila  e  il  
giglio:  1266,  La  battaglia  di  Benevento,  2015,  p.  58.  In  1272  he  helped  protect  Modena  from  the  
Ghibellines  of  Bologna  and  in  1278  he  participated  in  military  operations  on  behalf  of  Padova  against  the  
troops  of  Alberto  della  Scala  in  Verona,  a  man  whose  daughter  Obizzo  would  marry  in  1289  as  part  of  an  
attempt  at  pacification  (she  was  his  second  wife,  not  the  mother  of  Azzo  VIII  and  Beatrice).  In  1288  
Obizzo  took  control  of  Modena  and  in  1290,  of  Reggio  -­  but  not  through  military  feats:  Modena  sent  a  
delegation  offering  him  the  title  of  signore,  and  the  council  of  Reggio  deliberated  and  then  decided  to  
make  Obizzo  a  dominus  perpetuus  [perpetual  signore]  (See  Taddei,  Gabriele  “Le  forme  di  governo  
personale  e  signorile  sulle  città  e  sui  territori  sottoposti”,  in  Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia 
comunale, 2013,  p.  469.    
  
89  For  Obizzo’s  testament:  “Forse  non  ebbe  ritegno  di  ricorrere  anche  ad  estorsioni  o  ad  ingiuste  
spoliazioni,  perché  nel  testamento  destinò  una  vistosa  somma  di  denaro  per  la  restituzione  di  ciò  che  
aveva  ingiustamente  carpito  e  per  il  risarchimento  di  danni  recati  con  appropriazioni  indebite”  in  Lazzari,  
1938,  p.  148.  However  there  is  no  reason  to  believe  that  any  potential  ‘plundering’  carried  out  on  Obizzo’s  
orders  reached  the  level  of  a  habitual  military  strategy,  as  it  was  for  Ezzelino.  
  
90  The  awkwardness  created  by  the  glaring  generational  gap  between  Ezzelino  and  Obizzo  can  be  seen  
in  the  fact  that  the  first  two  commentators  of  Inferno  12,  Jacopo  della  Lana  and  the  author  of  the  Ottimo  
commento,  both  gloss  Inf.  12,  111-­12  by  referring  to  Azzo  VII  instead  of  his  grandson  Obizzo,  effectively  
conflating  Azzo  VII  and  Obizzo  II.  Jacopo,  as  per  his  custom,  points  to  the  house  of  Este  as  a  whole  but  
describes  in  detail  the  actions  of  Azzo  VII,  who  is  the  first  Este-­man  that  Jacopo  mentions  by  name  in  the  
gloss.  Even  the  more  insightful  author  of  the  Ottimo  Commento  appears  to  conflate  Azzo  VII  and  Obizzo:  
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and not his grandson Obizzo II who was the first Este man to effectively control Ferrara and 
therefore, if Dante simply wanted to name the first two signori, Obizzo is still an inappropriate 
candidate.91 Dante is either misinformed, or he is making a rhetorical argument. I argue for the 
latter. 
                                                                                                 
he  confusingly  combines  biographical  data  pertaining  to  Azzo  VII  (for  instance  the  switch  of  allegiance,  or  
the  victory  against  Salinguerra,  previous  signore  of  Ferrara)  with  the  one  pertaining  to  Obizzo,  namely  
that  he  was  murdered  by  a  son  (Jacopo  della  Lana  writes  “Questo  casato  fue  gentiluomini  da  Esti,  che  
sono  del  contado  tra  Padova  e  Ferrara:  funne  fatto  uno  di  loro  [Azzo  VII]  per  la  Chiesa  Romana  
marchese  della  Marca  d'Ancona,  e  stette  nel  ditto  marchesatico  a  tempo.  Questi  seppe  sì  menar  le  mani  
in  acquistar  moneta,  che,  quando  tornò  con  aiutorio  d'alcuni  gentili  da  Ferrara,  tolse  la  terra  e  ritennesi  lo  
nome  di  marchese.  Vide  via  di  cacciar  un  Salinguerra  di  Ferrara  che  era  grande  e  gentile  uomo  d'essa,  e  
con  l'aiutorio  e  trattato  di  Veneziani  lo  fece  morire  in  Venezia”.  L’Ottimo  writes:  “Questi  fu  uomo  gentile,  e  
potente,  fue  eletto  per  la  Chiesa  in  Marchese  della  Marca  d'Ancona,  dove  d'inlicito  e  di  [li]cito  guadagnò  
tanto,  che  tornatosi  ad  Esti,  con  aiuto  de'  suoi  amici  occupòe  Ferrara,  e  caccione  poi  fuori  li  nobili  
Vinciguerri,  e  la  parte  dello  Imperio;;  poi  tiraneggiando  ne  cacciò  de'  suoi;;  finalmente  con  un  pimaccio  fu  
soffogato  da  Azzo  suo  figliuolo,  sì  come  l'Autore  pare  sentire.  Altri  dice,  che....  e  l'intenzione  del'Autore  è  
del  figliastro.  Chiamollo  figliastro,  però  che  figliuolo  non  può  diliberato  uccidere  il  padre.  Molti  si  chiamano  
figli,  e  sono  figliastri”).  Afterall,  not  only  was  Azzo  the  man  who  faced  Ezzelino  on  the  battlefield,  Azzo  
was  also  more  of  a  warrior  than  Obizzo  ever  was.  Riccobaldo’s  account  of  the  rise  of  Azzo  VII  in  Ferrara  
describes  devastating  civil  war  and  a  practice  of  murdering  and  robbing  members  of  the  opposing  faction.  
In  his  account  the  Este  first  gained  control  of  the  city  in  the  late  12th  century,  when  the  Ferrarese  nobility  
decided  to  give  the  signoria  to  the  Este  clan  (“Nobiles  Ferrarie  [...]  statuerunt  aliquem  ex  marchionibus  
Estensium  habere  principem”  in  Riccobaldo  1983,  p.154).  It  seems  that  the  first  Este  men  were  unable  to  
create  consensus  in  the  city,  because  according  to  Riccobaldo  there  followed  a  forty  year  period  of  urban  
devastation  (thirty  three  towers  were  destroyed:  “Accepi  puer  a  genitore  meo  hiberno  tempore  noctis  
confabulante  in  lare  quod  eius  tempore  viderat  in  civitate  Ferrarie  turres  altas  xxxiii  quas  mox  vidit  
prosterni  et  dirui”  in  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.  156).  Riccobaldo  describes  the  cladium  bellorum  [awfulness  of  
war],    and  the  bellum  civile  [civil  war].  When  the  clan  opposing  the  Este  was  finally  defeated  by  Azzo  VII,  
the  citizens  affiliated  with  the  previous  signore  (Salinguerra)  were,  in  Riccobaldo’s  report,  assaulted  in  
their  homes,  offended,  injured,  killed  and  robbed  (“Noctibus  maxime  eorum  amici  Salinguerre  in  eorum  
domibus  impetiti  sunt,  lesi,  sauciati,  occisi,  supellectile  spoliati”  in  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.174).  There  was  a  
mass-­exodus  in  1240  and  Riccobaldo  reports  a  rumour  that  the  number  of  exiles  was  equivalent  to  five  
hundred  families  (Riccobaldo  later  characterizes  this  number  as  1500  men:  “mille  quingenti  viri”  in  
Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.  182).  These  families  found  refuge  in  Ravenna  from  whence  they  continued  to  wage  
war  on  Ferrara.  Azzo  VII  distributed  communal  offices  to  his  supporters  (“Ipsa  officia  communis  arbitrio  
suo  inter  homines  sibi  fautores  distribuerunt  gratis”  in  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.160)  and  sold  others  to  the  
highest  bidder.  Among  the  families  that  returned  to  Ferrara  with  Azzo  VII  were  the  Fontana  (a  branch  of  
the  Aldighieri  di  Ferrara  -­  whom  Lazzari  and  Filippini  identified  with  the  Aldighieri  family  to  which  Dante  
claims  to  be  connected  in  Par.  15,  91-­146  and  Par.  16,  34-­42:  “Era  Aldighiero  da  Fontana,  di  un’antica  e  
nobile  famiglia,  che  discendeva  da  un  ramo  di  quegli  Aldighieri  di  Ferrara,  a  cui  appartenne  la  trisavola  di  
Dante  in  Lazzari,  1938,  p.133].  Lazzari  cites  Filippini,  Dante  scolaro  e  maestro,  Genève,  Olschiki,  1929,  
p.63)  who  would  eventually  orchestrate  the  election  of  Obizzo  II  d’Este  on  behalf  of  Azzo  VII.  The  
ascension  of  Azzo  VII  brought  with  it  Venetian  control,  and  Ferrara  lost  its  political  autonomy.  This  loss  of  
independence,  writes  Riccobaldo,  oppressed  the  souls  of  the  citizens  of  Ferrara  (“Liberorum  civium  
animos  prementia”  in  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.176).  
  
91  Obizzo’s  grandfather  Azzo  VII  was  Podestà  of  Ferrara  in  1244,  1247-­51  and  in  1258  See  Simeoni,  
1935,  p.173.  Some  might  object  that  Obizzo,  as  the  latest  Este  to  have  died  at  the  time  of  the  fictional  
voyage  to  the  afterlife,  he  should  simply  be  seen  as  a  symbol  for  the  whole  Este  dynasty,  but  this  is  
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To assume that Dante was simply imprecise or misinformed with respect to recent history 
is to miss the nuance of Dante’s historical reading, and thereby obscure the vigor of his political 
arguments. A closer examination of the relevant historiography rewards the scholar who 
considers the details of Dante’s representation of local leadership. In the following section I turn 
to Dante’s Azzolino to show that Dante captures, with remarkable precision, the first signore’s 
(ultimately) fatal tendency to expand his territory by means of military conquest. In the 
subsequent section I will turn to Dante’s Opizzo, showing his place in history as the first signore 
to obtain the concession of absolute power from the people of Ferrara, before moving to the 
allusion to Opizzo’s death at the hands of a son in Inferno 12, 111-2. 
 
F.   Dante’s Azzolino, plundering and territorial expansion 
 
Dante’s Azzolino deviates significantly from the image constructed by Rolandino 
(Ezzelino’s most famous detractor and biographer), because Dante held tyrants to be plunderers. 
Calling Ezzelino a tyrant coincides with Rolandino’s report, but by defining tyrants as plunderers 
Dante effectively condemned Ezzelino for the one thing Rolandino had admired him for: his 
exceptional military qualities. Faini described Rolandino’s chronicles as “almost a hymn to 
war”.92 Settia describes Rolandino’s “admiration” for Ezzelino’s military genius.93 For instance, 
                                                                                                 
entirely  inconsistent  with  Dante’s  views  on  the  rarely  hereditary  nature  of  virtue,  which  he  expresses  in  
Purgatorio  7-­8  and  in  Paradiso  8.  
  
92  “Quel  Rolandino  da  Padova  le  cui  cronache  sono  quasi  un  inno  alla  guerra”  in  Faini,  E.  ‘La  memoria  dei  
milites’  in  Carocci,  A.,  Mt  Caciorgna,  and  Andrea  Zorzi.  I  comuni  di  Jean-­Claude  Maire  Vigueur:  percorsi  
storiografici.  Viella,  2014,  p.114.  
  
93  “Né  si  può  dubitare  che  –  a  parte  la  sua  natura  unanimemente  considerata    feroce    oltre    ogni    misura    
–    anche    Ezzelino    avesse    tutte    le    doti    per  essere  giudicato  «doctus  ad  bellum».  Rolandino  da  
Padova,  che  pure  scrive  contro  di  lui,  lascia  continuamente  trasparire  tra  le  righe  l’ammirazione  per  le  sue  
qualità  militari:  Ezzelino  sa  infatti  ordinare  le  schiere  «in  miro  modo  et  sapienti»;;  le  sue  finzioni  tattiche  
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Rolandino reports that Ezzelino distinguished himself as a gifted designer of assault weapons, 
used to bombard the fortress of Este during a siege that occured in the time of Obizzo’s 
grandfather, Azzo VII.94 Ezzelino indeed possessed a superior military mind, the product of a 
lifetime’s commitment to ars bellum. Rolandino describes how, as a boy, Ezzelino joined his 
father at the head of the troops of Padua in 1213, and the earliest extant documentation about 
Ezzelino bears witness to his introduction at a young age to the political and military affairs of 
the Marca Trevigiana. His actions as a military leader were of paramount importance because 
they affected the welfare of the citizens he governed.  
To truly appreciate the difference between Rolandino’s recognition of Ezzelino’s military 
genius, and Dante’s condemnation of him as a violent plunderer, we might consider that 
Rolandino and Settia both suggest that Ezzelino shrewdly used warfare as a political 
distraction.95 Moreover, there is little trace of any legislative activity during Ezzelino’s regime, 
                                                                                                 
corrispondono  senz’altro  al  «simulare  et  dissimulare»  che  Salimbene  elogia  in  Gregorio  di  Montelongo,  e  
la  fulmineità  e  l’efficacia  delle  sue  azioni  di  sorpresa  ben  si  identificano  con  la  capacità  di  scegliere  il  
momento  più  opportuno  per  l’azione.  Nel  dosaggio  lessicale,  in  cui  Rolandino  è  maestro,  gli  avverbi  
ordinate  e  sapienter  continuamente  ricorrono  nel  parlare  delle  imprese  compiute  dall’esecrato  tiranno,  il  
quale  sa  operare  «astute  et  ordinate»  anche  nel  momento  estremo  della  sua  vita”  in  Settia,  Aldo  A.  De  re  
militari:  pratica  e  teoria  nella  guerra  medievale.  Roma:  Viella,  2008.  
  
94  “Le  prime  notizie  certe  evidenziano  come  il  padre  l’avesse  introdotto  sin  da  giovane  alle  vicende  
politiche  e  militari  della  Marca.  In  particolare,  nel  1213  Ezzelino  affiancò  il  genitore  e  le  truppe  del  
Comune  di  Padova  all’assedio  di  Este  distinguendosi,  secondo  Rolandino,  quale  abile  costruttore  di  armi  
da  lancio  utilizzate  per  il  bombardamento  della  rocca”  in  Simonetti,  Remy,  Voce  Ezzelino  III  da  Romano,  
Treccani  -­  Dizionario  Biografico  degli  Italiani  -­  Volume  88,  2017.  
  
95  In  1237,  having  just  taken  control  of  Padua,  in  order  to  avoid  a  change  of  heart  in  the  citizenry,  
Ezzelino  lead  them  into  battle  against  the  dissident  Paduans  who  had  gathered  in  the  castle  of  
Montagnone.  Reluctantly,  the  men  of  Padua  fought  against  each  other  and  many  were  killed  and  
wounded  in  an  incident  reported  by  Rolandino.  Settia  accepts  the  veracity  of  the  event,  and  further  states  
that  military  confrontations  among  citizens  of  the  same  city  was  a  common  occurrence  during  Ezzelino’s  
rule:  “Sed  timens,  ne  forte  contingeret  Paduanorum  animos  ociosos  consilium  permutare,  statim,  
sequente  mense  marcii,  ordinavit  exercitum,  et  infra  breve  dierum  spcacium  Montagnonem  obsedit,  
ducens  illuc  et  tenes  ibidem  secum  diebus  multis  cives  paduanos  invitos”  in  Rolandino  p.  56,  cited  by  
Settia,  2008,  p.166.  
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and there was almost constant warfare.96 Law pointed out in a pamphlet that the scale of the 
violence practiced by Ezzelino was exceptional.97 One might speculate that Dante’s reading of 
Ezzelino was informed by Dante’s personal experience of warfare, which he records by alluding 
to his presence at the siege of Caprona and at the (pitched) battle of Campaldino (in Inf. 21.94-96 
and Purg. 5.91-93). 
In finding Ezzelino among the tyrants, Dante’s early commentators were excessively 
reliant on Rolandino and Albertino’s Paduan perspective and therefore listed Rolandino’s 
atrocities towards citizens and stressed in particular the theme of tirannia.98 These commentators 
                                                                                                 
96  Ecclesiastical  institutions  were  subjected  to  pressure;;  and  the  University  of  Padua  became  almost  
inactive.  In  contrast,  the  fiscal  system  and  the  communal  armies  were  fully  functional..  “Certo  c’è  la  guerra  
civile  e  sono  anni  durissimi;;  tace  o  languisce  l’attività  legislativa  (o  forse  quei  testi  normativi  sono  stati  
rimossi  e  censurati  ex  post);;  l’Università  di  Padova  non  è  attiva  (o  pochissimo),  le  istituzioni  ecclesiastiche  
sono  torchiate;;  ma  il  sistema  fiscale  e  l’esercito  comunale  funzionano”  in  Varanini,  2013,  p.55).    
  
97  “Not  all  signori  were  condottieri,  and  even  where  there  was  recourse  to  violence  it  was  rarely  on  the  
scale  practiced  by  Ezzelino  III  as  he  ousted  his  enemies  from  the  communes  of  north-­eastern  Italy”  in  
Law,  John  E.  The  lords  of  Renaissance  Italy:  the  signori,  1250-­1500.  Historical  Association,  1981,  p.10.  
  
98  The  reliance  on  the  Paduan  perspective  is  problematic  because  the  identification  of  Ezzelino  as  a  
tyrant,  while  being  old  and  well  established,  was  not  universal.  Larner  mentions  that  Salimbene  “wrote  of  
Fra  Bonaventura  de  Iseo  that  was  ‘a  friar,  old  in  age  and  in  the  order,  most  wise  and  of  a  holy  life  and  
loved  by  Ezzelino’”  in  Larner,  1980,  p.131.  The  chronicler  Gerardo  Maurisio,  partial  to  Ezzelino  and  
standing  to  benefit  directly  from  his  clemency,  wrote  about  Ezzelino  that  he  was  ‘our  soother  and  
defender,  and  one  must  believe  that  his  name  was  given  to  him  more  out  of  divine  inspiration  than  by  
human  disposition,  because  he  is  the  soother  of  asperity,  he  who  corrects  and  overturns  the  prideful  and  
the  arrogant  [...]  Truly  therefore  Ezzelino  fulfilled  the  meaning  of  his  name,  because  he  came  and  soothed  
the  asperities,  and    with  his  brother  Alberico,  overturned  and  dominated  the  prideful  and  the  arrogant,  and  
lifted  up  the  humble  and  returned  them  to  the  liberty  they  once  had’  (In  1285,  more  than  two  decades  
after  Rolandino’s  report,  a  witness  was  asked  to  testify  as  to  whether  the  da  Romano  were  tyrants  as  part  
of  a  trial.  A  man  declared  that  he  did  not  know  what  a  tyrant  was,  but  knew  that  the  da  Romano  were  
great  men,  and  that  they  were  unequaled  in  the  Marca:  “quod  nescit  quid  sit  tyranus.  Sed  dixit  quod  
fuerunt  feri  homines  et  magni  valoris  et  non  habuerunt  pares  in  Marchia    [I  do  not  know  what  a  tyrant  is.  
But  I  do  know  that  they  were  proud  men  of  great  valor,  unmatched  in  the  Marca]”  .(The  citation  is  from  the  
Chronicon  marchiae  Tarvisinae  et  Lombardiae.  It  can  be  found  in  Rippe,  Gérard.  Troisième  partie  :  Les  
transformations  sociales  et  la  crise  du  XIIIe  siècle  -­  Chapitre  4  :  "Le  bruit  et  la  fureur"  :  la  domination  
d'Ezzelino  da  Romano  (1237-­1256),  in  Padoue  et  son  contado,  Roma  :  École  française  de  Rome,  2003,    
p.  730  (also  available  online:  http://digital.casalini.it.ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/10.1400/38100  -­  DOI:  
10.1400/38100.  The  citation  was  originally  made  in  the  context  of  Dante  studies  by  Ezio  Raimondi  in  
Raimondi, E. "L’aquila e il fuoco di Ezzelino (1966)." Metafora e storia. Studi su Dante e Petrarca (1970): 123-
124..  In  Jacopo  della  Lana’s  proemio  to  Inferno  12,  written  in  the  mid  to  late  1320s,  he  discusses  tirannia  
at  length.  Jacopo  relies  strictly  on  the  Aristotelian  definitions  provided  by  Aquinas  in  De  Regimine  
Principum,  which  he  cites  at  the  end  of  his  prologue:  “e  però  chi  ha  diletto  di  volerne  sapere  più  
diffusamente,  trovi  l'Etica  e  la  Politica  là  dove  apieno  si  tratta  di  quelle:  ancora  lo  libro  che  fe'  fra  Gilio  De  
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were all writing after Henry’s descent into Italy and therefore during the immediate cultural 
response to it, which was a surge in writings about tyranny. Moreover they glossed the 
Commedia at a time when the social and political implications of the mutazione signorile 
[mutation of signoria] theorized by Zorzi were becoming increasingly evident.  
 The exception among them is, unsurprisingly, the insightful author of the Ottimo 
Commento. The Ottimo Commento cites Aristotle and De Regimine Principum in his framing of 
the question of tirannia in the proemio [prologue] to Inferno 12.99 In his gloss of Inf. 12, 109-10, 
l’Ottimo provides specific dates for Ezzelino’s rule, describes Ezzelino’s capture on the banks of 
the river Adda and death in prison, and like Jacopo della Lana, cites an episode relating to 
Ezzelino’s treatment of the people of Padua.100However, unlike Jacopo’s, l’Ottimo’s opening 
sentence in his gloss to Inferno 12, 110 reflects Dante’s definition of tyrants as those who 
“plunge their hands in blood and plundering”, provided in Inf. 12, 105, in so far as it casts 
                                                                                                 
regimine  principum,  in  lo  quale  distintamente  nella  terza  principal  parte  sì  si  contene”.  When  identifying  
Ezzelino  in  v.109-­10,  Jacopo  lists  the  cities  of  which  he  was  signore,  brands  him  a  “crudelissimo  tiranno  
a'  suoi  nemici”  [very  cruel  tyrant  to  his  enemies],  mentions  that  many  stories  are  told  about  him,  and  
provides  an  example:  Ezzelino  once  ordered  fifteen  thousand  Paduan  citizens  to  be  burnt.  Finally,  Jacopo  
turns  to  Ezzelino’s  allegedly  unpleasant  physical  appearance  (“Fu  messer  Eccelino  di  Romano,  lo  qual  fu  
signore  di  Verona,  Vicenza,  Padova  e  Trevigi,  crudelissimo  tiranno  a'  suoi  nemici;;  del  quale  si  tratta  più  
novelle,  fra  l'altre,  l'una  che  'l  fe'  ardere  a  una  ora  XV  milia  uomini  padovani.  Era  uomo  di  rustica  persona;;  
faccia  orribile  e  pilosa”).  
  
99  “Di  questa  materia  tratta  pienamente  Aristotile  ne'  suoi  libri  morali,  e  frate  Gilio,  e  Tomaso  de  regimine  
principum”  cited  from  the  prologue  to  Inferno  12  in  L'Ottimo  Commento  della  Divina  Commedia  [Andrea  
Lancia].  Testo  inedito  d'un  contemporaneo  di  Dante...,  [ed.  Alessandro  Torri].  Pisa,  N.  Capurro,  1827-­
1829.  (Istituto  di  Linguistica  Computazionale,  Pisa,  Italy.  Copyrighted  and  included  by  permission  of  the  
Opera  del  Vocabolario  Italiano-­CNR)  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  
https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
100  “Questo  fu  Azzolino  di  Romano,  il  quale  nelli  anni  domini  MCCXXX  infino  al  MCCLX  tiraneggiando,  
occupòe  la  Marca  Trivigiana,  e  parte  di  Lombardia.  Costui  dal  Marchese  Palavigino  e  da'  Cremonesi  nel  
contado  di  Melano,  presso  di  Casiano  in  sul  fiume  de  l'Adda,  fu  sconfitto,  fedito,  e  preso;;  delle  quali  fedite  
morì  in  prigione  in  Solicino.  Di  costui  è  scritto,  che  fu  ingannato  nel  predicimento,  che  di  sua  vita  fu  fatto  
nel  vocabolo  da  Basciano  a  Casciano.  Questi  fu  quello  che  'l  popolo  di  Padova,  retto  da  lui  con  rigide  
leggi,  fece  ragunare  di  fuori  dalla  terra  per  via  di  parlamento,  e  ripreseli  di  l[ui]  dolersi  a  torto,  in  ciò  che  le  
giurate  leggi  elli  osservava  in  loro;;  uscìe  del  parlamento,  ch'era  chiuso  di  legname;;  giudicandoli  al  fuoco,  
gli  fece  tutti  ardere.  Questi  punse  Verona,  e  Mantua,  e  altre  cittadi  Lombarde,  sì  che  ancora  ne  sentono”  .  
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Ezzelino as a military figure, a man who occupied a vast territory: Questo fu Azzolino di 
Romano, il quale nelli anni domini MCCXXX infino al MCCLX tiraneggiando, occupòe la 
Marca Trivigiana, e parte di Lombardia [This was Ezzelino da Romano who in the years 1230 
until 1260 occupied the Marca Trevigiana through tyranny].101 
In representing Ezzelino as a violent plunderer Dante identified a specific aspect of 
Ezzelino’s power. Not only does it coincide with current scholarship, it was also observable at 
the time. According to Settia, military organization is fundamental for understanding the 
trajectory of  Ezzelino’s power, because his military skills played a significant role in the 
creation and consolidation of his domination of the Marca Trevigiana.102 While Dante and his 
contemporaries may not have benefited from Settia’s centuries of perspective, they might well 
have known that men from Bassano and Piedmont (Ezzelino’s original army) had been 
incorporated into larger armies either as élite troops or as garrisons for the defense of fortresses 
and, as Settia indicates, that “they operated avidly as plunderers”.103 In fact the specific act of 
plundering had a strategic value according to Settia. The primary objective of a number of 
                                                                                                 
101  “Questo  fu  Azzolino  di  Romano,  il  quale  nelli  anni  domini  MCCXXX  infino  al  MCCLX  tiraneggiando,  
occupòe  la  Marca  Trivigiana,  e  parte  di  Lombardia.  Costui  dal  Marchese  Palavigino  e  da'  Cremonesi  nel  
contado  di  Melano,  presso  di  Casiano  in  sul  fiume  de  l'Adda,  fu  sconfitto,  fedito,  e  preso;;  delle  quali  fedite  
morì  in  prigione  in  Solicino.  Di  costui  è  scritto,  che  fu  ingannato  nel  predicimento,  che  di  sua  vita  fu  fatto  
nel  vocabolo  da  Basciano  a  Casciano.  Questi  fu  quello  che  'l  popolo  di  Padova,  retto  da  lui  con  rigide  
leggi,  fece  ragunare  di  fuori  dalla  terra  per  via  di  parlamento,  e  ripreseli  di  l[ui]  dolersi  a  torto,  in  ciò  che  le  
giurate  leggi  elli  osservava  in  loro;;  uscìe  del  parlamento,  ch'era  chiuso  di  legname;;  giudicandoli  al  fuoco,  
gli  fece  tutti  ardere.  Questi  punse  Verona,  e  Mantua,  e  altre  cittadi  Lombarde,  sì  che  ancora  ne  sentono”  
L'Ottimo Commento della Divina Commedia [Andrea Lancia]. Testo inedito d'un contemporaneo di Dante..., [ed. 
Alessandro Torri]. Pisa, N. Capurro, 1827-1829. (Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale, Pisa, Italy. Copyrighted 
and included by permission of the Opera del Vocabolario Italiano-CNR) as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  
Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
102  “L’organizzazione  militare  -­  fondamentale  per  comprendere  la  parabola  della  potenza  ezzeliniana  -­  ha  
sinora  destato  interesse  soltanto  attraverso  la  discussione  sulle  qualità  di  condottiero  del  suo  
protagonista,  e  non  tanto  per  il  perso  che  esse  avrebbero  avuto  nel  creare  e  nel  mantenere  il  dominio  
sulla  Marca,  ma  per  stabilire  se  fossero  o  no  sufficienti  a  rendere  accettabile  la  figura  del  tiranno  in  Settia,  
2008,  p.157.  
  
103  “essi  operano  anche  avidissime  in  veste  di  guastatori”  in  Settia,  2008,  p.160.  
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expeditions conducted by Ezzelino was to destroy the lands around the fortresses of his enemies, 
and for this he employed large numbers of professional plunderers, who were mostly citizens and 
peasants of limited means, mobilized especially for this purpose.104 Contemporaries of Dante 
may well have remembered this, because the vast majority of Ezzelino’s fighters came from the 
communal armies of the cities subject to him, although Ezzelino famously led Saracen and 
German mercenaries into battle as well.  
In reminding his audience of Ezzelino’s plundering ways, Dante is consistent with 
Brunetto Latini. In the 1260s Brunetto evoked the risk of electing an inappropriate signore in 
times of civil war in Li Livre Dou Tresor. Brunetto had low expectations of the citizenry, 
implying that they are often deceived.105By stressing that the first signore was a warlord, Dante 
coincides with current historians who stress that from the perspective of communes almost 
constantly at war with each other, the military aptitude of a signore was of paramount 
importance. 
Ezzelino’s demise, as described by Rolandino, was connected with the river Adda, which 
Ezzelino attempted to cross on his way to conquer Milan. The anecdote was so famous in 
Raimondi’s view, that the mere fact of representing Ezzelino immersed in a river might have 
been sufficient to conjure it in readers’ minds. This appears to have been the case for the author 
                                                                                                 
104  “Strumenti  simili  a  quelli  in  dotazione  ai  conducenti  dei  carri  erano  necessari  ai  guastatori  impiegati  in  
modo  massiccio  nelle  frequenti  spedizioni  che  si  proponevano,  come  obiettivo  primario,  di  fare  terra  
bruciata  attorno  alle  località  fortificate  nemiche  [...]  Si  trattava  dunque  di  un’attività  militare  vera  e  propria  
che  coinvolgeva,  insieme  con  i  rustici,  anche  i  cittadini  non  provvisti  di  armamento  da  guerra”  in  Settia,  
2008,  p.196  
  
105  In  Zorzi’s  translation:  “Queste  e  le  altre  virtù  devono  considerare  i  buoni  cittadini  prima  di  eleggere  il  
loro  signore,  in  modo  che  vi  siano  in  lui  molte  buone  qualità  [...]  Ma  in  ciò  sono  ingannati  perché,  dal  
momento  che  la  guerra  e  l’odio  si  sono  oggi  moltiplicati  tra  gli  italiani  e  per  il  mondo  in  molte  terre,  tanto  
che  in  tutte  le  città  c’è  divisione  e  inimicizia  tra  le  due  fazioni  dei  borghesi,  certo  chiunque  acquisti  l’amore  
degli  uni  è  necessario  che  abbia  malevolenza  degli  altri”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.63.  
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of the Ottimo Commento, who, having provided the dates of Ezzelino’s rule, and stated that 
tiraneggiando [acting as a tyrant] he occupied the Marca Trevigiana, immediately follows with 
an account of his fall at the river Adda: in sul fiume de l'Adda, fu sconfitto, fedito, e preso [at the 
river Adda he was defeated, injured and captured].106  
The visual that Dante creates in Inferno 12 of the first indigenously Italian ruler therefore 
represents a failed conqueror. By plunging Ezzelino in a river of blood, Dante evokes Ezzelino’s 
death and by association the fact that Ezzelino encountered his death on his way to conquer 
Milan. The image of Ezzelino’s floating hair thus evokes his desire to conquer Milan. This image 
of Ezzelino as a failed conqueror is perfectly consistent both with current historiography (since 
the conquest of territory is what allowed Ezzelino to construct Italy’s first regional state)  and 
with Dante’s second mention of Ezzelino in Paradiso 9, where his sister Cunizza describes him 
as a firebrand who led a great assault on the contado: una facella / che fece a la contrada un 
grande assalto [a firebrand descended, and it brought/ much injury to all the land about] (Par. 9, 
29-30).107  
The tendency of signori to extend their territory through war was well understood at the 
time. Once again the sophistication of political analysis was dramatically greater in political 
                                                                                                 
106  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  12.  110  in  L'Ottimo  Commento  della  Divina  Commedia  [Andrea  
Lancia].  Testo  inedito  d'un  contemporaneo  di  Dante...,  [ed.  Alessandro  Torri].  Pisa,  N.  Capurro,  1827-­
1829.  (Istituto  di  Linguistica  Computazionale,  Pisa,  Italy.  Copyrighted  and  included  by  permission  of  the  
Opera  del  Vocabolario  Italiano-­CNR)  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  
https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
107  Pointing  to  the  difference  in  tone  between  the  representation  of  Ezzelino  of  Inferno  12  and  the  one  in  
Paradiso  9,  scholars  have  recently  supported  a  number  of    biographical  claims  made  about  Dante.  These  
claims  however  rely  on  the  subjective  view  that  in  Paradiso  9  Dante  is  more  flattering  than  in  Inferno  12.  
In  contrast,  to  point  to  the  consistency  between  the  two  representations  of  Ezzelino  testifies  to  the  
sophistication  of  Dante’s  readings  of  local  politics,  allowing  for  a  more  precise  understanding  of  his  
political  arguments  as  they  pertained  to  local  power.  
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poetry than in other extant texts regarding signori.108  An anonymous Romagnol sirventese dated 
1277 mentions Guido Minore da Polenta, Malatesta da Verucchio and Guido da Montefeltro 
(signori respectively of Ravenna, Rimini and Forlì).109  It describes the looming coalition army 
lead by Bologna that was preparing to attack Forlì. The author of the sirventese describes the 
leaders of Bologna as shameless signori: “Guelfi de Bologna, mastri de la rete / Segnor sença 
vergogna” [Guelfs of Bologna, masters of intrigue, shameless signori]. They threaten great force 
and the rumours and fear have spread across the Romagna, he continues - before making the 
following remark: “Chom’è usu de guerra, chosì [or] andarà / Tal ne crede aquistar terra, che le 
perderà”  [As it always happens in time of war, so it will go this time / Some, thinking of 
acquiring signoria, will lose it]. 110  
                                                                                                 
108  While  legal  documents  showed  little  awareness  of  the  the  signore’s  personal  power  at  the  turn  of  the  
century,  Guittone  pointed  to  it  directly  in  the  late  ‘80s.  In  Magni    Baroni  Guittone  remarked  specifically  on  
the  extent  of  Ugolino  and  Nino’s  power:  [E]  voi,  signori  mii,  potenza  avete  /  grande  molto  [And  you,  my  
signori,  have  power,  very  great]  -­    with  the  word  grande  [great]  placed  prominently  at  the  start  of  verse  36.  
The  word  for  power  (poder,  podere,  potenza,  or  podestate)  appears  ten  times  in  Guittone’s  canzone. In  I  
signori,  quale  potere?  Giampaolo  Francesconi  discusses  various  models  of  13th  century  signorie.  He  
notes  that  the  political  language  at  the  end  of  the  13th  century  had  not  yet  received  the  sense  of  a  
transition  to  signoria  that  affected  the  balance  of  power.  (  “Rimane,  tuttavia,  da  notare  come  il  linguaggio  
politico  -­  oltre  alle  forme  del  documento  come  ha  mostrato  Varanini  -­  non  avesse  ancora  recepito  il  senso  
si  un  trapasso  che  cambiava  i  contenuti  stessi  del  potere”  in  Francesconi, Giampaolo. “I signori, quale potere? 
: tempi e forme di un'esperienza politica costituzionale e rivoluzionaria”, in Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine 
nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.  338).  Francesconi  cites  a  written  agreement  dated  July  1299,  in  which  the  
Bonacolsi  are  described  as  those  who  rule  and  are  the  commune  of  Mantua:  regunt  Comune  Mantue  et  
sunt  Comune  Mantue  [rule  the  commune  of  Mantua  and  are  the  commune  of  Mantua].  Francesconi  
observes  that  ‘the  power  of  the  signore  was  perceived,  but  not  yet  fully  recognized  or  nameable’  (  “il  
potere  del  signore  era  percepito,  ma  non  ancora  del  tutto  riconosciuto  e  nominabile”  in  Francesconi, 
Giampaolo. “I signori, quale potere? : tempi e forme di un'esperienza politica costituzionale e rivoluzionaria”, in 
Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.  338).  
  
109  I.e.  when  Florence  was  at  war  against  Guido  da  Montefeltro’s  armies  and  Dante  was  a  boy  of  twelve.  
  
110    “Sforçu  monstran  grande;;  remore  e  la  paura  /  Per  romagna  se  spande,  nulla  part’è  segura”,  
translated  into  Italian  by  Massera  as  follows:  “Minacciano  grande  sforzo;;  la  voce  e  la  paura  se  ne  
spandono  per  la  Romagna  e  nessuna  parte  sta  senza  timore”  in  Massèra,  Aldo  Francesco.  "Il  Serventese  
Romagnolo  del  1277."  Archivio  Storico  Italiano  (1914):  3-­17;;  Massera  translates  terra  as  signoria  
testifying  to  the  equivalency  that  existed  in  the  minds  of  contemporaries  between  signoria  as  a  form  of  
government  and  signoria  as  the  land  over  which  that  form  of  government  is  practiced.  See    chapter  I  on  
signoria  in  the  time  of  Dante  for  further  details  about  the  contemporary  uses  of  the  word.  I  provide  here  
Massera’s  translations  into  modern  Italian  on  which  I  have  based  my  English  translations:“Chom’è  usu  de  
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Hyde, writing in the 1970s, expressed the view that : “Up to a point the signorie favoured 
the creation of larger states since they provided a strong executive, and common subjection to a 
lord was possibly more acceptable to a city than domination by a neighbour’s oligarchy”.111 
Larner, writing in 1980, expressed the view that “for most party-leaders, peace was to be 
achieved only by war”.112 
 
G.   Dante’s Opizzo and the first concession of absolute power 
 
I argue that the condemnation of Obizzo in particular is a condemnation of the first 
signore to obtain the concession of absolute power - because this is both what Obizzo represents 
in the history of signoria, and also what Riccobaldo remarked on in no uncertain terms. My 
assumption is that Opizzo is not an insertion into a structure essentially designed to serve as an 
evocative frame for Ezzelino, a frame better ‘suited’ to Azzo VII rather than to Obizzo II. Obizzo 
is specifically and insistently paired with Ezzelino and this pairing must be interpreted on the 
basis of its own ability to signify in context. Below I will show that an examination of the 
historiography on Obizzo II rewards the scholar who assumes, as I do, that Dante did not 
conflate different members of the House of Este, potentially confusing (as some of his own 
commentators would) Obizzo II with Obizzo’s grandfather, Azzo VII. To produce literary 
analysis that is adequately enhanced by historical scholarship I rely on accounts of Obizzo’s 
                                                                                                 
guerra,  chosì  [or]  andarà  /  Tal  ne  crede  aquistar  terra,  che  le  perderà”  =  “Come  avviene  in  guerra,  cosi  
andarà  ora:  e  alcuni,  che  credono  di  acquistar  signoria,  la  perderanno”.  
  
111  Hyde,  1973,  p.151.  
  
112  Larner,  1980,  p.128.  
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gesta available to Dante such as Riccobaldo’s report in the Chronica parva Ferrariensis, and I 
am guided by current historiography on Obizzo II d’Este. 
Obizzo’s election was a significant development in the history of local government. In a 
study of alternation and continuity in communal institutions (included in Maire Vigueur’s 2013 
collection) Caciorgna states that Obizzo’s election represents “something new in the world of 
communal Italian cities”.113 Obizzo’s signoria brought changes that could not have been lost on 
the citizens of Ferrara. For example he obtained the right to nominate a Podestà rather than act as 
one himself, and he imposed that the citizens of Ferrara swear an oath of loyalty with detailed 
obligations. Obizzo’s legislation provided for the creation of a personal guard composed of a 
hundred mounted fighters and eight hundred foot soldiers, officially permitted to enter the city 
only in case of civil unrest, but controlled by Obizzo without limitations. In 1287, Obizzo 
suppressed all the Popolo’s corporations.114 
Obizzo was not the first signore, he was the first absolute signore. The first book of the 
Statutes of Ferrara dated 1288 is described by Simeoni as “the fundamental law of the new 
signoria”.115 In Simeoni’s view, the statutes show the desire to reduce the Podestà to a mere 
passive instrument, and they express this desire with a clarity that is not easily found 
elsewhere.116  Vito Loré, in Dissenso e constestazione, points out that various provisions of 
                                                                                                 
113  “un  fatto  nuovo  nell’ambito  delle  città  comunali  italiane”  in  Caciorgna,  Maria  Teresa,  “Alterazione  e  
continuità  delle  istituzioni  comunali  in  ambito  signorile”,  in  Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia 
comunale, 2013,  p.  354.  
  
114  “Erede  di  un  processo  di  insignorimento  fondato  sulla  potenza  della  pars,  egli  non  ebbe  necessità  di  
guadagnarsi  l’appoggio  delle  forze  di  “popolo”  (a  Ferrara  peraltro  assai  deboli):  nel  1287,  anzi,  giunse  a  
sopprimere  le  corporazioni”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  45.  
  
115  “Il  primo  libro  degli  Statuti  di  Ferrara  del  1288  non  è  che  la  legge  fondamentale  della  nuova  signoria,  
formata  quasi  a  strati  successivi  aggiunti  all’atto  di  elezione,  nel  1266,  1269-­71”  in  Simeoni,  1935.  
  
116  “In  questi  statuti  signorili  la  volontà  di  ridurre  il  podestà  a  semplice  strumento  passivo  è  espressa  con  
una  franchezza  e  crudezza  che  non  si  ritrova  facilmente  in  altre  città”  in  Simeoni,  1935,  pp.  179-­80.  
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Obizzo’s 1287 Statute reforms shifted the “institutional barometer” towards the signore, who 
could control the elections of comunal officials, could legislate autonomously and possessed the 
right to pardon.117  In “I signori, quale potere?” Francesconi describes how the formal 
maintenance by 13th century signorie of communal institutions began “a progressive restricting 
in the direction of signoria” in 1264 with the election of Obizzo II. The  reform of the Statutes of 
Ferrara carried out in 1287 was the starting point of a “significant discontinuity in the structures 
of power”. Francesconi views these statutory reforms as a “an obvious breakthrough”.118 
Riccobaldo’s account of Obizzo provides an example of what contemporaries knew and 
said about Obizzo as Dante composed Inferno. Current historians accept the broad veracity of 
Riccobaldo’s account of recent Ferrarese affairs, and describe him as an astute observer of local 
power.119 He lived and wrote his chronicles in Florence before Dante’s exile. According to 
Benvenuto da Imola, Dante heard the account of Obizzo’s death directly from Ricobaldo, magno 
chronichista.120  
                                                                                                 
117  “Vari  provvedimenti  confluiti  poi  negli  statuti  del  1288,  spostarono  infatti  il  baricentro  istituzionale  verso  
il  signore,  che  controllava  l’elezione  degli  ufficiali  comunali,  poteva  emanare  leggi  in  autonomia,  e  
disponeva  di  un  preminente  diritto  di  grazia”  in  Loré,  Vito  “Dissenso  e  contestazione”,  in  Maire, Vigueur J.-
C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.497.  
  
118  Francesconi,  2013,  p.333.  
  
119  “I  temi  che  l’autore  della  Parva  affronta  sono  profondamente,  squisitamente  politici:  quello  che  gli  
importa  quasi  esclusivamente  è  la  conquista  e  la  gestione  del  potere  in  città  e  nel  distretto”  in  Riccobaldo,  
1983,  p.  82.  
  
120  “Hoc  autem  habuit  Dantes  a  Ricobaldo  Ferrariensi  magno  chronichista,  qui  tunc  vivebat,  et  qui  hoc  
scribit  in  chronicis  suis”  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  XII.111-­2  by  Benevenuti  de  Rambaldis  de  
Imola  Comentum  super  Dantis  Aldigherij  Comoediam,  nunc  primum  integre  in  lucem  editum  sumptibus  
Guilielmi  Warren  Vernon,  curante  Jacobo  Philippo  Lacaita.  Florentiae,  G.  Barbèra,  1887,  as  found  in  the  
Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
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Riccobaldo perceived Obizzo’s election as a disaster.121 The absence of oversight meant 
that the accession of one individual rather than another to one of a few key offices could 
determine what Maire Vigueur and Faini describe as a “political cataclysm” for the citizens of a 
city. In fact the only way to maintain a modicum of oversight was for the representatives of the 
commune to maintain the ability to rapidly mobilize and deploy an army of local fighters.122  
Riccobaldo remarked on the extent of Obizzo’s power in no uncertain terms, describing it 
as plenissimum [absolute], extrajudicial and comparable to god’s: Stipulatione facta sindacus 
constitutus eidem Obizioni dominium defert plenissimum, ut omnia possit iusta vel iniusta pro 
sue arbitrio voluntatis. Plus potestatis tunc est illatum novo dominatori quam habeat dominus 
eternus, qui iniusta non potest [when the decision was made and a city official was named, he 
ceded to Obizzo an absolute power, such that he could do anything, just or unjust, arbitrarily. 
More power was given to the new signore than possessed by god eternal, who cannot do 
anything unjust].123  
Therefore, on the grounds that the election of Obizzo was a significant development in 
the history of local leadership, that it was viewed as such by Riccobaldo, who described 
Obizzo’s power as excessive, Dante’s condemnation of him in Inferno 12 creates a link between 
Obizzo’s absolute power and the violent expansionism of men like Ezzelino da Romano. 
                                                                                                 
121  Not  all  experiments  in  signoria  were  considered  to  be  traumatic  events  at  the  time,  but  they  were  often  
reconstructed  as  such  a  posteriori.    In  Varanini’s  reading  of  Riccobaldo’s  report,  Riccobaldo  perceived  
Obizzo’s  grandfather  Azzo  VII’s  takeover  of  Ferrara  (if  not  the  civil  war  that  preceded  it)  in  1215  and  1240  
as  “un  continuum  assolutamente  senza  scossa”  [a  continuum  with  absolutely  no  shock]  (Varanini,  2013,  
p.54.  
  
122  Vigueur,  Jean-­Claude  Maire,  and  Enrico  Faini,  Il  sistema  politico  dei  comuni  italiani:  (secoli  XII-­XIV),  
Bruno  Mondadori,  2010,  p.157.  
  
123  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.  191,  also  in  Simeoni,  1935,  p.178.  
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In the following section I will turn to Dante’s highlighting of Obizzo’s death at the hands 
of a son in Inferno 12, 112. First, and for context, I will present Riccobaldo’s objections to 
dynastic power. Then I will show how Dante appears once more to be consistent with the most 
current historical scholarship on the issue of dynastic power. The phenomenon of rampant 
parricide among ruling families of signori began specifically with the Este take over of Ferrara 
which is when they imported a feudal and hereditary system of governance into the environment 
of the city. According to recent research, the solution to parricide was territorial expansion, 
which in fact was a focus of Azzo VIII’s political career.  
 
H.   Dynastic power and parricide 
 
 Riccobaldo described the election of Obizzo in an account that makes clear that the 
citizens of Ferrara were coerced into accepting it, and that hereditary power only benefited the 
ruling family’s base of supporters. Dante identified a different problem with Este rule: the 
hereditary codification of signoria first achieved by Obizzo led to recurring instances of 
parricide within ruling families across the peninsula -  a problem that could itself only be curbed, 
according to one current historian, by territorial expansion, or the subjugation of multiple cities 
in order to satisfy all the claimants within the bloodline. 
The hereditary succession of signoria, referred to as a processo di dinastizzazzione [a 
process whereby a signore becomes a hereditary ruler], was justified in terms of its potential to 
ensure stability. Riccobaldo however, was skeptical124. In his recollection of Obizzo’s election, 
the citizens of Ferrara were coerced into accepting Obizzo, and only the dynasty’s base of armed 
                                                                                                 
124  Hyde  alluded  to  this  as  the  “final  step,  formally  making  the  office  of  signore  hereditary”  in  Hyde,  1973,  
p.143.  
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supporters benefited from it because they were in possession of assets previously belonging to 
Este enemies (who presumably were eager to return to Ferrara and recover their assets). 
Riccobaldo claims to have been standing in the crowd on the day of Obizzo’s election in 1264 - 
when both men were adolescents. His position is made clear in his account of the election.125 
According to Zorzi,  the consolidation of a dynasty dedicated to the government of Ferrara was 
                                                                                                 
125  According  to  Riccobaldo,  armed  groups  flooded  the  city  in  the  last  days  of  Azzo’s  life.  On  the  day  of  
the  funeral,  Riccobaldo  reports  that  even  citizens  that  were  averse  to  his  party  wept  and  mourned  him,  
saying  that  he  had  not  been  a  harsh  man,  but  a  benevolent  and  good  one:    “Luctus  et  lacrime  non  ficte  
civium  tabescentium  genas  rigarunt;;  cives  quoque  qui  fuerant  adverse  partis  fautores  lacrimis  et  
eiulationsibus  lugebant  Azzonem  voces  tales  edentes:  “Hic  vir  sevus  non  fuit  sed  benignus  et  pius”  (in  
Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.186).  Once  the  body  was  deposited  in  the  church,  the  citizens  returned  to  the  piazza,  
where  they  encountered  a  group  of  armed  citizens:  Ibi  erat  manus  aliquorum  civium  armata.  An  explicit  
order  was  issued  that  nobody  else  could  be  armed.  The  bells  were  rung  and  the  citizens  gathered.  Then,  
Aldighieri  Fontana,  a  close  ally  of  the  late  Azzo  VII,  and  the  most  influential  man  in  Ferrara  (erat  inter  
potentes  Ferrarie  consilio,  opibus  et  prevalens  vir  Aldigerius  de  Fontana)  addressed  the  citizenry  
surrounded  by  a  number  of  powerful  men  called  from  neighboring  cities  (primates  vocati  ex  diversis  
urbibus  vicinis  Ferrarie  [powerful  men  called  from  various  cities  around  Ferrara]).  Riccobaldo  describes  
himself  as  an  adolescent  standing  in  the  crowd  that  day,  and  reports  the  speech  in  direct  discourse.  
Aldighieri  said  that  the  enemies  of  Azzo  VII  need  not  delight  in  his  death,  because  the  marquis  had  left  a  
valid  heir:  the  young  Obizzo.  But  even  if  an  Este  heir  (that  was  able  to  govern)  were  lacking,  continued  
Aldighieri,  they  would  create  a  signore  made  of  straw:  dominatorem  constitueremus  ex  paleis  [we  will  
construct  a  Lord  made  of  straw].  To  this,  some  citizens  responded  fiat,  fiat  [so  be  it,  so  be  it],  but  not  all  of  
them,  notes  Riccobaldo  -­  only  those  that  were  in  possession  of  assets  previously  owned  by  Azzo’s  
various  exiled  enemies.  This  particular  is  confirmed  by  current  historians  (according  to  Loré,  with  the  
election  of  Obizzo  the  Este  began  a  “potente  strategia  di  consolidamento  delle  basi  del  loro  consenso,  
con  una  sistematica  concessioni  ad  alleati  ed  a  sostenitori  della  famiglia  di  terre  confiscate  alla  parte  
avversa  e  poi,  con  continuità  maggiore,  proprietà  sottratte  a  chiese  e  monasteri”  in  Loré,  Vito  “Dissenso  e  
contestazione”  in  Maire,  Vigueur  J.-­C.  Signorie  cittadine  nell'Italia  comunale,  2013,  p.496.  NB:  Aldighieri  
Fontana  belonged  to  a  branch  of  the  Aldighieri  di  Ferrara  -­  whom  Lazzari  and  Filippini  identified  with  the  
Aldighieri  family  to  which  Dante  claims  to  be  connected  in  in  Paradiso  15,  91-­146  and  16,  34-­42:  “Era  
Aldighiero  da  Fontana,  di  un’antica  e  nobile  famiglia,  che  discendeva  da  un  ramo  di  guegli  Aldighieri  di  
Ferrara,  a  cui  appartenne  la  trisavola  di  Dante”  in  Alfonso  Lazzari,  “Il  marchese  Obizzo  II  d'Este  signore  di  
Ferrara  nel  poema  di  Dante  e  nella  storia”,  in:  Giornale  Dantesco  39  (1938)  127–150  [p.133].  Lazzari  
cites  Filippini,  Dante  scolaro  e  maestro,  Genève,  Olschiki,  1929,  p.63.  It  is  somewhat  intriguing  that  when  
Riccobaldo  mentions  the  demise  of  Aldighieri  Fontana  at  the  end  of  his  chronicle,  he  does  so  in  terms  
that  are  evocative  of  Inferno  26:  “Ventorum  rex  Eolus,  incluso  miti  Zephiro,  Aquilonem  et  nubiferum  
Eurum  induxit  qui  aldigerii  navem  diu  fluctibus  agitatam  tandem  immersit”.  Zanella’s  translation  is:  “Ma  
alla  fine  Eolo,  re  dei  venti,  serrato  il  dolve  Zefiro,  liberò  Aquilone  ed  Euro  foriero  di  nubi,  che  la  nave  di  
Aldighiero,  a  lungo  squassata  dalle  onde,  precipitò  nell’abisso”  in  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.193.  Unfortunately  
Dante’s  claims  are  not  confirmed  by  external  evidence  and  the  connection  is  therefore  hypothetical.  
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the “very clear political intent” of the election and Riccobaldo’s account clearly shows the Este 
faction leaders justifying their decision in terms of dynastic continuity.126  
Dante refers to Opizzo’s death at the hands of a son in verses 11-112: il qual per vero / fu 
spento dal figliastro sù nel mondo [he who was indeed undone / within the world above, by his 
fierce son] (Inf. 12, 111-12). Obizzo’s death was mysterious, the subject of conflicting rumours, 
in contrast to Ezzelino’s, which was so famous it could be evoked visually through landscape 
alone. My assumption is that the function of the reference is not merely to pronounce on a crime 
that was impossible to prove and over a decade old, despite the fact that Obizzo’s premature 
death was possibly the subject of speculation when it occured back in 1293, speculation which 
may well have revived following Azzo VIII’s more recent death in 1308.127 I make this 
assumption because in  Inf. 12, 112 Dante confirms the occurrence of patricide but not the 
culpability of Azzo: Dante specifically directs the reader’s mind towards Obizzo’s alleged 
murder by a son and Azzo VIII is  only an implied suspect.  
The reference to patricide should be interpreted in the context of Obizzo’s political 
legacy: the codification of the hereditary succession of signoria. Obizzo was the first signore to 
                                                                                                 
126  “La  procedura  era  farraginosa,  ma  l’intento  politico  chiarissimo:  consolidare  una  dinastia  alla  signoria  
della  città”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  43;;  “I  ferraresi  furono  chiamati  a  ratificare  una  decisione  presa  da  altri:  e  i  
capiparte  la  giustificarono  proprio  in  nome  della  continuità  dinastica”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  41.  
  
127  The  year  before  he  died,  Obizzo  obtained  the  right  to  designate  a  successor  himself,  one  of  his  three  
adult  sons  (“A  partire  dal  dominio  di  Azzo  VIII  (1293-­1308)  le  manifestazioni  di  dissenso  nei  confronti  del  
signore  in  quel  momento  al  potere  nascono  per  lo  più  all’interno  della  sua  stessa  famiglia.  Azzo  dovette  
contrastare  l'opposizione  dei  fratelli  Aldobrandino  e  Francesco,  che  riuscirono  ad  avere  appoggi  esterni  
dalle  città  in  quel  periodo  in  tensione  con  Ferrara:  Padova,  Verona  e  Mantova”  in  Loré,  p.495)  In  1293,  
Obizzo  died  prematurely.  Curiously,  when  his  son  Azzo  VIII  took  over,  the  election  is  recorded  as  having  
been  made  with  the  consent  of  his  brothers  Aldobrandino  and  Francesco  d’Este,  despite  the  fact  that  
Obizzo  had  taken  the  trouble  to  formally  obtain  the  right  to  appoint  his  own  heir  before  death.  Was  Azzo  
legally  chosen  by  Obizzo?  Did  Azzo  commit  patricide  with  the  consent  of  his  brothers?  Specifics  remain  
obscure.  The  accusation  of  patricide,  echoed  by  Dante  in  Inf.  12,  112,  was  certainly  accepted  by  all  of  
Dante’s  early  commentators.  We  might  note  however  that  it  was  also  made  by  two  pre-­dantean  
chroniclers  who  were  not  averse  to  the  house  of  Este,  namely  Iacopo  da  Marano  di  Ferrara  and  Giovanni  
da  Bazzano  modenese  (“La  voce  che  corse  allora  dovette  essere  così  diffusa  e  insistente,  che  due  
cronisti,  non  sospetti  di  ostilità  a  Casa  d’Este,  la  registrano:  Iacopo  da  Marano  di  Ferrara,  e  Giovanni  da  
Bazzano  modenese”  in  Lazzari,  1938,  p.145).  
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successfully succeed his father (or in this case grandfather, since his father Rinaldo was dead) 
and later to officially obtain the right to designate his own successor. The right to designate a 
successor is an interpretation of perpetuus dominus [perpetual lord], the title conferred on Obizzo 
when he was a young man in 1264.  
Cristiani had already mentioned in the 1960s that traditions of governance and pre-
eminence within the same families are a factor in the formation of a dictatorial form of 
government.128  In the view of Dario Canzian in Condivisione del potere, modalità di 
successione, this was the most precocious and explicit example of a statutory codification of the 
hereditary succession of signoria. In Canzian’s estimation, it was a transfer of the rights and 
privileges of the family clan into the environment of city governance.129 This ‘Este doctrine’ was 
feudal in origin and hereditary in nature; and the Este successfully imported it into the political 
environment of the commune.  
Nevertheless, stability remained elusive and instead hereditary signoria coincided not 
only with a tendency towards parricide, but also with repeated attempts at territorial expansion. 
Hyde suggested in the 1970s that the tendency towards parricide was a factor in the signori’s 
overall limited success in establishing regional states until the last quarter of the fourteenth 
century.130 In 2013, Canzian suggested that parricide was the result of feudal practices: 
                                                                                                 
128  “Il  perpetuarsi  nelle  stesse  famiglie  di  certe  tradizioni  di  competenza  e  di  preminenza  va  unito  anche  in  
questo  momento  al  formarsi  di  un  governo  di  tipo  signorile”  in  Cristiani,  Emilio.  Nobiltà  e  Pòpolo  nel  
comune  di  Pisa:  dalle  origini  del  Podestàriato  alla  signoria  dei  Donoràtico.  Vol.  13.  Istituto  Italiano  per  gli  
studi  storici,  1962,  p.  293.  
  
129  “In  realtà,  il  riscontro  in  assoluto  più  precoce  e  più  esplicito  di  codifica  statutaria  della  successione  
signorile  è  quello  riguardante  gli  Estensi.  [...]  Non  si  tratterebbe  a  rigor  di  logica  nemmeno  di  “precocità,  
bensì  semplicemente  della  trasposizione  sul  piano  del  dominato  urbano  delle  prerogative  d’ufficio  del  
casato”  in  Canzian,  2013,  p.  451-­2.  
  
130  “Up  to  a  point  the  signorie  favoured  the  creation  of  larger  states  since  they  provided  a  strong  executive  
[...]  But  in  the  event,  little  permanent  progress  in  this  direction  was  achieved  until  the  last  quarter  of  the  
fourteenth  century.  Certain  shortcomings  of  the  new  personal  states  made  signorial  families  particularly  
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bloodlines like the Este were capable of infiltrating the mechanisms of communal institutions 
and create personal hegemonies - but their power derived from the territorial assets and the rights 
to rule that these bloodlines possessed (or had at one point possessed) in the contado. This 
patrimony, including the rights to rule, were transferred undivided to all male heirs in equal 
measure, unless the group implemented a formal division of the domus into several families. In 
contrast, the family’s political action in the city was delegated to a leader: a father, an uncle or an 
eldest brother. As a result, contestation from within the same family became increasingly 
common and violent. Canzian terms this phenomenon a “novelty in the anthropology of political 
families”.  
Parricide among signori became an anthropological reality during Dante’s lifetime, and it 
appears multiple times in the Commedia, for instance Paolo Malatesta is murdered by his brother 
in Inferno 5 and the Alberti brothers are represented as locked in fratricidal hate in cocytus at Inf. 
32, 41-51. The only solution to this problem, writes Canzian, was the domination of several 
cities and territories, with which to satisfy all the claimants - in other words, the creation of 
multi-city signorie was fuelled by the practice of parricide, which started with the application of 
the Este doctrine in the context of the commune. 131Whatever the specific relationship of cause 
and effect between (attempted and/or failed) territorial expansion and parricide, my claim is that 
a poetic reflection of the nexus can be detected in Inferno 12, in the juxtaposition of Ezzelino and 
Obizzo and in the reference to Obizzo’s death. 
                                                                                                 
prone  to  feuds  and  assassination,  but  did  not  prevent  divisions  of  the  state  among  co-­heirs,  or  the  
passing  of  power  into  the  hands  of  incompetents”  in  Hyde,  1973,  p.  152.  
  
131  “Detto  questo,  mi  soffermo  su  quello  che  mi  sembra  un  ulteriore  elemento  di  riflessione,  ovvero  sulla  
forma  radicale  assunta  da  queste  contestazioni,  che  sfociavano,  come  si  è  visto,  sovente  nell’assassinio  
tra  consanguinei  nelle  famiglie  al  potere.  Mi  pare  infatti  che  questa  sia  una  novità,  potremmo  dire  di  
antropologia  politico-­familiare,  nelle  linee  di  condotta  delle  stirpi  di  vertice  [...]  l’unica  soluzione  praticabile  
poteva  venire  dal  dominio  di  più  città  e  territori,  con  i  quali  accontentare  le  ambizioni  dei  pretendenti”  in  
Canzian,  2013,  p.463.  
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Azzo VIII, implied suspect in his father’s murder, is not directly mentioned by Dante in 
Inferno 12, but his shadow looms larger over Italian history than any of his brothers. I will turn 
to Azzo VIII in the next section to show that he could be perceived as a new Azzolino: he was an 
expansionist signore who took control of other cities through the use of force, and in particular, 
he was known to have deviated the course of rivers in order to devastate the contado - making 
Dante’s setting especially evocative of him. 
 
I.   Azzo VIII, a new Azzolino 
 
 Obizzo’s son Azzo VIII was the Este ruler of Ferrara between 1293 and 1308. Compagni 
accused him of tyranny, and Azzo VIII was a known military threat throughout the region. 
According to Rolandino, Ezzelino was justly punished by god when, in his hubris, he tried to 
attack Milan and was instead defeated at the river Adda. Azzo VIII had attacked Bologna with 
devastating results, and did so in part by deviating the river Panaro in order to flood the 
Bolognese contado.132 As for Milan, Azzo VIII had ensured his influence there when on June 
24th, 1300, his sister Beatrice (mentioned in Purg. 8, 73-81, widow of Nino Visconti, 
represented in Purg. 8, 47-84, and mother of his daughter Giovanna Visconti, mentioned in 
Purg. 8, 71) married Galeazzo Visconti, mentioned in Purg. 8, 80.  
                                                                                                 
132  Azzo  VIII  deployed  a  specific  military  strategy  during  his  war  with  Bologna,  on  which  it  behooves  the  
reader  to  linger.  Azzo  actively  tried  to  devastate  the  Bolognese  contado  by  impeding  agriculture  through  
the  sabotage  of  the  water  supply.  Before  formally  declaring  war,  Azzo  ordered  the  construction  of  dams  
designed  to  deviate  the  river  Panaro,  a  tributary  of  the  Po  river,  in  order  to  flood  Bologna’s  fields.  See  
Gorreta,  Alma.  La  lotta  fra  il  comune  bolognese  e  la  signoria  estense,  1293-­1303.  No.  12.  Ditta  Nicola  
Zanichelli,  1906.  We  might  note  furthermore  that  sappers  were  called  ‘guastatores’,  evoking  the  word  
guastatori  in  Inferno  11,  38.  See  Waley,  Daniel  "The  Army  of  the  Florentine  Republic"  in  Rubinstein,  
Nicolai.  Florentine  Studies:  Politics  and  Society  in  Renaissance  Florence.  Evanston:  Northwestern  
University  Press,  1984,  p.  76.  
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On the above grounds, it becomes possible to perceive Azzo VIII as a new Azzolino, to 
the extent that he was also a military man who devastated the contado and who could be 
connected not with the river Adda but with the river Panaro, another tributary of the Po. Where 
Ezzelino had failed in his expansionist ambitions, Azzo had almost succeeded. The historical 
narrative thus produced runs from Ezzelino, the first famous signore, to Obizzo, the first 
formalized absolute and dynastic signore, to his son Azzo, who spread the devastation of war 
across the Via Aemilia through a series of alliances he made all over Romagna, and whose recent 
death had triggered civil war in its wake for Ferrara.  
The potential evocation of Azzo by way of Opizzo’s murder cannot be regarded as a 
creative ‘concession’ to Dante’s own representational choice of imagining a journey to hell in 
1300 and therefore before Azzo VIII’s death. First because such a concession would absurdly 
imply that Obizzo’s location in the river is an external reality, while the reference to patricide in 
Inf. 12, 112 which, in any event, only ambiguously refers to Azzo VIII, is an authorial injection 
designed to confirm the association of father and son, thereby extending Dante’s condemnation 
across the generational divide. After all, Azzo VIII is repeatedly presented in a negative light in 
the Commedia, and there is no reason to imagine any urgency in implicating him through an 
equivocal genealogical subterfuge in Inferno 12. Second, because Dante repeatedly asserts and 
illustrates throughout the Commedia a conviction that sons are not responsible for the sins of 
their fathers. Third, because Dante balances the desire to condemn living men and the 
verisimilitude of his narrative framing in Inferno 33, 136-41 - where Branca Doria’s soul is 
represented in Tolomea, despite the fact that Branca was alive in 1300.  
Instead, the representation of Obizzo II d’Este as a tyrant who engaged in acts of violence 
and plundering, immersed in a river of blood, and father of a degenerate figliastro, reflects a 
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position that coincides with the interpretation of Azzo VIII’s war on Bologna (1296-8) as a 
continuation and intensification of Obizzo’s expansionist agenda. This interpretation is still the 
current understanding of Azzo’s war on the commune of Bologna. Alma Gorretta describes the 
three-year conflict between Azzo and Bologna as “furios[o]” [furious], and found it to be the 
direct consequence of Obizzo’s expansionist strategy.133 
Obizzo’s expansionism began when he took control of Modena in 1288 and of Reggio in 
1289, two cities located within seventy kilometers of Bologna, north, along the Via 
Aemilia.134As a result of Obizzo’s take over of these cities, Bologna was surrounded to the north 
by Este territory.135 Bologna is located a hundred kilometers north of Florence, across the 
Apennine mountains. Obizzo, possibly plagued by health problems and otherwise occupied in a 
conflict with the Bonacolsi of Mantua, had not confronted Bologna directly, but the succession 
of his son Azzo inflamed the situation.  
                                                                                                 
133  Alma  Gorretta  was  an  early  20th  century  historian.  Her  study  remains  current,  and  was  cited  as  
recently  as  2008  in  Braidi,  Valeria.  "Le  rivolte  del  pane:  Bologna  1311."  Rivolte  urbane  e  rivolte  contadine  
nell'Europa  del  Trecento  (2008):  1000-­1026.  
  
134  The  via  Aemilia  is  a  Roman  road  in  the  north  Italian  plain,  running  from  Rimini,  on  the  Adriatic  coast,  to  
Piacenza  on  the  Po  river.  Also:  “Sin  dall’anno  1264,  allorquando,  eletto  a  Signore  di  Ferrara  il  Marchese  
Obizzo,  la  Signoria  Estense  comincia  quella  politica  di  espansione  dannosissima  a  Bologna,  cui  da  prima  
ostacola  nell’azione  su  Modena  e  cui  di  poi  cerca  di  sottrarre  dei  castelli,  fino  a  che,  con  Azzo  VIII,  
ardimentoso  ed  avido,  le  moverà  guerra  apertamente  per  ridurla  in  servitù.  La  guerra  -­  che  arse  furiosa  
per  tre  anni  -­  nella  sua  più  esatta  ricostruzione  (che,  pazientemente,  quasi  giorno  per  giorno,  compilai  su  i  
numerosissimi,  sparsi  e  frammentari  documenti),  può  darci  un’idea  del  come  Bologna  potè  difendersi,  
della  stanchezza  che  la  pervade,  dell’audacia  dell’Estense”  in  Gorreta,  1906.    
  
135  We  might  note  that  Dante’s  poem  Non  mi  poriano  già  mai  fare  ammenda  was  transcribed  by  the  
Bolognese  notary  Erichetto  delle  Querce  in  the  second  semester  of  1287,  which  suggests  that  Dante  was  
in  the  city  of  Bologna  at  least  once  before  1287.  Furthermore,  it  is  widely  assumed  on  the  basis  of  
Leonardo  Bruni’s  claim    (1370-­1444)  which  Bruni  supports  by  citing  a  non-­extant  letter  (known  as  Popule  
mee,  quid  feci  tibi?)  that  Dante  fought  at  Campaldino  in  1289  alongside  Bologna.  See  Inglese,  Giorgio,  
and  Giuliano  Milani.  Vita  di  Dante:  una  biografia  possibile.  Carocci,  2015,  p.  37-­40.  Dante’s  presence  at  
Campaldino  is  coherent  with  his  representation  of  Buonconte  da  Montefeltro  in  Purgatorio  5,  in  which  the  
pilgrim  asks  the  following  question:  Qual  forza  o  qual  ventura/  ti  travïò  sì  fuor  di  Campaldino,  /  che  non  si  
seppe  mai  tua  sepultura?  In  Purg.  5,    91-­3.  On  these  grounds  and  according  to  the  principle  of  
verisimilitude,  I  assume  that  Dante  was,  in  fact,  at  Bologna  before  1287  and  at  Campaldino  in  1289.  
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 For at least two of Dante’s contemporaries, the Este clan’s territorial expansionism was 
noted as a cause for concern. Furthermore, the loss of political autonomy in favor of a foreign 
signore could be experienced by the citizens of subject cities as a source of distress. Azzo VIII is 
the only signore from the Po valley that is branded a tyrant by Dino Compagni, specifically 
because of the treatment of satellite cities: in 1306, Parma, Reggio and Modena s’erano rubellate 
[had rebelled] writes Compagni, per troppa tirannia facea loro [because he [Azzo VIII] was too 
tyrannical with them] (III,2).136 Riccobaldo described the loss of Ferrarese political autonomy as 
a situation that weighed on the souls of the free citizens of Ferrara: liberorum civium animos 
prementia [pressed the souls of the free citizens].137  We might even speculate that for fuoriusciti 
[political exiles] of strong and expanding cities like Riccobaldo, Dante and Dino, the 
implications of the loss of political autonomy might be more alarming than they were for the 
resident citizens of willing satellite cities like Modena and Reggio, who would rather place their 
trust in Este leadership than fall to the expansionist ambitions of a city like Bologna. The fear of 
the loss of communal independence fuels Inferno 12 as a whole, as I will show when I turn to the 
mention of Attila. 
 The phenomenon of subject cities began in the north in the 1240s, and the concern about 
signori who took over more than one city had existed in Florence at least since the 1260s. In 
Brunetto’s list of the twelve things to consider when electing a signore, number eleven is that he 
not have in that moment the signoria of another city, because, writes Brunetto, ‘one cannot 
                                                                                                 
136  The  citation  of  Compagni  and  its  interpretation  is  provided  by  Zorzi,  2012.  
  
137  Riccobaldo,  1983,  p.176.  
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believe that one man could be able to face two tasks as burdensome as the government of 
people’.138 
By the early 14th century, when Dante was writing Inferno, the risk of becoming a 
satellite city must have seemed especially high in Tuscany, not only because of the periodic 
submission by several communes to the directives of Charles of Anjou, but also because of the 
imminent take over of Pisa by Uguccione della Faggiola. Eventually, northern-style signorie 
would spread into Tuscan territory: Cangrande’s nephew Mastino would take over Lucca in 
1339, and Gian Galeazzo Visconti would take control of Pisa in 1399.139  
The later multi-city signorie of Tuscany were initially modelled on the 13th century 
signorie of the Po valley: especially in the accumulation of government offices, imperial 
legitimization, the stretching of institutional mechanisms and the maintenance of institutional 
traditions.140 In the first northern multi-city signorie, the signore was a relatively low profile 
coordinator between several cities with the same political identity and presented himself as the 
leader of a coalition. Coordination was achieved through the assumption of key government 
offices by one signore in several cities simultaneously, often confirmed with the title of Podestà 
- but the individual cities kept their institutions and statutes relatively unaltered.141 However, as 
Taddei points out, by the 1270s and 1280s there was a noticeable difference in the political 
                                                                                                 
138  In  Zorzi’s  translation:  “L’undicesima  è  che  non  regga  in  quel  momento  altra  signoria,  perché  non  si  
può  credere  che  un  uomo  possa  essere  in  grado  di  far  fronte  a  due  impegni  tanto  pesanti  come  
governatore  delle  persone”  in  Zorzi,  2010,  p.  63.  
  
139  See  Taddei,  Gabriele  “Le  forme  di  governo  personale  e  signorile  sulle  città  e  sui  territori  sottoposti”  in  
Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.  465-­478.  
  
140  Taddei,  Gabriele  “Le  forme  di  governo  personale  e  signorile  sulle  città  e  sui  territori  sottoposti”  in  
Maire, Vigueur J.-C. Signorie cittadine nell'Italia comunale, 2013,  p.  473.  
  
141  Ezzelino  was  partly  an  exception  to  this  rule:  he  centralized  the  Marca  in  Verona,  making  it  a  regional  
capital  by  tasking  Veronese  officials  with  the  management  of  the  whole  Marca.  At  the  same  time  Ezzelino  
only  rarely  took  on  an  official  title  himself,  preferring  to  impose  his  representatives  instead.    
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practices of the dominant city with respect to the satellite cities. In the larger center, the 
institutions of the Popolo continued to function normally and provided the signore with official 
interlocutors, whereas in the satellite cities the management of local power swerved towards 
clientelism.142 Taddei defines this shift as a break with previous practice. Within the subject 
cities, the signore ceased to rely on the institutions of the Popolo much sooner than in dominant 
cities - (providing a taste of what signoria would become after the mutazione signorile [mutation 
of signoria] theorized by Zorzi).143 
Azzo VIII’s election in Ferrara took place on February 21st 1293, the following day 
Reggio elected Azzo to the Signoria, which he did not accept until March 8th. Modena did not 
elect Azzo VIII until March 3rd, making a formal offer on the 5th, in the presence of Azzo VIII’s 
two brothers. By 1296, Azzo and Bologna were locked in bitter conflict. Azzo also made 
alliances with Maghinardo Pagani da Susinana, Galasso di Montefeltro and Uguccione della 
Faggiola, who, starting in 1297, would lead a coalition against Bologna comprised of Cesena, 
Forlì, Faenza, Imola, Bagnacavallo, the fuoriusciti [political exiles] of Ravenna and Bologna 
(families affiliated with the Lambertazzi clan), Modena, Reggio and Ferrara. It was in the 
interest of the Romagnoli to confront the papal government by containing Bolognese 
                                                                                                 
142  “In  sostanza,  una  cesura  che,  tra  gli  anni  Settanta  e  Ottanta  del  Duecento,  si  manifesta  in  due  
fenomeni  distinti:  in  primo  luogo  nella  conservazione,  entro  la  città  egemone,  di  una  prassi  politica  che  
ancora  individua  negli  istituti  popolari  gli  interlocutori  privilegiati,  laddove  nelle  città  subalterne  la  gestione  
del  potere  vira  verso  forme  più  esplicitamente  fondate  su  legami  clientelari“  in  Taddei,  2013,  p.  471.  
  
143  “In  sostanza  quel  fenomeno  di  “mutazione  signorile”  recentemente  teorizzato,  ovvero  quel  fenomeno  
che  si  concretizzò  nella  consumazione  del  distacco  tra  il  signore  e  le  comunità  signoreggiate,  risultò  forse  
più  precoce  proprio  in  relazione  alle  comunità  satelliti,  retrocesse  più  nettamente  e  con  un  sensibile  
anticipo  temporale  rispetto  ai  relativi  centri  egemoni  ad  oggetti  passivi  di  una  politica  eteronoma”  
[Basically,  the  recently  theorized  phenomenon  of  the  “mutazione  signorile”  [mutation  of  signoria],  or  that  
phenomenon  that  was  realized  in  the  the  separation  between  the  signore  and  the  subject  communities,  
was  perhaps  more  precocious  precisely  in  relation  to  the  satellite  communities,  where  it  happened  more  
clearly  and  with  a  noticeable  advance  in  time  with  respect  to  the  relative  hegemonic  centers,  becoming  
passive  objects  of  a  heteronomous  policy]  in  Taddei,  2013,  p.  472.  
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expansionism into Romagna, and Bologna would soon lose the satellite towns of Imola and 
Dozza. Bologna fought alongside Parma, Piacenza, Brescia and Milan (led by Matteo Visconti) 
and the fuoriusciti [political exiles] of Modena and Reggio (headed by the Rangoni family).144  
In the end Bologna prevailed but was bankrupted by the war. The Bolognese contado 
with its strategic castles, was left desolate.145 The inhabitants and sometimes even the defenders 
of Bologna’s fortresses often opened the doors to Este armies, and there was mass emigration 
towards Este lands, as a direct result of Bologna’s financial ruin146. The city was gripped by 
famine, and the crisis reached breaking point in the insurrections of 1311, known as the rivolta 
del pane [the revolt of bread] - during the years of the composition of Inferno (1308-1314).147  
Azzo VIII was therefore a tyrant according to Dante’s own definition, as well as being 
considered a tyrant by Dino Compagni. Furthermore, Azzo VIII’s signoria over Modena was 
met with armed resistance. In 1306, the militias of the Popolo of Modena overthrew Azzo VIII, 
organizing a replacement regime which they called Respublica Mutinensis.148 In order to prevent 
                                                                                                 
144  The  alliance  with  the  signori  of  Romagna  is  a  central  aspect  of  my  argument  in  chapter  III  of  the  
present  study,  in  which  I  turn  to  Guido  da  Montefeltro  in  Inferno  27.  After  a  brief  period  of  Venetian  and  
papal  control,  and  the  death  of  Azzo  VIII  in  1308,  the  Estensi  returned  to  Ferrara  where  they  would  stay  in  
power  for  centuries  to  come.  
  
145  “Così    lo    scontro    si    concluse    in    sostanza    senza    vincitori    né    vinti:    a  Bologna  furono  sottratte  
Imola  e  Dozza,  che  essa  custodiva  per  la  Chiesa;;le  terre  del  contado  erano  state  quasi  completamente  
devastate  e  molte  strade  risultavano  essere  distrutte  e  completamente  impraticabili”  in  Braidi,  Valeria,  
2008,  p.  259.  
  
146  “Furono  spesso  alcuni  abitanti  dei  castra  stessi,  a  volte  anche  alcuni  custodi,  ad  aprire  le  porte  
all’esercito  estense,  prostrati  dai  continui  scontri  armati  e  dalle  gravezze  imposte  dal  comune  bolognese,  
che  faceva  incombere  la  maggior  parte  delle  operazioni  di  guerra  sulle  località  del  contado:  a  esse  era  
addossato  gran  parte  dell’arruolamento  dei  soldati  e  la  taglia  pagata  per  i  guastatori,  oltre  all’esecuzione  
dei  lavori  edilizi  necessari  per  la  fortificazione  delle  difese.  Tanto  che  proseguiva  l’esodo  degli  abitanti  
delle  zone  di  confine  del  contado  bolognese,  gravati  da  multe  e  debiti  usurari,come  abbiamo  visto  nel  
caso  di  Castelfranco,  verso  le  terre  del  marchese”  in  Braidi,  Valeria,  2008,  p.  258.  
  
147  For  details  see  Braidi,  Valeria,  2008.  
  
148  This  was  recorded  by  Compagni  in  (III,  2).  
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the Modenese Este faction from regaining control of the city, they formed an army of a thousand 
foot soldiers known as i Mille di Modena [the thousand of Modena].149 From the perspective of 
the Mille di Modena, Azzo VIII was indeed the filgiastro of their previous signore Obizzo II 
d’Este, in the sense that Azzo was so ‘fierce’ that preventing his return required the collective 
action of a thousand Modenese men, ready to march on Este allies. In contrast, neither Salimbene 
nor Riccobaldo report any incidents in which Obizzo acted unfairly towards the men of Ferrara - 
and the majority of Ferrarese families appear to have remained loyal to Obizzo throughout his 
life, despite the efforts of the influential Fontana clan, who became Obizzo’s enemies after his 
election.150 According to Lazzari, for Modena and Reggio, Obizzo’s signoria meant a return to 
law and order after long periods of factional violence.151   
By representing the tyranny of Azzo’s father Obizzo in Flegetonte and only alluding to 
Azzo VIII by way of the evocation of Obizzo’s death, Dante invites his readers to cast their mind 
forty to fifty years into the past, to Obizzo’s access to absolute power in 1264, to his 
consolidation of dynastic power over his lifetime, to his death at the hands of a son and to his son 
Azzo VIII’s violent continuation of Obizzo’s expansionist agenda. He did so in the context of 
ongoing civil strife in Bologna, i.e. the starvation of Bolognese citizens caused by the destruction 
of Bologna’s contado by Azzo VIII.  
 
J.   Attila and Florence 
                                                                                                 
149  See  Vigueur,  Jean-­Claude  Maire,  and  Enrico  Faini,  2010,  p.157.  
  
150  “Nè  Salimbene,  nè  Riccobaldo  citano  alcun  fatto  specifico  da  cui  risulti  che  egli  tiranneggiasse  i  suoi  
sudditi.  Il  popolo  gli  fu  costantemente  fedele  e  devoto,  e  invano  i  Fontanesi,  influentissimi,  collegati  con  
altre  potente  famiglie  della  città,  tentarono  con  macchinazioni  o  con  attachi  improvvisi  di  rovesciare  la  
signoria  estense  a  Ferrara”  in  Lazzari,  1938,  p.149.  
  
151  Lazzari,  1938.  
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«Sì come tu da questa parte vedi 
lo bulicame che sempre si scema», 
disse ’l centauro, «voglio che tu credi 
che da quest’ altra a più a più giù prema 
lo fondo suo, infin ch’el si raggiunge 
ove la tirannia convien che gema. 
La divina giustizia di qua punge 
quell’ Attila che fu flagello in terra, 
e Pirro e Sesto; e in etterno munge 
le lagrime, che col bollor diserra, 
a Rinier da Corneto, a Rinier Pazzo, 
che fecero a le strade tanta guerra». 
[“Just as you see that, on this side, the brook 
continually thins,” the Centaur said, 
“so I should have you know the rivulet, 
along the other side, will slowly deepen 
its bed, until it reaches once again 
the depth where tyranny must make lament. 
And there divine justice torments Attila 
he who was such a scourge upon the earth, 
and Pyrrhus, Sextus; to eternity 
it milks the tears that boiling brook unlocks 
from Rinier of Corneto, Rinier Pazzo, 
those two who waged such war upon the highroads.”] 
(Inf. 12, 127-38) 
 
In the last thirteen verses of Inferno 12, Nesso provides additional details on the 
characteristics and population of Flegetonte. To the four tyrants named in v. 107-12 (Alessandro 
and Dïonisio in v.107, Azzolino in v.110 and Opizzo in v.111), Dante includes five more: Attila 
in v.134, Pirro and Sesto in in v. 135, and Rinier da Corneto and Rinier Pazzo in v.137). In 
Inferno 13, 149 Dante mentions Attila for the second and last time, as the man who reduced the 
city of Florence to ashes. The mention of Attila echoes therefore the definition of tyrants as 
plunderers provided in v.105 (che dier nel sangue e ne l’aver di piglio [who plunged their hands 
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in blood and plundering]), and evokes specifically the destruction of Italian cities, in this case 
Florence. 
Attila’s epitet is che fu flagello in terra [who was such a scourge upon the earth] (Inf. 12, 
134) and Chiavacci Leonardi points out that here Dante is reappropriating the expression 
flagellum dei [scourge of god] used in medieval historiography.152 I would add that the 
replacement of “dei” [of gods] with “in terra”[on earth] is both noticeable and significant. It is 
noticeable because flagellum dei was not only a well-established epithet for Attila, often used by 
antonomasia, but it was also used for any affliction (including famines and natural disasters). 
Even the slightest alteration becomes significant when it is applied to a conventional 
expression.153 The substitution of flagellum dei [scourge of god] with flagello in terra [scourge 
on earth] would have therefore struck medieval readers more forcefully than it can the modern 
reader. It is significant because by shifting the perspective from subject (god) to object (earth), 
Dante echoes Guittone’s verse (di lor terra struttori [destroyers of their lands]), re-affirms the 
concept of tyrants as plunderers, and evokes the destruction of Florence in Inferno 13, 149. 
The belief that Attila had destroyed Florence is expressed in Inf. 13, 149. Attila was a 
fifth century figure known in contemporary historiography for his violence and the devastation 
he caused across the peninsula. In Inferno 13, 149 Dante mentions Attila for the second and last 
time, as the man who reduced the city of Florence to ashes. The mention of Attila echoes 
therefore the definition of tyrants as plunderers provided in v.105 (che dier nel sangue e ne 
l’aver di piglio [who plunged their hands in blood and plundering]).  
                                                                                                 
152  Leonardi  A.  M.  Chiavacci,  1991,  p.  382.  
  
153  Newspaper  headlines  are  often  slight  alterations  of  conventional  expressions.  
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The perception that Florence was at risk because of devastating conquests originating in 
the northeast can be detected in Jacopo Alighieri and Jacopo della Lana’s gloss of Attila. Jacopo 
Alighieri, writing in 1322, describes Attila as a ferocious conqueror who came to Italy with an 
immense army (con grandissimo esercito), who robbed and burnt along his way, totally 
destroying a number of cities of which Jacopo cites Padua, city from which Rolandino 
constructed the legend of Ezzelino, and Florence. Finally he describes how Attila was killed 
while laying siege to Rimini.154Jacopo della Lana, writing in 1324-28, provides the same details, 
writing destrusse molte cittadi [he destroyed many cities] and adds Aquileia to the start of the 
list, forming an almost straight line running from the extreme northeastern corner of the 
peninsula (Aquileia), through Padua and across the via Aemilia to Florence, along a road that 
would have to go through Ferrara, city of Obizzo, and Bologna, the city threatened and 
bankrupted by Azzo VIII.155  
At the end of Inferno 12, Dante returns to the the tyrants in the river of blood, evoking 
two feudal and hereditary signori of Tuscan relevance: Rinier Pazzo and Rinier da Corneto. With 
Rinier Pazzo, Dante echoes the Florentine propaganda that would reduce Rinier Pazzo to a 
                                                                                                 
154  “Ancor  della  presente  qualità  nel  più  profondo  per  maggior  colpa  alcuno  Unghero,  Attila  nominato  si  
concede,  il  quale  sanza  alcun  titolo  di  ragione  ferocemente  anticamente  si  mosse,  e  nelle  parti  d'Italia  con  
grandissimo  esercito  venne  rubando  e  ardendo  le  terre  che  a  le  mani  gli  venivano,  tra  le  quali  Padova  e  
Firenze  per  lui  diserte  rimasero.  E  così  operando  e  finalmente  essendo  ad  assedio  ad  una  terra  di  
Romagna  nominata  Rimino,  e  sconosciutamente  entratovi  per  novelle  di  suo  stato  sentire,  e  conosciuto  
da  alcuno  giucandovisi  a  scacchi  collo  scacchiere  in  sul  capo  percosso,  incontanente  fu  morto”  
Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  12.133-­9  by  Jacopo  Alighieri,  Chiose  alla  Cantica  dell'Inferno  di  
Dante  Alighieri  scritte  da  Jacopo  Alighieri,  pubblicate  per  la  prima  volta  in  corretta  lezione  con  riscontri  e  
facsimili  di  codici,  e  precedute  da  una  indagine  critica  per  cura  di  Jarro  [Giulio  Piccini].  Firenze,  R.  
Bemporad  e  figlio,  1915.  Margherita  Frankel,  KDEM,  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  
https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
155  “Attila  fu  uno  d'Ungarìa,  lo  qual  ebbe  gran  seguito,  fu  crudelissimo  uomo,  destrusse  molte  cittadi:  
Aquileia,  Padoa,  Firenze”  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  12.133-­9  by  Jacopo  della  Lana  Comedia  
di  Dante  degli  Allaghieri  col  Commento  di  Jacopo  della  Lana  bolognese,  a  cura  di  Luciano  Scarabelli.  
Bologna,  Tipografia  Regia,  1866-­67,  Margherita  Frankel.  Scarabelli's  notes  entered  by  Robert  Hollander  
as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
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bandit, and emphatically redefines him as a tyrants - a position consistent with the fact that the 
Pazzi del Valdarno had been embroiled in jurisdictional disputes with the city of Florence for 
generations. Almost nothing is known about Rinier da Corneto, making  any meaningful 
historicization impossible.156  
 
J. Rinier Pazzo 
 
Among the ancient tyrants cited in Inf. 12, 134-5, Dante inserts two figures from recent 
history, Rinier da Corneto and Rinier Pazzo. Dante’s son Jacopo Alighieri indicates that Rinier 
Pazzo belonged to the Pazzi del Valdarno, an old Tuscan clan, and locates Corneto in the 
Maremma: da Corneto di Maremma.157 He remarks on the fact that both men were called Rinier: 
simigliantemente chiamato [similarly named] before identifying both as Tuscan highwaymen: 
per li quali le strade gran tempo di Toscana furono corse e rubate [for whom the roads of 
Tuscany for a long time were damaged and robbed], perhaps because Dante appears to create a 
deliberate connection between both men, as he had between Ezzelino and Obizzo by referring to 
the color of their hair. The conception of Rinier Pazzo and Rinier da Corneto as bandits was 
repeated throughout the early commentary tradition. Nothing is known about Rinier da Corneto, 
and it has only been noted that Dante recalls the Maremma for its wildness at the beginning of 
the following canto. 
                                                                                                 
156  The  characterization  of  Rinier  Pazzi  as  a  tyrant  as  opposed  to  a  criminal  is  made  emphatically  by  
Dante,  because  the  word  tirannia  is  repeated  in  132,  and  because  verses  133-­136  further  confirm  the  
category  by  indicating  that  it  is  one  that  Rinier  shares  with  Attila.  
  
157  The  Maremma  is  on  the  Tyrrhenian  Sea.  It  includes  much  of  south-­western  Tuscany  and  part  of  
northern  Lazio.  Also,  I  shall  provide  more  detail  on  the  history  of  Tuscan  clans  in  the  final  chapter  of  this  
study.  
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Rinier dei Pazzi was a Tuscan rural signore, the ruler of a vast territory. In 1250 he had 
been an imperial vicar in the territory around Città di Castello. His family had been a vassal of 
the Conti Guidi since the time of Henry VI, and they continued to be so under Frederick II. They 
were connected with the Uberti, the Ubaldini, the Ubertini,  and the Montefeltro.158Like many 
rural signori he had allies in the city, including Farinata degli Uberti, represented in Inferno 10, 
22-114. In June 1275, his son Guglielmo di Ranieri fought alongside Guido da Montefeltro, 
Maghinardo Pagani da Susinana and Teodorico degli Ordelaffi at the battle of San Procolo, 
evoked in Inf. 27, 44, during which the Bolognese lost their caroccio [four-wheeled cart driven 
by oxen, used as a point of reference and assembly during battles, and symbol of communal 
independence]. Carpi notes that a nephew of Ranieri, one Bettino de’ Pazzi, was present at San 
Godenzo on June 8th, 1302 - together with descendents of Farinata, while Dante too was present 
because listed among the participants. 
Jacopo’s gloss confirms the shift of perspective from the northeast to Tuscany, (arguably 
begun with the mention of Attila in verse 134) but mistakenly identifies Rinier Pazzo as a bandit. 
Unlike his son Jacopo, Dante was present on June 11th 1289 at the battle of Campaldino, when 
Rinier Pazzo’s brother (the bishop Guglielmino), and son (Guglielmo di Ranieri) both died in 
combat, and thus most certainly knew that they were not mere bandits, but trained fighters. 
Rinier’s son Guglielmo was described by Dino Compagni as an a franco cavaliere [honest 
knight] and by Villani as il migliore e più avvisato capitano di guerra [the best and most astute 
captain of war] showing that Florentine anti-Pazzi propaganda had limited effects on some of 
Dante’s contemporaries, if not on his early commentators.  
                                                                                                 
158  Canaccini, Federico, Voce: Pazzi, Ranieri, in Treccani - Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani - Volume 82, 2015.  
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Dante places Rinier among the tyrants, but also appears to reduce him to a bandit in verse 
138. Florentine anti-Pazzi propaganda would reduce Rinier to a highwayman. Dante ‘fact-
checks’ the propaganda by placing Rinier dei Pazzi among the tyrants, and simultaneously points 
to the propaganda in the penultimate verse of the canto:  che fecero a le strade tanta guerra 
[those two who waged such war upon the highroads].159 The word ‘guerra’ meant both war and 
any type of confrontation, and is used in the same verse as the word ‘tiranni’ in Inf. 27, 38: sanza 
guerra ne' cuor de' suoi tiranni [quite free of war inside its tyrants’ hearts]. I interpret this as a 
sign that Inferno 12, 138 che fecero a le strade tanta guerra [those two who waged such war 
upon the highroads] captures both visions of Rinier Pazzo (the franco cavalliere and the bandit) 
via the ambiguity of the verse. 
To a Florentine old enough to remember the end of the 1260s, the location of Guy de 
Montfort among the homicides and of Rinier among the tyrants was significant because it shows 
that Dante’s primary concern was for the Tuscan populations that contested territory with the 
Pazzi. He shows no concern for the Angevin-Guelf leadership of Florence (men such as Guy), 
nor for the rural dynasties and exiled Ghibellines with whom he stood at San Godenzo (which 
included a relative of Rinier).  
Rinier dei Pazzi’s military adversary in life, Angevin vicar and Podestà of Florence Guy 
de Montfort, is the only identifiable figure in the canto who is not among the tyrants, but instead 
among the homicides. In 1269-70, in his capacity as Podestà of Florence, Guy gathered an army 
of French and Florentine fighters as well as a contingent from Orvieto. He was able to take four 
Pazzi fortresses from Rinier (Montefortino, Poggitazzi, Ristruccioli e Piandimezzo) and lay siege 
                                                                                                 
159  The  misconception  of  Rinier  dei  Pazzi  as  a  bandit,  and  Dante’s  conception  of  him  as  a  tyrant  were  
pointed  out  by  Carpi:  “ma  in  questo  caso  del  Pazzi  e  dell’altro  Rinieri  io  credo  che  si  debba  andare  più  in  
là  e  che  la  guerra  alle  strade  dei  dannati  danteschi  vada  essa  in  relazione,  assai  più  che  col  concetto  
criminale  di  brigantaggio,  col  concetto  politico  di  tirannia”,  in  Carpi,  2004,  p.  341.  
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to another (Ostina), which after a few months was entirely destroyed. Dante’s representation of 
Guy as a homicide highlights Guy’s actions outside the battlefield and elides his political and 
military significance in Florentine history. Dante’s verse was more effective in minimizing 
Guy’s military career than Florentine propaganda was at minimizing the Pazzi’s military 
achievements, but essentially functioned in the same way: by criminalizing and de-politicizing 
his use of violence. 
In conclusion, Inferno 12 provides a history of signoria that evokes an early tendency 
towards military expansion and parricide, ultimately showing the failure of dynastic leadership to 
ensure stability. One might detect a distinct anxiety about the violence of state formation and the 
loss of independence at a local level that would inevitably follow. In the final part of the canto 
Dante shifts to a Tuscan perspective and raises the specter of a military invasion of Florence by a 
foreign conqueror.  
Dante returns to these issues in Inferno 27, which includes a catalogue of Romagna’s 
‘tyrants’ and the soul of Guido da Montefeltro. In chapter III I will show how Dante imagined 
holding Guido accountable for his role in the resurgence of Ghibelline militancy in the final 
years of the 13th century, a resurgence which fuelled the territorial expansion of Romagna’s 
dynastic signori. In the following chapter, I will place Guido’s question to Virgilio and the 
pilgrim’s response in the context of Guido’s role in the lega romagnola during his second 
religious retirement, arguing that this context unlocks Dante’s manipulations of Romagna’s 
history.  
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III.       Guido’s warlords 
 
In this chapter I will show that the original contribution of Inferno 27 in terms of political 
theory is an argument about the role of military expertise in the construction of regional 
hegemonies. The exchange with Boniface in Inf. 27, 61-111 is a confirmation of an episode 
narrated by Riccobaldo (but otherwise unconfirmed), and the exchange with Saint Francis in Inf. 
27, 112-136 is an adaptation of an episode narrated by Salimbene in the late 1280s, allegedly 
originating with Guido himself. In the first half of the canto however, Dante creates a structural 
connection between Guido and the bellicose signori of Romagna that is absent from the pre-
existing record on Guido.160 By using an Ovidian intertext I argue that the connection is an 
accusation: Dante held Guido to be responsible for the expansionism of the signori in the same 
way that Ovid’s Ulysses claimed to be responsible for the deeds of those whom he advised. Once 
more, Dante’s diagnosis is consistent with current scholarship, which describes a political and 
military organization, the lega romagnola, formed by Guido’s cousin, his allies and Azzo VIII in 
the final years of Guido’s life, which effectively created the conditions for the development of 
multi-city signorie throughout the region.161 The precise historical context of Guido’s question 
about peace or war was previously either held to be unimportant or believed to be the peace 
agreement of 1299. The context of the lega romagnola however explains the rhetoric of the 
pilgrim’s response, in which Guido is presented with the triumph of his enemies and the utter 
failure of the lega romagnola. I will conclude chapter III by comparing the pilgrim’s response in 
                                                                                                 
160  Romagna  tua  non  è,  e  non  fu  mai  /  sanza  guerra  ne’  cuor  de’  suoi  tiranni  [Romagna  is  not  now  and  
never  was  quite  free  of  war  inside  its  tyrants’  hearts]  Inf.  27,  37-­8.  
  
161  His  first  cousin  Galasso,  mentioned  by  Dante  in  Convivio  IV,  11  the  son  of  Guido’s  uncle  Cavalca.  
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Inf. 27, 36-57 to an example of the tradition of political poetry from which it borrows imagery 
and to which it responds, a Romagnol sirventese of 1277, translated and dated in 1914. 
 
A.   Finding Dante’s Guido 
 
Dante’s original representational strategy in regards to Guido da Montefeltro is the 
connection between Guido and the signori of Ravenna, Forlì, Rimini, Faenza, Imola and Cesena, 
Romagna’s major cities. In Inferno 27, Dante has the soul of Guido da Montefeltro identify 
himself to Virgilio and the pilgrim as a man of arms who later became a Franciscan friar: Io fui 
uom d’arme, e poi fui cordigliero [I was a man of arms, then wore the cord] (Inf. 27, 67). But 
neither the references to Guido’s military career nor the representation of his religious retirement 
are additions to the record. Instead they are instances of Dante adding his voice to a pre-existing 
discourse about Guido. 
When Dante wrote Inferno 27, Guido da Montefeltro was a household name.162 When 
Dante was one year old, Guido attended the diet of Augsburg (Bavaria) on behalf of the 
Ghibellines of Italy, a plenary meeting organized by Corradino’s maternal uncle and other nobles 
to plan Corradino’s descent into Italy.163 When Dante was three years old, Guido was the pro-
senator of Rome, a city he eventually had to yield to the representatives of Charles I of Anjou 
                                                                                                 
162  Dante  composed  Inferno  27  ten  to  sixteen  years  after  Guido’s  death.  By  then,  Guido  had  appeared  in  
(at  least)  half  a  dozen  chronicles.  In  his  gloss  of  Inf.  27,  67-­71,  Jacopo  Alighieri  provides  no  details  about  
Guido  except  his  late  entrance  into  religious  life,  referring  only  to  his  ‘grandissime  e  inique  operazioni’  
[great  and  unjust  operations].  This  means  that  a  quarter  of  a  century  after  Guido’s  death,  Jacopo  
assumed  his  readers  would  be  familiar  with  his  ‘operations’.  The  first  commentator  to  provide  any  further  
historical  detail  about  Guido  was  the  author  of  the  Ottimo  Commento,  which  was  written  around  1338,  
forty  years  after  Guido’s  death  and  at  least  twenty  four  after  the  composition  of  Inferno.  
  
163  In  1266  (the  year  Manfred  was  killed).  
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after the death of Corradino. When Dante was ten years old, Guido was Capitano generale of the 
Ghibellines of Romagna. He had governed a number of cities: Jesi, Urbino, Forlì, Cervia, 
Faenza, Cesena and others. When Dante was between fifteen and twenty-five years old, Guido 
was the subject of vernacular political poems, of which two are extant. Guido was 
excommunicated by three popes, one of whom, Martin IV, called a crusade against him in 
March, 1282.164 We might appreciate Guido’s historical significance by noting that Guido’s 
name appears in the correspondence of Corradino of Swabia (king of Jerusalem and Sicily and 
would-be Holy Roman Emperor), of Charles of Anjou and of several popes.165 Salimbene 
described him as someone de quo multi multa referre consueverunt [about whom many people 
would say many things’].166 
The extant record on Guido is articulated around two axes: his military abilities and his 
two controversial religious retirements. As a young man, Guido had fought in the armies of 
Ezzelino da Romano after the death of Frederick II. The remarkable superiority of Guido da 
Montefeltro’s mind in matters of warfare was unquestionable for Dante’s first readers, regardless 
of their partisan affiliations. It was recorded by Guido’s contemporaries (one of whom, Pietro 
Cantinelli, provided blow by blow accounts of Guido’s strategies on the battlefield) and was still 
acknowledged by scholars of medieval military theory such as Settia as recently as 2011. Dante 
referred to Guido’s legendary military abilities directly in Inf. 27, 74-8, where his actions are 
                                                                                                 
164  For  a  concise  account  of  Guido’s  life  see  Tommaso di Carpegna Falconieri, Voce: Guido da Montefeltro - 
Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Volume 76, 2012.  For  a  full  account  see  Franceschini,  Gino.  I  Montefeltro.  
dall'Oglio,  1970.  The  first  was  Clement  IV  who  excommunicated  Guido  during  Corradino’s  descent.  The  
second  was  Martin  IV,  and  the  third  was  Nicholas  IV.  
  
165  Franceschini  reports  that  shortly  before  departing  Corradino  released  a  document  in  which  he  
invested  Guido  with  land  in  Abruzzo,  and  in  which  he  praised  him  for  his  loyalty,  calling  him  “dilecti  
familiaris  et  fidelis  nostri”  [our  faithful  and  beloved  servant]  (Franceschini,  Gino.  I  Montefeltro  nei  primi  due  
secoli  della  loro  storia,  1150-­1350.  Sansepolcro,  1963,  p.46).  
  
166  Salimbene,  2007,  paragraph  117,  p.  224.  
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described as fox-like, and reference is made to his knowledge of deception and secrets, and to the 
extensive fame it brought him:167  
...l’opere mie 
 non furon leonine, ma di volpe. 
 Li accorgimenti e le coperte vie 
 io seppi tutte, e sì menai lor arte, 
 ch’al fine de la terra il suono uscie 
[...my deeds were not 
  those of the lion but those of the fox. 
  The wiles and secret ways-I knew them all 
  and so employed their arts that my renown 
  had reached the very boundaries of earth.] 
 
Dante addressed Guido’s controversial religious retirement in the second half of Inferno 
27, in which the soul of Guido describes his damnation following a solicitation for advice by 
Boniface VIII. As I allude to above, Guido opted for religious retirement twice. The first time 
was in 1286, and this first occasion was already controversial, because Salimbene recorded the 
skepticism and hostility of other Franciscan friars towards Guido. Salimbene’s report predates 
Guido’s return to public life in 1288.168 The second time Guido retired was two years before his 
death, in 1296 (during the years of Dante’s political career in Florence). Four to six years after 
Guido’s death, Dante expressed a positive view of Guido’s religious retirement, inconsistent with 
the representation of Guido in Inferno 27: he described Guido as lo nobilissimo nostro latino 
                                                                                                 
167  Guido’s  military  genius  is  also  reflected  indirectly  in  the  fact  that  the  ‘fraudulent  advice’  (perché  diede  ’l  
consiglio  frodolente,  Inf.  27,  116)  given  to  Boniface  VIII  by  Guido  da  Montefeltro  in  the  fiction  of  Inferno  27  
is  about  military  tactics,  since  it  regards  an  assault  on  the  fortress  of  Palestrina:    tu  m’insegna  fare  sì  
come  Penestrino  in  terra  getti  [teach  me/  to  batter  Penestrino  to  the  ground]  (Inf.  27,  101-­2).  
  
168  Guido  had  just  spent  six  years  in  Asti,  where  he  was  sent  by  pope  Honorius  IV  as  penance  after  his  
victories  against  the  Bolognese  in  1275  and  1282.  Pisa  offered  Guido  ten  thousand  fiorini  a  year  and  a  
guard  of  eighty  horsemen.  Guido  accepted,  despite  his  ensuing  excommunication,  which  was  extended  to  
all  of  Pisa  by  pope  Nicholas  IV.  
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Guido Montefeltrano [our most noble Latin Guido da Montefeltro] comparing him to Lancelot in 
Convivio IV, xxviii, 8 for ending his life as a Franciscan friar.  
The narratives that make up Guido’s response in Inferno 27 (including the solicitation of 
Boniface against the Colonna and the specific advice given, as well as Saint Francis’ failed 
attempt to save Guido’s soul) are manipulations of simultaneous and pre-existing accounts. The 
story of Boniface’s solicitation and Guido’s response is provided by Riccobaldo da Ferrara, 
whose chronicle is contemporary with the writing of Inferno.169 Saint Francis’ failed attempt to 
save Guido’s soul in Inf. 27, 112-20 reflects an anecdote provided, among others, by Salimbene 
in the 1280s according to which Guido was purportedly able to escape Malatesta custody with 
                                                                                                 
169  On  this  matter  see  Bosco-­Reggio:    “L'episodio  di  Guido  in  questo  canto  riprende  anche  testualmente  i  
termini  della  pagina  del  Convivio  {sulla  conversione  di  Guido}.  Posteriormente,  il  poeta  venne,  quasi  
certamente,  a  conoscenza  delle  Historiae  di  Riccobaldo  da  Ferrara,  composte  presumibilmente  tra  il  1308  
e  il  1313,  dalle  quali  apprese  che  anche  dopo  la  conversione  Guido  aveva  dato  a  papa  Bonifazio  consigli  
per  prendere  la  città  di  Palestrina,  e  sconfiggere  così  definitivamente  la  nemica  famiglia  Colonna:  consigli  
che,  data  la  personalità  di  Guido  e  gli  effetti  seguitine  (il  papa  non  tenne  fede  ai  patti  stipulati),  si  poteva  
facilmente  immaginare  che  fossero  di  frode,  quasi  di  tradimento;;  e  del  resto  leggeva  in  Riccobaldo  
persino  il  testo  del  consiglio:  «Multa  promittite,  pauca  servate  de  promissis»,  che  il  poeta  quasi  traduce  al  
v.  110  di  questo  canto,  lunga  promessa  con  l'attender  corto.  Il  poeta  veniva  così  ad  apprendere,  del  suo  
grande  avversario  Bonifazio,  un'altra  grossa  colpa  da  denunciare;;  veniva  a  sapere  che  il  creduto  santo,  
invertite  le  posizioni  tenute  a  Forlì,  aveva  avuto  parte  in  una  nuova  'crociata'  contro  cristiani;;  l'antico  
difensore  di  Forlì  assediata  dalle  milizie  papali  aveva  ora  col  suo  consiglio  prostrata  un'altra  città  
ugualmente  assediata  da  quelle  milizie.  Alla  lettura  di  Riccobaldo  (diretta  o  indiretta)  dovè  risorgere  nel  
cuore  di  Dante  l'orrore  per  quella  sacrilega  crociata  e  per  la  spietata  distruzione  al  suolo  di  Palestrina  (tra  
gli  assediati  c'era  Iacopone  da  Todi,  anche  lui  scomunicato  e  chiedente  l'assoluzione);;  e  insieme  egli  
dovè  porsi  una  domanda:  che  Guido  avesse  dato  il  consiglio  per  invito  del  papa,  lo  diceva  il  cronista;;  ma  
come  l'uomo  fierissimo  si  era  indotto  a  un  atto  così  contrario  alle  sue  convinzioni  antiche  e  più  ancora  alle  
recenti?  Come  e  quare  (72),  quali  mezzi  aveva  messo  in  opera  Bonifazio?  Questo  canto  XXVII  è  la  
risposta  a  tale  interrogativo”  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  XXVII  [Nota]  by  Umberto  Bosco  and  
Giovanni  Reggio  (Florence:  Le  Monnier,  1979),  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  
https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  Moreover  Arnaldi  considers  Dante  to  be  one  of  a  small  group  of  proto-­
readers  of  Riccobaldo:  “È  infatti  almeno  altrettanto,  se  non  più  probabile  che  Dante  abbia  invece  voluto  
approfittare  dell’occasione,  che  gli  si  offriva,  di  divulgare  un  episodio,  già  noto  nei  suoi  tratti  essenziali  alla  
cerchia,  presumibilmente  ristretta,  dei  protolettori  di  Riccobaldo,  che,  tanto  più  se  arrichito  dei  pigmenti  
con  cui  avrebbe  proveduto  a  colorirlo,  consentiva  di  mettere  in  pessima  luce  che  quel  dannato  consiglio  
aveva  sollecitato  e  assurge,  se  non  proprio  a  protagonista,  certamente  a  deuteragonista  dell’episodio  in  
Girolamo  Arnaldi,  La  Romagna  di  Dante  fra  presente  e  passato,  prossimo  e  remoto,  La  Cultura,  1995,  p.  
361.    To  be  clear  it  cannot  be  known  for  certain  whether  Riccobaldo  informed  Dante  of  the  story  or  
whether  Dante  informed  Riccobaldo  and  the  point  was  debated  by  Francesco  D’Ovidio  and  Francesco  
Torraca.  My  point  here  is  only  that  a  simultaneous  version  of  this  story  exists  and  that  both  versions  
therefore  are  the  product  of  a  pre-­existing  debate  about  Guido  and  Bonidace  VIII.  
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the miraculous intervention of Saint Francis (a story, writes Salimbene, that originated with 
Guido himself).170 After the publication of Inferno, the debate about Guido’s religious retirement 
continued (potentially re-invigorated by Dante’s verse), and was discussed by other Franciscan 
friars, including one Frate Elemosina. 
By staging a reading of the political situation in Romagna as a response to a question 
asked by the soul of Guido, Dante posits a connection between Guido da Montefeltro and the 
rulers of Romagna. Such a connection cannot be found elsewhere in the contemporary historical 
record. The connection is established dramatically in the structure of the encounter between the 
pilgrim and the soul of Guido, by inserting the monologue about the tyrants of Romagna into a 
drawn out process of soul identification. Given that Guido was so famous, the process of soul 
identification begins before the pilgrim’s monologue, when the burning soul identifies its 
birthplace as Montefeltro in Inf. 27, 29-30, but arguably sooner, because of its placement in the 
same bolgia as Ulisse and the reference to Italy in verses 26-27. 
 
                                                                                                 
170  “Ordinem  fratrum  Minorum  diligebat,  non  solum  quia  aliquos  propinquos  habebat  in  eo,  verum  etiam  
quia  beatus  Franciscus  eum  de  multis  periculis  liberaverat  et  de  compedibus  et  carcere  domini  Malateste”  
in  Salimbene,  2007,  paragraph  757  p.1442  or  paragraph  2449,  p.1443.  The  Montefeltro  clan  had  a  
relationship  with  Franciscanism  that  went  back  to  Francis  of  Assisi.  In  1213,    Montefeltrano  II  (Guido’s  
father)  was  in  his  early  twenties,  and  was  officially  knighted  at  an  event  attended  by  Francis  of  Assisi,  
where,  according  to  the  Fioretti  di  San  Francesco  [The  little  Flowers  of  St  Francis  is  a  florilegium  on  the  
life  of  Francis  written  in  the  late  14th  century]  the  saint  gave  a  memorable  oration.  The  passage  from  The  
Little  Flowers  is  the  following:  “As  to  the  first  consideration,  it  must  be  known  that,  in  1224,  St.  Francis,  
being  then  forty-­three  years  old,  was  inspired  of  God  to  depart  from  the  Val  di  Spoleto  and  to  go  into  
Romagna,  with  Friar  Leo  his  companion;;  and  as  he  went,  he  passed  at  the  foot  of  the  Castello  di  
Montefeltro;;  in  the  which  town  there  was  then  being  held  a  great  banquet  and  festival  for  the  knighting  of  
one  of  those  Counts  of  Montefeltro;;  and  St.  Francis,  hearing  of  this  festival,  and  that  many  gentlefolk  were  
gathered  there  from  divers  lands,  said  unto  Friar  Leo:  ‘Let  us  go  up  thither  unto  this  feast,  since  by  God's  
help  we  shall  gather  some  good  spiritual  fruit’”  in  The  Little  Flowers  of  St.  Francis,  tr.  by  W.  Heywood,  
[1906],  at  sacred-­texts.com.  (The  event  is  cited  in  Franceschini).  During  the  papal  vacancy  in  1242,  
Bishop  Ugolino  da  Montefeltro,  Montefeltrano  II’s    brother  and  Guido’s  paternal  uncle,  repeatedly  
described  by  Franceschini  as  a  “fiero  ghibellino  and  devotissimo  del  Serafico”  [proud  ghibelline  and  
devout  follower  of  Saint  Francis],  consecrated  the  monastery  and  church  of  Sant’Igne  to  Saint  Francis.  
See  Franceschini,  Gino,  I  Montefeltro  nei  primi  due  secoli  della  loro  storia:  1150-­1350.  Sansepolcro:  
Istituto  professionale  di  Stato  per  l'industria  e  l'artigianato,  1963,  p.  22-­23.  
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B.   The connection between Guido and the signori of Romagna 
 
The encounter with Guido da Montefeltro is thirty five verses longer than the encounter 
with Ulisse and Diomede, and structurally more complex. It includes twelve verses in direct 
discourse addressed by the (as yet) unidentified soul of Guido to Virgilio, containing information 
which may or may not have been enough for readers to guess the identity of the soul (Inf. 27, 4-
30). This is followed by a description of the travellers’ reactions (Inf. 27, 31-5), and a monologue 
delivered by the pilgrim to the sinner about the cities of Romagna. The monologue ends with a 
request for the soul to disclose its identity (Inf. 27, 36-57). One terzina is then devoted to the 
soul’s apparent reaction (Inf. 27, 58-60). The soul’s response is given ‘without fear of facing 
infamy’ (Inf. 27, 66) and involves a self characterization as ‘a man of arms’ who later became a 
Franciscan friar (Inf. 27, 67), believing that in so doing he could ‘make amends’ (Inf. 27, 68) . 
The soul of Guido then narrates how he was solicited by Boniface VIII to provide tactical advice 
and was eventually dragged to hell by a scholastically trained devil, despite an attempt to save 
him by the soul of saint Francis (Inf. 27, 61-132). 
 The process of soul identification extends from Guido’s question to Virgilio (verses 19-
30) to Guido’s response to the pilgrim (beginning in verse 67). Although the pilgrim remains 
apparently unsuspecting of the identity of his interlocutor until Guido’s response, there are 
sufficient clues embedded in the verse for a contemporary reader to recognize Guido as early as 
verses 19-30, when the soul addresses Virgilio. Notably, the soul’s question to Virgilio includes 
a precise reference to Guido’s place of origin, Montefeltro: d’i monti là intra Orbino e ’l giogo di 
che Tever si diserra [the hills between Urbino and the ridge where Tiber springs] (Inf. 27, 29-
30).  
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 The pilgrim’s response alludes to one of Guido’s military victories (Inf. 27, 43-4) and to 
Cesena, a city that had been governed by Guido’s cousin Galasso until 1300 and by Guido’s son 
Federico until 1301 (Inf. 27, 52-4).171 The pilgrim ultimately asks for the soul’s identity in Inf. 
27, 55, and in doing so refers to a man’s name enduring in the world: se ’l nome tuo nel mondo 
tegna fronte [that in the world your name may still endure] (Inf. 27, 57). The word mondo 
[world] echoes the epithet for Guido da Montefeltro used by Dino Compagni: di cui graziosa 
fama volò per tutto il mondo [of whom the gracious fame flew across the whole world]. Finally, 
the pilgrim uses the homonym conte, placed emphatically at the end of Inf. 27, 55: Ora chi se’, ti 
priego che ne conte [And now, I pray you, tell me who you are]. The word conte is both the 
imperative of the verb ‘to tell’ and the title of ‘count’, and Inf. 27, 55 is therefore a potential  
instance of word play, because Guido was often referred to as conte Guido: Salimbene de Adam 
refers to him as comitis Guidonis [count Guido] and the author known as Pseudo-Brunetto refers 
to him as Guido conte di Montefeltro in his late thirteenth century chronicle .  
 I believe that the key to interpreting the dramatic connection between Guido and the 
pilgrim’s response is his placement in the same bolgia as Ulisse, which constructs Guido as a 
legendary military strategist, and a potential Ovidian intertext that suggests specifically the 
extension of responsibility from warriors to military advisors. 
 
C.   A bolgia of military strategists: ergo opera illius mea sunt 
 
                                                                                                 
171  Cesena  was  described  by  Franceschini  as  “la  capitale  in  cui  s’accentra  la  signoria  montefeltresca  in  
Romagna  [the  capital  of  Montefeltro  rule  in  Romagna]  (Franceschini,  1963,  p.  95).  
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The placement of Guido in the same bolgia as Ulisse not only constructs Guido as a 
military strategist (a notion not incompatible with the traditional vision of this bolgia as the place 
for fraudulent advisors), but it also suggests, on the basis of an Ovidian intertext (the first story 
of book XIII of the Metamorphoses), the extension of responsibility from the signori of 
Romagna to Guido. In this section I argue that Guido is not merely an Italian/Latin Ulisse, he is 
also an Ovidian Ulisse. 
 The conception of the eighth bolgia as a place for military strategists reflects the analysis 
of the author of the Ottimo Commento, widely held to be one of the most perceptive of Dante’s 
early commentators. In 1333, he described the souls of the eighth bolgia as ‘those who by the 
trick of ambush caused injury’ - with the word ingiuria [injury or insult or injustice] echoing 
Inferno 11, 22-23: D’ogne malizia, ch’odio in cielo acquista, / ingiuria è ’l fine [of every malice 
that earns hate in Heaven, / injustice is the end]. 
 The deeds described by Virgilio in Inf. 26, 58-63 as the basis of Ulisse and Diomede’s 
damnation, namely the deception of the Trojan horse, the persuasion of Achille (and consequent 
grief of Deidamia), and the theft of the Palladium, are all related to their actions as warriors. The 
flaming soul to whom the pilgrim addresses his discourse on the so-called tyrants of Romagna is 
known to share the same punishment as Ulisse and Diomede. The reader can thus infer that the 
new soul’s sins were comparable to those described by Virgilio in Inf. 26, 58-63, which were all 
connected to warfare and deception.  
All of them are cited by Ovid in the first story of Book XIII of the Metamorphoses. The 
story, known as the Judgement of arms, includes a speech in which Ulysses claims to be 
unequaled in the tactics of warfare: quippe manu fortes nec sunt mihi Marte secundi, consiliis 
cessere meis [Of course they are sturdy warriors, fully my equals in battle - / but not in the tactics 
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of warfare] (XIII, 360-1). Specifically, Ovid presents Ulysses as a provider of strategic military 
advice: tu [Ajax] pugnare potes, pugnandi tempora mecum eligit Atrides [You surely can fight, 
but it’s I who advises the king when he’s choosing / the critical moment for action] (XIII, 364-5).  
 Ovid’s Ulysses unequivocally claimed responsibility for the deeds of those whom he 
persuaded to join the war (Achilles in particular): ergo opera illius mea sunt [therefore 
[Achilles’] deeds are my own] (XIII, 171). Furthermore he asserts that it was his theft of the 
Palladium that made the fall of Troy possible: Pergama tunc vici, cum vinci posse coegi 
[Pergamum fell at the instant I made it no longer invincible] (XIII, 349). It is this extension of 
responsibility from warriors to advisors, and this reference to the enabling function of military 
strategists, that Dante borrows and adapts in his representation of Guido da Montefeltro.172  
Guido’s ‘responsibility’ for the rise of multi-city signorie in Romagna, which Dante 
constructs in Inferno 27, coincides with current historiography on the years extending between 
                                                                                                 
172  P.  J  Jones  pointed  out  in  1974  that  Guido  was  responsible  for  transforming  the  Montefeltro  signoria  
from  a  local  to  a  regional  state,  extending  the  clan’s  influence  to  northern  Romagna,  to  Forli,  Cervia  and  
Cesena  for  ten  years.  In  doing  so,  Guido  showed  the  ‘potentialities  of  war-­captaincy,  and  the  instinct  of  
signorie  to  expand’.  It  is  possible  to  interpret  the  connection  Dante  constructs  between  Guido  and  the  
signori  of  Romagna  on  the  basis  that  Guido  was  the  first  to  create  a  short  lived  regional  state  in  
Romagna,  making  him  into  a  second  Ezzelino  of  sorts.  However,  Montefeltro  historian  Franceschini  
describes  how  the  Montefeltro  clan  constructed  a  regional  state  over  several  generations,  and  Guido  was  
only  responsible  for  extending  this  state  into  Romagna.  For  instance  Frederick  II  officially  tasked  
Buonconte  (I),  Guido’s  grandfather,  with  bringing  about  the  pacification  of  Umbria  (in  particular  the  conflict  
between  Città  di  Castello  and  Gubbio)  in  a  document  written  by  Pier  delle  Vigne,  signed  in  the  cathedral  
of  Foligno  on  February  9th,  1240  and  circulated  to  the  major  cities  in  Umbria.  Buonconte  (I)  became  
podestà  (for  the  second  time,  the  first  time  had  been  in  1231)  “con  poteri  straordinari”  [with  extended  
powers],  writes  Franceschini,  “prottratisi  anche  negli  anni  successivi”  [continued  in  the  following  years]  -­  in  
a  regime  that  he  characterizes  as  a  “signoria  larvata”  [a  veiled  signoria].  Furthermore,  the  perception  of  
Guido  as  the  first  Montefeltro  to  secure  a  regional  state  does  not  account  for  the  representation  of  Guido  
as  an  advisor  (despite  an  apparent  retirement)  which  Dante  creates  by  placing  Guido  alongside  Ulisse  
and  more  explicitly  in  the  second  half  of  the  canto,  nor  for  the  specificity  of  Guido’s  question  if  interpreted  
within  the  timeframe  of  the  poem  (Guido  died  in  1298  and  the  fictional  date  of  the  encounter  is  1300),  nor  
for  Guido’s  place  in  contemporary  historiography  as  a  man  whose  influence  went  far  beyond  Romagna  
(Dante  fought  Guido’s  men  at  Caprona  in  a  war  against  Pisa).  The  perception  of  Guido  among  the  
citizens  of  the  cities  he  ruled  was  not  one  of  a  foreign  conqueror  but  of  a  leader-­ally  entrusted  with  
defence  -­  as  can  be  seen  in  the  1277  sirventese  (to  which  I  will  return),  in  which  the  author  challenges  
Guido  to  return  from  Montefeltro  and  defend  Forli  in  its  time  of  need:  Fol  no  stia  in  statu  /  ched  alui  e  nula  
Feltro!  /  En  levor(e)  s'è  avançatu  /  el  leone  asali  'l(u)  veltro?  /  Ch'e  paragunato  /  s'è  loro  o  [lo]  peltru  /  Del  
sapere  [Let  him  not  stupidly  remain  in  his  state,  because  Montefeltro  is  nothing  to  him:  or  perhaps  has  the  
lion  that  killed  the  hound  turned  into  a  rabbit?].  
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Guido’s second religious retirement in 1296 and the date of the pilgrim’s fictional journey in 
1300. Indeed, Guido died in the middle of a military resurgence of the Ghibelline league which 
in turn allowed both Guido’s surviving allies and enemies to extend their signorie to multiple 
cities: Maghinardo da Susinnana extended his control from Faenza to Imola and Galasso da 
Montefeltro extended his own in and around Cesena. Guido’s advice directly opened the way for 
the expansionism of signori like Guido da Polenta, Scarpetta degli Ordelaffi, Malatesta da 
Verucchio and Maghinardo dei Pagani da Susinana, because their expansionism took the 
appearance of a Guelf-Ghibelline conflict and an anti-Bologna campaign. 
In the following section I will consider the pre-existing theory regarding the precise 
historical context of Guido’s question to Virgilio at Inf. 27, 28: dimmi se Romagnuoli han pace o 
guerra [do tell me if the Romagnoles have peace/or war], before presenting a case for a different 
context - one that is consistent with the discourse on expansionism which I uncover in Inferno 12 
and explains the inaccuracy and potential omission in the catalogue of ‘tyrants’ of Inf. 27, 36-54. 
 
D.   The relevant historical context of Guido’s question in Inf. 27, 28 
 
dimmi se Romagnuoli han pace o guerra 
[do tell me if the Romagnoles have peace 
  or war] 
(Inf. 27, 28) 
 
The staging of Inferno 27, with its connection between Guido and the warmongering 
‘tyrants’ of Romagna amounts to a reading of recent Romagnol history (and of Guido’s role in it) 
that coincides with recent historiography. Guido’s role in the expansionism of Romagnol signori 
was apparent to historians in the 1960s and entered the exegetical tradition in 2000 but cannot be 
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found in the pre-Dantean record on Guido.173 The discourse about local power of Inferno 27 is 
fully consistent with the position expressed in Inferno 12: the expansionism of dynastic signorie 
in pursuit of regional states is perceived as a threat because it spreads the devastation of war. In 
Dante’s reading, the signori themselves are responsible regardless of partisan affiliation, and 
Guido da Montefeltro in particular is condemned for his personal role in the resurgence of 
militancy in the Romagna during his second religious retirement, because it created the necessary 
conditions for the expansion of these dynastic signorie. 
Dante’s representation of an enduring curiosity about the political affairs of Romagna is 
consistent with a skeptical interpretation of Guido’s second and final entrance into the Order of 
Friars Minor. Guido’s question appears in Inf. 27, 28: dimmi se Romagnuoli han pace o guerra 
[do tell me if the Romagnoles have peace/ or war]. Regardless of Boniface VIII’s war on the 
Colonna family and Guido da Montefeltro’s possible involvement in it, Guido’s eagerness to 
obtain the latest news from Romagna is incompatible with sincere religious seclusion, which 
involved a disengagement from political affairs. Arnaldi noted that Guido is expressing in Inf. 
27, 28 a “purely political” interest in the affairs of Romagna, rather than a concern for the 
welfare of the people affected by war. I generally agree with this view, nonetheless I note that 
the ambiguity creates an observable contrast between Dante’s Guido and Dante’s representations 
of other signori, not only those mentioned in Inferno 27, but also elsewhere, e.g. the 
characterization of Maghinardo dei Pagani di Susinana as a demon in Purg. 14, 118.174  
                                                                                                 
173  See  Barolini,  2000:  “There  is,  to  my  knowledge,  no  reading  of  Dante's  Guido  da  Montefeltro  that  takes  
into  account  his  crucial  role  in  a  historical  process  that  Dante  deplored:  of  Guido's  impact  on  Romagna,  
Jones  writes  that  the  "transformation  of  local  into  regional  signoria  was  mainly  the  work  of  one  man."”.  
  
174  The  difference  in  connotation,  small  but  noticeable,  between  asking  about  Romagna  and  asking  about  
the  people  of  Romagna  must  not,  in  my  opinion  be  overlooked  entirely  because  the  two  military  
expeditions  that  Dante  claims  to  have  taken  part  in,  namely  the  battle  of  Campaldino  and  the  siege  of  the  
fortress  of  Caprona  (Inf.    21,  94-­96),  both  involve  an  encounter  between  Dante  and  adversaries  whose  
strategies  were  directly  informed  by  Guido.  In  the  case  of  Campaldino  Guido’s  son  Buonconte  
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Guido’s continuing involvement in political life even during his second religious 
retirement is supported by external evidence, since one Frate Elemosina reported on constant 
requests for advice from Guido’s amicos antiquos [old friends].175 Historian Girolamo Arnaldi 
considered the report to be trustworthy. On this basis, I believe that the question is more than a 
dramatic representation of Guido’s religious insincerity, but a pointed historical reference, one 
with the potential to unlock the connection between Guido and the expansionist signori of 
Romagna. 
As I alluded to above, the sincerity of Guido da Montefeltro’s two religious retirements 
was a matter of speculation. As many have noted, Dante took different positions on it in 
Convivio and Inferno 27. There had already been some skepticism at the time of Guido’s first 
retirement, since Salimbene de Adam recorded the hostility of other friars towards Guido in his 
chronicle. Salimbene was well informed of Guido’s military exploits, but also mentions rumours 
of Guido’s ruthlessness: he reported that Guido was signore of Forlì at a time of ‘vigorous 
warfare’ (valide guerra) and that the city of Senigallia was given to Guido by treason (Senigallia 
prodita et data fuit comiti Guidoni), a city in which he occidit et occidi fecit mille quingentas 
personas, ut dicebatur [reportedly murdered or ordered the murder of fifteen hundred people].176  
                                                                                                 
(represented  in  Purg.  5,  85-­129)  was  a  high-­ranking  commander.  In  the  case  of  Caprona,  the  Pisan  
troops  who  defended  Caprona,  and  to  whom  Dante  compares  himself  in  Inferno  21,  94-­6,  were  acting  on  
Guido’s  orders.  We  might  speculate  that  given  these  experiences,  Dante  may  have  had  an  opinion  about  
Guido’s  value  for  human  life  with  respect  to  territory,  which  is  at  the  heart  of  the  small  but  striking  
difference  in  connotation  between  asking  about  Romagna  and  asking  about  the  Romagnuoli.  Arnaldi  
mentioned  this  in  his  essay  but  found  it  to  be  irrelevant  to  his  argument:  “Anche  se  priva  di  rilievo  ai  fini  
del  discorso  che  stiamo  facendo,  perché  ininfluente  sul  giudizio  di  Dante  nei  confronti  di  Guido,  c’è  da  
annotare  la  curiosa  coincidenza  per  cui,  nello  stesso  anno  1289,  nel  corso  delle  due  uniche  spedizioni  
militari  cui,  in  vita  sua,  dovette  molto  probabilmente  prendere  parte,  il  poeta  si  trovò  di  fronte,  a  
Campaldino,  il  figlio  di  Guido,  Bonconte,  e,  all’assedio  di  Caprona,  un  castello  del  Valdarno  conteso  fra  
guelfi  e  ghibellini  toscani,  se  non  proprio  Guido,  certo  i  fanti  pisani  che  l’avevano  poco  prima  occupato,  
combattendo  ai  suoi  ordini”  in  Arnaldi,  1995,  p.  359.  
  
175  See  footnote  177.  
  
176  Salimbene,  2007,  paragraph  1742  p.1026  and  paragraph  741  p.1414.  
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Salimbene appears to have believed in the sincerity of Guido’s first religious retirement 
in Asti, and reports that many admired Guido because quia modo sapienter et humiliter 
obediebat Ecclesie [he obeyed the church wisely and with humility].177 Salimbene describes 
Guido as a homo nobilis et sensatus et discretus et morigeratus, liberalis et curialis et largus, 
strenuus miles et probus in armis et doctus ad bellum [‘noble, passionate, discreet, fair-minded, 
generous, courtly and open-minded, a valorous warrior and an expert of warfare’] and, crucially 
perhaps, as a man who ordinem fratrum Minorum diligebat [was good to the Order of Friars 
Minor’].178  
Yet Guido also divided the friars, some of whom apparently did not subscribe to 
Salimbene’s opinion. Salimbene alludes to ‘certain fools in the order’ who ‘gravely offended 
Guido several times’ (et tamen a quibusdam stultis ex Ordine fratrum Minorum pluries graviter 
fuit offensus). It did not raise Salimbene’s suspicions that in Asti, Guido had an ‘appropriate 
company and family, because many people continued to help him’ (hic civitas Astensi habuit 
decentem societatem atque familiam, eo quod multi sibi manum adiutricem porrigere non 
cessabat). Less than a year after Salimbene wrote his chronicle, Guido left Asti and sailed to 
Pisa, returning to public life as signore of Pisa and leader of the Ghibellines on the western front. 
He would not retire again for almost a decade, just a couple of years before breathing his last at 
either Assisi or Ancona. 
Guido was repeatedly solicited for advice during his second retirement. In 1330-6, one 
Franciscan friar known as Frate Elemosina, apparently in response to Inferno 27, reports that in 
                                                                                                 
  
177  Salimbene  reports  that  Guido  was  admired  by  all:  “quiet  modo  sapienter  et  humiliter  obediebat  
Ecclesie  [for  the  wise  and  humble  way  he  obeyed  the  church]”.  
  
178  The  following  three  quotations  are  from  Salimbene,  2007,  paragraph  756-­7  p.1442.  
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his second and final religious retirement, Guido was getting ready to move to the Holy Land 
when he died.179 According to Elemosina, Guido wanted to escape the constant requests for 
advice brought to him by various parties embroiled in conflicts. According to the friar, Guido 
neither wanted to act against his conscience, nor did he wish to disappoint his old friends. 
Elemosina believed in the sincerity of Guido’s religious retirement, while recording nonetheless 
that Guido did not wish to reject the requests of his old friends.180Given that Elemosina appears 
keen to exculpate Guido from Dante’s condemnation, I agree with Arnaldi who, in 1995, found 
Elemosina’s report about post-retirement requests for advice to be, in this case, “trustworthy” 
[“fededegno”].181 
Whether or not Dante’s verse accurately reflected a historical reality or simply 
participated in a pre-established skeptical interpretation of Guido’s religious retirement, the 
question asked by the soul of Guido in Inf. 27, 28 is not a generic question about the political 
                                                                                                 
179  My  allusions  to  Elemosina  depend  entirely  on  the  interpretation  and  references  provided  by  Arnaldi,  
1995,  pp.  362-­3.  
  
180  “[F]ra  Elemosina  riferisce  come  il  decesso  del  suo  confratello  fosse  avvenuta  a  Ancona,  mentre,  col  
consenso  ministro  generale,  si  apprestava  a  transfretrare  in  Terrasanta.  Egli  voleva  infatti  sottrarsi  alle  
fastidiose  richieste  di  consigli  da  parte  di  nobili  e  popolani,  che  si  trovavano  coinvolti  in  brighe  (propter  
brigas  accidentes)  di  vario  genere.  Ciò  lo  metteva  in  seria  difficoltà,  dal  momento  che  non  voleva  dare  
consilia  nisi  bona,  agendo  contro  la  propria  coscienza  e  a  danno  del  prossimo,  né  creare  sconcerto  fra  i  
suoi  vecchi  amici:  cum  ipse  [...]  amicos  turbare  nollet  antiquos.  Di  altro  colore  rispetto  a  costoro  erano  
infatti,  ci  sembra  che  si  debba  intendere,  coloro  che  lo  infastidivano  dopo  la  conversione  con  continue  
richieste  di  pareri  mondani.  Essi  non  riuscivano  a  capacitarsi  che  quello  che  si  trovavano  di  fronte  fosse  
l’uomo  nuovo,  cui  Dante  stesso  si  era  mostrato  pronto  a  dare  credito  nel  passo  del  Convivio  che  lo  
concernava,  e  non  fosse  invece  rimasto  il  Guido  di  prima,  che  avesse  semplicemente  cambiato  casacca  
e  la  cui  rinomata  esperienza  in  fatto  di  accorgimenti  e  di  coperte  vie  (If  XXVII,  76)  potesse  essere  
finalmente  messa  al  servizio  della  buona  causa  -­  naturalmente,  la  loro.  Ma  Guido,  assicurava  fra  
Elemosina,  si  era  convertito  sul  serio  a  una  nuova  vita  e,  comunque,  si  sarebbe  guardato  bene  dal  recare  
dispiacere  ai  suoi  amici  del  tempo  che  fu”  in  Arnaldi,  1995,  p.  363.  
  
181  “L’infamia,  che  paventava,  gli  sarebbe  derivata  dalla  rivelazione  non  solo  e  non  tanto  della  colpa,  che  
l’aveva  dannato,  per  essersi  fidato  dell’assoluzione  preventiva  di  Bonifacio,  quanto  a  servire  
commettendola,  certamente  inviso  a  coloro  che  coltivavano  il  ricordo,  non,  come  fra  Elemosina,  del  pio  
cordigliero  ch’egli  era  stato  per  un  certo  tempo,  bensì  dell’invitto  combattente  che  avevano  visto  in  azione  
al  Ponte  di  S.  Procolo  e  il  giorno  della  sortita  da  Forlì  -­  quelli,  insomma,  che  sempre  fra  Elemosina,  
almeno  in  questo  caso  involontariamente  fededegno,  chiama  i  suoi  amici  antiqui”  in  Arnaldi  p.  364.  
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affairs of Romagna, but a specific enquiry about war and peace in the region between 1298 and 
1300. The fictional timeline creates additional specificity: Guido died at the end of September 
1298, and since the pilgrim’s journey is set on Good Friday of 1300, the soul of Guido is asking 
to be updated on the previous eighteen months. Moreover, we might note that the period 
coincides with the time of Dante’s political career in Florence. 
The fact that the question was remarkably pointed was noted over a century ago by 
Torraca and later repeated by Bosco-Reggio and mentioned by Arnaldi. The context ascribed by 
Torraca is the peace agreement that pacified Romagna in the spring of 1299, approximately six 
months after Guido’s death, but for which negotiations began in January 1297 (nine months 
before Guido’s death).182Arnaldi expresses some doubt as to whether the question asked by 
Guido Inf. 27, 28 should be interpreted in the light of the peace agreement of 1299, partly 
because the peace negotiations were led by well known Dante-nemesis Boniface VIII, and partly 
because the pilgrim’s response signals a further step back from the question.183 
I too find the peace agreement of April 1299 to be an implausible context for Guido’s 
question in Inf. 27, 28 but not on the grounds that it involved Boniface VIII, since a central 
assumption of my study is that Dante was capable of nuanced political analysis, which means 
that he would have been capable of considering the merits of an agreement independently of his 
                                                                                                 
182  The  task  of  pacifying  Romagna  had  been  on  the  papal  agenda  at  least  since  Celestine  V  (and  was  
temporarily  achieved  by  Nicholas  III)  -­  the  project  should  not  be  associated  uniquely  with  Boniface  VIII:  
“Intanto  in  Romagna,  nonostante  la  situazione  caotica  in  cui  era  precipitata  la  regione  verso  la  fine  del  
1294  e  i  recenti  mutamenti  al  vertice  della  Chiesa,  sia  il  rettore  sia  il  vicario  papale  restarono  in  carica  fino  
ai  primi  mesi  dell’anno  seguente,  cercando  di  riprendere  i  tentativi  intesi  a  ristabilire  un  nuovo  “modus  
vivendi”  tra  governanti  e  governati  nello  spirito  conciliante  mostrato  dai  rappresentanti  papali  sotto  
Celestino  V”  in  Vasina,  Augusto,  and  Augusto  Torre.  I  Romagnoli  fra  autonomie  cittadine  e  
accentramento  papale  nell'età  di  Dante.  Vol.  3.  LS  Olschki,  1965,  p.  249.  
  
183  “Nel  caso  che  davvero  la  domanda  di  Guido  fosse  così  circostanziata,  il  che  non  è  poi  certo  (dopotutto  
l’artefice  della  pacificazione  era  stato  l’odiato  Bonifacio  VIII),  la  risposta  di  Dante  segnerebbe  una  presa  di  
distanza  ancora  maggiore”  in  Arnaldi,  1995,  p.  344.  
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views of the various individuals involved in it. In my opinion, the relevant context would have 
been one that Dante’s first readers would be familiar with, and the precise beginning of the high-
level preliminary negotiations of the peace agreement reached in 1299 is a fact unlikely to be on 
most readers’ minds when they first experienced Inferno 27 around the year 1314. Moreover, 
such a date is itself open to some interpretation. In fact, Guido’s association with peace 
agreements of any kind is only significant to those with detailed knowledge of his actions, 
whereas even the vaguest idea of Guido would include familiarity with his military mind, which 
loomed so large over the literary and historiographical record on Guido in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. By all accounts, Guido was a man of war first and foremost.  
I argue that the relevant context is instead the political and military coalition known as 
the lega romagnola, and its activities in the final years of Guido’s life. According to historian 
Augusto Vasina, who authored the most cited history of Romagna in Dante’s time, the “most 
relevant political fact at a local level, towards the end of the thirteenth century, was perhaps the 
attempt, only partially achieved, at an overcoming of communal particularism via a more 
balanced league strategy” (“una più salda politica di lega”).184 
As alluded to above, Guido represented the Ghibellines of the Italian peninsula at the 
Imperial Diet that took place in Bavaria in 1266 to plan Corradino of Swabia’s descent into Italy. 
This implies that as early as the mid-1260s, Guido was considered a point of reference in 
Ghibelline militancy. But almost twenty years later, when Guido left Forlì, the Ghibelline 
coalition of Romagna had disappeared. Vasina describes this period in the following terms: “the 
                                                                                                 
184  The  study,  republished  in  1969,  continues  to  be  cited  by  medieval  historians.  For  instance,  this  title  
along  with  seven  other  studies  by  Vasina  are  cited  in  Maire  Vigueur,  2013.“Verso  la  fine  del  Duecento  il  
fatto  politico  più  rilevante  sul  piano  locale  fu  forse  questo  tentativo,  solo  in  parte  attuato,  di  un  
superamento  del  particolarismo  comunale  in  una  più  salda  politica  di  lega”  in  Vasina,  1965,  p.  270.  
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forces that had led the two movements [Guelf and Ghibelline] had lost most of what 
distinguished them, becoming conflated and overlapping, and sometimes interchanging in a 
series of alternating and contradictory events”.185  
But in 1296, at the time of Guido’s second religious retirement and in the last two years 
of his life, Romagna became polarized once more along the same Guelf and Ghibelline lines held 
in the early 1280s, in what was an apparent resurgence of Ghibelline military 
aggression.186Maghinardo organized an anti-papal and anti-Bologna league, the lega romagnola, 
which was soon joined by Guido’s cousin Galasso. Vasina describes this league as a political and 
military “societas”.187 The league included the communes of Cesena, Forlì and Bagnacavallo, the 
exiles of Ravenna, Rimini, Bologna and Bertinoro as well as another enemy of Bologna: the 
perpetual signore of Ferrara, Modena and Reggio, Azzo VIII. The league was able to take over 
Imola and part of its contado - leaving Bologna surrounded by her enemies. Were the members 
of the lega romagnola included among the ‘old friends’ mentioned by Elemosina, whom Guido 
was reluctant to disappoint in his final seclusion?188 The inference is consistent both with a 
                                                                                                 
185  “una  lunga  crisi,  durante  la  quale  le  forze  che  avevano  fatto  capo  ai  due  movimenti  avevano  perduto  
gran  parte  dei  loro  connotati  differenziatori,  confondendosi,  compenetrandosi  e  talora  scambiandosi  tra  
loro  le  parti  in  un  seguito  di  vicende  alterne  e  contradittorie”  in  Vasina,  1965,  p.  261.  
  
186  “Così  guelfismo  e  ghibellinismo  riemergevano  da  una  lunga  crisi,  durante  la  quale  le  forze  che  
avevano  fatto  capo  ai  due  movimenti  avevano  perduto  gran  parte  dei  loro  connotati  differenziatori,  
confondendosi,  compenetrandosi  e  talora  scambiandosi  tra  loro  le  parti  in  un  seguito  di  vicende  alterne  e  
contradittorie.  Ora  invece  la  situazione  politica  regionale  si  andava  chiarendo,  a  mano  a  mano  che  le  
forze  locali  si  allineavano  sulle  posizioni  già  tenute  sotto  il  pontificato  di  Martino  IV”  in  Vasina,  1965,  p.  
261.  
  
187  Vasina,  1965,  p.  262.  
  
188  I  note  in  passing  that  the  lega  romagnola  was  formed  at  a  meeting  in  1295  at  the  residence  of  Azzo  
VIII  d’Este  and  was  initially  called  the  “lega  amicorum”.  The  original  participants  included  Azzo  VIII  d’Este,  
Maghinardo  Pagani  da  Susinana,  Scarpetta  degli  Ordelaffi,  Galasso  da  Montefeltro,  Uguccione  della  
Faggiola,  the  exiled  Lambertazzi  of  Bologna,  and  the  Alidosa  of  Imola.  See  Spada,  Sergio.  Romagna  
1270-­1302:  i  tempi  di  Guido  da  Montefeltro  e  Maghinardo  Pagani  da  Susinana.  Società  editrice:  Il  ponte  
vecchio,  2009,  p.  165.  
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skeptical view of Guido’s religious sincerity in the final years, and with the specificity of the 
question asked by Guido’s soul in Inf. 27, 28.  
Despite a series of threats and excommunications, the political and military activities of 
the lega romagnola intensified over the following months.189 The main cities of Romagna 
resumed a movement of expansion into the contado seizing a number of strategic fortresses.190 
On October 27th 1297, eleven months before Guido’s death, the cities of the Ghibelline league 
sent representatives to Rome, deciding to submit to the arbitration of Boniface VIII (as reported 
by Torraca). The request for arbitration is an obvious diplomatic effort, nonetheless military 
confrontations did not cease. Cesena, Forli, Faenza and Imola continued to attack Bolognese 
positions, despite having lost the cooperation of Azzo VIII d’Este. Vasina describes the league at 
this time as “still quite efficient from a political and military perspective”.191 
The league continued to fulfill a function because it “concretely created new spaces for 
the tendency towards signoria: of Maghinardo in Faenza and Imola, of Galasso da Montefeltro in 
Cesena”. In Vasina’s analysis, the league functioned as a way of overcoming communal 
particularism, and this opened the way for the expansionism of signori like Guido da Polenta, 
Scarpetta degli Ordelaffi, Malatesta da Verucchio and Maghinardo dei Pagani da Susinana. For 
                                                                                                 
189  “Non  bastarono  né  le  intimazioni,  né  le  minacce,  né  le  scomuniche  unite  agli  interdetti  a  frenare  le  
forze  della  lega,  che  nei  mesi  appresso  svilupparono  un’attività  politico-­militare  veramente  intensa”  in  
Vasina,  1965,  p.  263.  
  
190  “Riprese  fra  l’altro  il  movimento  di  espansione  nel  contado  dei  principali  comuni  della  lega”  in  Vasina,  
1965,  p.263.  
  
191  “Già  il  27  ottobre  1297  le  comunità  della  nostra  regione  [...]  inviarono  i  loro  procuratori  a  Roma  per  
rimettersi  all’arbitrato  di  Bonifacio  VIII.  Ma  non  per  questo  cessarono  del  tutto  le  operazioni  militari  dei  
Romagnoli  contro  Bologna;;  esse  continuarono  con  una  certa  insistenza  anche  nel  corso  del  1298:  infatti  i  
collegati  di  Cesena,  Forli,  Faenza  ed  Imola,  assieme  ai  loro  alleati  minori,  anche  se  avevano  perduto  
l’appoggio  degli  Estensi,  costituivano  ancora  una  lega  politicamente  e  militarmente  assai  efficienti;;  guidati  
sempre  da  Maghinardo  Pagani  e  validamente  appoggiati  dal  conte  Galasso  da  Montefeltro,  che  stava  
consolidando  il  suo  potere  personale  su  Cesena”  in  Vasina,  1965,  p.  270.  
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Vasina this was “the growing reality under the appearance of a Guelf-Ghibelline conflict and an 
anti-Bologna campaign”. Vasina describes the expansionism of signori as “a tendency towards a 
concentration of power over several cities and territories in the hands of one or of a few people”. 
Another way to think of it is as an attempt to create a regional state.192 
Vasina’s reading of the role of the lega romagnola in the expansionism of signori in 
Romagna coincides with Dante’s connection between the so-called tyrants of Romagna and the 
figure of Guido da Montefeltro. The context of Guido’s role in the lega romagnola also explains 
the rhetoric of the pilgrim’s response, to which I turn in the next section. In verses 36-54, Dante 
‘updates’ the soul of Guido on the utter failure, in the end, of the lega romagnola: he shows 
Romagna overrun by Guido’s enemies, his one ally (Maghinardo) described as a man prone to 
switching sides, and the one city still under Montefeltro control at the time of Guido’s death is 
described as languishing between tyranny and freedom (Inf. 27, 51). 
 
E.   The pilgrim’s response (Inf. 27, 36-54) 
 
The content of the pilgrim’s response in Inferno 27 was historicized by Francesco 
Torraca in 1901, and by the historian Girolamo Arnaldi in 1995. Based on the information 
provided by Arnaldi, with some additions from Vasina (whom Arnaldi cites throughout his 
reading), I compiled the table below for reference. 
 
                                                                                                 
192  “La  lega  romagnola  continuava  ad  avere  validità  [...]  per  il  fatto  che  il  superamento  del  particolarismo  
comunale  manteneva  sempre  aperta  la  via  a  uno  sviluppo  politico-­istituzionale  del  mondo  cittadino  e  
regionale;;  creava  in  concreto  nuovi  spazi  liberi  per  l’affermarsi  delle  tendenze  signorili  [...].  Questa  era  la  
realtà  che  veniva  maturando  sotto  le  apparenze  del  conflitto  guelfo-­ghibellino  e  della  campagna  anti-­
bolognese;;  [...]  oltretutto  anche  all’esterno  della  solidarietà  ghibellina  non  esistevano  forze  capaci  di  
contrastare  validamente  queste  tendenze  alla  concentrazione  del  potere  si  più  città  e  terre  nelle  mani  di  
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As the table above shows, there is one inaccuracy and one possible omission (or 
approximation) in Dante’s account of the lords of Romagna in 1300: Scarpetta degli Ordelaffi’s 
rule over Forlì is anticipated by two years, and Cesena, which was lost by Guido’s cousin 
Galasso in 1300 (was later briefly ruled by Guido’s son Federico) and was ruled by Uberto 
Malatesti when Dante was writing is described as living somewhere between tyranny and 
freedom in Inf. 27, 54. The inaccuracy is deliberate in my estimation, because Dante was a 
member of the exiled White Guelfs in the same year that they elected Scarpetta as their leader, 
and Dante was therefore unlikely to be confused or misinformed about Scarpetta’s career.  
Dante was not attempting to construct an accurate record of events. Instead the pilgrim’s 
response is primarily rhetorical and its function is to provide a specific reading of the recent 
history of Romagna, a carefully crafted representation of reality designed to highlight Guido’s 
failures. While readers like Momigliano would discard the pilgrim’s response as mere chronicle, 
historians like Vasina lamented the inhibiting effect of Dante’s verse on the historiography of 
Romagna in his introduction, expressing the hope that a better understanding of this period of 
Romagna’s history might allow for a more “valid” appreciation of the Commedia.193  
 In Dante’s narrative, Romagna is overrun by Guido’s enemies. When Guido da Polenta 
(father of Francesca da Rimini of Inferno 5) took control of Ravenna with the help of Gianciotto 
Malatesta (brother of Paolo of Inferno 5), Guido da Montefeltro responded by laying siege to the 
castle of Bagnacavallo. Guido had taken control of Cervia in the late 1260s, then again after the 
battle of San Procolo in 1275 and finally surrendered it in 1283 before capitulating to pope 
Martin IV. In this context the pilgrim alludes to the Polenta eagle nesting in Ravenna (eagles 
                                                                                                 
193  See  introduction  to  Vasina,  1965.  
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defend their nests with observable aggression) and extending its wings over Cervia in Inf. 27, 40-
42: 
Ravenna sta come stata è molt’ anni: 
 l’aguglia da Polenta la si cova, 
 sì che Cervia ricuopre co’ suoi vanni 
[Ravenna stands as it has stood for years; 
  the eagle of Polenta shelters it 
  and also covers Cervia with his wings.] 
 
The same year that Guido da Polenta took control of Ravenna, there was a failed coup in 
Forli which involved an armed attack on the Palazzo del Podesta. The coup was lead by 
Guglielmo degli Ordelaffi, who, following the coup’s failure, found refuge in Florence and 
returned to Forli in October 1277 with an army of allies.194 By November Guido had captured 
Guglielmo degli Ordelaffi and many of his allies. In 1282, Forli was once more besieged by 
Guido’s enemies, who were lead by Guido’s cousin Taddeo and included the french armies 
deployed with the help of the new French pope, Martin IV. Guido was victorious once again. In 
this context, the pilgrim evokes Guido’s victory in terms that recall the butchery of the event, and 
then informs the soul of Guido that Forli is now under Ordelaffi control in Inf. 27, 43-5.195  
La terra che fé già la lunga prova 
 e di Franceschi sanguinoso mucchio, 
 sotto le branche verdi si ritrova. 
                                                                                                 
194  One  of  Guglielmo  degli  Ordelaffi’s  allies  was  Guido  Salvatico,  son  of  Ruggero  dei  conti  Guidi  di  
Dovadola,  represented  in  Inferno  16.  Ranieri  da  Calboli,  mentioned  in  Purgatorio  14,  88-­90  and  Lizio  da  
Valbona,  mentioned  in  Purgatorio  14,  97  both  declared  against  Guido  at  this  point.  The  allies  were  
unsuccessful.  Guido  Salvatico  rushed  back  to  Florence  having  absorbed  significant  losses  and  the  
Bolognese  troops  returned  to  Bologna.  
  
195  This  is  the  one  inaccuracy  of  the  pilgrim’s  response.    To  remain  both  accurate  and  consistent  with  the  
fictional  timeframe  (Good  Friday  of  1300)  Dante  would  have  had  to  mention  Maghinardo’s  short  lived  
control  of  Forli.  At  the  time  Dante  was  writing  it  had  been  under  Ordelaffi  control  for  at  least  six  years.  
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[The city that already stood long trial 
  and made a bloody heap out of the French, 
  now finds itself again beneath green paws] 
 
Rimini is a city that had a relationship with the Montefeltro clan going back several 
generations and was previously controlled by Montefeltro allies, the Parcitadi clan. In this 
context, the pilgrim states that Rimini remains in the hands of Guido’s arch-nemesis Malatesta 
da Verucchio, who is said to have ‘dealt badly’ with Montagna dei Parcitadi in Inf. 27, 46-8:196 
E ’l mastin vecchio e ’l nuovo da Verrucchio, 
 che fecer di Montagna il mal governo, 
 là dove soglion fan d’i denti succhio. 
[Both mastiffs of Verruchio, old and new, 
  who dealt so badly with Montagna, use 
  their teeth to bore where they have always gnawed] 
 
Guido’s take over of Faenza in 1274 was his first personal military victory.197 
The pilgrim states that Faenza is still “led” by Maghinardo - Guido’s ally in the lega romagnola - 
but also claims that Maghinardo’s partisan affiliations changed regularly in Inf. 27, 49-51. 
Le città di Lamone e di Santerno 
                                                                                                 
196  Montefeltrano  I  (Guido’s  grandfather)  was  a  military  commander,  and  in  the  summer  of  1181,  he  was  
elected  by  the  government  of  Rimini  to  lead  their  military  operations  against  Cesena  for  the  contested  
castle  of  Bulgaria.  According  to  Franceschini,  in  doing  so  he  ensured  Rimini’s  preeminence  along  the  
adriatic  coastline  of  Romagna:    “Il  18  agosto  di  di  quell’anno,  conducendo  “cum  episcopatu  suo”  le  milizie  
di  quei  tre  contadi  [Montefeltro,  Urbino  and  Pesaro]  in  servigio  di  Rimini,  ritoglieva  ai  Cesenati  il  castello  
di  Bulgaria  a  lungo  conteso:  ed  inserendosi  nelle  lotte  delle  città  romagnole,  lo  stesso  signore  [...]  
assicurava  col  suo  intervento  la  preminenza  di  quella  città,  che  già  si  apprestava  a  divenire,  per  la  sua  
posizione  sul  mare,  la  principale  della  Romagna  litoranea”  in  Franceschini,  Gino.  I  Montefeltro.  dall'Oglio,  
1970,  p.12.  In  1241,  Guido’s  uncle  Taddeo  was  podestà  of  Rimini.  Guido’s  cousin  (son  of  Taddeo)  
Taddeo  was  also  podestà  of  Rimini,  where,  with  the  combined  help  of  the  papal  Legate  and  his  allies  
Guido  Guerra  and  Guido  Salvatico  from  the  Conti  Guidi  di  Modigliana,  he  had  obtained  the  re-­entry  of  the  
exiled  Guelfs  and  Malatesta  da  Verucchio  in  particular.  This  was  a  blow  for  the  other  Montefeltro,  who  lost  
much  of  their  influence  in  Rimini.  It  had  devastating  consequences  for  the  Parcitadi  family  in  particular,  
and  it  paved  the  way  for  Malatesta  rule  over  Rimini.  
  
197  Faenza  was  considered  to  be  Bologna’s  outpost.  When  Guido  took  over  he  pushed  out  its  Guelf  
families,  including  the  Manfredi  (led  by  Ugolino  dei  Manfredi  di  Faenza,  also  known  as  Fra  Alberigo  and  
mentioned  in  Inferno  33)  -­  who  would  not  be  able  to  re-­enter  until  1280,  thanks  to  the  collaboration  of  
Tebaldello  dei  Zambrasi,  mentioned  for  this  specific  betrayal  of  the  Ghibelline  cause  in  Inferno  33,  123.    
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conduce il lïoncel dal nido bianco, 
 che muta parte da la state al verno 
[The cities on Lamone and Santerno 
  are led by the young lion of the white lair; 
  from summer unto winter, he shifts factions] 
 
Cesena was bitterly contested between the Montefeltro and the Malatesta. It had been 
regained by Galasso da Montefeltro in 1296 only to be lost again in 1300. Franceschini describes 
it as the “Montefeltro capital of Romagna”.198 The pilgrim omits all of this, and describes Cesena 
as wavering between states in Inf. 27, 52-4. 
E quella cu’ il Savio bagna il fianco, 
 così com’ella sie’ tra ’l piano e ’l monte 
 tra tirannia si vive e stato franco 
[That city with its side bathed by the Savio, 
  just as it lies between the plain and mountain, 
  lives somewhere between tyranny and freedom] 
  
I will conclude chapter III with an examination of the sirventese of 1277, because it is an 
example of the tradition of popular, irreverent and remarkably insightful political poetry from 
which the pilgrim’s response emerges. In my view it confirms my interpretation of Dante’s 
passage as exceptionally pointed because of its own insightfulness and timeliness. It also shows 
Dante in conversation with his contemporaries because he responds to the sirventese’s rhetoric 
specifically in several ways. In my opinion, it is an excellent example of poetic political analysis 
and helps situate Dante’s verse within this tradition. 
 
F.   The sirventese of 1277 
                                                                                                 




The sirventese of 1277 is the oldest extant literary representation of Guido da 
Montefeltro. The poem was translated into modern Italian, dated and historicized by Massèra in 
1914.199 In 1277 Dante was a twelve year old boy and Florence was engaged in a war against 
Guido. Florence had been drawn into the conflict by the Geremei faction of Bologna, and 
Florentine fighters by far outnumbered the contingents sent by the other Geremei allies.200 
Furthermore the war was largely financed by Florentine investors.  
Florence’s army was led by Guido Salvatico dei conti Guidi di Dovadola, described in 
Inf. 16, 34-9 as a man who, in sua vita / fece col senno assai e con la spada [in life / his sword 
and his good sense accomplished much].201 In 1277, the war was not going well for Florence and 
the other Geremei allies. Two years earlier in 1275, Guido had defeated the Bolognese at San 
Procolo and seized Bologna’s carroccio, a symbol of communal independence. He had extended 
his influence into the contadi of Forli and of Imola, in the direction of Bologna. Vasina 
comments that the situation was “truly critical, especially for the Bolognese who feared that from 
                                                                                                 
199  Vasina  agrees  with  the  attribution  of  this  poem  to  the  year  1277  in  Vasina  p.58  (Massera  provides  
arguments  against  alternative  dates  proposed  by  preceding  scholars,  including  Torraca).  See  Massèra,  
Aldo  Francesco.  “Il  serventese  Romagnolo  del  1277”  Archivio  Storico  Italiano,  vol.  72,  no.  1  (273),  1914,  
pp.  3–17.  (also  available  online:  www.jstor.org/stable/44457922).  
  
200  “Le  forze  guelfe  impegnate  nell’assalto  di  Forlì  assomavano  a  varie  centinaia  di  uomini,  più  di  500  
forlivesi,  1000  stipendiari  reclutati  a  Firenze  dai  Geremei  e  comandati  dal  conte  Guido  Selvatico  di  
Dovadola  e  da  Bindo  Baschiera  della  Tosa  di  Firenze;;  400  soldati  furono  invitati  dai  Bolognesi  a  
Ravenna,  600  furono  reclutati  a  Parma,  200  a  Reggio  Emilia,  200  ancora  a  Modena”  in  Vasina,  1965  p.  
57.  Vasina  cites  the  chronicler  Cantinelli.  See  Cantinelli,  Pietro,  Chronicon  a.  1228-­1306,  a  cura  di  F.  
Torraca,  in  L.A.  Muratori,  Rer.  Ital.  Script.,  XI,  Mediolani  1727,  coll.  188  s..,  XXVIII,  2,  pp.  20-­24.  
  
201  A  generation  after  Dante,  Boccaccio  would  make  the  following  claim  about  Dante’s  life:  «Egli  […]  
tornato  da  Verona  (dove  nel  primo  fuggire  a  messer  Alberto  della  Scala  [1301]  n’era  ito  dal  quale  
benignamente  n’era  stato  ricevuto),  quando  col  conte  Salvatico  in  Casentino,  quando  col  marchese  
Moruello  Malaspina  in  Lunigiana,  quando  con  quelli  della  Faggiuola  ne’  monti  vicini  a  Urbino  […]  onorato  
si  stette»    in  Boccaccio,  Trattatello  in  laude  di  Dante.  Ed.  P.  G.  Ricci.  In  Boccaccio,  Giovanni,  Vittore  
Branca,  Antonio  E.  Quaglio,Tutte  le  opere  di  Giovanni  Boccaccio,  Milano:  Mondadori,  1964.  
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one day to the next, their city could be occupied by Ghibelline troops led by Guido”.202 The 
Florentine troops led by Guido Salvatico dei conti Guidi di Dovadola crossed the mountains 
together with some rural signori of Romagna who had declared against Guido, including Ranieri 
da Calboli, represented in Purg. 14, 88-9 and Lizio di Valbona, mentioned in Purg. 14, 97.203 
Their plan was to take Forlì. Guido outsmarted his adversaries, who were set in flight before 
reaching their objective. According to some chroniclers, Guido Salvatico turned back without a 
fight, leaving behind provisions and precious assault weapons. The Bolognese would remain 
paralyzed for several years, as Guido extended his control into the Apennine mountains and into 
the territories of Faenza and Imola.204 
I compiled the table below on the basis of the original text and the Italian translation both 
provided by Massera in 1914 and cited by Vasina in 1969. It includes only those sections of the 
poem that help contextualize Inferno 27, 36-54, and describe the general cultural context of that 
moment. 
 
Venutu m’è in talento de contare per rima 
El novo asalimento che façunu in sta prima 
Co l’or de tradimento taglad’a surda lima,  
Ayda deo! 
The desire has come to me to narrate in verse the 
new assault they will do as soon as possible with 
the gold of betrayal duly distributed,  
God help! 
                                                                                                 
202  “La  situazione  si  faceva  veramente  critica,  soprattutto  per  i  Bolognesi  i  quali  potevano  ben  temere  che  
la  loro  città  venisse  investita  da  un  momento  all’altro  direttamente  dalle  forze  ghibelline  condotte  da  
Guido”  in  Vasina,  1965,  p.  56.  
203  See  Vasina,  1965,  p.  57.  
  
204  “Un  nuovo  successo,  militare  si  aggiungeva  così  a  quello  di  S.  Procolo:  i  Bolognesi  si  trovavano  
praticamente  costretti  all’immobilità  sul  fronte  romagnolo  e  in  tale  condizione  sarebbero  rimasti  ancora  
per  anni,  senza  riuscire  a  condurre  verso  oriente  una  valida  azione  offensiva.  Guido  da  Montefeltro  
invece,  sullo  slancio  del  nuovo  successo,  riuscì  ad  estendere  ulteriormente  il  suo  controllo  nella  zona  
appenninica,  debellandovi  alcuni  signorotti,  condusse  inoltre  e  fece  condurre  operazioni  di  disturbo,  di  
distruzione  o  di  conquista  di  vari  castelli  del  Faentino  e  dell’Imolese  “  in  Vasina,  1965,  p.  57.  
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Guelfi de Bologna, mastri de la rete, 
Segnor sença vergogna secon’vui ve sapete, 
De lor terra besogna che page le monede a lor 
vecini. 
The Guelfs of Bologna, masters of intrigue,  
signori - as you know - without shame,  
want to pay the coin of their land to their 
neighbours. 
Sforçu monstran grande / remore e la paura / 
per Romagna se spande / nulla part'è segura: / 
Chè no porta girlande / che fa fortece e mura / 
Che desfà. 
They threaten with great might and the rumour 
and the terror have spread across Romagna and 
neither side is without fear, for he who builds 
fortresses and walls and tears them down does 
not wear garlands on his head. 
Chom'è usu de guerra, / chosì [or] andarà / 
Tal ne crede aquistar terra / che le perderà / 
Tutta Romagna è en erra / batagla pur serà / 
Secom'eo credo 
As it always happens in time of war, so it will go 
this time. Some, thinking of acquiring 
territory/signoria.205 will lose it. All of Romagna 
is in uproar, and in my opinion, there will be a 
battle. 
L'aquila è salita / e tornò e roinò lo nido / E 
vol esere onida / da tal che no l'ò fidu / Per 
deo, dia vita / a l'altu conte Guido / De 
Montefeltro. 
The eagle has risen into power and returned and 
ruined its nest and is about to be covered in 
blame by one whom I do not trust, may God give 
life to the noble count Guido da Montefeltro! 
Fol no stia in statu / ched alui e nula Feltro! / 
En levor(e) s'è avançatu / el leone asali 'l(u) 
veltro? / Ch'e paragunato / s'è loro o [lo] 
peltru / Del sapere 
Let him not stupidly remain in his state, because 
Montefeltro is nothing to him: or perhaps has the 
lion that killed the hound turned into a rabbit? 
 
The pilgrim’s response partakes in the same tradition we see in the sirventese, of 
assimilating signori to animals, but unlike the author of the sirventese, Dante makes no mention 
of Guelfs and Ghibellines, only to the fact that Maghinardo could switch parties regularly (che 
muta parte da la state al verno [from summer unto winter, he shifts factions] Inf. 27, 51). Both 
the author of the sirventese and Dante show an awareness that war was an opportunity for local 
signori to redistribute power and territory at a local level (Chom'è usu de guerra, / chosì [or] 
andarà / Tal ne crede aquistar terra / che le perderà). The author of the sirventese calls Guido for 
                                                                                                 
205  Massera’s  translation  is:  “e  alcuni,  che  credono  di  acquistar  signoria,  la  perderanno”  in  Massera,  1914  
p.  10.  
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help in defence against the Polenta eagle, Dante on the other hand blames Guido for the 
warmongering of Romagna’s signori, beginning with and including Guido da Polenta. The 
author of the sirventese calls Guido a lion, while Dante describes his operations as fox-like rather 
than lion-like: l’opere mie / non furon leonine, ma di volpe [my deeds were not / those of the lion 
but those of the fox] (Inf. 27, 74-5). Both the author of the sirventese and Dante represent 
Malatesta as a hound - but again, while the author of the sirventese recalls Guido’s victory over 
Malatesta, Dante recalls Malatesta da Verucchio’s victory over Guido’s allies, the Parcitadi, in 
Rimini. 
Thirty years after the composition of the sirventese when Dante composed the Inferno, it 
was apparent that the Polenta and the Malatesta had been able to dynasticize. Dante captures this 
in the minutiae of his verse: the eagle is nesting (v.41) and the hound is not one but two: the old 
and the new (v.46). In contrast, the Ordelaffi had not yet progressed to the point of 
dynasticization (and would not until 1333). From 1311 until after the first circulation of Inferno, 
Ordelaffi prospects for a dynastic regional signoria were somewhat grim because Scarpetta, his 
brother Pino and their nephew Bartolomeo were all imprisoned by the spanish vicar of Robert of 
Anjou. Maghinardo had died in 1302 without a male heir, and at his death his regional state fell 
apart. 
In conclusion, Inferno 27 is an example of the Commedia’s contribution to political 
theory because it makes an argument about the role of military expertise in the construction of 
regional hegemonies. To detect this contribution requires an isolation of what makes Dante’s 
representation of local leaders different from that of his peers and predecessors. The connection 
made by Dante between Guido da Montefeltro and the signori of Romagna is consistent with 
current historiography and shows him making use of literary antecedents (Ovid and the 
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sirventese) to make an original point about recent history. A detail-oriented examination of the 
period reveals the bias of the pilgrim’s response (as opposed to its inaccuracies or 
approximations) i.e. its targeting of Guido on the basis of his gesta, and confirms Dante’s 
concerns about the formation of multi-city signorie, concerns he shared with Brunetto Latini and 
other exiles like Riccobaldo.  
In chapter IV, I turn to Ugolino di Donoràtico in Inferno 32-33, using the same 
methodology of comparing Dante’s Ugolino to the figure constructed by other Florentines to 
show Dante’s focus on the humanitarian impact of poor leadership, his reading of Ugolino’s 
power and legacy for Pisa which in my view involves the elision of the partisan dimension in 
favor of a reading that highlights local politics, his appetite for accurate detail and finally his 
effort to impact widespread judicial practice indirectly through his manipulation of Ugolino’s 
story and directly in his invective against Pisa.206 
 
IV. The man in the tower 
 
                                                                                                 
206  I  do  not  refer  to  Ugolino  as  a  Gherardesca,  despite  the  well  established  tradition  of  doing  so  within  
Dante  Studies,  for  the  following  reason.  According  to  Maria  Luisa  Ceccarelli  Lemut,  Ugolino’s  father  
(Guelfo  di  Ottone)  and  his  cousins  Fazio  and  Neri’s  father  (Gherardo  di  Guglielmo)  were  being  called  
‘conti  di  Donoràtico’  since  the  1230s.  Both  were  connected  to  Pisa’s  first  Podestà,  Count  Tedice  -­  and  
such  was  the  primacy  of  the  Donoràtico  name  by  the  14th  century  that  chroniclers  were  also  
retrospectively  referring  to  this  Tedice  as  ‘conte  di  Donoràtico’  by  the  1300s.  The  name  ‘Gherardesca’  is  
nowhere  to  be  found  in  Dante’s  verse,  and  was  used  in  connection  to  Inferno  32-­33  for  the  first  time  by  
Jacopo  Alighieri.  Did  the  fact  that  the  current  Lord  of  Pisa  was  a  Donoràtico  impact  Jacopo,  as  he  glossed  
Dante’s  representation  of  Ugolino?  Impossible  to  say.  Regardless,  subsequent  commentators  followed  
suit.  “Dal  punto  di  vista  genealogico  è  proprio  il  gruppo  dei  conti  di  Donoràtico  quello  che  pone  i  maggiori  
problemi.  Così  si  denominarono  infatti,  negli  anni  Venti  e  Trenta  del  Duecento,  tre  nuclei  familiari,  facenti  
capo  rispettivamente  a  Guelfo  di  Ottone  -­  il  padre  del  Conte  Ugolino  -­,  a  Gherardo  di  Guglielmo  e  a  
Bonifazio.  Benché  manchi  una  precisa  documentazione  in  grado  di  chiarire  gli  esatti  rapporti  di  parentela  
e  le  ascendenze,  tutti  costoro  appaiono  connessi  con  il  conte  Tedice  VI  (VII  generazione  del  ramo  di  Ugo  
I),  il  primo  podestà  di  Pisa  alla  fine  del  XII  secolo,  che  cronisti  pisani  del  Trecento  chiamano  conte  di  
Donoràtico”  in  Mallegni,  Francesco,  and  Lemut  M.  L.  Ceccarelli.  Il  Conte  Ugolino  della  Gherardesca  tra  
antropologia  e  storia.  Pisa:  PLUS,  2003,  p.  15.  
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Inferno 32-3 is connected to Inferno 12 and 27 in a number of ways. Inferno 32-3 is 
connected to Inferno 12 through its three references to hair, to Inferno 27 through the mention of 
Romagna and Faenza and to both Inferno 12 and 27 through the word ‘infamia’ [infamy] which 
appears in Inferno 3,  Inferno 12, 27 and 33.207 While Inferno 12 focuses on ‘Lombardia’ and 
Tuscany, and Inferno 27 on the Romagna, Inferno 32-33 involves historical figures from all three 
regions: Lombardia, Romagna and Tuscany (Florence, Pisa).208  
The representation of Ugolino spans two canti (Inf. 32, 124-139 and Inf. 33, 1-90, 
including the invective against Pisa) and is the longest representation of any sinner in the poem. 
It begins in Inf. 32, 124, when the pilgrim encounters the soul of Ugolino and Ruggieri in 
Antenora. Although the scene extends into Inferno 33, the encounter with Ugolino and Ruggieri 
                                                                                                 
207  The  first  is  the  hair  of  the  Alberti  brothers  mixed  together  in  Inf.  32,  42,  the  hair  that  the  pilgrim  pulls  
out  of  the  head  of  Bocca  degli  Abati  in  Inf.  32,  97-­104,  and  the  hair  of  Ruggieri  degli  Ubaldini  on  which  
Ugolino  wipes  his  mouth  on  in  Inf.  33,  1-­3.  These  references  to  human  hair  recall  the  black  and  blond  hair  
of  Ezzelino  and  Obizzo  II  d’Este  in  Inf.  12,  109-­110.  The  region  of  Romagna  is  central  to  Inferno  27  and  is  
mentioned  in  Inf.  33,  154  in  relation  to  Fra  Alberigo,  described  as  the  peggiore  spirto  di  Romagna  [the  
foulest  spirit  of  Romagna].  Faenza  in  particular  is  mentioned  in  Inf.  27,  49-­51:  Le  città  di  Lamone  e  di  
Santerno  /  conduce  il  lïoncel  dal  nido  bianco,  /  che  muta  parte  da  la  state  al  verno.  [The  cities  on  Lamone  
and  Santerno  /  are  led  by  the  young  lion  of  the  white  lair;;  /  from  summer  unto  winter,  he  shifts  factions].  
The  two  rival  families  of  Faenza,  namely  the  Zambrasi  and  the  Manfredi  are  mentioned  through  the  
inclusion  of  Tebaldello  Zambrasi  accused  of  betraying  the  Lambertazzi  to  their  Bolognese  enemies  the  
Geremei,  and  of  Fra  Alberigo  dei  Manfredi,  accused  of  murdering  his  guests  (Faenza  is  not  mentioned  
elsewhere  in  the  Inferno).  The  word  Infamia  appears  only  three  times  in  the  Inferno,  in  Inf.  12,  12  in  
reference  to  the  minautor:  l’infamïa  di  Creti  [the  infamy  of  Crete];;  in  Inferno  27,  66  when  Guido  responds  
to  the  pilgrim’s  request  for  information  without  fear  of  infamy:  sanza  tema  d’infamia  ti  rispondo  [without  
fear  /  of  facing  infamy,  I  answer  you]  and  finally  in  Inferno  33,  8  where  Ugolino  hopes  his  words  will  bring  
infamy  to  Ruggier:  Ma  se  le  mie  parole  esser  dien  seme  /  che  frutti  infamia  al  traditor  ch’i’  rodo  [But  if  my  
words  are  seed  from  which  the  fruit  /  is  infamy  for  this  betrayer  whom  /  I  gnaw].    
  
208  There  are  nine  men  of  relevance  to  Florentine  history  (the  Alberti  brothers,  Camiscion  and  Carlin  dei  
Pazzi  del  Valdarno,  Focaccia  (potentially  a  member  of  the  Cancellieri  clan  of  Pistoia,  considered  to  be  at  
the  origin  of  the  Black-­White  division  of  the  Guelfs),  Sassol  Mascheroni  (potentially  of  the  Toschi  of  
Florence),  Bocca  degli  Abati,    Tesauro  Beccharia  (from  Pavia  but  killed  in  Florence)  and  Gianni  
Soldanieri.  Buoso  da  Duera  was  the  signore  of  Cremona  in  the  north,  in  the  times  of  Ezzelino.  Finally  
Tebaldello  Zambrasi  and  Fra  Alberigo  are  associated  with  Faenza,  Ugolino  and  Ruggieri  with  Pisa  and  
Branca  Doria  with  Genoa.  
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can easily be isolated for scrutiny.209 Dante devotes a total of ninety-three verses to the pilgrim’s 
encounter with the soul of Ugolino. The scene begins with a description of the two souls (Inf. 32, 
124-132), followed by the pilgrim’s captatio benevolentiae and request for information (Inf. 32, 
133-139), Ugolino’s response (Inf. 33, 1-78), and finally the author’s invective against Pisa (Inf. 
33, 79-90). Ugolino’s response is the longest monologue by a sinner in the Inferno. It can be 
broken into ten parts: Ugolino’s appearance as he begins to speak (Inf. 33, 1-3); Ugolino’s 
acceptance of the pilgrim’s request (Inf. 33, 4-9); the identification of both Ugolino and Ruggieri 
(Inf. 33, 5-14); an allusion to Ruggieri’s capture and murder of Ugolino, and to the cruelty of the 
latter’s death (Inf. 33, 16-21); the story of Ugolino’s dream while he was held in the tower (Inf. 
33, 22-36); Ugolino’s interaction with his children, including Anselmo’s question and their 
collective offer to serve as food for their father (Inf. 33, 37-64); the four days of silence that 
follow (Inf. 33, 65-7); Gaddo’s plea for help (Inf. 33, 68-9); the death of Ugolino’s remaining 
progeny followed by his own, including the ambiguous suggestion of cannibalism (Inf. 33, 70-5); 
and Ugolino’s return to the action of devouring Ruggieri’s head (Inf. 33, 76-8).210  
                                                                                                 
209  Because  it  begins  with,  and  is  followed  by,  comparable  verses:  Inf.  32,  124  reads:  “Noi  eravam  partiti  
già  da  ello”  [By  now  we  had  already  gone  our  way]  and  the  first  verse  of  the  following  scene,  Inf.  33,  91  
begins  with:  “Noi  passammo  oltre”  [We  now  moved  on].  
  
210  For  a  structure  that  reveals  the  full  narrative  complexity  of  the  episode,  see  how  Piero  Boitani  
deconstructs  the  episode  into  4  parts:  “1)  Primo  movimento  di  Ugolino,  che  fa  seguito  alla  sua  descrizione  
nel  canto  precedente  (XXXII,  124-­32).  È  il  momento  della  metamorfosi  del  peccatore  da  animale  in  
essere  umano.  Ugolino  sente  il  bisogno  di  pulirsi  la  bocca  prima  di  parlare,  e  lo  fa  sui  capelli  del  teschio:  
è  l’attimo  di  esatta  compenetrazione  tra  il  bruto  e  l’uomo  civile  (1-­3)  /  2)  Introduzione:  risposta  di  Ugolino  
alla  domanda  che  Dante  gli  aveva  posto  (XXXII,  133-­9);;  propositi  del  suo  discorso  (7-­9);;  identità  di  
Ugolino  e  Ruggieri  (13-­14);;  promessa  di  spiegazione  (15);;  introduzione  alla  vicenda  (historia,  16-­18)  e  
alla  fabula  (19-­21).  /  3)  Racconto  di  Ugolino  (fabula,  22-­75),  che  vedo  chiaramente  diviso  in  quattro  parti:  
a)  definizione  del  tempo  e  dello  spazio  (22-­6);;  b)  prolessi:  il  sogno  premonitore  (26-­36);;  c)  svolgimento  
centrale,  prima  fase:  agonia  (37-­54);;  d)  svolgimento  centrale,  seconda  fase:  morte  (55-­75).  /  4)  Ultimo  
movimento  di  Ugolino,  che  ritorna  alla  sua  condizione  di  animalità,  rientrando  cioè  nell’inferno  (76-­8).  
Segue  l’appendice,    cioè  l’invettiva  di  Dante  contro  Pisa  (79-­80)”  in  Boitani,  Piero.  "Ugolino  e  la  narrativa."  
Studi  Danteschi  Firenze  53  (1981):  31-­52.  
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In this section, I will survey the abundant critical response to the Ugolino episode before 
considering the Florentine representations of Ugolino that pre-date the Inferno in order to isolate 
the ways in which Dante responds to a pre-existing discourse about Ugolino. I will then argue 
that Dante evokes the humanitarian impact of poor local leadership in the narrative framing of 
Ugolino’s monologue and that he injects a political reading of Ugolino’s power and legacy into 
the narrative of Ugolino’s dream in Inf. 33, 22-36.  It has long been noted that Dante provides an 
argument against family co-responsibility by manipulating the story of Ugolino and by blaming 
Pisa for the punishment of Ugolino’s children. In the final part of the chapter, I will contextualize 
Dante’s argument by exploring the history of political clans in medieval Tuscany with a focus on 
Pisa, and finally, by highlighting the place of domestic affection in the Commedia. 
 
A.   Status quaestionis 
 
A formidable stumbling block in the process of historicizing the Ugolino episode is its 
abiding emotive force. The emotive impact of Ugolino’s monologue is perceptible in the gloss of 
Jacopo della Lana. Writing almost forty years after Ugolino’s death, Jacopo comments that — 
had anyone known of Ugolino’s situation - he would have been sent succor.211 Jacopo however 
also sensed the importance of understanding the historia behind the fabula, and invited his 
readers to consider the mutable nature of Pisan leadership, stating that ed è da sapere che Pisa ha 
mutato più volte stato e signorìa, quando in Pòpolo, quando in grandi, e quando in alcuni conti 
                                                                                                 
211  “Vero  è  che  erano  di  tanta  amistà  nella  terra,  che,  se  palese  fosse  stato  saputo  dov'elli  erano  e  in  che  
stato,  sarebbono  stati  soccorsi  e  aitati,  e  però  lo  ditto  arcivescovo  cautamente  colli  altri  convenne  fare  tal  
presa  e  incarcerazione”  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  33.13  by  Jacopo  della  Lana  Bolognese,  




[It must be known that Pisa has changed many times its state and leadership, sometimes in the 
hands of the Popolo, sometimes in that of the nobles, and sometimes of various counts].212  
Jacopo della Lana would witness the signoria over Pisa of Castruccio Castracani degli 
Antelminelli, already Lord of neighboring Lucca, which lasted less than 6 months, and was 
followed by the government of Gaddo di Donoratico’s son Fazio Novello di Donoratico (married 
to Castruccio’s daughter Bertecca) which in turn lasted until Fazio Novello’s death in 1340.  
The author of the Ottimo Commento was the first to interpret Ugolino’s dream of being a 
wolf as a reference to his tyranny: Per lo lupo e per li lupicini è significato il conte Ugolino e li 
figliuoli, però che fu tiranno [By the wolf and the wolf-cubs is signified Ugolino and his sons, 
because he was a tyrant].213 L’Ottimo was writing in 1333, during the first decade of Fazio 
Novello’s signoria. The understanding of Ugolino as a tyrant was later echoed by Benvenuto da 
Imola who glossed Inferno 33, 28-30 in the late 1370s. Considering the verses in which the soul 
of Ugolino narrates his dream of being a wolf, Benvenuto writes: Nam lupus figurat tyrannum, 
juxta illud: hi regnant qualibet urbe lupi; -e ‘i lupicini’, idest, filios comitis tyrannunculos 
simillimos patri [For the wolf represents a tyrant, because these wolves reign in every city; and 
the ‘wolf-cubs’, meaning the sons of the count, little tyrants like their father].214 In the fullness of 
time, the point disappeared from the commentary tradition. 
                                                                                                 
212  For  the  distinction  between  historia  and  fabula  see  Boitani,  1981.  Jacopo’s  reading  is  cited  from  the  
commentary  to  Inferno,  33.13  by  Jacopo  Della  Lana  Bolognese,  (Bologna,  Tipografia  Regia,  1866-­67),  as  
found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
213  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno  28-­36    by  L'Ottimo  Commento  della  Divina  Commedia  [Andrea  
Lancia].  Testo  inedito  d'un  contemporaneo  di  Dante...,  [ed.  Alessandro  Torri].  Pisa,  N.  Capurro,  1827-­
1829.  Istituto  di  Linguistica  Computazionale,  Pisa,  Italy.  Copyrighted  and  included  by  permission  of  the  
Opera  del  Vocabolario  Italiano-­CNR.  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  
https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
214  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  33.28-­30  by  Benvenuto  da  Imola,  Benevenuti  de  Rambaldis  de  
Imola  Comentum  super  Dantis  Aldigherij  Comoediam,  nunc  primum  integre  in  lucem  editum  sumptibus  
Guilielmi  Warren  Vernon,  curante  Jacobo  Philippo  Lacaita.  (Florentiae,  G.  Barbèra,  1887),  Inferno:  Kevin  
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Just a few years later, the author known as l’Anonimo Selmiano was the first to apply 
sound historical analysis to the passage. Reconstructing events exactly as modern historians do, 
he identified the connection between the defeat of Meloria, the weakness of Pisa and Ugolino’s 
signoria: Conte Ugolino fu della Casa de’ Gherardeschi da Pisa, e dipo la sconfitta che i 
Genovesi dierono a Pisani a la Meloria, Pisa venne in molta debilezza, e Conte Ugolino ne 
rimase signore [Count Ugolino was of the house of Gherardesca of Pisa, and after the defeat that 
the Genoese inflicted on the Pisans at Meloria, Pisa came to be very weak and Count Ugolino 
became her Lord].215  
Five and a half centuries later, in 1869, Francesco De Sanctis insisted on the crescendo of 
pathos throughout Inferno 32 and 33, and on the paternal tragedy of Ugolino - but neglected to 
consider the intricacies of Pisan history. He proclaimed that Ugolino was the most eloquent and 
the most modern character of the entire Commedia, and built his interpretation on the 
observation that Ugolino non è il traditore, ma il tradito [Ugolino is not the betrayer but the 
betrayed].216 This reading of Ugolino remained influential for well over a century, provoking an 
enduring debate on whether the reader should sympathize with Ugolino or instead follow the 
pilgrim’s response, which is to denounce the suffering of Ugolino’s children but not Ugolino’s 
suffering as a father.  
A century after De Sanctis, in 1970, Contini focussed on the tragic style of the episode, 
citing the letter to Cangrande and the fact that Ugolino belonged to a group of ‘lords and 
                                                                                                 
Brownlee;;  Purgatorio  and  Paradiso:  Kevin  Brownlee  and  Robert  Hollander.  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  
Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
215  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno  33,  13-­14  by  l’Anonimo  Selmiano.  Chiose  anonime  alla  prima  
Cantica  della  Divina  Commedia  di  un  contemporaneo  del  Poeta,  pubblicate...da  Francesco  Selmi....  
Torino,  Stamperia  Reale,  1865,  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.  
  
216  “Il  personaggio  più  eloquente  e  più  moderno  della  Divina  Commedia”  in  De,  Sanctis  F.  L'ugolino  di  
Dante.  Firenze:  Nuova  antologia,  1869,  p.  28.  
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magnates’ whose acts were inherently tragic according to current definitions of tragedy.217 He 
ascribes the unrealistic abnegation of Ugolino’s children in the scene to a pre-existing topos 
inserted into the episode to embellish an extreme and tragic case.218Contini did not dwell on the 
specifics of the case itself. 
As Contini made the above point, Umberto Bosco and Simonetta Saffiotti Bernardi 
surveyed the critical response to Ugolino for the Enciclopedia Dantesca. Ugolino and his 
nemesis Ruggieri were seen as representatives of the widespread urban practices of feuds and 
betrayals. However, given that Dante himself was so personally involved in the public life of his 
time and capable of expressing the most “bitter rancor” in his verse, it would be wrong, 
according to Bosco and Saffiotti Bernardi, to assume that he rejects the cruelty of civil strife as a 
whole. Instead they concluded that Dante condemned only the extreme version of civil strife, the 
one that leads men to ‘forget their humanity, that transforms them into beasts’.219Specifically, 
Bosco and Saffiotti Bernardi agreed with Raffaello Ramat in arguing that Dante condemns the 
act of extending a city’s retaliation onto the innocent progeny of its target, despite the fact that 
family co-responsibility was a widely accepted practice at the time - and this, they suggest,  may 
well have been because of Dante’s own experience of seeing the condemnation of Florence 
against him extended to his own sons.220 The same Dantean position can be detected, they point 
                                                                                                 
217  “Tieste,  ma  anche  conte  Ugolino,  appartiene  al  novero  di  quei  “reges  et  magnates”  i  cui  fatti,  sempre  
nella  definizione  di  Ugguccione,  partengono  alla  tragedia”  in  Contini,  Gianfranco,  Un’idea  di  Dante,    
Torino:  Einaudi,  1976,  p.  127.  
  
218  “Ma  se  l’eroismo  dei  figli  fosse  un  τόπος  preesistente,  inserito  e  quasi  intarsiato  come  caso-­limite  
entro  una  vicenda  proverbialmente  estrema,  somma  abnegazione  verso  somma  scelleratezza?  Tale  
sembra  essere  il  caso  [...]”    in  Contini,  Gianfranco,  Un’idea  di  Dante,    Torino:  Einaudi,  1976,  p.127.  
219  “Rifiuta  invece  una  lotta  così  esasperata  da  far  dimenticare  all'uomo  la  sua  umanità,  da  trasformarlo  in  
bestia”  in  Bosco,  Umberto.  Enciclopedia  Dantesca,  Voce:  Ugolino  della  Gherardesca,  Roma:  Istituto  della  
Enciclopedia  italiana,  1970.  
  
220  Ramat,  R.,  “Il  conte  Ugolino”.  Cultura  e  Scuola,  4(13),  p.  524.  
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out, in the encounter with Farinata in Inferno 10 where Farinata  laments the treatment of his 
descendants by an irrevocably Guelf Florence. While Farinata (whose responsibility for the 
carnage of Montaperti is the reason given by the pilgrim for the punishment of Farinata’s 
descendants) could be perceived as a victorious leader by some, Ugolino, in contrast, was a 
traitor and yet still, Dante would argue here that his descendents should have been spared.221  
One of the Enciclopedia Dantesca survey’s invaluable contributions is to move beyond 
the emotive impact of the episode and call for precision in determining exactly what aspect of 
“civic strife” might be embodied by Ugolino and Ruggieri. They identify the discrepancy 
between Dante’s account and the historical record, namely that Ugolino’s sons Gaddo and 
Uguccione, and grandsons il Brigata and Anselmuccio were grown men and not children at the 
time of incarceration, and they interpret it as a rhetorical argument against judicial family co-
responsibility. Nonetheless, they do not attend to the pre-existing record on Ugolino nor do they 
isolate Dante’s contribution to a pre-existing debate, devoting no attention to the narrative of 
Ugolino’s dream. Finally they provide no context for Dante’s argument, which they present as 
the result of personal experience.222 
A year after the first publication of Bosco and Saffiotti Bernardi’s entry on Ugolino, 
Barberi Squarotti published a close reading of Ugolino’s monologue. While not disputing the 
                                                                                                 
221  “Per  dare  maggiore  evidenza  al  problema  già  posto  in  Farinata,  D.  ne  forza  i  dati:  la  rovina  degli  Uberti  
era  dipesa  dalla  battaglia  di  Montaperti:  un  fatto  politico,  che  era  grave  colpa  per  gli  uni,  ma  dagli  altri  era  
scusato,  anzi  ammirato;;  U.  invece  era  un  traditore.  Il  poeta  dunque  vuol  dirci  che  anche  nel  caso  di  un  
colpevole,  anche  di  un  essere  abbietto  come  i  traditori  sono  per  lui  e  per  tutti,  l’innocenza  non  va  
coinvolta;;  senza  dire  che  anche  in  lui  va  rispettata  la  paternità,  nella  quale  è  la  cellula  prima  della  vita;;  e  
nel  caso  specifico  rispettare  la  paternità  significava  rispettare  l’innocenza”  in  Bosco,  Umberto.  
Enciclopedia  Dantesca.  Roma:  Istituto  della  Enciclopedia  italiana,  1970,  p.  798-­9.  
  
222  In  Bosco  and  Saffiotti  Bernardi’s  view  the  episode  is  the  moral  reaction  of  a  mature  Dante:  “  a  
l'episodio  è  la  reazione  morale  di  D.  maturo”  (in  Enciclopedia  Dantesca).  They  provide  no  account  of  
historical  events  between  Ugolino’s  death  and  Dante’s  “reaction”.  
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idea that Dante was condemning in this episode a specific characteristic of extreme urban strife, 
namely the extension of punishment to the progeny of the perpetrator, Barberi Squarotti found a 
stylistic basis for claiming that the entire speech is a rhetorical ruse in which the character of 
Ugolino instrumentalizes his own sorrow, not to represent the tragedy of a father but to compel 
the pilgrim’s pity.223 
A few years later, Salvadori Lonergan argued that the starvation that kills Ugolino is a 
reminder of Ugolino’s hunger for political power, ‘an unbridled form of cupiditas’224. In 
Lonergan’s view, a valuable framework for interpreting the episode is as a triangle, the apex of 
which is Ugolino and the base of which is formed by the surrounding encounters: Bocca degli 
Abati in Inferno 32 and Fra Alberigo in Inferno 33.225 Emilio Pasquini echoed this position in his 
own reading of Inferno 33, published in the early 1980s, pointing out that what brings all the 
traitors together is the violence of political strife - thereby diluting the specificity evoked by 
Bosco and Saffiotti Bernardi.  
                                                                                                 
223  “Stiamo  di  fronte  alla  strumentalizzazzione  del  dolore,  ed  ecco  che  allora  sarà  da  recuperare  a  
connotazione  patetica  del  termine  ‘dolore’,  ma  non  già  in  funzione  di  una  rappresentazione  estrema  della  
sofferenza  paterna,  quanto  piuttosto  dell’utilità  che  una  situazione  passionata  del  genere  si  può  trarre  per  
suscitare  affetti,  per  cattivarsi  favore,  pietà”  in  Squarotti,  G.  Bàrberi.  "L'orazione  del  conte  Ugolino."  
Lettere  italiane  23.1  (1971):  3.  This  analysis  owes  much  to  the  philological  work  of  Russo  who  argued  
that  the  word  “dolor”  held  a  different  and  less  purely  pathetic  meaning  for  Dante  than  it  does  today,  
including  a  sense  of  hatred  and  a  desire  for  vendetta.  See  Russo,  V.,  “II  dolore  del  conte  Ugolino”,  in  Atti  
del  Convegno  di  studi  su  Dante  e  la  Magna  Curia,  a  cura  del  Centro  di  Studi  filologici  e  linguistici  siciliani,  
Palermo  1967.  In  2005  Enrico  Malato  re-­examined  the  semantic  question  of  “dolor”  and,  while  
acknowledging  Russo  as  the  first  scholar  to  depart  from  the  Romantic  and  psychological  reading  of  
Ugolino,  convincingly  argued  against  Russo’s  definition.  See  Malato,  Enrico.  “La  ‘morte’  della  pietà  :  ‘E  se  
non  piangi,  di  che  pianger  suoli?’.  Lettura  del  canto  XXXIII  dell’‘Inferno.’”  Rivista  di  studi  danteschi  :  
periodico  semestrale.  GEN./GIU.,  2005:  1–68.    
  
224  Salvadori  Lonergan,  C.  “The  Contest  of  Inferno  XXXIII:  Bocca,  Ugolino,  Fra  Alberigo”  in  Nolan,  David,  
ed.  Dante  Commentaries:  Eight  Studies  of  the  Divine  Comedy.  Irish  Acad.  Press,  1977.  
  
225  Salvadori  Lonergan,  C.  “The  Contest  of  Inferno  XXXIII:  Bocca,  Ugolino,  Fra  Alberigo”  in  Nolan,  David,  
ed.  Dante  Commentaries:  Eight  Studies  of  the  Divine  Comedy.  Irish  Acad.  Press,  1977.  
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These readings pay no attention to the fact that Ugolino’s putative hunger for power was 
the result of a family tradition going back several generations and was rewarded in Ugolino’s 
case by years of de facto power: first in Sardinia and later in Pisa (not to mention Ugolino’s rural 
estates).226 Not only was Ugolino proclaimed Podestà of Pisa in 1284, but by 1287 he had this 
title confirmed for ten years, a feat as yet unachieved by any previous Pisan Podestà. 
Furthermore the first Podestà on record for Pisa in the 12th century was Ugolino’s ancestor 
Tedice della Gherardesca. 
The same year, John Freccero argued that the Ugolino episode is a “tragedy of 
interpretation” since he fails to detect the redemptive quality of his children’s words.227 Freccero 
does not exclude the political dimension of the episode, and sees it also as “a model of what civic 
life has become within a purely secular order”, making a series of assumptions about the 
contemporary political situation and about the categories through which Dante and his readers 
might have approached it. Freccero’s analysis does not explore any connection between the 
“redemptive possibilities” of the suffering children and judicial practice at the time.228 
Two years later, Cook and Herzman broadly subscribe to Freccero’s interpretation. 
Focussing on the allusion to cannibalism (a traditional topos of the critical response), they add to 
Freccero’s  isolation of the biblical undertones by pointing to the classical connotations, and 
                                                                                                 
226  In  a  Bolognese  document  about  the  inheritance  of  king  Enzo  (the  son  of  Frederick  II  who  was  held  
prisoner  in  Bologna  from  1249  until  his  death  in  1272),  Ugolino  appears  with  the  title  dominus  sexte  partis  
regni  Kallaretani.  In  1267  Pope  Clement  IV  was  unable  to  concede  the  island  of  Sardinia  to  any  of  his  
prefered  interlocutors  (Henry  of  Castille,  Charles  of  Anjou  and  James  of  Aragon)  because,  as  he  wrote  in  
a  letter,  Torres  had  been  lost  to  the  Pisans,  indicating  specifically  that  Ugolino  had  invaded  Torres  with  
Pisa’s  support.    
  
227  Freccero,  John.  "Bestial  Sign  and  Bread  of  Angels  (Inferno  32-­33)."  Yale  Italian  Studies  1.1  (1977):  
53-­66.  Freccero  is  indebted  to  Marianne  Shapiro’s  detection  of  the  christological  language  of  Dante’s  
diction  in  this  episode,  cf  Shapiro,  Marianne.  "Addendum:  Christological  Language  in  Inferno  XXXIII."  
Dante  Studies,  with  the  Annual  Report  of  the  Dante  Society  (1976):  141-­143.  
  
228  Freccero’s  footnotes  do  not  cite  any  historians.  
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place the allusion to cannibalism within the broader context of the representation of Satan. They 
point to the work of historians Herlihy, Miskimin, and Mollat and Wolff, to suggest that there is, 
as well, a historical reality behind the cannibalistic gesture. The possible allusion to a 
cannibalistic gesture in Inferno 33, 75  continued to loom large over the critical response,  and 
Cook and Herzman turn to these historians purely to demonstrate the inevitable proliferation of 
cannibalism as a result of famine and overpopulation.229  
In 1981, Piero Boitani pointed out that Barberi-Squarotti’s theory depends on what the 
intended audience knew about the story of the historical Ugolino (and that this audience was not 
only made up of chroniclers). This crucial piece of the puzzle is one which, for him, will always 
remain unknowable. I note that Boitani does not mention the pre-Dantean literary record of 
poems that mention Ugolino, sparse but invaluable, which might throw some light on the matter, 
and that according to Waley, within northern Italian and central Italian centres “the minority 
which played a politically active role would have been known to all, or at least to the other 
residents of their own region”.230 Boitani’s analysis is centered therefore on what he calls the 
fabula as opposed to the historia behind the episode, as was Emilio Pasquini’s which was 
published shortly after.231 The impossibility of assessing the historical knowledge of Dante’s 
intended audience notwithstanding, the Commedia abounds in references to contemporaries and 
                                                                                                 
229  Cook,  William  R.,  and  Ronald  B.  Herzman.  "Inferno  XXXIII:  The  Past  and  the  Present  in  Dante's  
Imagery  of  Betrayal."  Italica  (1979):  377-­383.  
  
230  See  Waley,  Daniel,  “The  Use  of  Sortition  in  Appointments  in  the  Italian  Communes”  in  Communes  and  
Despots  in  Medieval  and  Renaissance  Italy,  ed.  John  E.  Law  and  Bernadette  Paton,  2010,  p.  27.  To  be  
clear,  I  do  not  question  the  value  of  Boitani’s  examination  of  the  fabula,  I  only  suggest  that  Boitani  gave  
up  too  easily  on  the  historia.  
  
231  “Non  si  può  leggere  l’episodio  del  Conte  Ugolino  come  semplice  exploit  di  un  ‘contrapasso  
psicologico’  (che  sia  dettato  da  dolore  =  dolore  paterno  o  da  dolore  =  tristitia),  né  soltanto  come  orazione  
d’accusa  e  di  difesa.  Esso  deve  invece  essere  letto  come  esempio  di  un’arte  narrativa  complessa  e  
sfaccettata,  non  uni-­  ma  pluri-­dimensionale”  in  Boitani,  Piero.  "Ugolino  e  la  narrativa."  Studi  Danteschi  
Firenze  53  (1981):  31-­52.  
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near contemporaries, some of whom, like Francesca da Rimini, are absent altogether from the 
historical record.232 Dante could therefore choose not to indulge the potential ignorance of his 
readers, and may well have expected to be thoroughly glossed. Moreover, Ugolino’s would have 
been one of the better known stories of the poem for Dante’s first readers. 
In 1984, Hollander returned to the task of interpreting the episode in the light of its 
scriptural intertextuality: “[P]owerless to give the children the bread which they crave, [Ugolino] 
did not have the ability to offer them the spiritual bread which satisfies a more significant 
hunger. Therein lies his failure as a father”.233 Hollander’s reading does not attend to the political 
dimensions of the episode which Freccero had at least alluded to in his analysis.  
In contrast, Italian scholars believed that the historical context of the episode was  
necessary for a complete literal understanding; while at the same time De Sanctis’ influential 
reading was beginning to be questioned. Giorgio Varanini includes a detailed account of the 
known events in Ugolino’s life, based on Ceccarelli Lemut, to whose account he adds references 
to the chronicle of Pseudo-Brunetto and to Herlihy’s work on Pisa.234  However, Varanini cites 
the chronicle as a source on Ugolino and does not compare the representation in the chronicle 
with the representation in Inferno 33. While in essence adopting the seemingly unassailable De 
Sanctis reading, Varanini does accept the gains of “more recent criticism” which, for him, were 
essentially to add to the “tragedy of paternity”, the “tragedy of civil strife, rivalries and internal 
                                                                                                 
232  See  Barolini,  Teodolinda.  "Dante  and  Francesca  Da  Rimini:  Realpolitik,  Romance,  Gender."  Speculum  
(Cambridge,  Mass.).  (2000):  1-­28.  
  
233  Hollander,  Robert.  "Inferno  XXXIII,  37-­74:  Ugolino's  Importunity."  Speculum  59.3  (1984):  549-­555.  
  
234  Ceccarelli,  Lemut  M.  L.  Il  Conte  Ugolino  della  Gherardesca:  un  episodio  della  storia  di  Pisa  alla  fine  
del  Duecento  :  discorso  pronunciato  in  Pisa  Il  6  Agosto  1982.  Pisa:  Associazione  degli  amici  di  Pisa,  
1978;;  Schiaffini,  Alfredo.  Testi  Fiorentini  del  dugento  e  dei  primi  del  trecento.  Firenze:  Sansoni,  1954;;  
Herlihy,  David.  Vita  economica  e  sociale  d'una  cittá  Italiana  nel  Medioevo:  Pisa  nel  duecento.  Pisa:  Nistri-­
Lischi,  1973.  
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conflict” which he characterized as the “festering wound of civil life in the Tuscan cities in the 
13th and 14th centuries, generator of every variety of evil”.235  
In 1997, Luigi Derla contributed to the debate on Dante’s Ugolino by making a series of 
rebuttals, most prominently taking issue with the tradition of approaching the episode as a 
particular sort of tragedy. For Derla, Freccero’s interpretation is as flawed as the old Romantic 
reading of the episode, not only emphasising the martyrdom of the children but sacralizing it. 
Moreover, Derla views Ugolino as historical, but in a limited sense: “it is not therefore from 
chronicles and contemporary confabulations that Dante’s Ugolino was born, but from the 
intuition of his metaphysical significance”.236Derla’s understanding of Ugolino as a character 
that need not be historicized does not however seem to have been endorsed by later scholars.  
Three years later in 2000, Silvio Melani produced a historicized reading of the episode in 
which he turns to the available historiography to answer the following questions: “who was the 
historical figure of Ugolino della Gherardesca?”;  “how did he die?” and “why does Dante place 
his soul in Antenora?” but also discusses the standard inquiries of the critical response to 
Ugolino such as “does Dante invite the reader to be sympathetic to Ugolino?” and “does Inferno 
33, 75 imply cannibalism?”. Melani’s historical sources, although well chosen, are very few. 
They serve exclusively as a basis for discussing Dante’s motivations in placing the soul of 
                                                                                                 
235  About  Bosco’s  and  Saffiottti’s  analysis,  Varinini  writes:  “Opportunissima  messa  a  punto,  che  riconosce  
l’esegesi  del  canto  al  mirabile  saggio  del  De  Sanctis,  ancorchè  non  trascuri  -­  tutt’altro  -­  le  acquisizioni  
della  più  recente  critica,  che  insiste  sulla  necessità  di  far  conto  della  certa  intenzione  del  poeta  di  non  far  
luogo  soltanto  alla  rappresentazione  della  tragedia  della  paternità,  ma  altresì  della  tragedia  delle  
discordie  cittadine,  delle  rivalità  e  dissensioni  intestine  -­  piaga  purulenta  della  vita  civile  delle  città  toscane  
fra  Duegento  e  trecento  -­  ,  generatrici  d’ogni  sorta  di  male.”  in  Varanini,  1984.  
  
236  “In  effetti,  questo  Ugolino  è  ‘storico’,  ma  in  senso  puramente  formale,  cioè  in  quanto  protagonista  
d’una  tragedia  [...]  Non  è  dunque  dalle  cronache  e  fabulazioni  contemporanee  che  è  nato  l’Ugolino  di  
Dante,  ma  dall’intuizione  del  suo  significato  metafisico,  racchiuso  nell’immagine  sotto  cui  esso  deve  
essersi  rivelato  al  Poeta”  in  Derla,  Luigi.  “Genealogia  Di  Ugolino.”  Testo:  studi  di  teoria  e  storia  della  
letteratura  e  della  critica  18.34  (1997):  31–56,  p.  40.  
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Ugolino in Antenora. Melani eventually settles on a response that relies primarily on Dante’s 
relationship with those relatives of Ugolino’s who sought (but did not attain) revenge - and for 
him the most plausible explanation is that Dante was serving the personal interests of someone 
else.237  Since Melani, the tendency to explain Dante’s poetic choices through hypotheses based 
on assumptions regarding his character and motivations - reconstructed with limited and 
imperfect data, such as his work, correspondence and the claims of Boccaccio and Bruni - has 
affected much of the critical response to many aspects of the Commedia. 
At a conference in Pisa in 2001, Claudia Villa turned to Inferno 32-33 and sought to 
examine the connection between fabula and historia already considered by Boitani, applying the 
contemporary principles of renovatio and  traslatio. She used the correspondences between the 
Ugolino episode and the Thyestes of Seneca the Younger to show how Dante’s manipulation and 
use of the history served as a reflection on the city of Pisa and on the collective civic destiny of 
its inhabitants. This ultimate goal, she argued, informs the manipulations of history as well as the 
diction of the relevant text. According to Villa, Dante sought to rethink together the tragedy of 
the Gherardesca and of Pisa, combining them in the compact narrative of a cursed lineage.238  
Although her analysis is the result of a literary rather than a historical approach, Villa’s 
interpretation coincides with mine in so far as it attends to Dante’s manipulations of Pisan 
                                                                                                 
237  “I  parenti  di  Ugolino  certamente  desideravano  la  vendetta,  e  a  questa  erano  moralmente  obbligati  
dalla  mentalità  del  tempo,  ma  non  avevano  alcuna  possibilità  di  ottenerla.  Dante,  amico  della  figlia  di  
Ugolino,  offre  allora  a  quest’ultimo  la  possibilità  di  una  doppia  vendetta  (anche  se  il  prezzo  per  lui  è  la  
condanna  letteraria  all’Inferno”  in  Melani,  Silvio.  “Il  Canto  XXXIII  Dell’Inferno  Di  Dante.”  Settentrione,  
nuova  serie:  rivista  di  studi  italo-­finlandesi  12  (2000):  192–.  
  
238  “Le  tessere  senecane  finora  rintracciate  da  Contini  e  poi  da  Cristina  Zampese,  potrebbero  quindi  
trovare  ragione  in  una  coerente  volontà  di  ripensare  insieme  la  tragedia  di  Ugolino  e  i  destini  municipali  di  
Pisa,  collegandoli  in  una  serie  compatta  rappresentata,  come  nel  Tieste,  dal  fato  di  una  stirpe  maledetta.”  
in  Villa,  Claudia.  “Rileggere  gli  archetipi  :  la  dismisura  di  Ugolino.”  Leggere  Dante.  -­  (Memoria  del  tempo  ;;  
25).  Ravenna  :  Longo,  2003.  1–17.  
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history and approaches Inferno 32-33 as a political statement rather than an attempt to serve the 
interests of Dante’s personal acquaintances. In the analysis below I will consider the pre-existing 
Florentine representations of Ugolino to determine the areas of Dante’s representation in which 
he echoes, deviates from, or subverts the vision of his contemporaries on record. I will then 
provide context for Dante’s representational strategies including the focus on food and 
starvation, the representation of Ugolino as a Sardinian ruler and as a wolf, Dante’s inclusion of 
meticulous historical detail and the denunciation of family co-responsibility contained in the 
pilgrim’s invective against Pisa. 
 
B.   Finding Dante’s Ugolino 
 
The extant accounts of Ugolino that pre-date the Inferno are significant because they 
expose the ways in which Dante’s representation in Inferno 32-33 adds to, and deviates from, a 
pre-existing discourse.239 Guittone d’Arezzo’s representation of Ugolino and Nino in his canzone 
Magni Baroni certo e regi quasi  (written in 86-88) is relevant because of Dante’s known 
familiarity with Guittone’s work but of limited interest because it was written before Ugolino’s 
death, subject matter of Dante’s representation in Inferno 32-3. The chronicle of the anonymous 
writer known as Pseudo-Brunetto Latini is relevant because it was written after Ugolino’s death 
                                                                                                 
239  In  the  case  of  Ugolino  the  extant  contemporary  chronicles  include  three  Pisan  accounts,  one  from  
Genova  and  one  from  Lucca.  One  need  not  speculate  about  Dante’s  familiarity  with  these  texts  because  
Dante  had  a  relationship  with  two  of  Ugolino’s  direct  descendents.  Dante  represents  his  relationship  with  
Ugolino’s  grandson  and  co-­ruler  of  Pisa    (1286-­7  and  1288-­9)  Nino  Visconti  in  Purgatorio  8.  Dante’s  
professional  relationship  with  Ugolino’s  daughter  Gherardesca  di  Battifolle  is  evidenced  by  several  extant  
letters  which  he  wrote  on  her  behalf  to  the  Empress  Margaret  of  Brabant,  wife  of  Henry  VII.  The  first  
Florentine  account  included  by  Lemut  in  her  recent  work  on  Ugolino  was  written  after  Inferno:  “per  
Firenze  si  deve  invece  giungere  al  secondo  quarto  del  XIV  secolo  con  l’opera  di  Giovanni  Villani,  Nuova  
Cronica,  a  cura  di  G.  Porta,  Omegna  1991”  in  Lemut,  2003  p.136.  
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but before Inferno and because it attests to the Florentine reaction to Ugolino.240 To this I add 
three comic poems by Rustico Filippi, because like Pseudo-Brunetto they attest to the Florentine 
perspective before the circulation of Inferno. By proceeding from Guittone to Rustico, one can 
observe Dante’s manipulations more clearly.  
First Dante evokes hunger and starvation indirectly in Inferno 32, but makes no 
connection between the starvation of Pisan citizens and the starvation of Ugolino in the tower. 
Second, Dante injects the narrative of Ugolino’s dream, which I will argue is a political reading 
of Ugolino’s power  and legacy that includes allusions to precise historical data absent from the 
pre-existing literary record and no doubt the result of Dante’s privileged access to Ugolino’s 
grandson Nino and daughter Gherardesca di Batifolle, testifying to Dante’s effort to inject 
accurate detail into a pre-existing debate.241 Third, Dante makes a rhetorical argument against 
judicial family co-responsibility in his representation of Gaddo, Uguccione, il Brigata and 
Anselmuccio as innocent children and in his invective against Pisa, in which he includes an 
                                                                                                 
240  On  the  dating  of  the  chronicle  see  Ragone,  A.  Giovanni  Villani  e  i  suoi  continuatori.  La  scrittura  delle  
cronache  a  Firenze  nel  Trecento,  Roma,  ISIME,  1998  (Nuovi  studi  storici–  43).  See  alse  Faini,  Enrico.  Il  
convito  del  1216:  la  vendetta  all'origine  del  fazionalismo  Fiorentino,  2006:  “Possediamo  un’altra  ricca  
narrazione  della  vicenda,  trasmessaci  da  una  cronaca  di  autore  anonimo,  in  passato  attribuita  a  Brunetto  
Latini  e,  per  questo  motivo  nota  tra  gli  studiosi  come  cronaca  dello  pseudo  Brunetto.  La  cronaca  fu  
probabilmente  compilata  alla  fine  del  Duecento”.  We  might  note  that  Dante  has  the  soul  of  Ugolino  recall  
the  Florentine  perspective  at  the  start  of  his  monologue  in  Inf.  33,11-­15:  “ma  fiorentino  /  mi  sembri  
veramente  quand’  io  t’odo.  /  Tu  dei  saper  ch’i’  fui  conte  Ugolino,  /  e  questi  è  l’arcivescovo  Ruggieri:  /  or  ti  
dirò  perché  i  son  tal  vicino”.  
  
241  Dante  claims  a  personal  affective  bond  with  Nino  through  the  representation  of  their  fictional  
encounter  in  Purgatorio  8,  46-­84,  making  that  canto  a  crucial  intratext  to  Inferno  32-­3.  I  accept  Dante’s  
claim  as  factual  even  though  there  is  no  material  evidence  for  their  relationship  outside  the  Commedia.  I  
do  so  on  the  basis  that  Dante  also  recalls  a  memory  of  the  siege  of  Caprona  in  a  simile  in  Inferno  21,  94-­
6;;  and  Nino  was  a  protagonist  of  this  siege,  a  circumstance  that  places  Nino  and  Dante  in  the  same  place  
at  the  same  time.  Furthermore  both  men  appear  to  have  been  the  same  age  and  there  is  evidence  to  
suggest  that  there  was  a  tradition  of  poetic  appreciation  among  the  Visconti.  See  Davidsohn  (Davidsohn,  
R.,  Storia  di  Firenze,  II,  Guelfi  e  ghibellini,  parte  II,  L’egemonia  Guelfa  e  la  vittoria  del  popolo,  Florence:  
Sansoni,  1957,  p.  483.  Dante’s  professional  relationship  to  Gherardesca  di  Battifolle  is  beyond  a  doubt  
since  it  is  proven  by  several  extant  letters  which  he  wrote  on  her  behalf.  
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allusion to Ugolino’s main diplomatic achievement on Pisa’s behalf (the concession of fortresses 
in an effort to break the alliance of Pisa’s enemies) in Inf. 33, 86. 
 
a.   Pseudo-Brunetto’s Ugolino 
 
Pseudo-Brunetto Latini, writing his chronicle in Florence before the circulation of 
Dante’s Inferno, includes a passage on the capture of Ugolino that is reminiscent of Paradiso 8, 
which I interpret as a sign that Dante was familiar with the chronicle. Pseudo-Brunetto reports 
that Ugolino’s mala signoria caused a popular uprising organized by Ruggieri, and provides the 
cries of the crowd in direct discourse: “In questo tenpo il conte Ugolino, esendo singnore di Pisa, 
per la mala singnoria ch’elli usava, a furore di popolo, colla forza dell’Arcivescovo delli 
Ubaldini, con grande romore gridando: - Muoia, muoia!” [At this time count Ugolino, being 
signore of Pisa, for the bad governance that he used, with the fury of the popolo and the strength 
of the Archbishop Ubaldini with great uproar shouting “May he die, may he die!”]242. Pseudo-
Brunetto follows the account of Ugolino’s capture with a mention of the simultaneous release 
from prison of Charles Martel - who is also the speaker in the corresponding passage in Paradiso 
8, 73-5, which reads: se mala segnoria, che sempre accora / li popoli suggetti, non avesse / 
mosso Palermo a gridar: “Mora, mora!” [which always hurts the heart of subject peoples, / had 
not provoked Palermo to cry out: / ‘Die! Die!’].243 We might note that Dante elides the role of 
                                                                                                 
242  Schiaffini,  1954,  p.  133.  
  
243  The  expression  “Moia  Moia”  appears  in  Dante’s  early  sonnet  Cio  che  m’incontra.  However  the  
combination  of  this  expression  and  the  other  similarities  between  the  passages  provides  a  sound  basis  
for  Dante’s  familiarity  with  the  chronicle.  The  chronicle’s  reference  to  Charles  Martel  reads:  “In  queto  
tenpo,  del  mese  di  nove[n]bre,  Carlo  Martello  fu  tratto  fuori  di  prigione,  per  fattura  e  procaccio  d’Aduardo  
nobile  re  d’Inghilterra  suo  cugino”  in  Schiaffini,  1954,  p.133.  
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the Pisan Popolo in the downfall of Ugolino and presents it instead as the result of actions taken 
by the Archbishop and of three influential Pisan clans whose names he also records: the 
Gualandi, the Sismondi and the Lanfranchi.244 
Pseudo-Brunetto mentions Nino Visconti, the Visconti of Pisa, and the Guelfs of Pisa in 
his account of Ugolino’s capture, whereas Dante disconnects Nino from his representation of 
Ugolino entirely, representing Nino separately in Purgatorio 8. Pseudo-Brunetto writes: “E 
allora Nino Iovane singnore figluolo...cacciaro fuor di Pisa colli Visconti e colli Upizzinghi e 
con tutti gli altri guelfi di Pisa” [And then the young signore Nino Visconti his grandson they 
chased out with the Visconti and Upezzinghi clans and all the other Pisan Guelfs]. Dante’s 
representation of Ugolino therefore deviates from the pre-existing Florentine report by omitting 
any reference to the political impact for Nino, his clan and for the Guelfs of Pisa. The omission 
of the partisan dimension of the episode and its impact on Nino is a deliberate authorial choice 
rather than the result of ignorance because Dante recorded his friendship with Nino in 
Purgatorio 8 and several extant letters testify to Dante’s professional relationship with 
Gherardesca di Battifolle, Ugolino’s daughter, on whose behalf Dante wrote letters to the 
Empress Margherita, wife of Henry VII. 
Pseudo-Brunetto specifically blames Guido da Montefeltro for the decision to allow the 
five prisoners to starve to death. Dante, in contrast, disconnects Guido from his account of 
                                                                                                 
244  Varanini  cites  Buti  who  interpreted  the  “cagne  magre,  studiose  e  conte”  of  Inferno  33,  31  as  symbols  
of  the  “popolo  della  città”,  and  interprets  Ugolino’s  representation  in  the  dream  as  a  wolf  as  being  
connected  to  his  switch  to  the  parte  guelfa:  “Come  le  cagne  sono  figura  del  popolo  della  città  (lo  dice  
espressamente  il  Buti)  subornato  dall’Ubaldini  contro  il  conte,  che  fiancheggia  le  grandi  famiglie  
contemporaneamente  menzionate,  il  lupo  e  i  lupacchiotti  sono  figura  di  chi  narra,  appunto  Ugolino,  e  dei  
suoi  figli  e  nipoti.  E  come  il  conte  è  simboleggiato  da  un  lupo  perché  fattosi  di  ghibellino  guelfo,  nei  cani  
che  l’inseguono  vorrano  essere  visti  i  ghibellini  dell’arcivescovo”  in  Varanini,  1984,  p.  97.  My  reasons  for  
questioning  Varanini’s  reading  here  is  that  Francesco  Buti  wrote  his  commentary  at  the  end  of  the  
fourteenth  century,  and  the  connection  between  wolves  and  Guelfs  seems  to  be  one  of  a  number  of  
possible  interpretations,  of  which  for  me  the  most  convincing  is  the  one  provided  by  l’Ottimo,  who  writes  in  
the  1330s  and  is  echoed  by  Benvenuto  da  Imola  in  the  1370s:  Nam  lupus  figurat  tyrannum.  
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Ugolino, representing him separately and in detail in Inferno 27. Pseudo-Brunetto writes: Allora 
tantosto Guido conte di Montefeltro commandò ke mai al conte Ugolino ed a’ suoi figluoli e 
nepoti fosse dato mangiare; e così morirono d’inopia fame tutti e cinque [So straightaway Guido 
count of Montefeltro ordered that Ugolino and his sons and grandsons not be served any food; 
and so all five of them died of hunger]. Pseudo-Brunetto’s perspective reflects a partisan view of 
the Pisan Popolo as sympathetic to Ghibelline leadership and of Ugolino’s signoria as an 
exceptional case that ended in tragedy.  
In contrast, Dante explores only the humanitarian impact of the event and obscures its 
partisan dimension by placing responsibility for Ugolino’s capture with Ruggieri and three local 
clans. In doing so, Dante coincides with historians Lemut and Cristiani who both warn against 
any understanding of Pisan Guelfism organized around Ugolino and the Visconti.245 Pseudo-
Brunetto’s claim that Guido da Montefeltro was responsible for the death of Ugolino and of his 
progeny is not only inconsistent with Dante’s account in Inferno 32-33, but also implausible.246  
Pisan chroniclers are divided on the matter of Ruggieri, and some viewed him as a hero. 
In any event, Ruggieri was in charge, and from the perspectives of two popes, Nicholas IV and 
later Boniface VIII, Ruggieri was responsible. Ruggieri was proclaimed Potestas rector et 
gubernator Comunis et Populi Pisanis after Ugolino’s arrest. This was a significant extension of 
the archbishop’s authority. He governed the city officially for two months, before being replaced 
                                                                                                 
245  “Dobbiamo  notare,  come  ha  ben  rilevato  Emilio  Cristiani,  che  la  pace  di  Rinonico  non  significò  né  il  
perfetto  allineamento  di  Pisa  alla  politica  guelfa  né  tantomeno  che  sia  possibile  parlare  di  un  guelfismo  
pisano,  raccolto  intorno  al  conte  Ugolino  e  ai  Visconti”  in  Lemut,  2005,  p.245.  Based  on  their  readings  of  
Pisan  events  at  this  time,  I  believe  it  is  unlikely  that  the  three  local  families  figured  as  hounds  in  Ugolino’s  
dream  represent  “i  ghebllini  dell’arcivescovo”  [the  Ghibellines  of  the  archbishop]  as  suggested  by  Varanini  
in  Varanini,  1984,  p.  97.  
  




by his vicar followed shortly by a new Podesta named Gualtieri di Brunforte, also connected to 
Ruggieri.247 Ten days after the bodies of Ugolino and his sons and grandsons were carried out of 
the tower, on April 7th, 1289, pope Nicholas IV sent a letter to Ruggieri, requesting that Ruggieri 
come to Rome. In the text of the letter, the pope reproached the archbishop for the harshness of 
Ugolino’s incarceration, described as intollerabilem immanemque [intolerable and inhuman], for 
the cibi subtractione [deprivation of food], for the severissima impietate [severe cruelty] of his 
death, for the destruction of his property, for calling Guido da Montefeltro, and for ignoring a 
previous convocation, among other grievances.248 Ruggieri did not appear in Rome to explain 
himself. Years later, he would be condemned to life in prison by Boniface VIII. Ruggieri expired 
soon after appealing the sentence. Dante remedies the fact that Ruggieri was never held 
accountable for his actions in so far as Inferno 33 affected Ruggieri’s legacy. 
Pseudo-Brunetto makes an explicit mention of Ugolino’s mismanagement of grain as the 
cause of Pisan famine and connects it with Ugolino’s own death by starvation. In contrast, Dante 
does not explicitly mention the starvation inflicted on the citizens of Pisa, at no point making a 
connection between the suffering of Pisan citizens and the suffering of Ugolino or of his family. 
                                                                                                 
247  The  type  of  power  exercised  by  Ruggieri  is  difficult  to  assess.  According  to  Cristiani,  the  government  
of  the  Pòpolo  -­  according  to  which  the  fixed-­term  offices  of  Podestà  and  of  Capitano  remain  separate  -­  
was  restored.  The  power  previously  held  by  the  elected  officers  (in  Pisa,  Anziani)  and  other  institutions  
from  the  time  before  Ugolino    -­  which  he  had  left  in  place  but  stripped  of  any  real  power  -­  returned  to  
effectively  govern  the  city:  “Il  regime  di  Pòpolo  fu  sicuramente  restaurato  nel  luglio  1288;;  da  questo  mese  
in  poi  si  ha  l’elenco  quasi  completo  dei  nomi  degli  Anziani  ed  è  cosa  probabile  che  i  poteri  degli  Anziani  e  
degli  altri  organi  popolari  (che  lo  stesso  Ugolino  aveva  lasciati  formalmente  inalterati)  ritornassero  ora  ad  
essere  più  effettivi  e  più  stabili.  È  difficile  dire  però  in  quale  misura  questo  si  verificasse,  mancando  indizi  
più  precisi”  in  Cristiani,  Emilio.  Nobiltà  e  Pòpolo  nel  comune  di  Pisa:  dalle  origini  del  Podestàriato  alla  
signoria  dei  Donoràtico.  Vol.  13.  Istituto  Italiano  per  gli  studi  storici,  1962,  p.248.  However  Ruggieri’s  title  
suggests  a  concentration  of  power  similar  to  that  of  Ugolino  and  Nino,  and  a  document  dated  April  27th  
1289,  well  after  the  appointment  of  a  new  podesta,  shows  Ruggieri  conceding  tax  exemptions  to  
Ghibelline  exiles  residing  in  Pisa  (See  Tamponi,  Michele.  Nino  Visconti  di  Gallura:  il  dantesco  giudice  nin  
gentil  tra  Pisa  e  Sardegna,  guelfi  e  ghibellini,  faide  cittadine  e  lotte  isolane.  Roma:  Viella,  2010,  p.  347.  
  
248  See  Langlois,  Ernest,  ed.  Les  registres  de  Nicolas  IV.:  Recueil  des  bulles  de  ce  pape.  Vol.  1.  E.  




Pseudo-Brunetto writes: Questo conte Ugolino fue huomo di così fatta maniera, ch’elli facea 
morire il popolo di Pisa di fame; ed al suo tenpo avendo grande abondanza di formento, fu sì 
crudele, che [vij] libre facea conperare lo staio del grano in Pisa: poi finalmente per fame morio 
con tutta sua familgla [This Count Ugolino was a man of such a type that he caused the people 
of Pisa to die of hunger and in his time, although he had a great abundance of grain was so cruel 
that a staio [unit] of grain cost seven pounds in Pisa: then finally he died of hunger with his 
whole family]’.249 I will make the case below that Dante expanded the political lessons of 
Ugolino’s signoria by ignoring the suffering of Pisan citizens and evoking instead the suffering 
of all citizens experiencing famine. Dante does this by capturing starvation in the language of 
Inferno 32, moving from allusions to food to allusions to hunger, which I interpret below as a 
focus on the humanitarian impact of poor leadership, or mala segnoria (Par. 8, 73). 
Finally, Pseudo-Brunetto reports the occurrence of cannibalism in the Gualandi tower in 
no uncertain terms:  “e quivi si trovò che ll’uno mangiò dele carni all’altro” [and therefore it so 
happened that the one consumed the flesh of the other] whereas Dante alludes to it at most only 
ambiguously in Inf. 33, 75: “Poscia, più che ’l dolor, poté ’l digiuno” [then fasting had more 
force than grief], using it instead in his representation of Ugolino and Ruggieri’s souls in 
Antenora.250 
 
b.   Guittone and Rustico’s Ugolino 
 
                                                                                                 
249  A  partial  english  translation  of  the  quote  is  provided  by  Herlihy  in  Herlihy,  David.  Pisa  in  the  Early  
Renaissance:  A  Study  of  Urban  Growth.  Port  Washington,  N.Y:  Kennikat  Press,  1973,  p.  109.  
  
250  The  report  of  Pseudo-­Brunetto  can  be  found  in  Schiaffi  ni,  A.  Testi  fiorentini  del  Dugento  e  dei  primi  
del  Trecento,  Firenze,  Sansoni,  1954,  pp.  82-­150.  This  report  is  considered  to  be  written  during  the  final  
years  of  the  13th  century:  after  Ugolino’s  death  in  1289  but  well  before  Dante’s  account  of  it.  
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 Guittone’s previously mentioned canzone Magni Baroni certo e regi quasi was written at 
the moment of Ugolino and Nino’s election. The canzone makes no mention of treason, but only 
implores the two signori of Pisa not to be like tyrants, destroyers of their lands (“non 
v’assemprate / a tiranni di lor terra struttori” [do not be like tyrants who are destroyers of their 
lands]). Guittone asks the two Signori to come to the aid of their homeland which is in great peril 
(“la città madre vostra, / in periglio mortal posta” [your mother city / is in mortal danger]). 
Dante, writing over twenty years later, makes Ugolino a traitor of homeland. In my opinion, this 
betrayal of homeland is explained by Dante in Inferno 33 in so far as he lends Ugolino a 
Sardinian accent: Ugolino betrayed his Pisan homeland, because his priority, in Dante’s reading, 
was always Sardinia. 
My claim is that the pre-Dantean literary record on Ugolino also includes three extant 
comic poems by the Florentine poet Rustico Filippi and that they are relevant to the 
interpretation of Inferno 32-33 because they suggest that the characterization of Ugolino as a 
traitor and his association with stories of starving children were already part of the literary 
record. Rustico’s work was well known to his contemporaries: Brunetto Latini dedicated a short 
poem to Rustico on the topic of friendship (Il Favolello) and Rustico’s verse is cited by 
Francesco da Barberino in the Documenti d’Amore ten years after Rustico’s death. Mario Marti, 
writing in 1956 about comic poems in Dante’s time, argued that Rustico’s poems were stylistic 
precursors of the stilnovo poems that would emerge after him, and that together with Guittone, 
Rustico was a controversial figure among Tuscan poets between the 1260s and the 
1280s.251Rustico’s poems are difficult to interpret, which perhaps explains why his work is not, 
in my observation, ever mentioned in the scholarship on Inferno 33.  
                                                                                                 
251    “Quei  sonetti  giocosi  [...]  ebbero  certamente  l’effetto  di  smuovere  le  acque  stagnanti  e  ormai  
fastidiose  della  rimeria  aulica  d’amore  prima  dell’avvento  ristoratore  e  rinnovatore  dello  Stilnovo”  in  Marti,  
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I believe that Rustico’s poems belong to the pre-Dantean literary record on Ugolino for 
the following reasons. One, “messer Ugolin/Ugolino” appears in three distinct poems, which I 
interpret as a sign that “messer Ugolino” was famous enough an individual for Rustico to bring 
him up three times in an extant opus of thirty comic poems and was therefore unlikely to be an 
obscure private citizen, irrelevant to the community. Two, Inf. 33, 10-14, implies that Florentines 
in particular are familiar with Ugolino because Ugolino identifies himself to the pilgrim 
assuming that all Florentines know him.252 Three, Ugolino, as the leader of Pisa’s exiles was 
Florence’s political ally, first in the late 1270s (which is when he and his sons Guelfo and Lotto 
waged war on Pisa) and later when he was elected signore of Pisa for ten years in 1285.253 Four, 
the content of the  poems is critical of Ugolino and involves a scene in which the poet’s 
daughters call out day and night for food, asking Or nonn-è vivo messere Ugolino? [Now is 
Messer Ugolino not alive?] - in a scene with obvious parallels in Inferno 33.254Five, Rustico, of 
Ghibelline affiliation, potentially questions “messer Ugolino”’s loyalty to party while the 
                                                                                                 
Mario.  Cultura  e  stile  nei  poeti  giocosi  del  tempo  di  Dante.-­(Pisa):  Nistri-­Lischi  (1953).  223  S.  8°.  Vol.  6.  
Nistri-­Lischi,  1953,  [p.  29];;  “Cosicché  si  può  affermare  che  Rustico  fra  il  ‘60  e  l’80  divise  con  Guittone  gli  
sdegni  e  le  simpatie  dei  poeti  di  Toscana”  in  Marti  1956,  p.30.  On  the  influence  of  Rustico  on  Dante,  Marti  
writes:  “Dante  stesso,  nelle  sue  esigenze  realistiche  avrà,  forse,  qualcosa  da  imparare  da  lui:  e,  del  resto,  
non  erano  molti  gli  analoghi  modelli  in  volgare  che  potevano  offrirsi  in  Toscana  al  suo  esame  e  al  suo  
giudizio”  See  Marti,  Mario.  Cultura  e  stile  nei  poeti  giocosi  del  tempo  di  Dante.-­(Pisa):  Nistri-­Lischi  (1953).  
223  S.  8°.  Vol.  6.  Nistri-­Lischi,  1953,  [p.48].  
  
252  Inf.  33,  10-­14  reads:  Io  non  so  chi  tu  se’  né  per  che  modo  /  venuto  se’  qua  giù;;  ma  fiorentino  /  mi  
sembri  veramente  quand’  io  t’odo  /  Tu  dei  saper  ch’i’  fui  conte  Ugolino  [I  don’t  know  who  you  are  or  in  
what  way  /  you’ve  come  down  here;;  and  yet  you  surely  seem—  /  from  what  I  hear—to  be  a  Florentine.  /  
You  are  to  know  I  was  Count  Ugolino].  
  
253  Ugolino’s  sons  Guelfo  and  Lotto  defeated  Pisan  armies  at  Bolgheri;;  Ugolino  defeated  them  at  Asciano  
and  Rinonico  and  Pisa  was  forced  to  make  concessions  to  Florence  and  Lucca  when  she  asked  for  terms  
on  June  13th,  1276.  
  
254  Ugolino  was  imprisoned  in  the  Gualandi  tower  for  ten  months,  during  which  time  it  was  plausibly  
unclear  to  most  Florentines  whether  Ugolino  was  still  alive  or  already  dead.  
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historical record on Ugolino di Donoràtico indicates that he was the originator of the Guelf 
branch of the Gherardesca family.255 
Rustico suggests that there was some polarization on the matter of Ugolino in Florence. 
Rustico refers to those who would blame Ugolino (Chi messere Ugolin biasma o riprende 
[Whoever blames or scolds messer Ugolino]) and to those who would defend him against 
accusations (chi’l ne difende [who would defend him]),  saying that the latter do not care whom 
they might offend (e poco pensa se manca od offende [he doesn’t pay much attention if he causes 
any offense]). Dante’s verse emerges at the centre of this polarization in so far as Inferno 32-33 
sparked an enduring discussion about whether readers should sympathize with Ugolino or not, 
effectively picking up in the twentieth century a controversy about the real Ugolino that took 
place in late 13th century Florence. Inferno 33 appears to have preserved the controversy, 
propelling it into the modern world. 
Dante’s accusation of treachery is consistent with Pseudo-Brunetto’s reference to 
Ugolino’s cruelty and with Rustico’s description of him as a man who would not keep his 
promises (and potentially of his disloyalty to party). Rustico’s poems on messer Ugolino are 
critical of him (consistently with the genre), specifically accusing him of a lack of “fermezza” 
[determination] and “misura” [measure] and of a failure to keep promises.256 In one of Rustico’s 
poems on messer Ugolino, he indicates that some were critical of him perché nonn-ha fermezza 
né misura / e perché sua promessa nonn-atende [for he does not have determination nor limit / 
                                                                                                 
255  Ugolino  entered  an  alliance  with  the  Tuscan  Guelfs  while  Ugolino’s  uncle  Gherardo  (with  whom  
Ugolino  fought  as  a  young  man  in  Sardinia)  was  so  loyal  to  the  Swabian  dynasty  that  he  was  decapitated  
beside  Corradino  in  Naples.    
  
256  The  poems  can  be  found  in  Rustico,  di  F.  Sonetti.  Torino:  G.  Einaudi,  1971.      
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and for he does not keep his promise].257 A failure to keep one’s promises is of course consistent 
with Dante’s accusation of treachery. 
The last two verses of Rustico’s poem refer to disloyalty to party and potentially to the 
desire for signoria. These verses of the poem are of especially difficult interpretation since the 
subject of the first verse is either Ugolino or his defenders : “Ed ama la sua parte di bon core, / se 
non ch’a punto ben no gliene cale” [And he loves his party so dearly/ except for when he 
doesn’t]. The last verse is “e ben non corre a posta di signore” which either means that [he] does 
not comply with his lord’s requests, or, less convincingly, that [he] behaves like a signore.258 
Disloyalty to party is consistent with Dante’s placement of Ugolino in Antenora, a region 
traditionally read as being reserved for traitors to party or homeland. 
Finally, one of Rustico’s partially extant poems includes the cries of starving children in 
direct discourse. It begins with the following verses: Le mie fanciulle gridan pur vivanda / e non 
fìnaro sera né matino, / e stanno tutte spesso in far domanda / “Or nonn-è vivo messere 
Ugolino? [My girls yell continuously for food / and they do not stop at night nor in the morning, 
                                                                                                 
257  My  interpretation  of  this  poem  is  based  on  the  literal  meaning  provided  by  Matteo  Pace,  Ph.D  
candidate  at  Columbia.  The  poem’s  overt  irony  was  overlooked  by  Massera  who  described  it  as  being  a  
praise  of  Ugolino  in  his  summary  of  the  poem:  “Elogia  le  virtù  di  messere  Ugolino”  in  Massèra,  Aldo  
Francesco.  Sonetti  Burleschi  E  Realistici  Dei  Primi  Due  Secoli.  Bari:  Laterza,  1920,  p.9.  In  support  of  my  
interpretation  I  provide  the  original  text  and  the  following  english  translation  with  thanks  to  the  translator  
Matteo  Pace:  Chi  messere  Ugolin  biasma  o  riprende  /  perché  nonn-­ha  fermezza  né  misura  /  e  perché  sua  
promessa  nonn-­atende,  /  nonn-­è  cortese,  ché·ll  ha  da  natura./  Ma  fa  gran  cortesia  chi’l  ne  difende,  /  ch’è  
sì  gentil  che  no  ne  mette  cura,  /  e  poco  pensa  se  manca  od  offende,  /  e  se  vuol  ben  pensar,  poco  vi  dura  
/  Ma  i’  so  bene  che,  s’e’  fosse  leale,  /  ch’egli  è  di  sì  gran  pregio  il  suo  valore  /  che  men  se  ne  poria  dir  ben  
che  male.  /  Ed  ama  la  sua  parte  di  bon  core,  /  se  non  ch’a  punto  ben  no  gliene  cale,  /  e  ben  non  corre  a  
posta  di  signore.  [Whoever  blames  or  scolds  messer  Ugolino  /  for  he  does  not  have  determination  nor  
limit  /  and  for  he  does  not  keep  his  promise,  /  they  are  not  noble,  since  he  [Ugolino?]  has  it  all  from  
Nature.  /  But  whoever  defends  him  is  very  courtly,  /  that  is  so  noble  that  he  could  not  be  bothered,/  and  
he  doesn’t  pay  much  attention  if  he  causes  any  offense,  /  and  if  he  wants  to  think  more  about  it,  he  
doesn’t  last  for  long.  /  But  I  know  too  well  that,  if  he  were  loyal,  /  that  his  worth  is  of  such  valued  quality  /  it  
would  be  less  easy  to  speak  well  than  bad  of  him.  /  And  he  loves  his  party  so  dearly,  /  except  for  when  he  
doesn’t,  /  and  he  doesn’t  follow  his  master’s  requests/  behaves  like  a  signore]  in  an  email  dated  February  
5th  2018.    
  
258  In  his  1971  critical  edition  of  the  poem,  Mengaldo  provides  both  possibilities.  
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/ and they all often ask the question: / “Isn’t messer Ugolino alive?”]. The specific context is 
obscure, and the fact that Rustico obviously had an appetite for sarcasm further complicates 
interpretation. But there are clearly starving children enquiring as to whether messer Ugolino is 
still alive. Since Ugolino spent several months in the Gualandi tower before his death, it is 
plausible that there was speculation in Florence about his immediate welfare during that time. In 
my opinion, the direct discourse of Rustico’s daughters recalls the direct discourse of Ugolino’s 
figliuoli in Inf. 33, 51, 61-63 and 69. To further appreciate Dante’s manipulation would require a 
clearer understanding of Rustico’s response to Ugolino in Le mie fanciulle gridan pur vivanda, a 
poem that is only partially extant. Nonetheless we may note that while Rustico’s poem is 
irreverent, Dante’s verse is unquestionably empathogenic. 
If we compare Inferno 32-33 to the narratives of Guittone, Pseudo-Brunetto and Rustico 
the following representational strategies emerge as potentially unique Dantean insertions. 
Although Dante does not refer to the starvation of the Pisan population, he precedes his 
representation of Ugolino in Inferno 33 with an evocation of food and then of starvation in 
Inferno 32. In the following section I will argue that in doing so Dante did not simply 
foreshadow the account of Ugolino’s starvation, but equally evoked the humanitarian impact of 
bad governance. Dante provides a narrative of Ugolino’s dream in the tower which highlights his 
Sardinian ties via the use of a regionally specific title (“donno” in Inf. 33, 28), implicates three 
Pisan clans (the Gualandi, the Sismondi and the Lanfranchi) in his capture and death, and 
mentions Lucca. I will argue in a subsequent section that the dream narrative is an exceptionally 
well informed political reading of Ugolino’s power and legacy. Finally by focussing on the 
plight of Ugolino’s children, Dante creates an empathogenic account of Ugolino’s last days and 
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follows with an invective against Pisa for her treatment of Ugolino’s progeny. I will 
contextualize Dante’s position in the final section of this study. 
 
C.   The humanitarian impact of mala signoria 
 
Dante’s evocation of food and starvation permeates the entire ninth circle (Inferno 32 to 
34). Inferno 32, 1-123 includes references to juice, teeth, frogs, mouths, lips, food fixed in 
gelatin, a man whose nickname also means a type of bread loaf (Focaccia), a man whose 
nickname also means a mouth (Bocca),  jaws, tongues, and being kept on ice.259 Once the pilgrim 
sees Ugolino and Ruggieri (as yet unidentified) the references change: Inferno 32, 124-139 
includes references to cannibalism, the way a starving man devours bread, a brain and a skull, 
and finally a tongue drying up.260 The semantic shift from food to starvation coincides with the 
first description of the unidentified souls of Ugolino and Ruggieri in Inferno 32, 124 (Ugolino is 
not named in Inferno 32). Furthermore, the vision of Ugolino gnawing on the head of Ruggieri in 
Inf. 32 and 33 is mirrored in Inferno 34, 53-69 by the vision of Satan in the act of devouring 
                                                                                                 
259  In  Inferno  32,  1-­12,  Dante  includes  a  metaphor,  in  which  his  concetto  [conception]  is  compared  to  a  
fruit  that  may  be  pressed  for  juice:  io  premerei  di  mio  concetto  il  suco  [the  juice  of  my  conception  would  
be  pressed]  (v.  4).  A  description  of  the  sound  made  by  the  chattering  of  the  sinners’  teeth  in  the  extreme  
cold  includes  the  word  denti  [teeth]  in  verse  36,  followed  in  verse  38  by  the  expression  da  bocca  [their  
mouths].  The  pilgrim’s  first  face-­to-­face  visual  impression  of  the  new  group  of  sinners  (which  occurs  in  
verse  46,  when  two  of  them  look  up  to  answer  the  pilgrim’s  standard  request  for  their  identities)  includes  
the  word  labbre  [lips]  in  verse  47.    The  sinners  are  compared  to  food  fixed  in  gelatin  (degna  più  d’esser  
fitta  in  gelatina  [more  fit  to  sit  in  gelatin]  Inf.  32,  60);;  two  sinners  whose  sobriquets  happen  to  be  Focaccia  
[bread  baked  in  a  wood  oven]  and  Bocca  [Mouth];;  the  reference  to  jaws  (mascelle)  is  in  verse  107  and  
tongues  (lingua)  in  verse  114  and  finally  in  the  euphemism  of  verse  117  which  describes  Cocytus  as  the  
place  where  sinners  are  kept  ‘on  ice’  (là  dove  i  peccatori  stanno  freschi  [where  the  sinners  are  kept  cool]  
Inf.  32,  117).    
  
260  The  only  explicit  reference  to  an  act  of  cannibalism    in  the  ninth  circle  is  the  one  of  Ugolino  upon  
Ruggieri.  The  whole  of  verse  127  refers  to  the  way  a  starving  man  devours  bread,  followed  by  a  reference  
to  teeth  in  128  and  a  brain  in  129,  gnawing  in  130,  a  skull  in  132,  another  reference  to  cannibalism  in  134,  
and  finally  a  tongue  drying  up  in  139.  The  language  of  food  and  hunger  continues  in  Inferno  33-­34  
culminating  in  the  the  image  of  Satan  devouring  the  souls  of  Judas,  Brutus  and  Cassius  in  Inf.  34,  55-­67.  
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Judas, Brutus and Cassius. Satan is also compared to a windmill (an iconic instrument of 
agricultural production) in Inf. 34, 6: par di lungi un molin che ’l vento gira [a windmill seems to 
wheel when seen far off]. 
This evocation of food in Inferno 32 followed by the evocation of starvation in Inferno 
32-33 directs the reader’s mind toward the humanitarian effects of mala signoria for the 
following three reasons. One, the transfer of food was typically a component of feudal practices 
of subordination. In a study of the structures and practices of feudal power in the areas of Umbria 
and Le Marche from the 11th to the 13th century, Fiore examined the internal mechanisms of the 
relationship between the feudal lord and the subject populations. While there were variables in 
the social contract between the signore and the populations subject to him, a constant element 
was the payment of amiscere, which Fiore describes as “piccoli donativi in natura (un pollo, un 
prosciutto, una frittata)”  [small donations in nature (a chicken, a ham, an omelette)], delivered in 
public at least once a year by the subjects to the lord or to his representative. The transfer of 
food, in Fiore’s analysis, was the unmistakable signifier of subordination, in contrast to other 
practices like the payment of taxes, the working of the land and the provision of hospitality, 
which were all subject to multiple interpretations.261 Larner begins his chapter ‘Food, war and 
                                                                                                 
261  “A  fronte  della  notevole  variabilità  degli  elementi  della  matrice  dei  prelievi  la  costante  è  rappresentata  
dalle  già  menzionate  amiscere,  piccoli  donativi  in  natura  (un  pollo,  un  prosciutto,  una  frittata)  versati  
pubblicamente  almeno  una  volta  l’anno  [...]  dall’uomo  al  signore,  o  a  un  suo  rappresentante  [...].  Dalle  
numerose  deposizioni  testimoniali  a  riguardo  emerge  con  chiarezza  che  era  proprio  con  questa  
donazione,  pubblica  e  formalizzata,  che  l’homo  riaffermava  periodicamente  il  suo  legame  di  dipendenza  
nei  confronti  del  dominus;;  anche  in  assenza  di  altre  prestazioni,  il  versamento  reiterato  delle  amiscere  era  
l’inequivocabile  prova  dell’esistenza  di  uno  stato  di  subordinazione  personale.  Se  versare  denaro  a  un  
uomo,  lavorare  nei  suoi  campi,  ospitarlo  nella  propria  casa  erano  atti,  almeno  potenzialmente,  soggetti  ad  
una  pluralità  di  interpretazioni,  portare  le  amiscere  era  invece  un  atto  inequivocabile  agli  occhi  della  
società  locale”  in  Fiore,  Alessio.  Signori  e  sudditi.  Strutture  e  pratiche  del  potere  signorile  in  area  umbro  
marchigiana  (secoli  XI-­XIII).  CISAM,  2010,  p.  274.  
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government’ by noting that “the rich and powerful were called ‘il popolo grasso’, ‘the fat 
people’”.262 
Two, urban food shortages were common, and famine (in oneself or in others) correlated 
with the lived experience of most of Dante’s first readers. If they were Pisan and older than 
twenty five for instance, they could specifically remember the food shortages that occurred 
during the time of Ugolino’s signoria. Ugolino’s brief reference to the blindness that precedes 
his death in Inf. 33, 72-3 (ond’ io mi diedi,/ già cieco, a brancolar sovra ciascuno [at which, now 
blind, I started groping over each] implies an expected familiarity with the observable effects of 
severe malnutrition on the human body, one of which is an irreversible loss of vision during the 
final stages of starvation. 
Three, the immediate impact of political mismanagement was often food shortage, not 
only in Pisa but also in Romagna.263 In a study of the signori of Romagna, Larner suggested that 
the monopolistic control of food export might be an incentive explaining the apparent 
determination of certain bloodlines to become signori of communes: “Each land-owning family 
wanted to negotiate individually when selling produce from its estates, and thus escape 
communal control. They could only hope to do this as lords of their towns. Once in power, they 
could sell their corn where they wanted and could ‘regrate’ (i.e hold back supplies for higher 
prices) whenever they wished”.264 For urban populations throughout northern Italy, political 
                                                                                                 
262  “The  rich  and  powerful  were  called  ‘il  popolo  grasso’,  ‘the  fat  people’.  Reading  the  literature  of  the  age  
it  seems  at  times  that  much  more  than  religion,  love,  civic  patriotism,  let  alone  poetry,  art,  philosophy,  it  
was  eating  and  drinking  which  evoked  the  most  powerful  emotional  and  verbal  responses”  in  Larner,  
1980,  p.  211.  
  
263  Romagna  is  not  only  the  region  where  Guido  (and  many  other  podestà  hired  to  rule  Pisa)  had  come  
from,  but  also  the  place  of  origin  of  Frate  Alberigo,  described  as  the  peggiore  spirto  di  Romagna  [the  
foulest  spirit  of  Romagna]  in  Inferno  33,  154.  
  
264  Larner,  John.  Lords  of  Romagna.  Springer,  1965,  p.11.  
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experimentation at this time produced multiple regime changes, and repeated failed experiments 
in governance could produce chronic food shortages in quick succession. Larner observes that 
“with the continual expansion of the population and the continuing growth of the towns in the 
thirteenth century the provision of food came to assume priority in the minds of all 
administrators of government”.265 
If the evocation of starvation in Inferno 32 directs readers to the humanitarian impact of 
bad governance, the representation of Ugolino’s hunger in the tower should be interpreted in the 
context of the spike in the cost of grain in Pisa during Ugolino’s signoria, of which Dante makes 
no mention. The spike is mentioned by several historians (Davidsohn, Herlihy and Lemut) who 
noticed that the price of grain was unusually high in Pisa during Ugolino’s regime while Ugolino 
personally owned substantial grain producing land in the Maremma. Lemut points out that 
Ugolino’s lands in the Maremma allowed him to be one of Pisa’s main suppliers of grain266. 
Later, she mentions the hoarding of grain by Ugolino as a factor in Ruggieri’s overthrowing of 
Ugolino and Nino’s signoria in Pisa. The historian David Herlihy considered Pseudo-Brunetto’s 
report on Ugolino to be “not without some basis in fact”.267 In any event, a connection between 
the price of grain in Pisa and Ugolino had made its way into the Florentine chronicle tradition as 
mentioned above when discussing the chronicle of Pseudo-Brunetto.   
In contrast to Pseudo-Brunetto, who connected the suffering of starving Pisans during 
Ugolino’s signoria to Ugolino’s own starvation in the Gualandi tower, Dante implies that Pisa’s 
                                                                                                 
265  See  Larner,  1980,  p.  214.  
  
266  “Gli  estesi  possesso  maremmani  consentivano  al  conte  di  svolgere  un  ruolo  non  secondario  
nell’approvvigionamento  cerealicolo  della  città”  in  Ceccarelli, Lemut M. L. Il Conte Ugolino della Gherardesca 
tra antropologia e storia. Pisa: PLUS, 2003, p.  24.  
  
267  Herlihy,  David.  Pisa  in  the  Early  Renaissance:  A  Study  of  Urban  Growth.  Port  Washington,  N.Y:  
Kennikat  Press,  1973,  p.113.  
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retaliation against Ugolino was a response to rumours about Ugolino’s management of Pisa’s 
castles in Inf. 33, 85-7: Che se ’l conte Ugolino aveva voce / d’aver tradita te de le castella, / non 
dovei tu i figliuoi porre a tal croce [For if Count Ugolino was reputed / to have betrayed your 
fortresses, there was / no need to have his sons endure such torment]. In so doing Dante deviates 
from Pseudo-Brunetto’s account in giving total agency to the city of Pisa (as opposed to Guido 
da Montefeltro)  in the matter of Ugolino’s death and that of his children.268  
In my analysis, Dante’s reference to castles in his invective against Pisa (Inf. 33, 86) 
functions as a reminder of Ugolino’s successful diplomatic achievement on behalf of Pisa in the 
first half of 1285. Ugolino was appointed signore of Pisa after Pisa’s defeat at the hands of the 
Genoese armada at the battle of Meloria in 1284, and Ugolino was confirmed in that role for ten 
years in 1285. In this capacity he successfully broke the coalition between Genoa, Lucca and 
Florence, partially by offering the castles of Viareggio and Ripafratta to Lucca and the castle of 
Pontedra to the Florentines. As a result, when Genoa attacked Pisa again in June 1285 she did so 
without support, while the Pisans received help from the Sienese (sent by Florence). These 
events occurred a year before Nino (Ugolino’s grandson and Dante’s friend) was named 
Capitano del Popolo in Pisa. In his reading of Inferno 33, Varanini writes that the concession of 
Pisa’s castles to Lucca and Florence was a “mossa politica accorta”.269 In my view, Dante 
rebuked the Pisans for their treatment of Ugolino’s children, in part by reminding them of 
Ugolino’s most valuable diplomatic achievement on their behalf in 1285. To adopt this view is to 
                                                                                                 
268  The  matter  of  Ugolino’s  torture  and  death  is  distinct  from  the  matter  of  his  arrest.  Dante  appears  to  
blame  the  former  on  Pisa  and  the  latter  on  Ruggieri  and  the  three  Pisan  clans  mentioned  in  Inf.  33,33.  
Ugolino  had  been  incarcerated  by  the  city  of  Pisa  before.  Furthemore  widespread  custom  was  to  ransom  
political  prisoners,  not  torture  them  to  death  -­  which  rarely  serves  the  community’s  long  term  interests  and  
did  not  in  the  case  of  Ugolino,  whose  descendents  and  allies  waged  war  on  Pisa  after  his  death  in  
retaliation  for  his  ill-­treatment.  
  
269  Varanini,  Giorgio.  L'acceso  strale:  saggi  e  ricerche  sulla  Commedia.  Vol.  8.  Federico  &  Ardia,  1984,  p.  
91.  
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find that Dante’s reading coincides with the current historical consensus on the matter of 
Ugolino’s management of Pisa’s castles. 
 
D.   The dream of Ugolino 
 
The characterization of Ugolino as a traitor, his demise as the result of Ruggieri’s actions 
and even his association with the cries of starving children are all elements of a pre-existing 
discourse (in Pseudo-Brunetto and Rustico) which Dante manipulates, subverts or intensifies. 
My contention is that Dante’s historical reading (the result of his privileged perspective on the 
matter) is delivered to his readers in the dream narrative of Inferno 33, 28-33.  In my analysis, 
the Sardinianism of verse 28, the characterization of Ugolino as a wolf in verse 29, and the 
implication of the Gualandi, Sismondi and Lanfranchi in verse 32 are confirmations that the 
dream narrative is the location of Dante’s political reading of Ugolino’s power and legacy, as a 
Sardinian ruler of Pisa and potentially as a ruler who acted against the interests of the citizens of 
Pisa. The evocation of an escape to Lucca and the implication of three Pisan clans testify to 
Dante’s desire to record a number of historical facts pertaining to Ugolino, namely his 
connections to Lucca and potentially his wife’s escape to Lucca at the time of his arrest, as well 
as the names of some of his political enemies in Pisa. The families recorded by Dante in the 
dream narrative participated in the plot against Ugolino, in part because they extended their anti-
Visconti hostility to Ugolino after Ugolino merged his family with the Visconti of Pisa in the late 
1260s. The dream narrative obscures the partisan dimension of the event and reads it instead in 
terms of local family feuds.                     
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Questi pareva a me maestro e donno, 
 cacciando il lupo e ’ lupicini al monte 
 per che i Pisan veder Lucca non ponno. 
 Con cagne magre, studïose e conte 
 Gualandi con Sismondi e con Lanfranchi 
 s’avea messi dinanzi da la fronte. 
 In picciol corso mi parieno stanchi 
 lo padre e ’ figli, e con l’agute scane 
 mi parea lor veder fender li fianchi. 
[This man appeared to me as lord and master; 
 he hunted down the wolf and its young whelps 
 upon the mountain that prevents the Pisans 
 from seeing Lucca; and with lean and keen 
 and practiced hounds, he’d sent up front, before him, 
 Gualandi and Sismondi and Lanfranchi. 
 But after a brief course, it seemed to me 
 that both the father and the sons were weary; 
 I seemed to see their flanks torn by sharp fangs.] 
(Inf. 33, 28-36) 
 
 The historical reading embedded in the narrative of Ugolino’s dream was spotted in 1996 
by Teodolinda Barolini, who identified the word donno in Inf. 33, 28 as a Sardinianism, and 
exposed “Sardinia as a catalyst of greed” in multiple canti of the Inferno, making Inferno 33 “a 
repository of infernal themes and motifs”.270 My addition to this is first that the connection 
                                                                                                 
270  “Ugolino’s  rhetoric  aims  to  make  us  forget  that  for  him  family  connections  were  always  political  
connections,  always  ties  to  be  exploited  by  his  nocent  greed  as  now  in  hell  he  tries  to  exploit  his  greed’s  
innocent  victims.  And  yet  canto  33,  taken  as  a  whole,  is  not  evasive;;  rather  it  is  steeped  in  the  people  and  
events  that  shaped  Ugolino’s  politics,  a  politics  whose  central  node  was  Sardinia,  a  Pisan  possession.  
Ugolino  was  the  Sardinian  vicar  of  Re  Enzo,  son  of  Frederick  II;;  Ugolino’s  son  Guelfo  married  Elena,  
Enzo’s  daughter,  and  Ugolino’s  grandchildren  inherited  Enzo’s  Sardinian  possessions.  Ugolino’s  son-­in-­
law,  Giovanni  Visconti,  was  also  a  power  on  the  island  as  Judge  of  Gallura,  as  was  Giovanni’s  son,  
Ugolino’s  grandson,  Nino  Visconti,  whom  Dante  hails  in  the  valley  of  the  princes  by  his  Sardinian  title:  
“giudice  Nin”  (Purg.  8.53).  These  connections  begin  to  manifest  themselves  in  Inferno  33  when  Ugolino  
says  that  Ruggieri  appeared  to  him,  in  his  dream,  as  “maestro  e  donno”  (“master  and  lord”  [28]);;  donno  is  
a  Sardinianism  that  occurs  only  here  and  in  Inferno  22,  where  it  is  used  in  the  description  of  the  Sardinian  
barrators.  One  is  friar  Gomita  of  Gallura  (“frate  Gomita,  /  quel  di  Gallura”  [Inf.  22.  81-­82]),  vicar  of  Nino  
Visconti,  the  lord  or  donno  whose  enemies  he  freed  for  money.  The  other  is  “sonno  Michel  Zanche  /  di  
Logodoro”  (Inf.  22.88-­89),  a  Sardinian  noble  who  originally  sided  with  Genova  rather  than  Pisa;;  he  was  
killed  by  Genoese  son-­in-­law  Branca  Doria,  either  out  of  greed  for  his  Sardinian  holdings  or  because  of  
his  later  leanings  toward  Pisa.  Sardinia  is  a  catalyst  of  greed  figures  in  all  these  dramas,  and  indeed  frate  
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between Ugolino and Sardinia testifies to the sophistication of Dante’s political reading, since it 
does not reflect the accounts of Dante’s poetic predecessors, nor of any pre-existing Florentine 
chronicle, and most likely was informed by Dante’s privileged access to information via his 
relationships with Nino Visconti and Gherardesca di Batifolle. Second, that the dream narrative 
of Inf. 33, 28-36 contains Dante’s reading of Ugolino’s power and legacy. 
Dante provides a reading of Ugolino’s power that highlights its connection to Sardinia, 
and arguably reframes Ugolino as a Sardinian ruler of Pisa by lending him a Sardinian accent. 
Ugolino’s connection to Sardinia is a fundamental aspect of Ugolino’s power, much as military 
excellence was a fundamental aspect of Ezzelino’s power. My claim is that the representation of 
Ugolino as a Sardinian ruler identifies a crucial aspect of Ugolino’s power and evokes Ugolino’s 
legacy of war for the city of Pisa.  
In a Bolognese document about the inheritance of king Enzo, Ugolino appears with the 
title dominus sexte partis regni Kallaretani. Ceccarelli Lemut notes that Ugolino’s share 
included the silver mines of Villa di Chiesa which he used to fund his rise to signoria in Pisa, in 
addition to his extensive territories in the Maremma. By 1267 Pope Clement IV was unable to 
concede the island of Sardinia to any of his prefered interlocutors (Henry of Castille, Charles of 
Anjou and James of Aragon) because, as he wrote in a letter, Torres had been lost to the Pisans, 
indicating specifically that Ugolino had invaded Torres with Pisa’s support. In 1273, Ugolino 
                                                                                                 
Gomita,  betrayer  of  Nino  Visconti,  and  Michel  Zanche,  betrayed  by  Branca  Doria,  talk  of  Sardinia:  “e  a  dir  
di  Sardigna  /  le  lingue  lor  non  si  sentono  stanche”  (“in  talking  of  Sardinia  their  tongues  do  not  grow  weary”  
[Inf.  22.89-­90].  Sardinia  unites  all  these  sinners  as  the  object  of  their  greed  and  strife,  and  Ugolino  was  as  
rapacious  a  player  (not  for  nothing  does  he  see  himself  as  a  wolf  in  his  dream)  as  the  others.  The  Guelf  
Visconti  and  Ghibelline  Gherardesca  families,  traditionally  opposed,  became  allies  to  protect  Sardinian  
holdings,  an  alliance  that  led  to  the  ill-­fated  shared  magistracy  of  Ugolino  and  his  grandson  Nino.  And,  in  
the  same  way  that  the  poet  links  the  players  by  ties  of  Sardinian  greed,  so  he  links  the  two  cities  that  both  
desired  the  island:  canto  33  contains  not  only  the  fulmination  against  Pisa  but  also  a  concluding  invective  
against  Genoa,  hell’s  last  two  civic  apostrophes.  These  links  are  important  in  understanding  the  historical  
backdrop  against  which  Ugolino  betrayed  and  was  betrayed;;  they  also  make  canto  33  a  repository  of  
infernal  themes  and  motifs”  in  Barolini,  1992,  p.  96-­7.  
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and his son-in-law Giovanni Visconti defended their interests in Sardinia against the commune 
of Pisa. Ugolino, asked to give up his assets in Sardinia, refused and was imprisoned on July 
14th 1274 in the Palazzo del Capitano del Pòpolo (he eventually yielded and was set free). 
 Dante’s representation of Ugolino’s Sardinian diction should be read in the context of 
the fact that Ugolino’s connection to Sardinia directly affected the welfare of the Pisan 
population, because it pitted his interests against theirs, before his signoria, during his signoria 
and after his death.271. According to Cammarosano, Pisan clans found space for their ambitions 
in Pisa’s Mediterranean expansions (the Gherardesca for instance were firmly rooted in Sardinia) 
and this accentuated their sense of grandeur and fed their fundamental aspiration to signoria.272  
 In June of 1275, a decade before his election, Ugolino became the leader of Pisa’s exiles 
in an effort to defend his assets in Sardinia. Ugolino and the other exiles made an alliance with 
the Tuscan Guelfs against Pisa. Ugolino’s two eldest sons Guelfo and Lotto defeated the Pisans 
at Bolgheri, and the exiles secured their victory at Asciano in September and Rinonico the 
following year. On June 13th 1276, Pisa asked for terms. These terms obliged Pisa to make 
important concessions to Lucca and Florence, and to allow for the return of all the exiles, along 
with the restitution of all their Pisan assets. Guelfo and Nino, Giovanni Visconti’s sons, entered 
the city with their maternal grandfather Ugolino.  
                                                                                                 
271  The  castle  of  Donoràtico  was  located  in  the  Maremma.  
  
272  “A  Pisa  i  clan  aristocratici  avevano  avuto  nell’espansione  mediterranea,  e  soprattutto  verso  la  
Sardegna,  uno  spazio  alle  proprie  ambizioni  che  in  parte  disinnescava  il  conflitto  con  le  componenti  non  
nobili  dell’elite  urbana.  Al  tempo  stesso,  l’antica  tradizione  signorile  e  la  piu  recente  prospettiva  di  
conquista  esterna  accentuo  la  grandigia  dei  nobili  pisani,  le  loro  alternanza  di  polarizzazione  conflittuale  e  
di  intermittenti  pacificazioni,  la  loro  fondamentale  aspirazione  alla  signoria  cittadina.  Fu  solo  dopo  una  
tragedia  militare  e  sociale,  quella  della  Meloria,  che  una  situazione  di  emergenza  suggeri  la  strada  della  
limitazione  del  potere  magnatizio:  su  una  base  fragile,  dunque,  come  si  sarebbe  visto  nelle  affermazioni  
signorili  e  nelle  gravissime  tensioni  interne  di  pochissimo  tempo  dopo,  dalla  vicenda  del  conte  Ugolino  a  
quella  di  Guido  da  Montefeltro”  in  Cammarosano,  Paolo,  I  ceti  dirigenti  comunali,  in  Toscana  ai  tempi  di  
Arnolfo:  atti  del  convegno  di  studi,  Colle  di  Val  d'Elsa,  22-­24  novembre  2002,  Firenze  :  L.S.  Olschki:  
Regione  Toscana,  2005.  
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During Ugolino and Nino’s signoria, Ugolino’s assets in Sardinia would be prioritized 
over the interests of Pisan prisoners.273 Pisan chroniclers perceived Ugolino as being against the 
agreement between Pisa and Genoa, which in fact he seems to have sabotaged. When Ugolino 
and his grandson Nino Visconti returned to power in Pisa in 1288 after a brief exile, they 
negotiated a peace agreement with Genoa that was expected to result in the release of the 
thousands of Pisan prisoners detained by the Genoese since the battle of Meloria four years prior. 
According to Pisan chroniclers, Nino was in favor of the treaty - and so was the population, since 
so many Pisan citizens were still held captive. Ugolino was allegedly opposed to the agreement 
because it compromised his assets in Sardinia. According to Lemut, Ugolino officially agreed to 
the terms of the peace, but also allowed Sardinian rebels to arm their ships in Cagliari, where his 
first born son Guelfo had been ruling since 1286.  
Dante’s construction of Ugolino as a Sardinian ruler should also be read in the context of 
the fact that Ugolino’s Sardinian connections continued to affect Pisa after Ugolino’s death, 
because his son Guelfo and his grandson Nino Visconti (ruler of Gallura) retaliated against Pisa 
for her treatment of Ugolino. The fact was mentioned by the author of the Chiose Vernon at the 
end of the fourteenth century, but later disappeared from the commentary tradition.274 After 
Ugolino’s capture the Florentines occupied much of Pisan territory, and the Uppezzinghi, a 
consortial family that were long standing allies of Ugolino and controlled territory located near 
                                                                                                 
273  Despite  the  fact  that  one  of  them  was  his  son  Lotto.  A  contributing  factor  to  Ugolino’s  alleged  lack  of  
concern  for  the  Pisan  prisoners  of  war  may  have  been  the  presence  among  them  of  his  cousin  and  
political  opponent  Fazio  di  Donoràtico.  
  
274  “Onde  il  giudicie  Nino  cogli  altri  chacciati  di  Pisa  e  choll'aiuto  de'  Fiorentini  e  de'  Lucchesi  feciono  
hoste  a  Pisa  e  feciono  a'  Pisani  gran  danni”  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno  33,  1-­78  Chiose  sopra  
Dante,  testo  inedito  ora  per  la  prima  volta  pubblicato,  edizione  a  cura  di  G.  Lord  Vernon.  Florence:  Piatti,  
1846,  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU.    
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the city, had occupied several strategically located castles.275 At the center of anti-Pisan 
aggression was Ugolino’s grandson Nino Visconti.276 With the military support of the Lega 
Guelfa (a Guelf League of Tuscan cities, excluding Pisa and almost constantly at war with her), 
specifically Florence and Lucca, Nino ravaged the Valdarno, coming right up to Pisa’s gates.277 
Meanwhile, Inghirame della Gherardesca dei Conti di Biserno (Ugolino’s cousin from the 
Maremma), marched North with a mounted army to join Nino and the Upezzinghi. The Pisans 
took the threat seriously since, according to one chronicler, Ruggieri and his allies called out for 
help: mandonno per cavalieri d’ognia parte, che venisseno in ajuto del Comuno di Pisa e a suo 
soudo [called for horsemen from all over, that they may come to the aid of the commune of 
Pisa].278 
Guelfo, Ugolino’s eldest son by his first wife Ildebrandesca, barricaded himself in his 
Sardinian residence of Acquafredda279. In 1290 he took over Gioiosaguardia - a stronghold 
                                                                                                 
275  Gualtieri  degli  Upezzinghi’s  wife  Contessa  was  the  sister  of  Ugolino’s  first  wife  Ildebrandesca  del  fu  
Ildebrando  di  Sichierio  dei  Matti:  Un  documento  [...]  del  9  gennaio  1275,  ci  consente  di  conoscere  il  nome  
della  moglie  di  Ugolino,  Ildebrandesca  del  fu  Ildebrando  di  Sichierio  dei  Matti,  appartenente  ad  
un’importante  casata  della  vecchia  aristocrazia  consolare,  una  cui  sorella,  Contessa,  aveva  sposato  
Gualtieri  degli  Upezzinghi  da  Calcinaia,  famiglia  cui  era  appartenuta  anche  la  madre  di  Ugolino,  con  un  
altro  ramo  della  quale  fu  stretto  un  ulteriore  vincolo  il  21  giugno  1284  con  le  nozze  di  Bertecca,  figlia  di  
Ugolino,  e  Lotterio  del  fu  Ildebrando  da  Bientina  in  Ceccarelli,  Lemut  M.  L.  Il  Conte  Ugolino  della  
Gherardesca  tra  antropologia  e  storia,  Pisa:  PLUS,  2003,  p.  24.  
  
276  A  biography  of  Nino  was  written  by  a  law  professor,  Michele  Tamponi,  in  2010  and  I  have  turned  to  it  
periodically  as  a  source  of  information  about  Nino  in  the  years  immediately  following  Ugolino’s  
imprisonment.  For  the  years  leading  up  to  Ugolino’s  death,  years  in  which  Nino  played  a  prominent  role,  I  
will  cross  reference  Tamponi’s  material  with  the  work  of  historians  of  Pisa  such  as  Lemut  and  Cristiani.    
  
277  The  Lega  Guelfa  was  a  re-­actuation  of  the  League  of  San  Genesio  (1197),  a  league  formed  only  forty-­
five  days  after  the  death  of  Henry  VI,  the  second  son  of  Frederick  Barbarossa,  by  several  Tuscan  
municipalities  with  the  goal  of  escaping  imperial  oversight  and  becoming  independent.  It  was  when  Count  
Tedice  became  Podestà  for  the  second  time  in  1197-­9  that  Pisa  refused  to  join  it.    
278  Tamponi,  Michele.  Nino  Visconti  di  Gallura:  il  dantesco  giudice  nin  gentil  tra  Pisa  e  Sardegna,  guelfi  e  
ghibellini,  faide  cittadine  e  lotte  isolane.  Roma:  Viella,  2010,  p.  324.  
  
279  During  Ugolino’s  capture,  Guelfo  lost  his  son  Enrico  detto  Enzo  and  his  half-­brother  Banduccio  in  the  
explosion  of  violence  that  preceded  Ugolino’s  incarceration.  Within  a  year,  in  1289,  Guelfo  lost  his  father  
Ugolino,  his  two  brothers  (Gaddo  and  Ugguccione),  another  son,  Nino  detto  il  Brigata,  and  his  nephew  
Anselmuccio  -­  who  all  died  in  Pisan  custody.  In  addition  to  this,  Guelfo’s  grandson  Guelfuccio  (Ugolino’s  
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belonging to the Ghibelline branch of the Donoràtico, now allies of the commune (therefore 
enemies of Ugolino and his progeny).280 Guelfo waged a personal war against Pisa and her allies 
in Sardinia - just as Nino did in the Valdarno. By 1290 Guelfo had joined the Lega Guelfa and 
sent troops to Tuscany to help spill more Pisan blood.281 
Approximately thirty years after the circulation of Inferno l’Ottimo asserted that the 
reference to a wolf and its cubs reflected Ugolino’s status as a tyrant: “Per lo lupo e per li 
lupicini è significato il conte Ugolino e li figliuoli, però che fu tiranno”.282 If Ugolino’s 
connection to Sardinia compelled him to act against the interests of the community of Pisans, this 
rendered him  especially susceptible to accusations of tyranny, based on the influential definition 
provided by Thomas Aquinas (who defined a tyrant as a man who rules for his personal benefit 
                                                                                                 
great-­grandson)  was  still  an  infant  at  the  time  of  Ugolino’s  arrest,  but  was  imprisoned  nonetheless;;  he  
would  grow  up  in  prison,  being  freed  on  the  order  of  Henry  VII  in  1313,  by  which  time  he  was  twenty-­five.    
  
280  The  leaders  of  this  branch  of  the  Donoràtico  were  Bonifazio  detto  Fazio  and  his  brother  Ranieri  detto  
Neri  di  Donoràtico,  and  they  would  one  day  rule  the  city.  Brothers  Fazio  and  Neri  were  the  sons  of  
Gherardo  di  Guglielmo,  who  was  decapitated  alongside  Corradino  in  Naples  in  1268.  
  
281  In  the  end,  none  of  Ugolino’s  three  surviving  sons,  Guelfo,  Lotto  and  Matteo,  absent  from  Pisa  at  the  
time  of  his  arrest,  were  able  to  restore  family  ascendancy  or  take  revenge  on  the  city  that  had  imprisoned  
Ugolino.  Together  with  the  Upezzinghi,  they  were  expressly  excluded  from  any  amnesty  in  the  agreement  
of  Fucecchio.  Guelfo,  as  previously  mentioned,  waged  a  personal  war  against  the  city  in  Sardinia.  Lotto,  
captured  at  Meloria,  later  became  a  Genoese  citizen  along  with  his  brother  Guelfo  and  half-­brother  
Matteo.  According  to  a  Sardinian  chronicle  cited  by  Lemut,  in  1295  Guelfo  and  Lotto  lead  an  army  against  
Neri  di  Donoràtico  (who  was  leading  Pisan  fleets)  at  Domusnovas,  where  Ugolino  had  lived  as  a  young  
man.  Guelfo  was  captured.  His  brother  Lotto  was  able  to  negotiate  his  release  at  the  cost  of  most  of  their  
remaining  Sardinian  assets,  including  the  silver  mines  of  Iglesias  and  Domusnovas.  Shortly  after  this,  
both  brothers  died.  Other  than  his  son  Anselmuccio  who  died  in  the  tower,  Lotto  had  a  daughter  
Giovanna,  who  disappears  from  the  record  after  1296  when  she  can  be  placed  in    Florence  by  means  of  
a  dispute  over  property  with  Fazio’s  sister.  As  previously  mentioned,  Guelfo’s  grandson  Guelfuccio  was  
released  from  captivity  in  1313.  Ugolino’s  last  surviving  son  Matteo  later  became  a  citizen  of  Bologna  and  
would  eventually  find  himself  engaged  in  a  the  war  against  Lucca  along  with  Uguccione  della  Faggiola  in  
1314.  His  name  is  included  in  Fazio  Novello’s  testament  dated  1340.  He  died  two  years  later.  All  these  
details  are  provided  by  Ceccarelli  Lemut,  2003.  
  
282  Commentary  to  Inf.  33.  28-­36  in  L'Ottimo  Commento  della  Divina  Commedia  [Andrea  Lancia].  Testo  
inedito  d'un  contemporaneo  di  Dante...,  [ed.  Alessandro  Torri].  Pisa,  N.  Capurro,  1827-­1829.  (Istituto  di  
Linguistica  Computazionale,  Pisa,  Italy.  Copyrighted  and  included  by  permission  of  the  Opera  del  
Vocabolario  Italiano-­CNR)  as  found  in  the  Dartmouth  Dante  Project,  https://Dante.Dartmouth.EDU  
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rather than for the good of the multitude subject to him) and later internalized by Rolandino and 
by Dante’s contemporary, Dino Compagni.283 If the use of “donno” is an active attempt to 
present Ugolino as a Sardinian ruler of Pisa, he can be perceived as an undesirable foreign ruler, 
which coincides with Compagni’s use of the word to describe the undesirable foreign influence 
of the French throne.284  On the above grounds I interpret the characterization of Ugolino as a 
wolf in Inf. 33, 29 as a confirmation that Dante used the dream narrative to express his own 
analysis of Ugolino’s power and legacy.285 
The allusion to an attempted escape to Lucca in verses 29-30 and the implication of the 
Gualandi, Sismondi and Lanfranchi families in verse 32 reflect a historical reality confirmed by 
extant evidence. The city of Lucca was a long standing rival of Pisa whose signore Uguccione 
della Faggiuola would eventually take over the signoria of Pisa in 1313.  At the same time, the 
specific notion of an attempted escape towards Lucca described in verses 29-30 recalls Ugolino’s 
personal connections in Lucca. In 1275, Ugolino left Pisa to join the other Pisan exiles in 
                                                                                                 
283  “Si  igitur  regimen  iniustum  per  unum  tantum  fiat  qui  sua  commoda  ex  regimine  quaerat,  non  autem  
bonum  multitudinis  sibi  subiectae,  talis  rector  tyrannus  vocatur”  [if  an  unjust  government  is  carried  on  by  
one  man  alone,  who  seeks  his  own  benefit  from  his  rule  and  not  the  good  of  the  multitude  subject  to  him,  
such  a  ruler  is  called  a  tyrant]  Phelan,  Gerald  Bernard,  and  I.  Th  Eschmann.  On  Kingship,  to  the  King  of  
Cyprus:  To  the  King  of  Cyprus.  Pontifical  Institute  of  Mediaeval  Studies,  1949.  (Available  online:  
https://dhspriory.org/thomas/DeRegno.htm#4.)  The  word  subiectae  [subject]  is  echoed  in  Dante’s  
qualification  of  mala  signoria  [bad  signoria]  in  the  above  quote  of  Par.  8,  73-­7  (mala  segnoria,  che  sempre  
accora  /  li  popoli  suggetti  [ill  sovereignty,  /  which  always  hurts  the  heart  of  subject  peoples]).  
  
284  Compagni  wrote  his  Cronica  during  the  first  two  years  of  Henry’s  descent  (1310-­1312).  The  arrival  of  
Henry  VII  was  considered  to  be  connected  to  the  desire  of  the  papacy  to  balance  the  growing  power  of  
the  French  throne.  In  Compagni’s  diction,  the  pope  wanted  to  iscuoter  da  sé  la  tirannide  del  re  di  Francia  
[save  himself  from  the  tyranny  of  the  king  of  France]  (III,  23).    
  
285  John  Law  made  a  distinction  between  “native-­born  signori”  and  “foreign  signori”  in  his  1980s  pamphlet  
on  signori:  “The  rise  of  lordship  did  not,  therefore,  mean  the  violent  overthrow  of  a  progressive  ‘bourgeois’  
republic  by  a  reactionary  ‘feudal’  signore,  but  rather  a  decisive  increase  in  prominence  for  a  family  
already  enjoying  considerable  economic  and  political  importance.  This  points  to  a  distinction  between  
native  and  foreign  signori.  The  latter,  as  outsiders,  generally  installed  a  small  number  of  officials  and  
troops  to  secure  their  authority”  in  Law,  John  E.  The  lords  of  Renaissance  Italy:  the  signori,  1250-­1500.  
Historical  Association,  1981,  p.  12.  
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Lucca.286 Ugolino’s second wife Capuana and two surviving children Matteo and Beatrice 
evacuated to Lucca at the time of Ugolino’s arrest. Capuana was the widow of the Lucchese 
Lazzaro di Lanfranco Gherardini with whom she had a son called Maghinardo. Capuana was 
buried alongside her daughter Beatrice in Lucca on December 26th 1307, within a few years of 
the composition of Inferno.287 The Gualandi, Sismondi and Lanfranchi families are recorded for 
their participation in Ugolino’s capture by contemporary Pisan records, a fact confirmed in 
Lemut’s 2003 account.  
The implication of the three Pisan families highlights the realignment of Ugolino’s 
faction and the Visconti of Pisa which followed the marriage of Ugolino’s daughter to Giovanni 
Visconti, a realignment that endured despite evidence of intermittent conflict. The Gualandi, 
Sismondi and Lanfranchi clans were leaders of the parte comitis (of the Gherardesca) against the 
parte vicecommitis (of the Visconti) in 1270, but they extended their hostility to Ugolino after his 
alliance with the Visconti.288 We might note that in naming these three families and making no 
reference to the Popolo or to Guido da Montefeltro, Dante in effect exculpated both parties from 
                                                                                                 
286  “L’8  guigno  1275  egli,  accompagnato  dai  figli,  uscì  da  Pisa  “et  ivit  Lucam  ad  rebellum”  per  unirsi  poi  
agli  altri  fuorusciti  [...]  fu  il  conte  Ugolino  ad  asumere  il  ruolo  dirigente  nel  gruppo  dei  fuorusciti  pisani  che  
si  allearono  con  i  Guelfi  toscani  contro  la  loro  città”  Ceccarelli,  Lemut  M.  L.  Medioevo  Pisano:  chiesa,  
famiglie,  territorio.  Ospedaletto,  Pisa:  Pacini,  2005,  p.  245.  
  
287  Lemut,  2003,  p.39.  
288    See  Lemut,  2005,  p.  238;;  “I  rapporti  con  i  Sismondi  ci  riportano  alla  vita  politica  cittadina,  nella  quale  
quella  casata,  insieme  con  i  Lanfranchi  ed  i  Gualandi,  rappresentò  negli  anni  precedenti  la  battaglia  della  
Meloria  il  fulcro  dell’opposizione  antiviscontea  [...]  Ora  però,  dopo  la  convergenza  avvenuta  almeno  a  
partire  dal  1274  tra  i  Visconti  e  il  conte  Ugolino,  questa  casata  come  del  resto  le  altre  tradizionalmente  
antiviscontee,  non  seguì  il  conte  nella  sua  nuova  politica  ma  mantenne  la  tradizionale  opposizione  ai  
Visconti,  e  anzi  la  estese  anche  al  conte  Ugolino,  sino  a  diventare  con  i  Lanfranchi  ed  i  Gualandi  l’anima  
della  congiura  che  nell’estate  1288  [...]  abbatté  la  signoria  di  Nino  Visconti  e  di  Ugolino  di  Donoràtico”.  
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the stain of Ugolino and his sons’ and grandsons’ deaths, as can be seen in the reactions of his 
early commentators, who accept Dante’s accusation without reservations.289 
I do not believe however that in implicating the three Ghibelline anti-Visconti Pisan 
clans, Dante was expressing any allegiance to the parte guelfa, nor that he was simply serving 
Visconti interests.290 Instead I believe that the implication of these clans is part of Dante’s 
political reading of events, a reading that elides the partisan dimension, and implicates local 
families in Ugolino’s demise. As alluded to above, both Lemut and Cristiani stress that it makes 
little sense to speak of any Pisan Guelfism organized around Ugolino and the Visconti. Nino 
Visconti had died at least a decade before the composition of Inferno and there is no evidence of 
loyalty on Dante’s part to any living member of the Visconti clan after Nino’s death.291 In 
naming the Gualandi, Sismondi and Lanfranchi clans, Dante acquired the enmity of three groups 
who still belonged to the orbit of Pisan leadership in the years 1308-1314. He served, at most, the 
memory of his friend Nino and potentially Nino’s only surviving heir, his daughter Giovanna 
(alluded to in Purgatorio 8, 71). Giovanna was Nino’s daughter by Beatrice d’Este (mentioned in 
Purgatorio, 8, 73-82) making her the granddaughter of Obizzo II d’Este mentioned in Inferno 
                                                                                                 
289  Benvenuto  da  Imola  and  the  author  of  the  Chiose  Vernon  both  mention  Guido’s  innocence.  I  interpret  
this  fact  as  evidence  that  Pseudo-­Brunetto’s  accusation  against  Guido  da  Montefeltro  for  the  torture  and  
murder  of  Ugolino  and  his  progeny  was  still  circulating  at  the  end  of  the  century.  
  
290  I  note  here  that  neither  does  Varanini  in  his  historical  reading  of  the  episode.  As  previously  mentioned,  
Varanini  cites  Buti  and  writes  that  the  hounds  evoke  the  popolo:  “Come  le  cagne  sono  figura  del  popolo  
della  città  (lo  dice  il  Buti)  subornato  dall’Ubaldini  contro  il  conte”  See  Varanini,  1984,  p.  97.  Varanini  does  
not  mention  the  fact  that  the  three  families  were  long  standing  political  opponents  of  the  Visconti  clan,  
previously  leaders  of  the  parte  comitis  of  the  Gherardesca.  
  
291  In  Purgatorio  6,  17  Dante  alludes  indirectly  to  the  murder  of  a  Visconti  ally  in  Pisa  known  as  Gano  
Scornigiani,  killed  by  Ugolino’s  grandson  il  Brigata  according  to  two  Pisan  chroniclers  cited  by  Lemut  




12, 111. In 1309, she married the signore of Treviso Rizzardo II da Camino before being 
widowed in 1312.292Dante records her name in Purgatorio 8, 71. 
The reference to an escape to Lucca and the naming of the three Pisan clans reflects 
Dante’s observable appetite for recording accurate detail. The same concern can be detected 
outside of the dream narrative in the references to time, first, in the mention of Ugolino’s 
incarceration having lasted “several moons” in Inf. 33, 26 (più lune già, quand’ io feci ’l mal 
sonno [several moons, when I dreamed that bad dream]) and second in the meticulous references 
to the number of days between the total deprivation of food and the death of all five prisoners, a 
total of eight days, referred to over five distinct verses.293 According to widespread custom, 
political prisoners were given three days to pay ransom. When funds were slow or short, captives 
were usually deprived of food. Vast sums of money were extorted from Ugolino’s various allies 
during his incarceration, which lasted for more than seven months. Lemut notes that both 
contemporary and later Pisan chroniclers agree that Ugolino and his progeny died of hunger in 
the Gualandi tower, where they were starved for eight days.294 We might note that eight days is 
not an obvious estimate of time to select under the circumstances. A human can typically survive 
three to four days without water and a full three weeks without food and minimal amounts of 
water. 
                                                                                                 
292  Giovanna’s  marriage  was  a  matter  of  pan-­Mediterranean  interest  because  she  inherited  the  judgeship  
of  Gallura,  a  fact  that  in  my  view  helps  to  historicize  Purgatorio  8,  67-­81.  
  
293  Inf.  33,  54  refers  to  the  first  day:  “infin  che  l’altro  sol  nel  mondo  uscìo”;;  Inf.  33,  65  to  days  two  and  
three  “lo  dì  e  l’altro  stemmo  tutti  muti”;;  Inf.  33,  67  to  day  four:  “Poscia  che  fummo  al  quarto  dì  venuti”;;  Inf.  
33,  72,  to  days  five  and  six:  “tra  ’l  quinto  dì  e  ’l  sesto;;  ond’  io  mi  diedi”  and  Inf.  33,  74  to  days  seven  and  
eight:  “e  due  dì  li  chiamai,  poi  che  fur  morti”.  
  
294  “I  cronisti  pisani  contemporanei  e  i  loro  successori  trecenteschi  sono  concordi  nell’affermare  che  il  
conte  Ugolino  ed  i  suoi  morirono  di  fame  nella  torre  dei  Gualandi,  ove  furono  lasciati  per  otto  giorni,  per  
essere  poi  sepolti  in  S.  Francesco”  Lemut,  2003,  p.  41.    
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The concern for historical detail in turn highlights the glaring distortion of facts in 
Ugolino’s narrative to the pilgrim and in the pilgrim’s response, namely that Gaddo, Uguccione, 
il Brigata and Anselmuccio were children at the time of their deaths, when in fact they were all 
grown men. As was noted by Bosco and Saffioti Bernardi, the distortion is in service of the 
rhetorical argument against family co-responsibility contained in the invective against Pisa of 
Inf. 33, 79-90, which I will consider in its context in the following section.295 
 
E.   The pilgrim’s response (Inf. 33, 79-90) 
 
 Ahi Pisa, vituperio de le genti 
 del bel paese là dove ’l sì suona, 
 poi che i vicini a te punir son lenti, 
 muovasi la Capraia e la Gorgona, 
 e faccian siepe ad Arno in su la foce, 
 sì ch’elli annieghi in te ogne persona! 
 Che se ’l conte Ugolino aveva voce 
 d’aver tradita te de le castella, 
 non dovei tu i figliuoli porre a tal croce. 
 Innocenti facea l’età novella, 
 novella Tebe, Uguiccione e ’l Brigata 
 e li altri due che ’l canto suso appella. 
[Ah, Pisa, you the scandal of the peoples 
 of that fair land where si is heard, because 
 your neighbors are so slow to punish you, 
 may, then, Caprara and Gorgona move 
 and build a hedge across the Arno’s mouth, 
                                                                                                 
295  In  his  essay  on  Ugolino  published  in  1984,  Varanini  accepts  neither  that  Dante  was  confused  about  
the  facts  nor  that  he  deliberately  altered  the  age  of  Ugolino’s  sons  and  grandsons.  Arguing  for  a  relative  
understanding  of  the  words  “età  novella”  and  for  a  limited  understanding  of  “innocenti”,  Varanini  suggests  
that  in  the  former  case  Dante  meant  ‘younger  than  Ugolino’  and  in  the  latter  case  Dante  meant  ‘innocent  
of  betrayal’.  Although  I  subscribe  to  Varanini’s  historical  approach  I  am  not  convinced  by  his  re-­
interpretation  of  the  pilgrim’s  response  and  agree  instead  with  Bosco  who  described  Dante’s  manipulation  
of  the  ages  of  the  sons  and  grandsons  of  Ugolino  as  being  in  service  of  his  argument  against  family  co-­
responsibility.  As  previously  mentioned,  I  do  not  believe  that  Dante’s  manipulations  must  be  justified  or  
excused,  instead  I  believe  that  they  served  a  rhetorical  function  because  they  had  the  power  to  signify  in  
context,  despite  being  inconsistent  with  the  historical  record.  
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 so that it may drown every soul in you! 
 For if Count Ugolino was reputed 
 to have betrayed your fortresses, there was 
 no need to have his sons endure such torment. 
 O Thebes renewed, their years were innocent 
 and young—Brigata, Uguiccione, and 
 the other two my song has named above!] 
(Inf. 33, 79-90) 
 
The pilgrim’s invective against Pisa is based not on Pisa’s treatment of Ugolino but on 
the extension of Pisa’s retaliation against Ugolino to the latter’s sons and grandsons (Inf. 33, 85-
90), a widespread practice known as judicial co-responsibility.296Bosco and Saffioti Bernardi 
interpret the pilgrim’s response in light of Dante’s own experience as a father, even though the 
pilgrim shows no empathy for Ugolino’s suffering as a father. Dante experienced judicial family 
co-responsibility first hand when his banishment from Florence was extended to his sons, one of 
whom seems to have accompanied Dante in the early years of his exile to Lucca and expired in 
adolescence.297Nevertheless, my view is that the absence of any empathy for Ugolino should be 
interpreted as an effort to make a non-biographical argument.  
                                                                                                 
296  The  Florentine  judicial  archive  is  lacking  for  the  post-­consular  period,  however  in  his  study  of  judicial  
pluralism  and  documentation  in  the  case  of  communal  Florence,  Zorzi  refers  to  family  co-­responsibility  as  
a  long  standing  principle  of  legal  practice.  “Come  è  noto,  sono  andati  perduti  gli  archivi  giudiziari  
precedenti  al  1343,  quando,  nei  roghi  della  sommossa  che  portò  alla  cacciata  di  Gualtieri  di  Brienne,  
duca  d’Atene  ed  effimero  signore  della  città  per  poco  più  di  un  anno,  furono  deliberatamente  distrutti:  
«tutti  i  libri  ov’erano  scritti  gli  sbanditi  e  rubelli  e  condannati»,  e  furono  «arsi  tutti»  gli  atti  processuali  
conservati  nell’archivio  della  Camera  del  comune.  Andò  così  perduta  la  memoria  documentaria    
dell’attività    giudiziaria    pubblica    postconsolare,  che  secondo  le  attestazioni  più  antiche,  risaliva  a  più  di  
un  secolo  prima.  Di  fatto  non  si  dispone  di  alcun  registro  delle  attività  processualidei  rettori  giudiziari  
fiorentini  anteriori  al  1343”  in  Zorzi,  Andrea.  ‘Pluralismo  giudiziario  e  documentazione  :  il  caso  di  Firenze  
in  età  comunale’,  in  Pratiques  sociales  et  politiques  judiciaires  dans  les  villes  de  l'Occident  à  la  fin  du  
Moyen  Âge,  Rome  :  École  française  de  Rome,  2007,  pp.  125-­6.  
  
297  Inglese  asserts  the  existence  of  a  progeny  of  three  for  Dante  and  his  wife  Gemma:  Pietro,  Iacopo  and  
Antonia,  adding  a  solid  basis  for  the  existence  of  a  first-­born  son  named  Giovanni  who  died  before  1311.  
For  the  evidence  of  a  first-­born  son  named  Giovanni  see  p.71,  for  his  death  before  1311  see  p.91  in  
Inglese,  Giorgio.  Vita  Di  Dante:  Una  Biografia  Possibile,  2015.  
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I question the idea that speculation over Dante’s personal circumstances is a sound basis 
for interpreting his work, rather I believe that the historical context can help isolate and reveal 
Dante’s literary strategy to the full extent of its complexity.298 
The Ugolino episode is an attempt to intervene in the social and judicial practices of 
Dante’s time with an argument based on the presumed innocence of children, and not based on 
the potential suffering of parents.299 Therefore, the appropriate context for Dante’s explicit 
position against the widespread practice of judicial co-responsibility is not Dante’s biography but 
first, the history and perception of political family clans because it helps the modern reader 
appreciate both the cultural context of Ugolino and of judicial co-responsibility as a principle and 
second, the place of domestic affection in Dante’s Commedia, because it illuminates the specific 
representational strategy that Dante deployed to advocate against it. 
 
a.   Ugolino, the clansman 
  
When Dante observed the landscape of local politics, certain families were political 
actors in and of themselves, and in Tuscany they often pre-dated the emergence of the 
                                                                                                 
298  Carpi’s  theory  of  an  ideologically  Guelf  Inferno  is,  in  my  view,  an  example  of  this  problematic  approach  
(Carpi,  Umberto,  L'inferno  Dei  Guelfi  E  I  Principi  Del  Purgatorio,  2013).  My  understanding  of  the  need  for,  
(and  the  most  useful  way  of)  historicizing  is  based  on  the  approach  proposed  by  Teodolinda  Barolini  in  
Barolini,  Teodolinda.  ""  Only  Historicize":  History,  Material  Culture  (Food,  Clothes,  Books),  and  the  Future  
of  Dante  Studies."  Dante  Studies,  with  the  Annual  Report  of  the  Dante  Society  127  (2009):  37-­54.;;  and  
the  various  examples  of  this  approach  including  and  especially:  Barolini,  Teodolinda.  "Dante  and  
Francesca  Da  Rimini:  Realpolitik,  Romance,  Gender."  Speculum  (cambridge,  Mass.).  (2000):  1-­28.  
  
299  I  question  the  idea  that  speculation  over  Dante’s  personal  circumstances  is  a  sound  basis  for  
interpreting  his  work,  rather,  I  believe  that  the  historical  context  can  help  isolate  and  reveal  Dante’s  
literary  strategy  to  the  full  extent  of  its  complexity.  Furthermore,  any  argument  against  family  co-­
responsibility  based  on  Ugolino’s  suffering  as  a  father  would  have  to  be  read  in  light  of  the  fact  that  
contemporary  Pisan  chronicles  say  that  Ugolino  was  against  the  peace  agreement  with  Genoa  (which  he  
tried  to  sabotage)  despite  the  fact  that  Ugolino’s  son  Lotto  was  among  the  Pisan  prisoners  detained  in  
Genoa.  
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communes. Families could control land and men, go to war against cities, or succumb to internal 
conflict. Ugolino was a member and leader of one such family.  The fundamental difference 
between kinship and clanship is that kinship is bilateral while clanship is unilateral, which in this 
context means that kinship groups included women, while clans excluded them. Despite this 
difference, the two were not distinguished by means of a consistent terminology.300 Furthermore 
clans were not viewed as negative per se, nor were they seen as ‘primitive’, or morally corrupt. 
On the contrary membership of, or affiliation with, a clan was a valuable resource and a source 
of pride. Large clans were not simply a survival from a “barbaric” past, and forces of 
nuclearization and consolidation affected them differently in different times and places 
throughout the middle ages.301 
Within two decades of the composition of the Inferno, Jacopo della Lana glossed Inf. 33, 
13 Tu dei saper ch’i’ fui conte Ugolino [You are to know I was Count Ugolino] by pointing to a 
‘family of counts’: Ell'è da sapere che a Pisa è un parentado di Conti, li quali hanno nome li 
conti della Gherardesca [It should be known that in Pisa there is a family of Counts; and their 
name is the Counts of Gherardesca]. In Jacopo’s understanding, Ugolino was but one member of 
a parentado di Conti [family of counts]. It is this family that he calls antichi nobili di quella 
                                                                                                 
300  The  fact  that  words  such  as  famiglia  could  be  used  interchangeably  for  both  groups  makes  more  
sense  when  one  thinks  of  what  they  have  in  common,  which  can  be  done  by  approaching  the  concept  of  
kinship  in  cultural  rather  than  biological  terms.  Recording  the  views  of  anthropologists  Barnard  and  Good  
in  1995,  as  part  of  a  survey  of  kinship  studies  in  the  20th  century,  Michael  Peletz  notes  that  a  relationship  
pertains  to  kinship  if  it  displays  certain  characteristics,  such  as  being  ascribed  at  birth,  persisting  
throughout  life,  being  explained  in  terms  of  a  biological  idiom,  assigning  parties  to  an  “in”  group  in  
opposition  to  people  not  so  assigned,  entailing  joint  ownership,  involving  the  nurture  of  small  children  etc.  
See  Peletz,  Michael  G.  “Kinship  Studies  in  Late  Twentieth-­Century  Anthropology.”  Annual  Review  of  
Anthropology  24  (1995):  343–372.  
  
301  “It  is  not  wise  to  assume  that  mediterranean  extended  family  households  are  always  survivals  from  a  
disappearing  past  in  which  peasant  landowners  combined  in  natural  units  to  farm  plentiful  land  -­  these  
were  not  “natural”  units.  Extended  family  households  do  not  depend  on  a  tribal  society,  or  peasant  
landowners”  see  Davis,  John.  "Family  and  Kinship"  in  People  of  the  Mediterranean  :  An  Essay  in  
Comparative  Social  Anthropology.  London:  Routledge  &  K.  Paul,  1977.  
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terra [ancient nobles of that land]; it is them as a group - li detti conti Gherardeschi [the said 
Counts of Gherardesca] - that he describes as quasi signori di Pisa [quasi-lords of Pisa], and 
holds responsible for the betrayal of Pisa. Of the members of this family, Pisa arrested only those 
that could be found, and of that sub-group, writes Jacopo, Dante mentions Ugolino: Sapiendo lo 
comune di Pisa tal mossa dei ditti conti essere, feceno prendere quelli che si trovonno, de’ quali 
fa l’autore menzione d’uno conte Ugolino [The commune of Pisa, knowing that this act had been 
done by the counts, arrested those that were found, of whom the author mentions one count 
Ugolino].302 This gloss shows that from Jacopo’s perspective, Ugolino is not to be approached as 
an individual, but as the member of a corporation, or group of individuals authorized to act as a 
single entity, legally perceived as one person. 
The organized family clans of Dante’s time can also be referred to as consortial families. 
The expression ‘consortial family’ can be confusing because its meaning varied significantly 
over time and space and was used both to refer to kin, to clan members, and sometimes to 
                                                                                                 
302  “Ell'è  da  sapere  che  a  Pisa  è  un  parentado  di  Conti,  li  quali  hanno  nome  li  conti  della  Gherardesca,  e  
sono  antichi  nobili  di  quella  terra,  e  poi  che  fu  parte  guelfa,  hanno  voluto  essere  con  essa.  Ed  è  da  sapere  
che  Pisa  ha  mutato  più  volte  stato  e  signorìa,  quando  in  Pòpolo,  quando  in  grandi,  e  quando  in  alcuni  
conti.  Avenne  in  una  stagione  che,  essendo  li  detti  conti  Gherardeschi  quasi  signori  di  Pisa  con  alcuni  altri  
gentili  uomini  pisani,  ed  essendo  comunemente  quasi  tutta  Toscana  a  parte  guelfa,  li  detti  conti  
rendenno,  overo  dienno,  ai  lucchesi  sue  castella;;  per  la  qual  cosa  li  lucchesi  e  il  suo  auditorio  da  parte  
guelfa  volendo  tutta  Toscana  signoreggiare  affrontarono  li  fiorentini  in  campo  a  Monte  Aperti  nel  contado  
di  Siena,  e  lì  furo  sì  malmenati,  che  ancora  se  ne  conta  novelle,  tra  per  tradimenti  e  menata  di  mani.  
Sapiendo  lo  comune  di  Pisa  tal  mossa  dei  ditti  conti  essere,  feceno  prendere  quelli  che  si  trovonno,  de'  
quali  fa  l'autore  menzione  d'uno  conte  Ugolino  e  di  quattro  suoi  figliuoli,  e  nipote,  li  quali  funno  messi  in  
una  torre,  la  quale  era  appellata  la  Torre  della  muda,  e  tenneli  più  dìe  dando  ad  essi  cibo  a  giornata.  
Avenne  che  per  consiglio  dell'arcivescovo  Ruggieri  delli  Ubaldini,  che  in  quel  tempo  era  arcivescovo  di  
Pisa,  e  altri  gentili  uomini,  fu  loro  vietata  la  vivanda  sì  che  morirono.  Vero  è  che  erano  di  tanta  amistà  
nella  terra,  che,  se  palese  fosse  stato  saputo  dov'elli  erano  e  in  che  stato,  sarebbono  stati  soccorsi  e  
aitati,  e  però  lo  ditto  arcivescovo  cautamente  colli  altri  convenne  fare  tal  presa  e  incarcerazione.  Sì  che,  
come  appare  nel  testo,  lo  conte  predetto  rodea  la  testo  dello  arcivescovo  in  vendetta  sì  del  tradimento,  
come  della  offesa  della  sua  prigione”.  Cited  from  the  commentary  to  Inferno,  33.13  by  Jacopo  Della  Lana  




neighbours, allies and even to tower societies.303The word has been linked to the word “sortes”, 
which also corresponds to a specific unit of land used by the Lombard populations that settled in 
Northern Italy. Lombard culture survived in rural areas and some cities where Lombard 
populations with military training often made up a local nobility. In Florence, Lombard 
settlement remained scarce, whereas Pisa and Pistoia were heavily influenced by Lombard 
immigrants who settled there in great numbers. Their influence was so strong that all weddings 
were celebrated using germanic rituals in cities like Pistoia until the 15th century.30412th century 
documents record land divided into dozens of ideal shares which suggests that during either the 
Lombard or Frankish period, these would have been closed and coherent territorial units, 
corresponding to closed economies or ‘consorterie’.305  
According to Heers, the Italian feudal system kept alive many aspects of the Lombard 
heritage long after Frankish colonization. In the ius longobardum as opposed to the ius 
francorum, “fiefs were held by all brothers making up a fraterna [brotherhood] or more 
frequently a consorzio which, in the name of all, exercised all seigneurial rights. All brothers 
inherited jointly and therefore remained united”.306 Lombard populations resisted assimilation, 
maintaining their particularism well into the 12-14th centuries. Groups referred to as Lombardi 
appear in documents ranging from 950 to 1350. They were found only in the valleys of the Arno 
and Era, around Volterra and the Maremma and sometimes further afield as far as Orvieto and 
                                                                                                 
303  On  the  grounds  that  “Dante  for  example  used  the  word  to  refer  to  friends,  neighbours  and  allies”  Carol  
Lansing  choses  to  avoid  the  term  completely,  even  though  it  is  found  in  13th  century  sources.  
  
304  See  Chiappelli,  Luigi.  L'età  Longobarda  e  Pistoia.  Firenze:  R.  Deputazione  toscana  di  storia  patria,  
1922,  p.  13.  
  
305  See  Chiappelli,  Luigi.  L'età  Longobarda  e  Pistoia.  Firenze:  R.  Deputazione  toscana  di  storia  patria,  
1922.    
  
306  See  Heers,  Jacques.  Family  Clans  in  the  Middle  Ages  :  A  Study  of  Political  and  Social  Structures  in  
Urban  Areas.  New  York  :  North-­Holland  Pub.  Co.,  1977.  
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Viterbo. Where large groups of Lombardi were present, clans and consorterie were stronger than 
elsewhere.307 The first Gherardesca on record is one Count Rodolfo of Volterra, who attended an 
assembly with Emperor Otto I in 967. Furthermore, according to a study of the likely remains of 
Ugolino produced by paleoanthropologist Francesco Mallegni in 2003, Ugolino’s “Lombard” 
(northern european) ancestry was conspicuous, because he was almost six feet tall and therefore 
towered over his central Italian and Mediterranean contemporaries.308  
During the late 10th century, a peculiar terminology began to be used in official 
documents: “terra Gherardinga” or “terra Ildibrandinga” or “terra Lambertatica” and the like 
(coinciding roughly with the emergence of the first city communes), and these correspond to 
some of the oldest consortial families in Tuscany.309Ugolino could trace his genealogy 
exceptionally far into the past (the first document bearing the words ‘terra Gherardinga’ is dated 
                                                                                                 
307  See  Heers,  Jacques.  Family  Clans  in  the  Middle  Ages  :  A  Study  of  Political  and  Social  Structures  in  
Urban  Areas.  New  York  :  North-­Holland  Pub.  Co.,  1977;;  who  cites  Chiappelli,  Luigi.  L'età  Longobarda  e  
Pistoia.  Firenze:  R.  Deputazione  toscana  di  storia  patria,  1922.    
  
308  “Una  diagnosi  di  etnicità  farebbe  propendere  per  un  tipo  atlantoindico,  quale  si  osserva  di  solito  nelle  
popolazoni  europee  controsettentrionali,  della  parte  occidentale.  Più  difficile  scorgere  nei  tratti  facciali  del  
personaggio  elementi  cnetroitalici  e  ancor  meno  mediterranei  (che  più  si  addirrebbero  ai  territori  italiani  in  
cui  visse  la  famiglia  Della  Gherardesca,  ammettendo  che  questo  individuo  possa  essere  riconosciuto  
come  Ugolino).  La  faccia  si  caratterizza  anche  per  orbite  grandi,  naso  ad  apertura  media  e  a  ponte  
nasale  alto,  leggero  prognatismo  alveolare  ecc.  Del  resto  l’imponenza  della  sua  persona  (stima  della  
statura,  da  alcune  ossa  lunghe,  sui  178-­180cm)  mal  si  confarebbe  a  questa  etnia,  da  sempre  
caratterizzata  da  una  statura  modesta”  in  Lemut,  2003,  p.  85.  
  
309  See  Herlihy,  David  "Family  solidarity  in  Medieval  Italian  history"  in  Economy,  Society,  and  Government  
in  Medieval  Italy.  Eds.  David  Herlihy,  Robert  S.  Lopez,  and  Vsevolod  Slessarev.  Kent  State  University  
Press,  1969.  I  have  added  ‘terra  Ildibrandinga’  and  ‘terra  Lambertatica’  because  of  their  Dantean  
resonance,  and  found  them  among  those  recorded  by  Chiapelli  in  documents  ranging  from  the  10th  to  the  
13th  centuries  (Chiappelli,  Luigi.  L'età  Longobarda  e  Pistoia.  Firenze:  R.  Deputazione  toscana  di  storia  
patria,  1922,  p.  36-­42).  The  fact  that  no  such  terminology  cannot  be  found  before  the  10th  century  has  
been  interpreted  in  different  ways  by  historians:  does  it  signal  a  moment  of  consolidation  and  increased  
cohesion?  Or  does  it  signal  a  determination  to  record  what  previously  was  unrecorded?  Exploring  this  
question  is  however  well  outside  the  scope  of  this  study.  We  must  however  note  that  no  documents  carry  
this  terminology  during  the  Lombard  or  Frankish  period  making  the  question  of  whether  the  consortial  
family  coincides  with  the  emergence  of  the  commune  or  predates  it  an  open  one.  I  am  adopting  here  the  
theory  of  a  Lombard  heritage  because  of  the  arguments  put  forward  by  Chiappelli  in  Chiappelli,  Luigi.  
L'età  Longobarda  E  Pistoia.  Firenze:  R.  Deputazione  toscana  di  storia  patria,  1922,  p.  35.  
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983; it is the second oldest reference to consortial property on record).310 This type of 
organization was always more prevalent among the middle and upper levels of Italy’s social 
pyramid since the cohesiveness of these groups seems to have been rooted in the need to limit 
the partitioning of patrimony (larger groups of individuals are better able to defend themselves, 
each other and their undivided assets).311  
Violante points to the appearance of the judicial convention of the consorzio in the 12th 
century, based on the consanguineous model. The consortial family began to include individuals 
and families, including entire consorterie that were extraneous to the original descent group and 
in fact by the end of the 13th century the chronicler Ricordano Malaspina distinguished 
consanguineous consorterie from those that were merely juridical, calling the former consorti di 
ceppo and the latter consorti di carta.312 The lineages that constituted the aristocratic rulers of the 
pre-communal and early-communal periods in Pisa were formed between the end of the 10th and 
the middle of the 11th centuries (Visconti, Gualandi, Orlandi, Casapieri, degli Azzi-Marignani-
Sismondi, di Sancasciano, dei Lanfranchi, dei Da Caprona, dei Gaetani).313  
                                                                                                 
310  See  Herlihy,  David  "Family  solidarity  in  Medieval  Italian  history"  in  Economy,  Society,  and  Government  
in  Medieval  Italy.  Eds.  David  Herlihy,  Robert  S.  Lopez,  and  Vsevolod  Slessarev.  Kent  State  University  
Press,  1969,  p.177.  
  
311  See  Herlihy,  David  "Family  solidarity  in  Medieval  Italian  history"  in  Economy,  Society,  and  Government  
in  Medieval  Italy.  Eds.  David  Herlihy,  Robert  S.  Lopez,  and  Vsevolod  Slessarev.  Kent  State  University  
Press,  1969.  
  
312  “Cominciarono  a  crearsi,  con  la  convenzione  giuridica  del  ‘consorzio’,  le  ‘consorterie’  sul  modello  
familliare  o  parentale.  Questo  nuovo  fenomeno  ebbe  origine,  insieme  col  maturare  di  altri  (antichi)  
processi  di  evoluzione  economica  e  politica,  gia  nel  secolo  XII,  che  pertanto  mi  sembra  un  momento  
chiave.”  [...]  “Ma  il  consorzio  poteva  comprendere  anche  singoli  individui  estranei  al  lignaggio  nei  cui  
ambito  si  era  costituito,  o  unire  in  un  nuovo  organismo  due  o  piu  famiglie,  o  addirittura  piu  consorterie  (ed  
es.  I  Corvaia  e  i  Vallecchia);;  ed  era  possibile  ogni  altra  combinazioni  [...].  Verso  la  fine  del  Diegento  il  
cronista  Ricordano  Malispini  dtingueva  bene  la  consorteria  familiare  dalle  consorteria  meramente  pattizia,  
i  “consorti  di  ceppo”  dai  “consorti  di  carta”  in  Violante,  Cinzio.  "Le  strutture  familiari,  parentali  e  consortili  
delle  aristocrazie  in  Toscana  durante  i  secoli  X-­XII."  I  ceti  dirigenti  in  Toscana  nell’età  precomunale  
(1981):  1-­57.  
  
313  “II  lignaggi  che  costituirono  invece  le  aristocrazie  della  societa  precomunale  e  del  primo  Comune,  so  
formarono  tra  la  fine  del  secolo  X  e  la  meta  dell  XI,  come  e  stato  dimostrato  per  Pisa  (Visconti,  Gualandi,  
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To examine Dante’s time in terms of a horizontal division into classes appears to have 
somewhat obscured its most relevant social structures. The point was made both by Rubinstein 
and Heers that in 13th century Florence, it was the consortial family that “constituted one of the 
dominant elements in Florentine society and politics. Dante’s vision of 12th century Florentine 
society in terms of her great families reflects this situation”. The author of the Ottimo Commento 
defined the city as an entity consisting of a ‘collection of citizens’, e i cittadini sono particulari 
famiglie [and the citizens are individual families], and Villani choses to describe his city’s nobili 
legnaggi [noble lineages] in the 11th and then in the 13th centuries in books 4 and 5 of his 
Cronica. Rubinstein argued that “while in 13th century Florence the family, both in its nuclear 
and its expanded form, was a clearly recognisable social unit, the nobility was 
not”.314Furthermore, Heers points out that there was much disparity of wealth and power within a 
single consortial family, and yet no social or economic segregation can be detected in 
contemporary urban architecture.315 
In a study of family structures in Lombardy, Emilia and Tuscany in the 11th and 12th 
centuries, Violante asserts that the first consorterie (in this region called ‘domus’), were made up 
of lombardi.316 In 1088, a thousand Pisan citizens swore an oath of unity in the fight against 
                                                                                                 
Orlandi,  Casapieri,  degli  Azzi-­Marignani-­Sismondi,  dei  Sancasciano  e  dei  Lanfranchi,  dei  da  Caprona,  dei  
Gaetani).”  See  Violante,  Cinzio.  "Le  strutture  familiari,  parentali  e  consortili  delle  aristocrazie  in  Toscana  
durante  i  secoli  X-­XII."  I  ceti  dirigenti  in  Toscana  nell’età  precomunale  (1981):  1-­57.  
  
314  Rubinstein,  Nicolai.  “Dante  and  Nobility  (1973)”,  in  Studies  in  Italian  history  in  the  Middle  Ages  and  the  
Renaissance,  Roma  :  Edizioni  di  storia  e  letteratura,  2004.  
  
315  See  Heers,  Jacques.  Family  Clans  in  the  Middle  Ages  :  A  Study  of  Political  and  Social  Structures  in  
Urban  Areas.  New  York  :  North-­Holland  Pub.  Co.,  1977.  For  more  recent  research  confirming  this  point  
see  Bellavitis,  Anna;;  Chabot,  Isabelle.  Famiglie  e  poteri  in  Italia  tra  medioevo  ed  età  moderna,  Ed.  
Isabelle  Bellavitis,  Anna;;  Chabot.  Rome:  École  francaise  de  Rome,  2009,  p.  472.  
  
316  Violante,  Cinzio.  "Quelques  caractéristiques  des  structures  familiales  en  Lombardie,  Emilie  et  Toscane  
aux  XIe  et  XIIe  siècles."  Publications  de  l'École  française  de  Rome  30.1  (1977):  87-­148.  
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Genoa, but 54 heads of families remained separate and made separate oaths. They carried the 
names of some of Pisa’s oldest consorterie: Visconti, Uppezinghi, Capronesi or Ripafratta. They 
embraced business life in the city but also maintained close ties to the country. For instance the 
Orlandi controlled the Selva Palatina, a vast domain of wooded hills stretching between the sea, 
the Serchio and the heights above Lucca where Ugolino dreams of being a wolf with his cubs 
being pursued by hounds.  
The leading lineages of these clans moved to the city of Pisa earlier than they did in other 
Tuscan cities, but continued to live more often in their country castles which supplied them with 
most of their revenue and were the basis of their power. Alongside them, purely urban 
consorterie appeared as well, and the groups ceased to be purely consanguineous.317 In a study of 
family history and social and political structures in Pisa in the  11th and 12th centuries, Rosetti 
suggested that this organisation was in fact an original creation of the Pisan oligarchy. It 
functioned to create a stable element in order to promote continuity in the exercise of 
power.318Cristiani counted 80 ‘noble’ families’ and 90 ‘popolani’ families among the ruling class 
of Pisa between the end of the 13th and the beginning of the 14th century. Over the course of the 
14th century and despite being deprived of their ancient rights, some were successful in 
preserving both military power and specific public functions, as condottieri, Podestà and 
                                                                                                 
317  Violante,  Cinzio.  "Quelques  caractéristiques  des  structures  familiales  en  Lombardie,  Emilie  et  Toscane  
aux  XIe  et  XIIe  siècles."  Publications  de  l'École  française  de  Rome  30.1  (1977):  87-­148,  p.123.  
  
318  “L’exercice  du  pouvoir  en  commun  fait  des  membres  qui  composent  l’aristocratie  consulaire  de  Pise,  
malgré  les  différences  d’origine  et  de  profession  qui  existent  entre  eux,  une  classe  cohérente  de  
gouvernants,  qui  pendant  près  de  deux  siècles  conserva  le  monopole  du  pouvoir  politique,  grâce  a  la  
solidarité  qui  unissait  tous  les  membres.  La  domus,  organisation  de  base  qui  rassemble  le  groupe  
parental  des  consanguins,  formé  par  les  familles  de  descendants  mâles  de  la  souche  primitive,  est  une  
création  originale  de  cette  classe  politique.  Elle  constitue  l'élément  stable  qui  assure  la  continuité  de  
l’exercice  du  pouvoir  dans  une  société  qui  s'élargit  et  s’enrichit  sans  cesse  de  noms  nouveaux.”  in  
Rossetti,  Gabriella,  “Histoire  familiale  et  structures  sociales  et  politiques  à  Pise  aux  XIe  et  XIIe  siècles”  in  
Famille  et  parenté  dans  l'Occident  médiéval.  Actes  du  colloque  de  Paris  (6-­8  juin  1974),  Rome  :  École  
Française  de  Rome,  1977,  pp.  159-­180.    
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capitani - eventually combining the functions of Podestà and Capitano. Others would not be so 
successful: the living conditions of the Pisan nobility between the end of the 13th and the first 
half of the 15th century were hard, making lineages vulnerable to biological extinction.319  
The clans were not the enemies of the early communes, even though over time the 
communes would try to limit their power (with questionable success), nor was the concept of the 
consorteria perceived as a tool of aristocratic domination.320 Cristiani notes that eventually 
consorterie would be found among the Pòpolo medio and even the Pòpolo minuto could own not 
single houses, but various particles of real estates “in forma consortile”.321 In Pisa, anti-magnate 
legislation appeared much later than in Florence, in 1286.322 
The older consorterie were political, economic, cultural and military units, with armies of 
rural vassals and dependents, and this remained the case in Pisa longer than it did in Florence. 
Heers gives the example of the struggles between Pisa and the Ripafratta clan in the late 13th 
century. The Ripafratta held a court, the Corte dei Cattani, which had jurisdiction over the all the 
men of the lineage. Attempts by Pisa to interfere came to nothing and in 1282 the commune as 
arbitrator confirmed the rights of Ripafratta leadership. The example shows clearly how clans 
                                                                                                 
319  See  Luzzati  Michèle,  “Familles  nobles  et  familles  marchandes  à  Pise  et  en  Toscane  dans  le  Bas  
Moyen-­Age”  in  Famille  et  parenté  dans  l'Occident  médiéval.  Actes  du  colloque  de  Paris  (6-­8  juin  1974)  
Rome  :  École  Française  de  Rome,  1977,  pp.  275-­296.  
  
320  The  wide  variety  of  cases  in  which  families  interacted  with  communal  institutions,  including  cases  
where  clans  demanded  state  intervention,  or  were  themselves  influenced  by  it,  would  make  such  a  
statement  too  generalizing  to  be  useful.  For  an  exploration  of  the  relationship  between  family  and  state  
see  Bellavitis, Anna; Chabot, Isabelle, Famiglie  e  poteri  in  Italia  tra  medioevo  ed  età  moderna,  Ed.  Isabelle  
Bellavitis,  Anna;;  Chabot.  Rome:  École  francaise  de  Rome,  2009,  p.  472.  
  
321  Cristiani,  1962,  p.  81.  
  
322  See  Cammarosano, Paolo, “I ceti dirigenti comunali”, in Toscana ai tempi di Arnolfo: atti del convegno di studi, 
Colle di Val d'Elsa, 22-24 novembre 2002, Firenze : L.S. Olschki: Regione Toscana, 2005. 
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were acknowledged political institutions. Chroniclers spoke of armies of highlanders that a 
powerful clan could raise in its fiefs, and that threatened the city from a distance.323  
The internal organization of clans is not only difficult to determine because of the lack of 
documents pertaining to it, but it also varied significantly by clan, by generation, and by 
region.324 The Pisan domus tended to maintain a consanguineous basis, while in Florence and 
Lucca clans were more often made up of several unrelated descent groups. In both cases 
however, power was held by internal consuls or captains belonging to the most powerful 
lineage.325 The clan was both fluid and permanent. It was fluid in the sense that it could 
incorporate outside individuals and families, adapt to new legislation and new necessities, it 
could split, merge, exclude or include, depending on circumstances, much like a corporation 
functioning in a deregulated environment.326 The clan was permanent because it was not 
conceived as being bound by time, extending rights and obligations to future generations - and in 
                                                                                                 
323  Heers,  1977,  p.169.  
  
324  “I  fondi  non  consente  di  conoscere  la  struttura  familiare  prevalente  e  caratterizzante  le  diverse  fasce  
sociali.”  in  Leverotti,  Franca,  “Famiglie  toscane  nell’età  di  Arnolfo  di  Cambio”  in  Toscana  ai  tempi  di  
Arnolfo  :  atti  del  convegno  di  studi,  Colle  di  Val  d’Elsa,  22-­24  novembre  2002,  Firenze:  L.S.  Olschki:  
Regione  Toscana,  2005,  101–148.  
  
325  “Certamente  alcune  consorterie  aggregano  famiglie  discendenti  da  un  unico  capostipite  come  nel  
caso  della  domus  pisana,  mentre  le  societa  delle  torri  fiorentine  e  la  casa  dei  Corbolani  lucchesi,  per  la  
quale  e  noto  uno  statuto  del  1287,  sono  costituite  da  piu  famiglie  non  legate  da  rapporti  di  sangue.  In  tutti  
i  casi  la  disciplina  interna  e  mantenuta  da  consoli  e  capitani.”  in  Leverotti,  Franca,  “Famiglie  toscane  
nell’età  di  Arnolfo  di  Cambio”  in  Toscana  ai  tempi  di  Arnolfo  :  atti  del  convegno  di  studi,  Colle  di  Val  
d’Elsa,  22-­24  novembre  2002,  Firenze:  L.S.  Olschki:  Regione  Toscana,  2005,  101–148.  
  
326  “Queste  articolazioni  della  società  sono  strutture  politicamente  vive  che  so  rinnovano  di  frequente  per  
adeguarsi  e  modellarsi  sulla  legislazione  statutaria.  Consorti  di  torri,  consorti  di  patrimonio,  consorti  di  
affari:  si  sciolgono  e  si  ricompongono  secondo  le  necessità  politiche  ed  economiche,  coagulati  dagli  
interessi  economici,  dalla  contiguità  della  proprietà,  dagli  intrecci  matrimoniali,  dalla  molteplicita  dei  
legami  consortili  anche  indiretti,  ma  di  cui  si  deve  tenere  conto  per  capire  il  radicamento  e  la  forza  di  una  
famiglia.”  in  Leverotti,  Franca,  “Famiglie  toscane  nell’età  di  Arnolfo  di  Cambio”  in  Toscana  ai  tempi  di  
Arnolfo  :  atti  del  convegno  di  studi,  Colle  di  Val  d’Elsa,  22-­24  novembre  2002,  Firenze:  L.S.  Olschki:  
Regione  Toscana,  2005,  101–148.  
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that sense it was in essence a new family.327Herlihy suggests that the agnate lineage (and by 
extension the clan formed around it which maintained a socially constructed kinship i.e it 
legitimized itself through a biological idiom) differs from the cognatio/genus/kinship group in 
that it was ancestor-focused, in other words it did not radiate from one or several living 
individuals but from a historic, sometimes mythical founder; it was “a solidarity of males linking 
the living with the dead” which displayed its own cohesion through a common name, coat of 
arms and written genealogy.328Dante represents them as such in Inferno 17 where the Paduan 
bankers are identified by the coat of arms on their purses; in Inferno 27 where the Romagnol 
warlords are represented as animals; and in Purgatorio 8 where he praises the Malaspina lineage, 
with whom he had a professional and potentially personal relationship confirmed by external 
evidence. 
For the vast majority of contemporary families, the consortial family was an ideal, a 
victory against the odds, the result of centuries of successful biological, economic and social 
strategies. In pursuit of this ideal, lineages would rise, fall, and rise again, and in the process they 
could stagnate, merge, split and go extinct, with surprising alacrity.329  
                                                                                                 
327  “Mais  puisque  le  consortium  est  conçu  comme  indéfini  dans  le  temps,  il  inclut  la  référence  au  
descendants  de  tous  les  consortes  et  par  cela  il  peut  suggérer  l'idée  d’une  sorte  de  famille  nouvelle.”  in  
Tabacco  Giovanni,  “Le  rapport  de  parenté  comme  instrument  de  domination  consortiale:  quelques  
exemples  piémontais”  in  Famille  et  parenté  dans  l'Occident  médiéval.  Actes  du  colloque  de  Paris  (6-­8  juin  
1974)  Rome:  École  Française  de  Rome,  1977.  pp.  153-­158.    
  
328  “The  agnate  lineage  differs  in  several  crucial  ways  from  the  genus  or  cognatio.  The  cognatio  was  ego-­
focused,  as  anthropologists  would  say,  in  the  sense  that  lines  of  relationship  were  viewed  as  radiating  
forth  from  the  living  individual.  The  boundaries  of  the  cognatio  changed  with  every  generation,  as  its  
center  came  to  rest  on  a  new  ego.  The  lineage  was,  in  contrast,  ancestor-­focused,  as  it  characteristically  
traced  its  descent  in  the  male  line  back  to  a  historic,  or  sometimes  mythical,  founder.  It  was  a  solidarity  of  
males  linking  the  living  to  the  dead.  It  displayed  that  solidarity  through  the  use  of  a  common  name,  the  
adoption  of  a  coat  of  arms,  a  written  genealogy”  in  Herlihy,  David.  Women,  family  and  society  in  medieval  
Europe:  historical  essays,  1978-­1991.  Berghahn  Books,  1995,  p.  164.  
  
329  For  a  study  of  the  social  mobility  of  families  in  Tuscany  based  on  a  detailed  family  history,  which  
explores  some  of  these  strategies  and  underscores  the  impulse  of  families  towards  social  and  economic  
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b.   Conte Ugolino, the father 
 
At the core of Dante’s representation of Ugolino is the construction of him and of his 
sons and grandsons as a domestic and affective unit, as a kinship group rather than as a clan.  In 
other words, Dante’s argument against judicial family co-responsibility is made by projecting 
domestic affection onto Ugolino330. In the following section I will show the place of domestic 
affection in the Commedia, because it implies that domestic affection was highly valued by 
Dante and his first readers and illuminates by extension the muscularity of Dante’s argument. In 
the Commedia,  grown women command the affection of their powerful fathers and adult 
brothers; children of both genders are assumed to have a certain pull on the affections of their 
fathers as well as their mothers; parent-infant relationships are captured in detail and finally, an 
idealized society is one in which mothers fulfill a social function as storytellers and as historians. 
Finally, I will argue that Dante presented himself as a family man by reframing Ulisse as a 
family man in Inferno 26331. 
                                                                                                 
ascension,  see  Pirillo,  Paolo.  Famiglia  E  Mobilità  Sociale  Nella  Toscana  Medievale:  I  Franzesi  Della  
Foresta  Da  Figline  Valdarno  (secoli  Xii-­Xv).  Figline  Valdarno:  Comune  di  Figline  Valdarno,  1992.    
  
330  One  might  see  an  echo  of  Dante’s  treatment  of  Ugolino  as  a  figure  in  which  the  public  and  the  private  
are  fused  in  Hyde’s  reading  of  the  difference  between  communal  rule  and  signoria:  “Whatever  their  
shortcomings  -­  and  these  could  be  certainly  very  great  -­  the  communes  were  based  on  a  distinction  
between  public  and  private  affairs,  the  implications  of  which  had  been  elaborated  with  great  finesse  over  
the  centuries.  In  the  signorie  the  two  tended  to  become  confused  again  as  the  state  came  to  be  regarded  
almost  as  the  personal  property  of  the  ruling  family.  For  this  reason  if  no  other  the  signorie  brought  with  
them  a  certain  political  impoverishment”  in  Hyde,  1973,  p.  152.  
  
331  A  framing  already  used  by  Petrarch  but  against  Dante,  to  show  that  he  did  not  care  sufficiently  for  the  
ties  of  family:  “The  perception  of  a  profound  autobiographical  alignment  between  the  poet  and  his  
creation  seems  also  to  have  early  roots;;  Umberto  Bosco  shows  that  Dante’s  intransigence  in  not  
accepting  Florentine  terms  for  repatriation  despite  the  suffering  of  his  family  elicited  contrasting  reactions  
from  Boccaccio,  who  defended  him,  and  Petrarch,  whose  criticism  implicitly  branded  him  a  Ulysses”  in  
Barolini,  1992,  p.  52.  
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The curious fact that there is no consistent term in medieval texts to designate the nuclear 
family in such a way as to distinguish it from the artificial famiglia does not imply that the 
distinction itself was not clear.332 The Commedia’s nuclear families, just like today’s, could be 
somewhat flexible and impermanent because subject to the constraints of particular 
circumstances, such as poor paternal investment, for instance. We glimpse this impermanence in 
an allusion to a nuclear family unit in which the mother acts in the best interest of a child 
conceived with a disappointing father by placing the child within the artificial ‘family’ of a 
feudal lord - understood as a retinue or group of dependents. In Inferno 22, an unnamed but 
roughly contemporary grifter from Navarre, traditionally referred to as Ciampolo, identifies 
himself to Virgilio in verses 49-52. Ciampolo identifies himself as a courtier and son of a 
courtier. In his short narrative, he creates a contrast between his nuclear family and the artificial 
family formed by the king’s retinue, reserving the term famiglia for the latter. In his nuclear 
                                                                                                 
332  In  a  study  of  the  word  and  concept  of  family  in  the  Western  tradition,  David  Herlihy  points  out  that  the  
term  familia  in  Latin,  as  recorded  by  the  ancient  Roman  grammarian  Festus,  derived  from  the  Oscan  term  
famel,  which  means  slave,  and  is  also  the  root  of  the  Latin  term  for  slave:  famulus.  In  its  origin,  familia  
evoked  a  hierarchical  structure,  with  no  implication  of  consanguinity.  Such  a  conception  of  family,  so  
starkly  different  from  our  own,  continued  to  be  held  well  into  the  late  Middle  Ages.  The  biological  parent  
was  a  genitor,  a  root  we  find  in  the  above  quote  in  reference  to  the  conception  of  Ciampolo,  “generato  
d’un  ribaldo”  [having  borne  me  of  a  lout];;  on  the  other  hand,  the  holder  of  authority  was  called  pater.  From  
this  original  meaning,  the  word  evolved  to  include  all  persons  living  under  the  authority  of  the  pater,  a  
group  that  could  therefore  reach  an  enormous  size,  and  by  further  extension  the  word  could  be  applied  to  
any  hierarchical  group  and  eventually  to  any  organized  group.  The  Latin  word  familia  and  its  vernacular  
form  famiglia  were  also  used  to  signify  property.  Herlihy  points  out  that  Paolo  da  Certaldo,  a  Tuscan  
merchant  and  contemporary  of  Boccaccio,  used  the  term  famiglia  to  mean  property  or  patrimony  in  his  
Libro  di  buoni  costumi  (See  Herlihy, David. Women, family and society in medieval Europe: historical essays, 
1978-1991 Berghahn Books, 1995,  p.114).  Herlihy  cites  Branca,  Vittore,  ed.  Mercanti  scrittori:  ricordi  nella  
Firenze  tra  Medioevo  e  Rinascimento.  Rusconi  Libri,  1986).  While  for  the  modern  reader,  the  word  ‘family’  
evokes  the  nuclear  family,  which  is  the  core  of  a  kinship  group,  for  Dante  and  Paolo  da  Certaldo  the  term  
famiglia  carried  different  connotations,  and  referred  either  to  a  hierarchical  association  in  which  
dependents  both  benefit  from,  and  form  a  part  of,  the  property  of  a  central  source  of  authority,  or  to  any  
recognizably  organized  group  of  individuals.  For  occurrences  of  the  word  famiglia  in  the  sense  of  
hierarchical  association  see  the  above  mentioned  Inf.  22,  52;;  Purg.  15,  29;;  Par.  10,  49-­50;;  Par.  12,  115;;  
for  occurrences  of  the  word  famiglia  in  the  sense  of  an  organized  group  of  individuals  see  Inf.  15,  22;;  Inf.  
30,  88  and  Par.  32,  136.  
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family the primary parent was his mother because his father was lacking; his artificial family on 
the other hand is defined by its male head, in this case Thibaut II, king of Navarre.  
 
 Mia madre a servo d’un segnor mi puose, 
 che m’avea generato d’un ribaldo, 
 distruggitor di sé e di sue cose. 
 Poi fui famiglia del buon re Tebaldo 
 [My mother, having borne me to a lout, 
 who brought himself and all he had to ruin, 
 engaged me to the service of a nobleman. 
 And then I joined king Thibaut’s retinue] 
(Inf. 22, 49-52) 
 
For Herlihy - the nuclear family was a domestic unit - and within this unit, solidarity 
deepened in the 14th century, as can be seen by the spread of family names to ever lower levels 
of the urban social pyramid, and by the proliferation after 1350 of family “Ricordanze”. In a 
study of family solidarity in medieval Italy, Herlihy identified two categories of families. One 
was the consortial family, which was aggressively patrilineal, and was therefore a type of clan.333 
The other was the kinship group, reducible to its core, the nuclear family. In his 1969 essay, 
Herlihy wrote that “to look through Dante and his predecessors for any celebration of the joys of 
domestic living is to search largely in vain”.334 “After 1350 it does seem certain that the family 
was assuming a function it did not possess before, that of giving pleasure and contentment to its 
                                                                                                 
333  Lansing  does  not  use  the  term  “consorteria”,  or  “consortial  family”  because  of  the  ambiguity  of  the  
term  in  the  primary  sources,  including  Dante’s,  where  it  can  be  used  to  refer  to  kinsmen  but  also  to  tower  
societies,  which  were  groups  of  unrelated  shareholders.  Other  historians  have  examined  the  
phenomenon  of  consortial  families,  on  the  grounds  that  the  ambiguity  of  contemporary  terminology  is  in  
itself  meaningful.  I  understand  the  consortial  family  to  be  a  variety  of  clan,  one  that  deserves  special  
scrutiny  in  any  study  of  local  politics  in  the  medieval  Italian  city  states.  See  Lansing,  Carol.  The  Florentine  
magnates:  lineage  and  faction  in  a  medieval  commune.  Vol.  1221.  Princeton  University  Press,  2014.  
  
334  Herlihy,  David  "Family  solidarity  in  Medieval  Italian  history"  in  Economy,  Society,  and  Government  in  
Medieval  Italy.  Eds.  David  Herlihy,  Robert  S.  Lopez,  and  Vsevolod  Slessarev.  Kent  State  University  
Press,  1969.  
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members” writes Herlihy, hypothesizing in another study that it was the weakening of paternal 
authority - a condition of clan mentality - that “allowed for, and perhaps even made necessary, 
the strengthening of another form of bonding that gave cohesion to the household: domestic 
affection”.335 A closer inspection of the Commedia reveals that domestic affection is captured 
multiple times in each cantica. 
The Commedia’s first reference to kinship unambiguously points to its assumed value. In 
Inferno 3, there is a description of sinners awaiting their turn to cross the river Acheron. Inf. 3, 
103-5 reads: Bestemmiavano Dio e lor parenti, / l’umana spezie e ‘l loco e ‘l tempo e ‘l seme / di 
lor semanza e di lor nascimenti [They raged, blaspheming God and their own kin, / the human 
race, the place and time, the seed, / from which they’d sprung, the day that they’d been born]. 
Here the word parenti is rightly translated as ‘kin’ since it carries no indication of exclusion 
either of the matrilineal or patrilineal groups, making it bilateral. The reference places kinship 
within a list of supreme values, including god, the human race, and one’s birth and ancestry.  
Purgatorio includes the representation of father-daughter bonds, and bonds between adult 
brothers and sisters. Manfred (Purg. 3, 115 and 143) and Nino Visconti (Purg. 8, 71) use terms 
of affection in relation to their daughters (although not for their wives).  In Purgatorio 24, when 
the pilgrim asks his friend Forese Donati for news of Forese’s sister Piccarda, Forese’s response 
exhibits signs of enduring brotherly affection.336 Purg. 24, 13-5 reads: La mia sorella, che tra 
bella e buona / non so qual fosse più, triunfa lieta / ne l’alto Olimpo già di sua corona [My sister 
(was she more - I do not know - / in beauty than in goodness?) triumphs now, / crowned on 
                                                                                                 
335  Herlihy,  David.  Women,  Family  and  Society  in  Medieval  Europe:  Historical  Essays  1978-­1991.  
Berghahn  books,  1995.  
  
336  Dante  himself  mentions  a  very  close  female  relative  in  Vita  Nuova  14,  traditionally  identified  as    his  
adult  sister  (Gae)Tana.    
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Olympian heights, in happiness]. While Herlihy questioned the concept of the nuclear family as a 
source of pleasure before 1350 - he noted nonetheless that there was a longstanding ancient and 
medieval understanding of family as a domestic unit, living together in a shared household and 
normally bound to each other in mutual affection, noting that in the 13th century Aquinas 
identified the household as a ‘familia domestica’ or ‘domus vel familia’ (house or 
family).337However the examples of Manfred and Nino expressing concern and love for their 
daughters, as well as the  example of affection between adult siblings well beyond any period of 
cohabitation, suggests that cohabitation was not perceived as the basis of enduring affection 
among members of a nuclear family. 
In the Commedia affective bonds of kinship were not expected to be relinquished, despite 
death, salvation and purgation - let alone the absence of cohabitation. In Paradiso 14, the nuclear 
family appears as an additional justification for the christian belief in the resurrection of the body 
after judgement day, a justification premised on the assumption that the bodies of human beings 
remain precious to their mothers and fathers through an affective bond that transcends time, a 
bond captured by the colloquial term mamme : forse non pur per lor, ma per le mamme / per li 
padri e per li altri che fuor cari [not only for themselves, perhaps, but for / their mothers, fathers, 
and for others dear] (Par. 14, 64-5).  
Affective bonds of kinship are captured to the full extent of their emotional impact in the 
copious representations of the behaviours of early childhood, and by Dante’s observation of the 
minutiae of the parent-infant relationship, which these representations imply. In Inferno 32, 9, 
                                                                                                 
337  See  See  Herlihy,  David.  Women,  Family  and  Society  in  Medieval  Europe:  Historical  Essays  1978-­
1991.  Berghahn  books,  1995,  p.114),  citing  Thomas  Aquinas,  Summa  Theologica,  2.  2.  2,  Opera  omnia  
9,  (Rome,  1897),  p.81,  “Pater  autem  et  dominus,  qui  praesunt  familiae  domesticae”;;  ibid.,  2.  2.  47,  Opera  
omnia  8  (Rome,  1895),  p.359,  “oeconomica,  quae  est  de  his,  quae  pertinent  ad  bonum  commune  domus  
vel  famigliae.”  
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Dante mentions the language of young children, describing it as: lingua che chiami mamma o 
babbo [nor for a tongue that cries out, “mama,” “papa.”]. Purgatorio evokes it in passing, 
transcribing the words that a child might learn first, such as ‘food’ and ‘money’: anzi che tu 
lasciassi il ‘pappo’ e ’‘l ’‘dindi’” [before your infant words were spent] (Purg. 11, 105). 
Children are not only characterized by their lack of speech, a characterization preserved by the 
etymology of the word “infante” [infant]. In the Commedia children are also characterized by 
their play (Purg. 15, 3); by their tendency to be soothed by lullabies (Purg. 23, 111); or to be 
persuaded by the promise of a sweet treat (Purg. 27, 45); by the particular way in which they run 
to their mothers when they feel confusion (Par. 22, 2-3); or fright, or pain (Purg. 30, 44-5); by 
their childlike perception of maternal severity (Purg. 30, 79); by their distinct ways of expressing 
shame and remorse (Purg. 31, 64-6), and by their gestures and demeanor during breastfeeding 
(Par. 23, 121-3). The interaction between a mother and child is also recorded in great detail, 
from the sound of a woman in labor (Purg. 20, 21) to a mother’s selflessness in the face of a 
threat (Inf. 23, 38-41), to the gaze of a mother at her feverish child, or the reassuring tone of 
voice she might adopt to sooth her son (Purg. 22, 4-6). 
One of the clearest articulations of the joys of domestic life can be found in Paradiso 15. 
The passage assumes not only that the babbling of infants is a delight to both fathers and 




  L’una vegghiava a studio de la culla, 
  e, consolando, usava l’idïoma 
  che prima i padri e le madri trastulla; 
  l’altra, traendo alla rocca la chioma, 
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  favoleggiava con la sua famiglia 
  d’i Troiani, di Fiesole e di Roma. 
  [One, still awake,would watch around the crib 
  and sooth the baby, babbling in the tongue 
  that parents thrill to in the early days. 
  Another, drawing tresses from the spool, 
  sat with her family and told them tales 
  of Trojans, of Fiesole and Rome.] 
(Par. 15, 121-6) 
 
 Inferno 26 shows that for Dante the nuclear family was viewed as both positive and 
precious, that to forsake it was to lose something unspeakably valuable. Since both ancient 
readers like Petrarch and modern scholars perceive Dante as associating himself with the figure 
of Ulisse, I posit that Dante presents himself as a family man. In the canto of Ulisse, Inferno 26, 
Ulisse states that affective bonds with his nuclear family were not enough to extinguish his 
burning desire to understand the world. In listing these affective bonds, the Greek hero mentions 
the sweetness of his son, the duty owed to his aging father, and the love owed to his wife:338 
 
 Né dolcezza di figlio, nè la pieta 
del vecchio padre, né ‘l debito amore 
lo qual dovea Penelopè far lieta 
[No tenderness for son, no duty owed 
to ageing fatherhood, no love that should 
have brought my wife Penelope delight] 
(Inf. 26, 94-6) 
 
The inclusion of Penelope in this list is significant because it squarely signals that what Ulisse 
forsakes by sailing away is not his agnatic lineage as represented by his father and son, but his 
                                                                                                 
338  Inf.  26,  94-­6  reads:  “Né  dolcezza  di  figlio,  nè  la  pieta  /  del  vecchio  padre,  né  ‘l  debito  amore  /  lo  qual  
dovea  Penelopè  far  lieta”  [no  tenderness  for  son,  no  duty  owed  /  to  ageing  fatherhood,  no  love  that  
should  /  have  brought  my  wife  Penelope  delight].  
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nuclear family (since it includes a parental couple and their progeny - with the additional 
presence of his father making it a kinship group). The figure of Penelope is stressed in three 
ways, first by her position at the end of the ‘son - father - wife’ sequence, second by the terzina’s 
syntax which squeezes son and father into a verse and a half, reserving the same amount of space 
for Penelope, and finally by the use of the words “debito” [owed] and “dovea” [should] that both 
derive from the word “dovere” [should].  This type of diction evokes duty, and in particular the 
word “debito” suggests an agreement, a quid pro quo, and reciprocity in general.  If placed 
against the background of predatory patrilineal clans such as those represented elsewhere in the 
Commedia, the inclusion of - and linguistic stress placed on - Penelope, must be interpreted as a 
choice to represent Ulisse as a family man, and specifically not as the leader of a powerful clan. 
Kinship is part of what endows Dante’s reconfiguration of Ulisse, a hero who that was little more 
than a literary trope, with its enduring immediacy and relatability.  
 
In conclusion, Inferno 33 contains a combination of political analysis and rhetoric. In so 
far as the account of Ugolino’s death projects Dante’s conception of domestic affection onto the 
figure of Ugolino in order to advocate against judicial family co-responsibility, Inferno 33 is the 
locus of social advocacy partially achieved through a manipulation of recent history.  This 
manipulation involved the projection of domestic affection onto the leader of a powerful Pisan 
clan. If it was undoubtedly informed by Dante’s personal experience, it also functioned 
rhetorically to the extent that all narrative functions as argument to inform perception, regardless 
of the accuracy of the narrative. If Dante’s manipulation was especially noticeable to his first 
Pisan readers - Dante’s Pisan readers could also interpret the canto figuratively, because Pisan 
readers would have known that it coincided with the continuing imprisonment of Ugolino’s great 
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grandson Guelfuccio, incarcerated along with Ugolino, Gaddo, Uguiccione, Anselmuccio and il 
Brigata in 1288, despite being an infant at the time.339 In Inferno 32-3, Dante intervenes in a pre-
existing discourse about Ugolino, appropriating certain elements such as his treachery, using 
others as inspiration, such as the report of cannibalism, theorizing others, in so far as the 
connection between Ugolino and famine in Pisa becomes a reflection on the humanitarian impact 
of mala signoria, injecting political analysis in the narrative of Ugolino’s dream, and finally 
advocating against common legal practice in the manipulation of facts, in Ugolino’s narrative 
and in the pilgrim’s response.  
  
                                                                                                 
339  The  point  was  made  in  1937  by  Toscanelli,  Nello,  I  conti  di  Donoratico  della  Gherardesca  -­  signori  di  
Pisa,  Pisa,  1937.  If  Inferno  33  was  composed  after  March  1313,  it  coincided  with  Guelfuccio’s  release  at  
the  age  of  twenty  five  on  the  orders  of  Henry  VII.  Since  Dante  had  a  proven  professional  relationship  with  
Gherardesca  di  Battifolle  at  the  time  of  Henry’s  descent,  it  seems  plausible  that  Dante  was  acquainted  
with  the  matter  of  Guelfuccio,  whether  Dante  found  himself  in  Pisa  at  any  point  or  not.  According  to  
Inglese,  the  current  version  of  the  Inferno  is  based  on  a  textual  version  relinquished  as  final  by  Dante  
soon  after  the  death  Henry  VII,  which  occured  on  August  24th  1313:    “Essendo  pressoché  certo  che  i  
manoscritti  a  noi  noti  della  Commedia  dipendono  in  linea  verticale  da  una  stessa  versione  completa  e  
intera  dell’opera  -­  a  mio  avviso:  un  “prototipo”  allestito  da  Iacopo  Alighieri  subito  dopo  la  morte  del  
genitore  -­  bisognerebbe  concluderne  che  noi  leggiamo  l’Inferno  nella  forma  testuale  da  cui  Dante  si  




I hope that this study has illustrated the extent to which, in Inferno, Dante is engaged in 
exploring, reframing and impacting the landscape and practice of local power through his 
representation of local leaders. In Inferno 12 Dante provides a history of signoria that identifies 
an early tendency towards military expansion and parricide, ultimately showing the failure of 
dynastic leadership to ensure stability. Dante’s reading expresses a distinct anxiety about the 
violence of state formation and the loss of independence at a local level. In Inferno 27, Dante 
theorizes the role of military expertise in the construction of regional hegemonies and in Inferno 
32-3 he provides a sophisticated political reading of recent Pisan history and uses it to serve as a 
critique of common judicial practice. 
The implication for the social history of the period is that Dante belonged to an 
intellectual community of observers of local power who fulfilled a social function as historians, 
as political analysts and in Dante’s case as advocates for reform in judicial practices. The vehicle 
of their contribution was narrative production, both in the form of poetry and in the form of 
chronicles.  
The implication for Dante scholars is that, as historians have long suspected, the nuance 
of Dante’s political analysis has been partially obscured by the passage of time, by the hybrid 
nature of medieval historiography, and by the multiplication of putative biographical narratives 
which monopolize Dante’s political poetry to justify themselves. As I hope this study shows, the 
political content of the Commedia can be exposed via historicization, which according to the 
method I have applied to Inferno involves the consideration of pre-existing representations of 
local leaders in both chronicles and poems together with current historical scholarship, the 
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identification of Dante’s contribution to a pre-existing discourse and the re-interpretation, where 
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